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Abstract
The palimpsest of Ethiopian Christianity reveals the impact and influence of several hands:
Judaic, Egyptian, and Syrian. The origins of Ethiopian Christianity are uncertain; early
proselytisers may have found traces of paganism; of Christianity derived from the Ethiopian
eunuch’s encounter with Philip; and of Judaic religion adopted, according to Ethiopia’s
national epic, the Kəbra Nagaśt, a millennium before Christ. The apparent imprint of preChristian Judaic religion in Ethiopia is epitomised by the devotion to the Ark of the
Covenant, or tābot. Syriac influence arrived much later, conveyed by Syrian missionaries
between the fourth and the sixth centuries CE whose activities cemented Ethiopia’s staunch
miaphysite position. This thesis investigates the influence of Syrian Christianity upon the
trajectory of Ethiopian Christianity, proposing that many of the so-called ‘Judaic’ practices
may have arisen through interaction with Judaeo-Christian Syriac Christianity, rather than
being directly derived from an Old Testament context as proposed by Edward Ullendorff.
To do so, it explores the links between Ethiopic and Syrian literature using Ge’ez, Amharic
and Syriac literary sources to show how Syrian imagery shaped Ethiopic traditions. The
Ethiopic texts, each with origins in the sixth century, encompass the hymnody or Dəggwā of
St Yared, the andəmt Bible commentaries, and the Kəbra Nagaśt. The works of the
seminal fourth century Syriac theologian-poet Ephrem, his later devotee Jacob of Serugh,
and the earlier Syriac Odes of Solomon represent the Syrian trajectory. From the rich
repertoire of symbols contained within these works, three have been specifically selected: the
Ark and the Cross, as well as the perception of Paradise. The wealth of material common to
both Ethiopic and Syriac literature demonstrates the complexity of the Judaeo-Christian
thought-worlds from which they derived, implying more nuanced influences than have been
previously been postulated.
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Notes
1) All biblical quotations are from The Holy Bible, New Revised Standard Version,
Anglicized Edition, 1995, Oxford, OUP, unless otherwise stated.
2) Where they differ, the numbering of the Psalms in the LXX are indicated in brackets
after the numbers used in English Bible translations.
3) For the vocalisation of Ge’ez and Amharic some discrepancy occurs between
different authors. For the vocalisation of Ge’ez the rules outlined in Leslau’s
Comparative Dictionary of Ge‘ez1 have been followed, whilst the rules given in
Kane’s Amharic-English Dictionary2 are used for Amharic.
4) In most cases the Syriac sources have been used in English translation, except where
an argument depends on a particular word usage, in which case the Syriac text is
employed.
5) All quotations from the Kəbra Nagaśt are the author’s translations from Ge’ez.
6) Ethiopian editions of the andəmt have been used, with quotations being the author’s
translations from Amharic and Ge’ez.
7) Dəggwā quotations are the author’s translations from Ge’ez, from the 15th Century
CE manuscript EMML 2542, or from a modern edition of the Dəggwā (1999 EC).

መጽሐፈ ዴ ዖቅደስ ያሬዴ, በምሥረቅ ጎጃም ሀገረ ስብከት ጽ/ቤት አሳታሚኌት.

Table of Transcriptions
Ge’ez characters are trabscribed according to the rules laid out by Leslau3:
ሀ hሇlሐ መ mሠ šረ rሰ sቀ qበ bተ tኀ ኌ nአ ከ kወ wዏ ዖ zየ yዯ dገ g
ጠ ጰ pጸ ፀ dፈ fፐ p
Ge’ez vowels are transcribed as (first to sixth order respectively) a u i  e ə o.
Labiovelars are transcribed
ጏ gwa ጓ gwi  gw ጒ gwe ጐ gwə
1

W. Leslau (2006). Comparative Dictionary of Ge'ez (Classical Ethiopic): XX-XXI.
T.L. Kane (1990b). Amharic English Dictionary Volume I: XXV-XXVI.
3
Leslau: XX-XXI.
2
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ኇ wa ኈ wi ኊ we  w ኋ wə
ኯ kwa ኳ kwi ኲ kwe  kw ኰ kwə
ቇ qwa ቈ qwi ቊ qwe  qw ቈ qwə
Additional characters found only in Amharic are transcribed following the rules laid out by
Kane4:
ሸ š ቸ č ኘ ň ኴ h ዠ ž ጀ ğ ጨ č and ሐ and ኀ are transcribed only as h.
Amharic vowels are transcribed as (first to sixth order respectively) ä u i  e ə o.

4

Kane: XXV-XXVI.
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Introduction
Ethiopia was one of the first Christian nations, and its Christianity is a palimpsest bearing
traces of the hands of different cultural influences: Egyptian, Greek, Syrian, and Judaic.
Little is known about pre-Christian religion in Ethiopia, and the forces that formed its
distinctive expression of Christianity, the Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church. The Judaic
legacy of Ethiopian Christianity is articulated in the national epic, the Kəbra Nagaśt, which
embodies the legend of Ethiopia’s acquisition of the original Ark of the Covenant, fashioned
by Bezalel and Oholiab according to the plan divinely revealed to Moses on Mount Sinai,
and the country’s conversion to Judaism a millennium before Christ. The Ark, which many
Ethiopians believe to reside in a small chapel in Aksum in the northern Tigre province, has
become not only a source of national honour, but also its ceremonial, Eucharistic and
theological functions remain one of the unique aspects of the Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido
Church. Whilst the historicity of the Kəbra Nagaśt remains the topic of much conjecture, the
claim promoted by Ethiopian Christianity of its Judaic descent has been supported by
prominent scholars, most notably by Edward Ullendorff, whose Schweich Lectures ‗Ethiopia
and the Bible‘ were delivered at the British Academy in 1967 5. In these lectures, Ullendorff
considered many aspects of Ethiopic Christianity that are alluded to in the Kəbra Nagaśt,
including the devotion to the Ark of the Covenant, the unusual threefold divisions of
Ethiopian Churches, and the application of Levitical laws, concluding that they evinced
direct Judaic influence on the Ethiopian Church.
Another, albeit less publicised, imprint belongs to Syrian Christianity. Inscriptions supply
material evidence for the conversion to Christianity of the fourth century monarch, Ezana,
and the subsequent penetration of Christianity into the Aksumite court, under the direct
influence of Frumentius, a Syrian missionary, whose ordination by Athanasius forged strong
Egyptian ecclesiastical connections. In the fifth century, the ‘Nine Saints’, some of whom
may have been Syrian, came to Ethiopia probably fleeing Byzantine persecution. The
accounts of their lives portray them as great missionaries, who consolidated Christianity’s
hold on the Ethiopian population, and established influential monasteries that are still
thriving communities today, the most renowned being the Dabra Dmo monastery in Tigre
that was founded by Abuna Aragwi. There is little evidence substantiating these events and
persons, leading some scholars to be sceptical about the impact of this early Syrian influence
in Ethiopia. The story of the ‘Nine Saints’ is, however, deeply embedded in the national
consciousness and their arrival raises the distinct possibility that they may have introduced
the hymns and prose works of Ephrem Syrus whose writings represent the acme of Syriac
Christianity.

5

These lectures were re-published in the book: E. Ullendorff (2006). Ethiopia and the Bible
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In the decades since Ullendorff presented his Schweich lectures, new developments have
taken place, especially within the field of Syriac studies. The seminal works of scholars,
notably Robert Murray and Sebastian Brock, have led to an appreciation of how Ephrem
expressed his theology in poetry, and the recognition of his eschewal of the theological
definitions of Greek speaking Christianity. Studies of Ephrem’s works have revealed a rich
and distinctively Judaeo-Christian approach to theology, with an overriding preference for
poetic rather than prose forms.

Ephrem himself, when urged to write commentaries,

explained that he preferred to express theology in hymns6. Many of his works, both critical
editions of Syriac texts and scholarly English translations, are now available providing a
wealth of material for detailed studies of the works of Ephrem the Syrian and the ‘Ephremic’
school, the most notable later exponent being Jacob of Serugh. The scholarly English
translations of these Syriac works are the primary sources of comparison used in this study.
By contrast, as the literature survey of chapter 2 reveals, the important Ethiopic texts have
been only the subject of a handful of detailed studies. Around a century ago, a series of
studies on the Kəbra Nagaśt followed the publication by Carl Bezold of a critical edition of
the text7, although little attention was given to any theological content in the work. Sir E. A.
Wallace Budge’s 1922 translation of Bezold’s critical text8 was a landmark, in that it allowed
access to the Kəbra Nagaśt, but contained some significant errors. Translations of the Kebra
Negast in this study have been made directly from Ge’ez critical edition. More recently,
Roger Cowley conducted a series of highly acclaimed studies on the Ethiopic Bible
commentaries known as the andəmt9. His advances in the understanding of the andəmt’s
provenance were ground breaking, and he made detailed studies of the Ethiopic
understanding of the Creation, and Christology presented therein, as well as assessing their
hermeneutical approach. Only a few of the andəmt have critical editions10, however in
recent decades the Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church has printed many of these
commentaries. This study has used these Ethiopian editions, translated from Amharic and
6

E.G. Mathews (1994). St. Ephrem the Syrian: Selected Prose Works (Commentary on Genesis,
Commentary on Exodus, Homily on our Lord, Letter to Publius): 67.
7
C. Bezold (1909). Kebra Nagast: Die Herlichkeit der Ko nige nach den Handschriften in Berlin,
London, Oxford und Paris zum ersten mal im athiopischen Urtext herausgegeben und mit deutsche
Übersetzung versehen. Abhandlung der Philosophisch-Philologischen Klasse der Königlich
Bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaften. 23
8
E.A.W. Budge (2004). The Kebra Nagast
9
See primarily R.W. Cowley (1983). The Traditional Interpretation of the Apocalypse of John in the
Ethiopian Orthodox Church; R.W. Cowley (1988). Ethiopian Biblical interpretation : a study in
exegetical tradition and hermeneutics.
10
Those with English translation include Cowley The Traditional Interpretation of the Apocalypse of
John in the Ethiopian Orthodox Church; K.S. Pedersen (1995). Traditional Ethiopian Exegesis of the
Book of Psalms; M.A. Garcia (1999). Ethiopian Biblical Commentaries on the Prophet Micah. There
are extensive excerpts in English in Cowley Ethiopian Biblical interpretation : a study in exegetical
tradition and hermeneutics. In Italian see W. Ande Berhan (1994). Commentari Etiopici sul Libro del
Profeta Osea, Edizione critica da MSS inediti, Principi Ermeneutici, Temi Teologici; T. Abraha
(2001). La lettera ai Romani, Testo e commentari della versione Etiopica.
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Ge’ez. The Dəggwā, the hymnody of the Ethiopian Church, for which there is strong
evidence that it was written in the sixth century CE by St Yared, is the third major text used
in this study. Largely overlooked, perhaps for the same reasons that in earlier decades the
poetic works of Ephrem the Syrian were regarded as less important by some scholars, the
Dəggwā has no critical edition. Since there is virtually no material from the Dəggwā in
English translation11 the passages cited in this study come from a fifteenth century edition
(written before the text underwent significant revisions), in conjunction with a contemporary
printed edition12.
The rich repertoire of Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’ literature reveals many symbols of which
only a handful could be studied. The three primary symbols that have been selected are the
Ark, the Cross and Paradise. In Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’ literature, these three are united as
expressions of divine immanence, often elaborately woven together, and they form a natural
set for this investigation. The first symbol, which is investigated in chapter 3, the Ark, or
tābot, was selected not only because of its consummate position in the Ethiopian Orthodox
Tewahido Church, but also because it has been advanced by Ullendorff and other scholars as
the most compelling evidence of Judaic influence. As might be expected, the Ethiopic
literature is replete with expressions of the Ark and related symbolism. The Kəbra Nagaśt,
wherein the Ark of the Covenant is the primary focus, is also a rich source of symbolic
interpretation, and its themes expand far beyond the Ark of the Covenant; such symbolic
interpretations also feature in the Dəggwā and the andəmt. Ephrem regarded the Ark
narrative arising from the Sinai Theophany as a key revelation of the Creator, and exploits
the symbolism of the Ark extensively.
Chapter 4 focusses on the second symbol, the Cross, which is closely connected with the Ark
in the Kəbra Nagaśt, as one of a set of symbols that narrated the formation of God’s
salvation plan. Both the Cross and the Ark are made of wood, a medium that was considered
to be a means of salvation: the Kəbra Nagaśt extends this symbolism to the shape and sign of
the Cross. The andəmt draws similar significance, but interestingly the Dəggwā places only
minor emphasis on these symbols. Events, primarily in the lives of Old Testament Patriarchs
that involve wood, are interpreted symbolically and others are embellished with the signing
of the Cross or the interpretation of a standing prayer posture as making this sign. As heirs
to a Judaeo-Christian tradition that is already attested in the first century Odes of Solomon,
Ephrem and Jacob of Serugh also employ such interpretations in relation to the Patriarchs. A
11

A short excerpt by this author is shortly to be published in: Catalogue of the Ethiopic Manuscript
Imaging Project Volume 7 – Codices 601 – 654: The Meseret Sebhat Le-Ab Collection of Mekane
Yesus Seminary, Addis Ababa, by Kesis Melaku Terefe, Steve Delamarter, Eugene Oregan, Pickwick
Publications, and there is another in the entry under Ethiopian Hymns in J. Julian (1907). A dictionary
of hymnology : setting forth the origin and history of Christian hymns of all ages and nations.
12
Yared (15th Century). Deggwa. EMML 2542; Yared (1997). ጾመ ዴ; Yared (1999 EC). መጽሐፈ
ዴ ዖቅደስ ያሬዴ.
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long homily, written by Jacob of Serugh that expounds Moses’ prayer posture during the
Israelites’ battle with the Amalekites provides the most detailed extrapolation of this
tradition.
The Kəbra Nagaśt, Dəggwā and andəmt all construct robust connections between Paradise
and both the Ark and the Cross, each symbol being closely associated with the Sinai
Theophany. Chapter 5 explores the extent to which Jewish texts, such as 1Enoch, have
contributed to the Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’ understanding of Paradise. It analyses the
perception of Paradise, the nature of its threefold division elucidated in these texts, and the
Eucharistic function of the Tree of Life, access to which was opened up by the Cross. This
distinctive association between the Ark, the Cross and Paradise is also mirrored in Ephrem,
who regarded Moses’ vision on Sinai as fundamental to the understanding of Paradise. As
with the Ethiopic sources, Ephrem regarded Paradise as a pre-existent reality and the focus
of eschatological hope. This perception of Paradise drawn from 1Enoch, and the centrality
of the Sinai Theophany are elements also fundamental in Jewish merkabah mysticism. This
correlation is indicative of a dynamic interaction between the Jewish proponents of this
mysticism and both Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’ scholars that is further evidence for the JudaeoChristian trends in these Christian traditions.
Recent critical studies on the text of several books of the Ethiopic Bible13, follow a long gap
from previous attempts that were made in the early and mid-nineteenth century14. These
critical editions offer much potential to reveal early influences on Ethiopic Christianity,
although some data is obscured because of later revisions and the paucity of Ethiopic
manuscripts before the thirteenth century CE. A tangential approach, taken by this study, is
to identify the theological mark of other important Christian literature. The imprint of the
distinctive ‘Ephremic’ approach in Ethiopic literature, identifiable through their utilisation of
symbolic motifs, provides strong evidence not only for interaction with Syrian Christianity at
an early date, and suggests that Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’ scholars shared parallel thoughtworlds. The correlation with merkabah mysticism indicates not only the employment of the
text, but a parallel interpretative tradition. These combined strands of evidence present an
argument for associating Ethiopic Christianity with the Judaeo-Christian world characteristic
of early Syrian Christianity.
13

J.A. Montgomery (1934). The Ethiopic Text of the Acts of the Apostles. Harvard Theological
Review 27: 169-205; J. Hofmann (1967). Die Äthiopische Übersetzung des Johannes-Apokalypse,
CSCO 281, Scriptores Aethiopici 55; M.E. Boismard and A. Lemouille (1984). Le Text occidental des
Actes des Apôtres (2 vols.; Synthèse 17); H. Maehlum and S. Uhlig (1992). Novum Testamentum
Aethiopice: Die äthiopische Version der Gefangenschaftsbriefe des Paulus, Äthiopistische
Forschungen 33; J. Hofmann and S. Uhlig (1993). Novum Testamentum Aethiopice: Die Katholischen
Briefe, Äthiopistische Forschungen 29; R. Zuurmond (1995). Chapter 9: The Ethiopic Version of the
New Testament. The Text of the New Testament in Contemporary Research: Essays on the Status
Quaestionis. B.D. Ehrman and M.W. Holmes
14
T.P. Platt (1830). Novum Testamentum Domini Nostri et Servatoris Jesu Christi Aethiopice; A.
Dillmann (1853). Veteris Testamenti Aethiopici Tomus Primus, sive Octateuchus Aethiopicus.
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Chapter 1: Ethiopian Christianity: Judaic or Judaeo-Christian?
The ‘Judaic’ Features of Ethiopic Christianity
Introduction
The Ethiopians make the startling claim that Christianity came to Ethiopia about three
thousand years ago, associating the foundations of Christianity with the claims of the Kəbra
Nagaśt15. This Ethiopian national epic relates how Ethiopia converted to Judaism after the
Queen of Sheba’s visit to King Solomon, perceiving Judaism and Christianity as a
continuum, and so identifying the Queen’s visit as the advent of Christian faith in Ethiopia.
The Ethiopians also treasure the encounter between the Apostle Philip and the ‘Ethiopian’
eunuch recorded in Acts 8:27-40 as the earliest recorded connection between Ethiopia and
Christianity:
Now there was an Ethiopian eunuch, a court official of the Candace, queen of
the Ethiopians, in charge of her entire treasury. He had come to Jerusalem to
worship and was returning home; seated in his chariot, he was reading the
prophet Isaiah. Then the Spirit said to Philip, ―Go over to this chariot and join
it.‖ So Philip ran up to it and heard him reading the prophet Isaiah. He asked,
―Do you understand what you are reading?‖ He replied, ―How can I, unless
someone guides me?‖ And he invited Philip to get in and sit beside him. Now
the passage of the scripture that he was reading was this: ―Like a sheep he was
led to the slaughter, and like a lamb silent before its shearer, so he does not
open his mouth. In his humiliation justice was denied him. Who can describe
his generation? For his life is taken away from the earth.‖16 The eunuch asked
Philip, ―About whom, may I ask you, does the prophet say this, about himself or
about someone else?‖ Then Philip began to speak, and starting with this
scripture, he proclaimed to him the good news about Jesus. As they were going
along the road, they came to some water; and the eunuch said, ―Look, here is
water! What is to prevent me from being baptized?‖ He commanded the
chariot to stop, and both of them, Philip and the eunuch, went down into the
water, and Philip baptized him.17
What happened next is unknown, although Irenaeus, in Against Heresies III:12, states that
on his return he was ‗...sent into the regions of Ethiopia, to preach what he had himself
believed‘18.

The references to Ethiopia in these passages are, undoubtedly, to Meroë

otherwise known as Nubia, and to its queen or ‘Candace’19, but from early in the Christian
The ክብረ ኌገሥት, Kəbra Nagaśt, or the Glory of the Kings. A critical edition of the Ge’ez text was
prepared by Bezold and an English translation was made in 1922, available in a reprinted version:
Budge: reprinted. There are also French translations G. Colin (2002). La gloire des rois (Kebra
Nagast). Épopée nationale de l‘Éthiopie; R. Beylot (2008). La gloire des rois, ou, L'histoire de
Salomon et de la reine de Saba
16
Quotation of Isaiah 53:7-8.
17
Acts 27:27-28.
18
P. Schaff (2001). The Apostolic Fathers with Justin Martyr and Irenaeus: 433. No other ancient
sources give this information.
19
Eusebius noted that Ethiopia (Meroë) was ruled by a woman. See P. Schaff (1890a). Eusebius
Pamphilius: Church History, Life of Constantine, Oration in Praise of Constantine: 105. There is
15

15

era the Ethiopians have adopted the Candace for themselves, and have identified her with
both the Queen of Sheba and the ‘Queen of the South’20. The appropriation of the Acts
account by the Ethiopians hints at an enigmatic religious relationship between Ethiopia and
Israel. Furthermore, it opens up the possibility of much older connections between Ethiopia
and Israel, which Ethiopian traditional accounts exploit.
The scant evidence of pre-Christian religion in Ethiopia perhaps reflects the thoroughness of
the eventual conversion21. An early tradition recalls possible animist serpent worship in
Ethiopia22. In contrast the Kəbra Nagaśt claims that Queen of Sheba’s people principally
worshipped the sun as ‗the king of gods‘, with others worshipping stones, trees or woodland,
carved images and images of gold and silver23. These idols may be consistent with the
broadly polytheistic religions derived from Southern Arabia, which appeared to dominate in
the centuries prior to the advent of Christianity24, represented by a crescent-and-moon
symbol found on early Aksumite coins, carvings and monuments25. Little is known of
Ezana’s paganism, although in inscriptions from before his conversion he described himself
as ‗the son of Mahrem‘26 and invoked Astar the god of heaven27, and Baher28 and Meder29.
The monumental stelae in Aksum that mark the tombs of pre-Christian kings were also
probably associated with paganism. The largest appear to be carved to represent multistoreyed buildings, and had metal plaques inset at their apexes, oriented to face the rising
sun. After Ezana’s conversion their use was discontinued30.
The first clear historical evidence for Christianity surfaces at the end of the second quarter of
the fourth century CE31, when the Ethiopian ruler, King Ezana, adopted the Christian faith

significant recorded evidence of the Candace, or queen of Meroë, see C. Fluehr-Lobban (1998).
Nubian Queens in the Nile Valley and Afro-Asiatic Cultural History. Ninth International Conference
for Nubian Studies August 20-26, 1998; Ullendorff: 10.
20
The connection between the Candace and the Queen of the South mentioned in Matthew 12:42 and
Luke 11:31 is made in the Kəbra Nagaśt. See Bezold: 29a 10-19; Budge: 40.
21
D.W. Phillipson (1998). Ancient Ethiopia: 112.
22
E. Littmann (1947). La leggenda del dragone del Aksum in lingua Tigrai. Rassegna di Studi
Etiopici 6: 42-45. See also Phillipson: 112.
23
Bezold: 20a 24-b 5; Budge: 28.
24
Phillipson: 112.
25
D.W. Phillipson (2009). Ancient Churches of Ethiopia: 21.
26
E. Littmann (1913). Deutsche Aksum-Expedition (DAE), Band IV, Inscriptions 8-10, 18-28.
27
Surprisingly the use of this name continued after Ezana’s conversion, evinced by a Ge’ez translation
of Sirach 37:21, which contains the phrase እስመ ኢይሁቦ አስታረ ሞገስ, ‘for God did not give Astar
honour’. See A. Dillmann (1970). Lexicon Linguae Aethiopicae (1865): 750.
28
ብሔር, bəer, ‘land, country, nation, world’ also occurs in እግዘአብሔር, əgziabəer, the Christian
name for God, which literally means ‘Lord of the world’. See Leslau: 91.
29
ምዴር, mədr, ‘earth, ground, soil’. See Ibid.: 330.
30
Phillipson Ancient Churches of Ethiopia: 13-14.
31
This dating is based on the assumption that Frumentius, the first bishop of Ethiopia, was ordained
by St Athanasius after his second return from exile to Alexandria in 346 CE. See T. Tamrat (1972).
Church and State in Ethiopia 1270-1527: 22 note 5; M.A. Knibb (1999). Translating the Bible: The
Ethiopic Version of the Old Testament: 12 note 4.
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under the influence of two shipwrecked Syrian32 travellers.

The elder of these two,

Frumentius, became Ethiopia’s first bishop . Ezana’s conversion from paganism is attested
33

by the appearance during his reign of Christian language and symbolism in inscriptions34 and
by numismatic evidence, with the Cross replacing the crescent-and-moon symbol on coins35.
Although his conversion meant that Christianity was introduced into the circles of the court,
it probably became more widespread in the late fifth century CE with the advent of the ‘Nine
Saints’ from the Eastern Roman Empire, some of whom may have been Syrian36. These
monks were evangelists and their arrival probably gave stimulous to complete the translation
of the Scriptures37. Their arrival consolidated the connection of Ethiopia with the major
currents in the fifth century, which saw the emergence of the non-Chalcedonian group of
Miaphysite churches. As part of this group, the Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido38 Church
developed an independent trajectory that remained largely outside the direct influence of the
Roman Empire and Hellenism39, although there was undoubtedly Hellenistic influence
through the Coptic Church.
In discussing the uniqueness of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church, many scholars have
highlighted its ‘Jewish’ aspects. Its incorporation of various ‘Judaic’ features has been used
to conclude that there was strong Jewish influence on its development. In particular, the
presence of the Ark, or tābot40, in each church has been cited as strong ‘proof’ of the Judaic
origins of Ethiopian Christianity. The Judaic imprint of Ethiopian Christianity has been
propounded by several scholars41 but perhaps the foremost and most vehement scholar
32

Here Syria should be taken to refer to greater Syria, which in ancient times incorporated modernday Lebanon, Jordan, and parts of Israel, Palestine, Turkey and Iraq Phillipson Ancient Churches of
Ethiopia: 208.
33
Ibid.: 29. See S. Munro-Hay (1991). Aksum: An African Civilisation of Late Antiquity: 202-206 for
a detailed set of references.
34
Knibb: 12.
35
Phillipson Ancient Ethiopia: 113.
36
Knibb: 13-14; D. Crummey (2006). The Ethiopian Orthodox Täwahedo Church. The Cambridge
History of Christianity, Volume 5: Eastern Christianity. M. Angold. Knibb states that ‗it has been
argued that these monks were monophysites who fled to Ethiopia to escape the persecution after the
Council of Chalcedon in 451, but it has also been suggested that the Aksumite kings may have
officially encouraged them to come to Ethiopia. See also Tamrat: 29-30.
37
Knibb: 15.
38
The word ተዋሕድ, tawədo means ‘fusion’ or ‘unity’. See Leslau: 609. Here ተዋሕድ, tawədo
refers to the fusing of humanity and divinity in the person of Christ and is a reflection of the nonChalcedonian miaphysite Christology of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church.
39
Unlike Alexandria and the Delta region of Egypt, which were imbued with Hellenism, there are
only a few traces of numismatic and epigraphic evidence in Ethiopia, showing that there were scholars
at in Axum who knew Greek. See Munro-Hay: 245-247; Knibb: 29.
40
‗the tabot takes the form of a large tablet of wood carved with a cruciform design, the text of the
Ten Commandments, and the dedication to the saint in whose name the church is consecrated...the
tabot sits on a stand, known as the manbara tabot or ‗Seat of the Tabot‘, within the Sanctuary‘ D.
Appleyard (2007). Chapter 6: Ethiopian Christianity. The Blackwell Companion to Eastern
Christianity. K. Perry: 134.
41
Amongst them: T. Nöldeke (1910). Neue Beiträge zur smitischen Sprachwissenschaft; C. Conti
Rossini (1929). L'Abissinia; D.A. Hubbard (1956). The Literary Sources of the Kebra Nagast. PhD;
H.J. Polotsky (1964). Aramaic, Syriac, and Ge'ez. Journal of Semitic Studies 9: 1-10; E.
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holding this view is Edward Ullendorff. In his monograph, Ethiopia and the Bible, he wrote,
‗the concept and function of the tābot represent one of the most remarkable areas of
agreement with Old Testament forms of worship‘42.
If the legend in the Kəbra Nagaśt is to be believed Judaism may have been introduced to
Ethiopia as early as the time of the Queen of Sheba, although its physical presence has been
hard to substantiate, leading the distinguished archaeologist, David Phillipson, to be sceptical
about any pre-Christian Judaic religion43. Despite this lack of material evidence, there were
opportunities for Judaic influence. The presence of Jewish military colonists on the island of
Elephantine at Aswan in Egypt circa the seventh century BCE may have been accompanied
by trade44, but the possibility of contact with Ethiopia is extremely unlikely45. The Jewish
diaspora was widespread, with important concentrations in North Africa especially in
Alexandria46. With Ethiopia’s historical ecclesiastical connections with Alexandria47, the
Jews of Alexandria and Berenice in Cyrenica may have been sources of influence. Their
overtly Hellenised expression of Judaism was, however, quite different from the Ethiopian
context, and there is no clear evidence of any connection48. The principal route connecting
Aksum with the outside world was not the Nile Valley but the Red Sea coast 49, leading to an
Hammerschimidt (1965). Jewish Elements in the Cult of the Ethiopian Church. Journal of Ethiopian
Studies III(2): 1-12; Dillmann Lexicon Linguae Aethiopicae (1865): XXI; E. Isaac (1972). An Obscure
Component in Ethiopian Church History. Le Muséon 85(1-2): 225-258; S. Kaplan (1992). The Beta
Israel (Falasha) in Ethiopia; Appleyard.
42
Ullendorff: 82. Maxime Rodinson challenges Ullendorff’s view suggesting rather that Hebrew and
Old Testament influences came after the introduction of Christianity out of a desire to imitate the Old
Testament and to be associated with Israel. See M. Rodinson (1964b). Sur la Question des 'Influences
Juives' en Ethiopie. Journal of Semitic Studies 9: 11-19; M. Rodinson (1964a). Edward Ullendorff,
The Ethiopians, an Introduction to Country and People. London Oxford University Press, 1960
(review). Bibliotheca Orientalis XXI(3/4): 238-45. Ullendorff conceded that he ‗may well have
underestimated the force and importance of the imitatio Iudaeorum et Veteris Testamenti‘ but
clarified that he did not have in view mass migrations, but small groups bringing such influences. See
Ullendorff: 15 note 1.
43
Phillipson Ancient Ethiopia: 140-3.
44
T. Rajak (2006). The Jewish Diaspora. The Cambridge History of Christianity, Volume I, Origins to
Constantine. M.M. Mitchell and F.M. Young: 55.
45
In the time of the Pharaohs myrrh and other products were sought from Ethiopia via Red Sea trade
links rather than along the Nile. See R. Pankhurst (2001). The Ethiopians, A History: 9. It is unlikely
that the Nile provided such a link, as it is not easily navigated all the way to Ethiopia. Conti Rossini
has commented that the evidence from the Elephantine papyri shows that the expression of Judaism
found there was markedly different from that found either with the Falashas or within the Ethiopian
Church. In particular the papyri do not mention the Sabbath, and members of the Jewish military
garrison there intermarried and lived on equal terms with the indigenous population those native there,
in contrast to Ethiopian custom. See C. Conti Rossini (1928). Storia d'Etiopia, Parte prima: Dalle
origini all'avvento della Dinastia Salomonide: 144.
46
H. Hegermann (1989). The Diaspora in the Hellenistic Age. The Cambridge History of Judaism,
Volume 2. W.D. Davies and L. Finkelstein: 308-377.
47
From the ordination of Frumentius in Alexandria by St Athanasius in the fourth century, until the
ordination of the first Ethiopian Patriarch, Archbishop Beseleyos, on 28 th of June 1959, Ethiopia’s
bishops were appointed by the Patriarch in Alexandria. See Crummey: 457, 486.
48
Rajak: 60.
49
W. Raunig (2004). Adulis to Aksum: Charting the Course of Antiquity's Most Important Trade
Route in East Africa. Trade and Travel in the Red Sea Region, Proceediungs of Red Sea Prioject I,
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alternative, and perhaps more attractive, possibility of Judaic influence from Arabia.
References to encounters between Jews and people of South Arabian kingdoms of Seba and
Hazarmaveth are found in Genesis 10:7, and Genesis 10:26. Solomon had trade activities
connected with Ophir50 in 1Kings 9:27-28, whilst 2Kings 14:22 describes his access to the
Red Sea at Elath. 1Chronicles 4:41 mentions contact with the South Arabian Meunim51.
Richard Pankhurst, the distinguished chronicler of Ethiopian history, has stated that, ‗Trade
across the Red Sea and Gulf of Aden probably dates to the dawn of history and, being
governed by the largely unchanging facts of geography, maintained a remarkable degree of
continuity over the centuries‘52. Archaeological evidence indicates interchange between
Africa and Arabia between the fifth and the first millennium BCE, consolidating into trade
and cultural exchange with northern Ethiopia in the first millennium BCE53, probably
connected with the port of Adulis, on the Eritrean coast, which was the principle port of the
Aksumite Empire. The Periplus of the Erythraean Sea54, a Graeco-Egyptian trade manual
from the first century CE, provides primary evidence for trade that continued into the sixth
century, as attested in the Christian Topography of Kosmas Indicopleustes55.

This

cumulative evidence indicates that trade would have provided ample opportunity for
encounters between Ethiopians and the Jews of Arabia, and also lends support to the
possibility of the migration to Ethiopia of Semitic people from southern Arabia in the
millennium before Christ56.
Other evidence from the early centuries CE consolidates the proposed Jewish connections
with Arabia and Ethiopia.

The Midrash Bemidbar Rabba indicates that Rabbi ‘Aqiba

travelled to South Arabia around 130 CE, where he encountered an Ethiopian ruler57. His
long journey appears to have been prompted by the presence of a large Jewish community
there seeking his teaching.

This Midrash demonstrates both an Ethiopian presence in

Southern Arabia in the second century CE, and an Ethiopian-Jewish encounter. By the late
British Museum, October 2002, Society for Arabian Studies Mongraphs No. 2: 87-91; Phillipson
Ancient Churches of Ethiopia: 20.
50
Ophir is believed either to be in South Arabia, or on the Somali coast. See Ullendorff: 8.
51
Ibid.: 17.
52
R. Pankhurst (2004). Arabian Trade with Ethiopia and the Horn of Africa: From Ancient Times to
the Sixteenth Century. Trade and Travel in the Red Sea Region, Proceediungs of Red Sea Prioject I,
British Museum, October 2002, Society for Arabian Studies Mongraphs No. 2: 19-24: 19.
53
R. Fattovich Ibid.The 'Pre-Axumite' State in Northern Ethiopia and Eritrea Reconsidered. 71-78:
71.
54
For the English translation see: L. Casson (1989). The Periplus Maris Erythraei.
55
Pankhurst Arabian Trade with Ethiopia and the Horn of Africa: From Ancient Times to the
Sixteenth Century. : 19.
56
E. Ullendorff (1956). Hebraic-Jewish Elements in Abyssinian (Monophysite) Christianity. Journal
of Semitic Studies 1: 216-256; A. Grillmeier (1996). Christ in Christian Tradition, Volume 2: From
the Council of Chalcedon (451) to Gregory the Great (590-604), Part Four: The Church of
Alexandria with Nubia and Ethiopia after 451: 293; Phillipson Ancient Ethiopia: 37-39; Ullendorff
Ethiopia and the Bible: 117; Phillipson Ancient Churches of Ethiopia: 11.
57
Ullendorff Ethiopia and the Bible: 17.
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second or early third centuries CE the Aksumite kingdom had extended military influence
into Southern Arabia where the rulers of the opposing kingdoms Saba and Himyar appear to
have called on the Aksumites as allies at different times, witnessed to by inscriptions of the
Arabians whom they fought58. During the third century CE political alliances with Arabian
kingdoms developed, probably in the interest of trade in the region, although the rôle of the
Aksumites is not clear59. By the middle of the third century CE, however, Aksum had
reached a new peak in its power, occupying some territory in Arabia and with its political
and military influence extending from the kingdom of Hadhramawt to Najran60.

This

involvement would have brought Ethiopians into contact with Jews in Arabia. By the fourth
century CE both Christianity and Judaism were well established in southern Arabia. Najran
was a waxing Jewish power from 350 CE, and by the end of the fourth century CE it was
also a strong Christian centre, as a consequence of its place on the trade route from South
Arabia to Syria, known as the ‘Kings Highway’61. Christian and Jewish communities were,
however, destined for conflict when early in 519 CE Dhu Nuwas, the Jewish ruler of the
Himyarites, captured Najran, plundered churches, and massacred many Christians62. The
ensuing campaign by King Caleb of Ethiopia, which led to Najran being governed by
Ethiopia from 525 CE, is recorded in the Book of the Himyarites63, and also in the Kəbra
Nagaśt64. The events in Najran brought Ethiopians once again face to face with Jewish
communities in Arabia.
This scattered evidence from Egypt and South Arabia may point to possible sources of
‘Judaic’ elements in Ethiopian Christianity, and even of the unique Falasha Judaism65. The
imprint of these influences may also have attracted the Ethiopians to any traces of Judaeo58

Munro-Hay: 71-72; S. Munro-Hay (2003). Arabia. Encyclopaedia Aethiopica. S. Uhlig. 1: 295-300.
Munro-Hay Aksum: An African Civilisation of Late Antiquity: 72.
60
Ibid.: 73.
61
I. Gillman and H.-J. Klimkeit (1999). Christians in Asia before 1500: 78.
62
Ibid.: 79.
63
A. Moberg (1924). The Book of the Himyarites, is an incomplete, but authentic first-hand account of
Caleb’s expedition to Najran written probably written by Simeon Beth-Arsham (d. c. 540 CE) a
bishop of Persian origin who was deeply involved with the tribulations of the miaphysite church in
southern Arabia from c. 520-540 CE. See I. Shahid (1971). The Martyrs of Najran: New Documents:
131-159.
64
Chapter 117 of the Kəbra Nagaśt contains the account, which was probably added at the time of the
latest recension of the book, in the late thirteenth century. See Hubbard: 410. See page 59 for a more
detailed discussion of the recension history of this book.
65
The enigmatic Falasha religion may reflect a Judaic religion associated with Semitic migrants that
developed along a different trajectory from other forms of Judaism. See Phillipson Ancient Ethiopia:
20. The history of the Falasha is obscure, whilst they may be an ancient Jewish community there is a
possibility that they are a converted Judaising sect of Orthodox Christianity emergent in the medieval
period. See Kaplan: 77-8; Appleyard: 127. For further information see D. Kessler (1996). The
Falashas : a short history of the Ethiopian Jews. See also Excursus on the Falashas in Ullendorff
Ethiopia and the Bible: 115-118, where he points out that the Falashas know nothing of the Mishnah
or the Talmud, and also have no knowledge of Hebrew, using instead Ge’ez. He also states that there
is no historical basis for them being regarded as the descendents of Jewish migrants from either Egypt
or South Arabia, regarding them, rather, as a remnant community in Axum who resisted conversion to
Christianity.
59
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Christian nuances in the Syrian Christianity which came with the arrival of monks known as
the ‘Nine Saints’66, in the sixth century CE67. Some apparently ‘Judaic’ elements may have
arisen from this connection. Although some scholars are sceptical about these early Syrian
connections68, this event is embedded in the Ethiopian psyche, and may have strengthened
subsequent ecclesiastical connections with the Syrian Church69. The Syrian origin of the
Nine Saints was supported by Ignazio Guidi70 by Carlo Conti Rossini71, but the origin of
their names has been queried on philological grounds by Paolo Marrassini72; ጉባ, gub being,
in his opinion, the only appellation of definite Syriac origin73. Guidi and Conti Rossini also
argued that the names of the Nine Saints betrayed evidence of Aramaic or Syriac
transcriptions from Greek, but Marrassini has claimed that transcription into any Semitic
language would produce the same result74.
The Ethiopic Bible provides further, albeit inconclusive, evidence of connections with Syria.
Arthur Vööbus proposed that the Syrian monks used Syriac versions of the Bible to produce
the Ethiopic Bible75. The Septuagint was, however, a primary source for the Ethiopic Old
Testament, which follows its word order very closely in many places76 and includes
transliterations from the Greek77. The Ethiopic text contains mistakes explicable only if the
66

Namely Garima, Afe, Mattaə, Yohanni, Aragwi, Alef, Liqanos, Guba, and Pantelewon.
Isaac: 242; Gillman and Klimkeit: 61.
68
See for instance S. Munro-Hay (2006). The Quest for the Ark of the Covenant.
69
Isaac: 240-245; W. Witakowski (1989-1990). Syrian Influences in Ethiopian Culture. Orientalia
Suecana 38-39: 191-202.
70
I. Guidi (1888). La traduzione degli Evangelii in arabo e in etiopico. Memoria della R. Accademia
dei Lincei ser vi 4: 33-34.
71
C. Conti Rossini (1899). Note per la storia letteraria abissina. Rendiconti della Reale Accademia
dei Lincei: Classe di Scienze Morali, Storiche e Filologiche VIII: 197-220 especially pages 199-201.
72
P. Marrassini (1990). Some Considerations on the Problem of the 'Syriac Influences' on Aksumite
Ethiopia. Journal of Ethiopian Studies 23: 35-46: 36-38. He suggests that ገሪማ, garim is Arabian,
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አፍጼ, afe and መጣዔ, maə are Arabic, ዮሐ, yoani is Coptic, and that አረጋዊ, aragwi,
አላፍ, alef, and ሉቃኒስ, liqnos are not necessarily Syriac. See also Polotsky.
Sebastian Brock has suggested that the name ጉባ, gub is connected with Gubba Barraya, a
prominent monastery of the sixth and seventh centuries, of uncertain location. See Knibb: 26 note 3,
citing a personal communication with Dr S. P. Brock.
74
Marrassini especially pages 39-41.
75
A. Vööbus (1954). Early Versions of the New Testament: 246-265.
76
See for instance Ezekiel 13:5 (LXX) ouvk avne,sthsan oi` le,gontej evn h`me,ra| kuri,ou, (Ge’ez)
ወኢተኑሥኡ እሇ ይብለ በዔሇተ እግዘኣብሔር. See Knibb: 60 note 1, although the ‘scholars’ text’
(see page 53) in the andəmt for Ezekiel has ኢዏረግሙ ኀበ ዖተኌሥተ፡፡ ወኢሐኌጽክሙ ቅጽረ ሇቤተ
እሰራኤሌ ከመ ቁሙ ውስተ ቀትሌ በዔሇተ እግዘአብሔር which is closer to the Hebrew, Anonymous
(1990 EC). መጽሐፈ ሕዛቅኤሌ አኑዴምታ ትርሜ: 125-126. But see also page 47 for further details
on this commentary.
77
For instance the names of precious stones in Ezekiel 28:13 kai. avca,thn kai. avme,quston are rendered
ወአኪጤኑ ወአሜተስጦኑ, waakier wa‘ametason; various architectural terms such as evxe,dra in
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Ezekiel 40:45 is rendered ኤክስዴራ, eksədr; evxe,drai in Ezekiel 40:44 is rendered ኤክስዴሬ eksədre;
and evxedrw/n in Ezekiel 41:10 is rendered ኤክስዴሮኑ, eksədron. See Knibb: 95 notes 2-6. The
andəmt renders these ወመረግዴ ወአሜቴስጦኑ, wamaragəd wa‘ameteson; ኤስኬዳሬ, eskedere,
ኤስኬዳሬያት, eskedereyt ኤስኬዳሬያት, eskedereyt respectively Anonymous: 288, 411, 411, 416.
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source were a Greek text78. The Amharic andəmta on Genesis 22:5 identifies the mountain
on which Isaac was to be sacrificed as ቅራኑዮ, qərnəyo a transliteration of the Greek

krani,ou the, ‘Place of the Skull’. The older Ge’ez andəmta identifies the mountain as the
same but uses the Hebrew name Golgotha.

This detail suggests that some Greek

transliterations may have been introduced later79. There seems to be no clear evidence for
one source, and indeed, ‗work on one single linguistic Vorlage was, perhaps, the exception
rather than the rule in the peculiar circumstances that obtained in the Aksumite kingdom of
the fourth-sixth centuries‘80. Mindful of this, ‗the evidence certainly encourages the opinion
that, with the advent of the Syrian missionaries in the fifth and sixth centuries, Syriac
translations were employed in conjunction with the Greek text‘81. Witold Witakowski has
suggested a more complex process may have taken place, in which different books had
different sources82. On this basis, each Biblical book would need to be analysed to identify
its sources and any changes arising from later revisions. Some books may have been
translated from two languages, and in transmission ‗mutual contamination of the
manuscripts‘ could have occurred83.
In discussing Syrian influence on the Ethiopic Bible translation, Carlo Conti Rossini and
Ignazio Guidi initiated the search for Syriac loan words84, that were basically Biblical or
spiritual. Guidi drew particular attention to the noun ሃይማኒት, hāymānot, ‘belief, creed,
faith, religion’85, maintaining that the use of

ܳ ܳ ܭ
ܝܡܣܽܘܬܐ
ܗ, haymnu for  is peculiar to

Syriac after the introduction of the New Testament and which, in his opinion, indicated that
the word must have been introduced by Syrians86. Hans Jacob Polotsky, however, in his
study of the use of ሃይማኒት, hāymānot maintained its derivation from Judaism:
I am not positively contending that haymanot must be of Jewish origin. There is
no positive evidence to that effect. All I do contend is that the arguments which
have been brought forward in favour of a Christian-Syriac origin fall short of
proving what they are intended to prove. The evidence seems to me to favour

For instance Ezekiel 48:1 contains the words  in the LXX, meaning ‘Dan, one portion’,
and the Ethiopic has ዲኑምያ, dnmy as if it were the name of a country. See Knibb: 19. The
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andəmt for this verse renders it, however ሇዲኑ አሐደ consistent with the Hebrew and Greek. An
interesting perspective on this arises in chapter 4 of this study.
79
For more details see chapter 4, page 131.
80
Ullendorff Ethiopia and the Bible:56.
81
Ibid.: 56.
82
Witakowski: 193.
83
Ibid.: 193. This idea was also proposed by Cowley, who suggested that there may be more than one
source for Genesis 1:1-2:4. See Cowley Ethiopian Biblical interpretation : a study in exegetical
tradition and hermeneutics: 234. Ullendorff also understood Greek to be the source par excellence,
but did not consider the discrepancies from Greek to arise only from fourteenth or fifteenth century
CE revisions using the Syro-Arabic version of the Bible. See Ullendorff Ethiopia and the Bible: 57.
84
Conti Rossini Storia d'Etiopia, Parte prima: Dalle origini all'avvento della Dinastia Salomonide:
155; I. Guidi (1932). Storia della letteratura etiopica.
85
Leslau: 221.
86
Guidi Storia della letteratura etiopica: 14.
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the conclusion that ….its use in the Ethiopic Bible is actually easier to
understand, if it was in the first instance borrowed as a Jewish word.‘87
In a similar vein, Ullendorff examined thirty five loanwords in Ethiopic, concluding that the
majority were of Jewish-Aramaic origin or dialectically neutral, with only four words being
characteristically Syriac and distinctively Christian88. He classified a further thirteen words
as being either Syriac or Jewish-Aramaic89. Ullendorff concluded that these ‗reflect either
the Judaic leaven in Abyssinian civilisation or...are expressive of specifically Christian
ideas‘90. Ullendorff’s and Polotsky’s conclusions, however, seem to rest on the assumption
of vigorous pre-Christian Judaic influences. Paolo Marrassini also concluded that only six
words91 used in connection with Christianity were clearly of Syriac origin. A further fifteen
words with more secular connotations have provided some evidence for direct Syriac
religious influences, as well as overall cultural influences92. Witakowski has suggested that
the list is incomplete, and that further research may, for instance, confirm a further list of
five words that may also turn out to be of Syriac origin93. Summing up the state of research
Michael Knibb has concluded, with regard to the Biblical text, ‗what is clear is that the
arguments used in the past provide no justification for the assumption that the translators
must have been Syrian‘94.
87

Polotsky: 7.
The words are ሐፊ, anfi, ‘pagan’, cf

ܳ ܚ,
ܳ  ܭܩ ܺܬ, qa;
 ܭanp; ቀሲስ, qasis, ‘priest’, cf ܝܬܐ
ܣܦܐ
ܳ ܽ
ܭ
ተጸሌበ, taalba, ‘crucify’ cf ܨܠܒ, əlab; ቈርባኑ, qwarbn, ‘sacrifice, eucharist’ cf ܩܘܪܒܣܳܐ, qurbn
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Ullendorff Ethiopia and the Bible: 123-124.
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Further addressing the question of Syrian influence Knibb also searched for syntactical,
lexical and textual evidence in Ezekiel95. He found that the Ethiopic and Peshitta versions of
Ezekiel agree syntactically with the use of the imperative when the Greek uses the future
tense96; and with the use of perfect or imperfect forms when the Greek has +infinitive97.
He also noted their use of ከመ, kama, ‘that’, or ከመ ኢ, kama i ‘that not’ in the same
manner as the Syriac ܕ, də or

ܳ
ܕܯ, dəl in oath formulas, rather than the Greek or Hebrew ‘if

not’ or ‘if’98. Furthermore, some Greek words are rendered similarly in both the Ethiopic
and Peshitta versions of Ezekiel99.

On some occasions the Ethiopic and Peshitta text

correspond but differ from both the Greek and Hebrew versions100. Knibb found further
examples of Syriac influence on the Ethiopic Bible in his studies on Micah and Hosea101,
leading him to conclude that, ‗the evidence as a whole makes it clear that there was
influence of some kind from the Syriac version on the Ethiopic version of Ezekiel‘102.
Knibb prefers, however, to see the Syriac influence as arising from later Syro-Arabic sources
used in revisions that took place in the fourteenth century CE, rather than from earlier
influence103. On the contrary, however, arguments from inscriptions from the Aksumite
period suggest that, ‗in the case of the Psalms the Ethiopic version essentially in the form
known to us from the oldest manuscripts was already in existence by the first half of the sixth
century‘ but such evidence is not available for other biblical books104.

Knibb’s study

provides important evidence, but it cannot be regarded as conclusive for the whole text of the
Old Testament. Another view was expressed by Ullendorff’s that ‗work on one single
linguistic Vorlage was, perhaps, the exception rather than the rule‘105 in the Aksumite
Kingdom. Furthermore Ullendorff asserted that Arabic influences alone explained the later
thirteenth and fourteenth century CE revisions, but that there must have been further
influences from Syriac and from Hebrew that could only be accounted for between the fourth
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and seventh centuries CE106. If Ullendorff is correct, then it would be difficult to extend
Knibb’s conclusions to other books of the bible.
Additional evidence for Syriac influence may be found in the Ethiopic New Testament.
Following ideas laid down by Guidi107, an early study by Ludwig Hackspill analysed the first
ten chapters of Matthew and concluded that whilst the source was Greek, made in the fourth
or fifth century CE, it was not the Alexandrian recension, but rather the Syro-Western or
Byzantine recension, which he considered Syrian monks had brought from the patriarchate
of Antioch108. Rochus Zuurmond, has summarised the more recent state of research 109, and
confirms the Byzantine origin of the text through his studies on Mark’s Gospel 110, John’s
Gospel111, and on Acts112, the Apocalypse113, the Catholic Epistles114, and the Pauline
corpus115.

Notwithstanding the Greek origin, there are Jewish-Aramaic or Syriac

modifications, although Zuurmond was sceptical of the traditions surrounding the Nine
Saints. Instead, he preferred to attribute Syrian influence to the possible presence of Syrian
metropolitans during the Zagwe dynasty116. There is also evidence of revisions based on
Arabic versions of the New Testament, but these date most probably after the fourteenth
century CE117.
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Ullendorff’s Synopsis of the ‘Judaic’ Elements of Ethiopian
Christianity
Irrespective of their origins the ‘Judaic’ features of Ethiopian Christianity are manifest. In
his seminal study, ‘Ethiopia and the Bible’118 Ullendorff identified the most important of
these features as:


The Kəbra Nagaśt, which focuses on the Ark of the Covenant and connects Ethiopia
with Jewish heritage.



‘Vernacular Prayers’ which attach great importance to the ‘name’, and the power
that knowing it gives over someone.



The structure of Ethiopian churches that appears to be derived from the threefold
division of the Hebrew Temple.



Similarities in musical style, notation, and instruments with those in the Old
Testament, are identified, although the musicological studies suggest the primary
similarities as being with ancient Syrian, Egyptian and particularly Armenian119.



There is a widespread influence of the liturgy of the Jewish Temple and synagogue
on Christian liturgy. Ullendorff opined that the place of the reading of the Scriptures
and their exposition ‘occupies a rather more central place and is strongly
reminiscent of synagogal arrangements’120.



Observance of the ‘Law’, namely dietary prescriptions, ritual cleanness,
circumcision, and Sabbath observance. Circumcision was widely practiced in the
region, but the Ethiopian practice of performing it on the eighth day is peculiarly
Hebraic.



Of all the Judaic features, the tābot, representing the Ark of the Covenant is
considered the most distinctive. Ullendorff suggested that ‗the concept and function
of the tabot represent one of the most remarkable areas of agreement with Old
Testament forms of worship‘121.

The source par excellence on the tābot and other ‘Judaic’ elements is the Kəbra Nagaśt,
which roots Ethiopian Christianity within Old Testament Judaism, and makes tābot centred
worship its focus. It claims that Ethiopia inherited the faith of the Hebrews and the Ark of
the Covenant in the time of King Solomon a millennium before Christ, and links Ethiopia’s
possession of the Ark with tābot centred worship. The Kəbra Nagaśt also details some
aspects of the observance of the ‘Law’ such as the understanding of ritual cleanliness, the
118
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observance of Saturday and Sunday as Sabbaths, and some specific food prohibitions,
customs that endure to this day in the Ethiopian church. Chapter 91 of the Kəbra Nagaśt
details many of the dietary prescriptions which are typically ‘Judaic’, except for the specific
prohibition of the eating of camels. The concept of ritual cleanness is described in chapter
101. As David Appleyard suggests, these and other practices might be seen, however, as
part of a broader Semitic culture rather than specifically ‘Judaic’122.
In the opinion of David Hubbard, however, the text is in itself specific evidence of ‘Judaic’
or ‘Judaeo-Christian’ connections. He maintains that, ‗the Old Testament may well be called
the primary source of the Kəbra Nagaśt‘123 leading to the conclusion that:
There can be little doubt that the Ethiopians were acquainted with substantial
portions of the Old Testament before they knew anything about the New
Testament. This early deposit of Old Testament material on Ethiopian soil is
reflected in the vast preponderance of Old Testament quotations and references,
especially in the collections of Old Testament commandments.‘124
Hubbard’s conclusion perhaps does not make enough concession to the fact that many
Christian writers, particularly those of the Syriac tradition with roots in the Judaeo-Christian
thought-world, saw the mysteries of the Old Testament as revealed in the New, hence they
focussed on expounding the Old Testament125.
Although the Ethiopic understanding of tābot focuses on its connection with the Ark of the
Covenant, the object referred to as the tābot is an altar slab made from a rectangular piece of
wood, or occasionally stone, kept in the central Holy of Holies of an Ethiopian church. The
slab is generally 6cm or more thick varies from about 15cm by 13cm to as large as 40cm by
25cm. It is usually engraved with crosses, or Christ in the form of a lamb, or the Virgin and
Child. The tābot usually has a Ge’ez inscription indicating the biblical character or saint to
whom the tābot is dedicated. The tābot is removed from the church on important festivals,
most notably əmqat the Epiphany celebration of the baptism of Christ, during which the
liturgy is celebrated in an open field126. Similar such altar slabs were also known in early
Byzantine churches, where they were termed ‗antimension‘ and served as a portable altar,
although only witnessed to as late as the eleventh century CE. Other Oriental traditions also
used similar altar slabs, including the Armenians where there is evidence of the used of
wooden ‗vem‘ for this purpose, witnessed to in the eighth century CE; and the Syrians who
as early as the sixth century CE employed the ‗tablit‘, which sometimes referred to the
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portable central part of the altar table. The Church of the East also is known to have used the
‗tablit‘ as a portable wooden altar, possibly originating from the time of the persecution of
the Sasanian ruler Shapur II (309-379 CE). Furthermore, the Coptic Church also used a
portable central wooded board in their altars known as ‗thusiasterion‘ or ‗antimension‘, and
witnessed to as early as the sixth century CE127. The broader use of such wooden altar slabs
perhaps suggests that the Ethiopian tābot is a similar device that has adopted the symbolism
of the Ark of the Covenant.

Conclusion
The ‘Judaic’ elements of Ethiopian Christianity are clearly attested, but whilst there was
ample opportunity for encounters between Ethiopians and Jews, particularly in Arabia, at
various points in history, whether these gave rise to such elements is ambiguous. The
linguistic evidence is complex and, as conceded by Polotsky, does not point decisively either
to Syriac or Jewish-Aramaic influences, signalling an urgent need for further critical studies
of Old and New Testament books and other ancient Christian texts128. Following the lead of
Ullendorff, scholars have presented robust arguments for Jewish influence evinced by
‘Judaic’ practices, but this evidence is not per se decisive since practices such as
circumcision and dietary prohibitions could equally point to broader Semitic or even African
influences. Amongst these ‘Judaic’ features of Ethiopian Christianity Ullendorff accurately
characterised the concept and function of the tābot as the most convincing aspect of Jewish
influence, although other evidence might also suggest that originally the tābot was a portable
altar slab, that later derived a symbolic connection with the Ark of the Covenant. Ullendorff
also identified the Ethiopian national epic, the Kəbra Nagaśt, as the treasure house of
information on the Ethiopic understanding of the tābot.
The tābot‘s ceremonial function and its political significance to Ethiopia in legitimising the
Solomonic dynasty’ are central features of the Kəbra Nagaśt129. The Kəbra Nagaśt also
contains a wide spectrum of symbolic theological interpretations connected with the tābot.
Since the tābot features strongly in the Ethiopian national religious and political psyche its
understanding is not just restricted to the Kəbra Nagaśt. The broader applictioin of wooden
altar slabs in the early Church raises doubt as to the ‘Judaic’ origin of the tābot. The
function of the tābot is implicit in some of the hymns of St Yared’s Dəggwā, and numerous
interpretations relating to it can be found in the andəmt Bible commentaries. These three
major sources provide a robust understanding of the tābot that is not derived from more
external ceremonial and political functions, but from the significance attached to it as a
symbol of the Incarnation, and of divine immanence and indwelling.
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Chapter 2: Surveying the Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’ Sources
The Ethiopian Literature
Accounts of the history of Ethiopian literature have been written by Carlo Conti Rossini, J.
M. Harden, Ignazio Guidi, Lanfranco Ricci and Enrico Cerulli130. They are in general
agreement in identifying four major periods, although Cerulli further divided the golden age
to emphasise the importance of Zar‘a Yaqob:


Three centuries commencing from the introduction of Christianity in the fourth
century followed by a period of six hundred years from which no literary activity is
known



A period of renaissance from the time of kings Yekuno Amlak and Amda Tsion
beginning at the end of the thirteenth century CE;



The golden age associated with the reign of Zar‘a Yaqob and his successors,
between about 1430 to 1520 CE,



A period of decline in activity up to the end of the seventeenth century CE.

Before the advent of Christianity there is only scant epigraphic evidence. The most ancient
inscriptions date from before the fifth century BCE and are written in Sabean, and are found
in the temple at Yeha dedicating the altar to pagan goddesses131; a second or third century CE
inscription in Greek found near to Aksum identifies an otherwise unknown King of Kings of
Aksum132; and fourth century trilingual inscriptions in Greek, Sabean and Ge’ez are known
in the name of King Ezana, the first Christian monarch of Ethiopia, one of which clearly
identifies him as Christian133. Of these mid fourth century CE inscriptions one inscription
ambiguously invokes ‗the Lord of heaven‘134, but a later one opens with ‗In faith in God and
in the power of the Father and Son and Holy Spirit, in the one who preserved my kingdom
through faith in his Son Jesus Christ....‘135.
Ezana’s conversion in the fourth century was the catalyst for intense literary activity, and
instigated the translation of Bible. Thus, August Dillmann claimed that the Ethiopic Bible
was ‗the foundation of all Abyssinian literature and the standard to which all other writers
conformed their style of writing‘136. Typically the literary works of this period embrace
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translations of Greek texts, including the Septuagint and New Testament; books such as
Enoch and Jubilees137; as well as monastic works including the Life of Paul the Hermit, the
Life of Antony, and the Rule of Pachomius138. To this period also belongs the so called
ቄርልስ, qerlos, which is a compilation of three works of Cyril of Alexandria139, as well as
other Greek Fathers including Theodotus of Ancyra, Severus of Synnada, and Juvenal of
Jerusalem

, made after the Council of Ephesus in 431 CE to affirm Cyril’s Miaphysite

140

aphorism ‗one incarnate nature of God the Word‘141. Although lacking extant manuscripts it
is likely that the translation of the liturgy also dates to this period142. The original Ge’ez
hymnody of Yared, the ዴ, Dəggwā, containing chants for each day of the year, may also be
placed in this period143.
There is virtually no literary evidence from the period following, which was dominated by
the Zague dynasty. Indeed it is period about which very little is known144, possibly reflecting
the fact that the Zague were perceived as usurpers by the following dynasties, reflected in the
language of the colophon to the Kəbra Nagaśt145. The vitae of some Zague kings written
down in fourteenth century, however, may originate in this period146.
In contrast, the late thirteenth and fourteenth centuries saw a new period of literary activity
that was characterised principally by Ge’ez translations of Arabic texts, originating in Egypt.
As well as further liturgical texts, this material includes the ውዲሴ ማርያም, waddse
mrym, the Veneration of Mary, attributed to Ephrem147. Still used by many devout
Orthodox Christians today, this is a translation of a work dating at least to the seventh
century CE which appears to have used both Arabic and Coptic sources148. Probably the
most important work from this period, however, is the earliest known recension of the
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national epic ክብረ ኌገሥት, Kəbra Nagaśt149. A thirteenth century manuscript includes a
colophon150 claims that it was a translation into Ge’ez from an Arabic translation of a Coptic
original151. Another important original work is the Ge’ez Book of the Mysteries of Heaven
and Earth, that dates from the end of the fourteenth century CE. Written by a monk called
Isaac, it details the Ethiopic theological symbolism of the pearl152.

Other significant

Christian works belonging to this period, are ሲኒድስ, sinodos, a collection in eight books of
ecclesiastical constitutions and canons that is canonized in the Ethiopian Church, and a
Ge’ez translation from Arabic of the Didascalia153. The Synaxarium of the Coptic Orthodox
Church, also translated from Arabic at the end of fourteenth century, was subsequently
greatly enlarged with Ethiopian additions154. Notable historical works from this period
include the Chronicle of the Wars of Amda Tsion, written before the monarch’s death in
1344 CE, that relates the king’s successful exploits against the Muslim Sultan Sabr ad-din155.
The ‘Golden Age’ of Ethiopic ecclesiastical literature began in the fifteenth century. Many
vitae were written, including those of the aforementioned Zague kings, and many important
Christian figures such as Iyasus Moa, and Takla Hymnot who founded the great monastery
of Dabra Libnos156, and of the hymn writer Yared

157

. Significant figures from more

southern parts of Ethiopia also feature, including the enigmatic Abuna Gabra Manfas
Qeddus who is reputed to have founded the southern Shoan monastery on mount Zuqwl.
The Miracles of Mary158, a Ge’ez text with a Copto-Egyptian Vorlage was translated from
Arabic, but editions of the work contain many additions from Greek, Ethiopian and other
sources159. This book has inspired many later Mariological writings in Ethiopia160. The
works of King Zar‘a Yaqob also belong to this period, including the Book of Light161. This
149
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book formed part of his campaign against magic and superstition. It also outlines debates
which took place about Saturday as a Sabbath perhaps betraying increasing ‘Judaiizing’
tendencies amongst some Ethiopians, connected with either the influence of or the
establishment of the Falasha Jews162. This period also saw the revision of the Dəggwā of St
Yared into its current form by Giyorgis of Gasəčča, including the addition of musical
notation to the text163. St John Chrysostom's Commentary on the Epistle to the Hebrews and
a gospel commentary attributed to Dionysius were also translated from Greek164.
The fourth and final period, starting in the sixteenth century CE, characterised by wars and
unrest, was not conducive to literary activity. Much of what was written was probably
destroyed when monasteries and churches were attacked and burned during wars with
Muslims, and the violent attacks of the Galla tribes.

Original works from this time

concentrate on the defence of the Miaphysite faith, and include King Claudius’ Confession of
Faith, and a treatise called the Refuge of the Soul165. Translated works from Arabic, with
similar aims, include the Exposition of the Godhead and the Faith of the Fathers a
Miaphysite Christological florilegium166. One significant literary figure who emerged at the
end of the sixteenth century CE is Enbakom, a Yemeni convert from Islam, who ended his
life as the head of the Dabra Libanos monastery. He either wrote or instigated the writing of
two books, the Superiority of the Christian Faith and the Gate of Faith, both aimed at
winning back those who had converted to Islam during the Muslim invasions167. The current
recension of andəmta Bible commentaries, which undoubtedly contain material from earlier
periods, also date from this time168.
From within this rich range of literature three major works have been selected as primary
sources, the Dəggwā of St Yared, the andəmt Bible commentaries, and the Kabra Nagast.
Noted above was the fact that much of the early Ethiopic literature was translated from
Greek. The sixth century CE Dəggwā of St Yared stands out amongst the works from the
first period of literature as a substantial, original and indigenous theological work. The
current recension of the andəmt commentaries dates from the fourth period, after the
sixteenth century CE, but contains a wide range of sources, some of which date from the
early years of Christianity in Ethiopia. Importantly sources have been identified from both
162
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East and West Syriac traditions, and these combined with the undoubted indigenous input
will provide evidence of any Jewish Christian169 influence on the interpretative tradition.
Finally the Kəbra Nagaśt, whose content is embedded in the Ethiopian psyche, dates from
the thirteenth century CE in its current recension, but contains substantial material from the
sixth or seventh centuries CE. It is replete with tābot symbolism, and broadens this out to
incorporate wooden material and the Cross. This added symbolism also correlates with
‘Ephremic’ and Jewish Christian traditions.

The Dəggwā and Saint Yared
In the Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church the Dəggwā and the seminal figure of St Yared
cannot be separated. Yared was a priest and later a monk and hermit, and is one of the most
important saints in Ethiopia, with many churches dedicated to him, and frequent
representations of him in paintings170. Little is known about the life of Yared except what is
recorded in his hagiography, the Acts of Yared171, and the Ethiopian Synaxarium172. The Acts
of Yared connect him with the enigmatic King Gabra Meskel placing him in the first half of
the sixth century CE173, a date consistent with the theological style of his writing. The
Ethiopian Synaxarium celebrates Yared on the 11th of Gənbot, which it records as the date of
his death174.
The Acts of Yared relate that he was trained in the Psalms of David by one Abba Gideon.
Initially a poor pupil, he was beaten for his lack of aptitude. Inspired by the perseverance of
a caterpillar repeatedly attempting to climb a plant to gain food, he repented and learned the
books of the Old and New Testaments in a day175. Later he was taken on a heavenly ascent
led by three birds to Paradise after which he returned to the cathedral in Axum, at the third
hour he sang Hallelujah to the Trinity, attracting the attention of the king, queen, bishop and
notables for the rest of the day176. He developed the three modes of chant, in such a way that
they did ‗not lack … any of the sounds that are made by men, and birds, and beasts‘

177

.

Also it is told that while singing before King Gabra Masqal, Yared‘s beautiful singing so
absorbed the king that he unwittingly drove his spear into Yared‘s foot, who was so taken up
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in the ecstasy of the song that he did not realise what had happened. In recompense the King
granted Yared‘s wish to retire from the world178.
Yared‘s Syrian connections are intimated in the Ethiopic account of the life and works of one
of the ‘Nine Saints’, the Acts of Abuna Aragāwi, which supplies an account of a meeting
between them when he appreciated Yared‘s compositions179, although the account suggests
that Yared had written most of his hymns before the meeting180.
The Dəggwā is a significant Ethiopian development, seeking to establish a style of hymn
distinct from that in Egypt. The Acts states that ‘at that time there was no qəne181 with a
high tune, rather [it was] with a soft whisper and in the throat, like the Egyptians, because
among the Egyptians there is nobody who praises with a sound like the praise of Yared‘182.
Yared was said to speak with ‗sweet words‘ or with a sounds ‗sweet like honey‘ and he called
upon all believers to glorify God with a ‗great sound like the Seraphim‘183. The Acts of
Yared stresses the divine inspiration of his music given to him through a mystical ascent into
Paradise184, which places Yared alongside the biblical characters of Enoch, Moses, Ezekiel,
Zechariah and Ezra whose visions he interprets in the same mystical pattern in the
Dəggwā185:
And when God understood his heart, he sent three birds to him from the Garden
of Paradise, in the likeness of the Trinity....He [Yared] lifted up his eyes to
heaven and saw the three birds, and Yared said to them, ‗Where did you come
from? From the Garden of Paradise?‘ The one who spoke in the language of a
man said, ‗We were sent to you from the Garden of Paradise, so that we might
tell to you and declare to you how the praise of the twenty-four heavenly priests
is lifted up.‘ And while he was speaking with her, Yared was carried away, and
also the birds, and he entered the Garden of Paradise and she was hidden from
his eyes, and Saint Yared stood there, and after them entered into
Jerusalem...‘186
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In the Ethiopian and other Eastern traditions, hymns are not only for worship but are the
primary mode of expressing theology. St Ephrem the Syrian, the foremost exponent of this
method and the inspiration for many others, such as Jacob of Serugh, regarded the more
Western approach of expressing theology in philosophical definitions which, ‗have a
fossilizing effect on any theological enquiry‘187. He rather developed a poetic approach that
expressed the limited human understanding of the limitless God through poetry188. In style
and content Yared‘s writings resemble, in many ways, those of St Ephrem189, as well as his
fifth and sixth century CE devotee, Jacob of Serugh. In common with these two Syriac
writers, Yared expresses theological ideas in poetry, and uses extensive Old Testament
motifs to express the Incarnation through analogies with both Mary and Christ. Yared was
described in the Acts of Yared as መኑፈሳዊ አርጋኒኑ, manfaswi rgnon190, or a ‗spiritual
harp‘191 an appellation resonating with the epithet ‗the Harp of the Spirit‘192 by which
Ephrem was known.
The complete Dəggwā or hymnody is attributed to Yared. Little has been written about the
text of the Dəggwā, and there is no detailed study of later additions or revisions. The text
also represents an unexplored treasure-trove of information about the Ethiopian Orthodox
Church, its theological expression and its connections, as well as presenting poetry of
exceptional beauty. A further four books are also attributed to Yared making a collection
known as ኀምስቱ ጸዋትወ ዚማ, amməstu awtewa zem, ‘the five parts of chant’. The
other books are: the complement to the Dəggwā used in the fasting season, ጾመ ዴ, oma
Dəggwā which was separated from the main Dәggwā in the eighteenth century193; ዛማሬ,
zəmmre, containing hymns used during the celebration of the Eucharist; መዋሥእት,
mawə‘ət is the book of antiphons for specific feasts and for funerals; ምዔራፍ, mə‗ərf is
the Common part of the Divine Office194.
The Dəggwā contains the prescribed songs for all seasons, festivals, and common days of
worship at all times of day195. A common introductory inscription196 lists the various types
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of songs which are written and states their purpose, which is, ‗for the feasts and Sabbaths,
and the season of flowers197 and the harvest season198, of the rainy season199 and the dry
season200‘. The emphasis on the passing of seasons and the calendar may relate to the book
of Enoch201, and the agricultural tone in its stated purpose perhaps betrays the rural lifestyle
of many of its hearers. It is considered an original Ethiopian work, not a translation or
adaptation, and it is believed that the basic text has not changed significantly, apart from
revisions made by Giyorgis of Gasəa in the fifteenth century CE202.

The musical

203

notational system was fully developed by the sixteenth century CE .
The text of the dəggwa has the potential to reveal the meaning of many aspects of the
Ethiopian Orthodox Church. One example is from the Dəggwā for the twenty first of the
Ethiopian month Hidar entitled the ‗Teaching of Zechariah‘, translated here from the
fifteenth century manuscript EMML 2542:
The King of Israel danced before her,
behold her, Zion, our mother, our Lady,
behold her Zion, our mother, our Lady.
This is Mary whom the holy prophets compared with the Ark of Noah204
....
who had Manna concealed inside her,
All the prophets prophesied
Concerning Mary,
Holy Ark of Noah,
Who had manna concealed inside her.
Wondrous white fleece of David,
Lampstand of Zechariah the priest.
Pure bridal chamber,
Perfect Tabernacle,
196
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Dwelling place of divinity,
Adorned with holiness
Sealed in virginity.
She is wrapped in golden clothes
In a single piece.205
…
These few words encapsulate a multiplicity of symbolism, connecting various Old Testament
ideas, including:


The Ark, before which David danced in 2 Samuel 6:14;



The heavenly city, Jerusalem or Zion, of which the Tabernacle is seen as a
representation.



Mary, the ‗dwelling place of divinity‘, conjures up memories of the temple, and John
1:14 where the Word is said to dwell amongst us; and of the Jewish mystical concept
of the shekinah, a symbol of divine imminence;



Mary is symbolised as Noah’s Ark, which is perceived symbolically in the same way
as the Ark of the Covenant; and of Christ is connected with Manna, which in the
Syriac and Ethiopic traditions symbolises the heavenly Eucharist celebrated in
Paradise on which the faithful feast for eternity.



The connection here is also made with the fleece of Gideon, which the Ethiopian
andəmta Bible commentaries also link with the LXX version of Psalm 72 (71):6,
‘He shall come down as rain upon a fleece; and as drops falling upon the earth‘.
This verse is seen as interpreting the sign of the fleece given to Gideon in Judges 6,
the fleece symbolizing Saint Mary, and the dew Christ, so the two together
symbolize the incarnation206.



Finally the lampstand of Zechariah 4 is interpreted as Mary, with the light as Christ,
by implication.

The following quotation, from the Dəggwā for the seventeenth of the Ethiopian month
Mäskäräm, celebrates Helena’s finding of the true Cross, and reveals at least part of the
understanding of the Cross:
The Cross is the Tree of Life
The Cross is the Tree of Salvation.
The Cross of the Word
Tree of Life
To the Jews it became expulsion,
Those who believe in the Cross
His grace will come to us.207
205
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The wood of the Cross of the Son restored His flock
With the cross He opened up Paradise,
The Cross worked salvation,
Our redemption
The Cross is salvation
to those who believe
The Cross will be for us a guide.
The Cross is the light
of the whole world
The foundation of the Church.
The Cross redeemed us,
The Cross is the salvation of our souls,
The power of the Cross of Christ liberated us from death
It proclaimed to us our freedom
The tranquillity of the sea
And the anchor of ships, the Cross.208
Here the Cross is simultaneously the key to Paradise, the means of access for believers, and
is also identified with the Tree of Life, which is symbolically Mary, with Christ as the fruit
on which the faithful feast.
The writings of Ephrem resonate with much of the symbolism of the Dəggwā.

The

relationship between the Cross and Paradise is seen in the following Hymn on the
Resurrection II:1:
Your law has been my vessel
revealing to me something of Paradise,
Your Cross has been to me the key
which opened up this Paradise.
From the Garden of Delights did I gather
and carry back with me from Paradise
roses and other eloquent blooms
which are here scattered about for Your feast
amid songs as they flutter down on humanity.
Blessed is He who both gave and received the crown!209
The few studies on the Dəggwā have principally focussed on indentifying sources of
influence on its musical style210. A recent study by Tedros Abraha, however, examined
patristic and other references to early Christian literature in the writings of St Yared, and
208
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importantly highlighted the usage in the Dəggwā of material from as early as the second and
third centuries CE211. In particular Abraha examined Jesus being addressed as ‘mother’ and
‘father’ and the idea of the hidden descent and concealment of the son. The epithets
‘mother’ and ‘father’ for Christ occur in the oma Dəggwā for the first and fifth weeks of
Lent, for Holy Week, in the Dəggwā for Hidar Michael, and in the Dəggwā for Tər
Maryam212. Such ideas are rare in the patristic literature, with only a handful of occurrences
in the second and third centuries CE213, and appear to have died out with the evolution of
comprehensive Trinitarian theology in the fourth century CE 214. Ephrem makes no clear use
of these epithets for Christ, but he does employ feminine birthing imagery of Christ215.
Abraha also discussed the hidden descent and concealment of the Son in His incarnation, an
idea already found in Ignatius of Antioch’s letter to the Ephesians 19:1216. He identified
three instances in the Dəggwā: the Transfiguration, the feast of St. Mary for the rainy season,
and the 22nd of Tər feast of Mary217. Abraha also valuably identified specific quotations in
the Dəggwā from a variety of fourth and fifth century Fathers: Patriarch Theophilus of
Alexandria, Gregory Nazianzus, Mercurius of Caesarea, Severianus of Gabala, Patriarch
Proclus of Constantinople, Basil of Caesarea, and from the Jewish-Christian Shepherd of
Hermas218.
flavour‘
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Alexandrian exegetical tradition, including Origen, ―Yared‖ approaches the Old and New
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Testaments as a single book corresponding to the one Logos‘220, an idea that could equally
be associated with Ephrem221.

The Andəmta Corpus: History and Method
The andəmta corpus of Amharic commentary on Ge’ez biblical and patristic texts derives its
name from the repeated use of ‘andəm’, meaning ‘and (there is) one (who says)’, to
introduce different interpretations, illustrated below in the andəmta on the Apocalypse of St
John 6:2:
White horse – it is the time of the false Messiah. He calls it white
because the Jews were please when he reigned over them....
A. White horse – it is the time of the false Messiah. He calls it white because
in his time the believers will rejoice.,..223
A.

222

Roger Cowley’s initial studies showed that, ‗the essential integrity of the corpus is
demonstrated by its unity of style, provenance and outlook, and by the many cross-references
it contains.‘224. The corpus is in four parts: Old Testament, New Testament, The Books of
the Scholars, and The Books of the Monks. It represents a long running Ethiopian oral
tradition, possibly originating from the Aksumite Kingdom between the advent of
Christianity, and the ninth century CE225, now written down and recently partly published,
although important commentaries remain unpublished.
The Institute of Ethiopian Studies, at the University of Addis Ababa holds the most
significant number of manuscripts. Available published material includes:


The Pentateuch226.



Isaiah227.



Psalms228.



The Books of Solomon and Sirach229.
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Ezekiel230.



The Gospels231.



The Pauline Epistles232.



The Catholic Epistles, and Revelation233.



The Book of Enoch234



The Books of the Monks235.

English translations have been made of the commentaries on the Apocalypse of St. John236,
parts of Genesis and Hebrews237, the Book of Micah238, and some Psalms239.
The precise geographical and chronological origins of the andəmta literature are unknown,
but traditionally it is believed that the Pentateuch came to Ethiopia along with the arrival of
Ark of the Covenant and a cohort of Jewish priests and nobles in the 10th century BCE as
related in the Kəbra Nagaśt240. At some point after this, tradition states that the Pentateuch
was translated from Hebrew into Ge’ez, along with its ancient commentary. In the Christian
era other commentaries are thought to have arrived along with the books of the Old and New
Testaments, when translated from Greek241.
The written versions of the commentaries may have their origin at some point during the
Axumite kingdom (10th century BCE – 9th century CE), but the current form was settled
upon during the Gondar Kingdom (16th-18th century CE)242. In the eighteenth century CE
Mämhər Esdros refined the commentaries and sought to establish the definitive Ge’ez text.
His new school of teaching resulted in a division into the ‘upper house’ and the ‘lower
house’. The ‘upper house’ rejected his refinements, whilst the ‘lower house’ or ‘Gondar
M.a.G. Kefle, Ed. (1917 EC). መጻሕፍተ ሳልሞ ወሲራክ..
Anonymous መጽሐፈ ሕዛቅኤሌ አኑዴምታ ትርሜ.
231
Anonymous (1988 EC-a). ወኑጌሌ ቅደስ.
232
Anonymous (1988 EC-b). የቅደስ ጳውልስ መጻሕፍት. Including the book of Hebrews.
233
L.L.M. Terfe, Ed. (1951 EC). መጻሕፍተ ሐዱሳት ሦስቱ..
234
Anonymous (2003 EC). መጽሐፈ ሄኒክ.
235
Anonymous (1988 EC-c). ሦስቱ መጻሕፍተ መኌኰሳት 1) ማር ይስሓቅ 2) ፊሌክስዮስ 3) አረጋዊ
መኑፈሳዊ . The Books of the Monks contain commentary on translations from Arabic of three sixth
century Syriac works: two texts of John Saba called ‘Arägāwi Mänfsāwi‘, Isaac of Nineveh’s
‘Tractate on Asceticism‘, and a work attributed to Philoxenus of Mabbug that is actually the 7 th
century East Syriac writer Dadisho of Qatar’s Commentary on the Paradise of the Fathers Grillmeier:
334-335; W. Witakowski (2005). Filkəsyos. Encylopaedia Aethiopica. S. Uhlig. 2, D-Ha: 541-542.
236
Cowley The Traditional Interpretation of the Apocalypse of John in the Ethiopian Orthodox
Church.
237
Cowley Ethiopian Biblical interpretation : a study in exegetical tradition and hermeneutics.
238
Garcia.
239
Pedersen.
240
See chapters 48-55 of the Kəbra Nagaśt Budge The Kebra Nagast.
241
Cowley Old Testament Introduction in the Andemta Commentary Tradition; S. Selassie (2008).
Personal communication on the Kebra Nagast.
242
Wärqnäh, Habtä Maryam in Cowley Old Testament Introduction in the Andemta Commentary
Tradition; Cowley The Traditional Interpretation of the Apocalypse of John in the Ethiopian
Orthodox Church: 31.
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School’, which is most commonly taught today, accepted them243.

Some differences

between the ‘houses’ are recorded in the andəmta themselves, but Cowley saw few real
differences between them compared with the material they have in common244.

Two

245

generations after Mämher Esdros, Aläqa Wäldä Ab, in the nineteenth century , further
refined the style, and he is probably responsible for the definitive shape of the commentaries
today246.

Primary sources, and Dating
Primary sources cited by name in the andəmta include John Chrysostom, St. Basil, and St.
Ephrem. The Tərgwame Qälämsis, a Ge’ez commentary which is named as a source of the
Amharic andəmta commentary in its commentary on Revelation 20:4, ‗Behold, John
Chrysostom commented in his homily which is read of the day of Palm Sunday that he sat on
clothes which were upon the ass and her foal without being help by a strap or binding‘247;
and on Revelation 19:16, ‗as Basil pillar of the faith said, ―By the coming of your unique
one, you have abolished death, which entered first into the world by the jealousy of Satan‖‘;
the andəmta commentary on the ውዲሴ ማርያም, wəddse mrym the ‘Veneration of Mary‘
comments that, ‗the ―tree of life‖ has been interpreted by Severus and by John of the
resurrection, by Mar Yəsaq of love, and by Ephraim of the eucharist‘248. This selection of
authors demonstrates that the andəmt surpassed the divisions of the church. Authors from
both Chalcedonian and Miaphysite traditions are cited, as well as less well known authors
such as Abu Färäg, identified as Abu‘l-Faraj ‗Abdallāh ibn a-Tayyib al-‗Irāqī an 11th
century CE Church of the East commentator who wrote commentary on the whole Bible249.
Ethiopian scholars have also made contributions and corrections. Some of those named
include Mämhər Esdros, Aqabe Sä‘at Käbte, Mäl‘akä Gannet Täklä Haymanot,
243

Cowley Old Testament Introduction in the Andemta Commentary Tradition; R.W. Cowley (1980).
Mämhәr Esdros and his interpretations. Sixth International Conference of Ethiopian Studies. G.
Goldenberg: 41-69.
244
Cowley The Traditional Interpretation of the Apocalypse of John in the Ethiopian Orthodox
Church: 5.
245
It is believed that Aläqa Wäldä Ab died during the reign of Emperor Tewodros 1855-1886 CE.
246
Wärqnäh, Habtä Maryam in Cowley Old Testament Introduction in the Andemta Commentary
Tradition.
247
Cowley The Traditional Interpretation of the Apocalypse of John in the Ethiopian Orthodox
Church: 145.
248
Ibid.: 49.
249
Cowley Ibid.: 69, 76 cites MS Berlin (Dillmann) 63, fol. 78v of Ge’ez commentary on Revelation
2:2, which states regarding the ‘deceivers’ mentioned in this verse, ‗and their names are written in the
Didascalia, .........and we found this from the word of Abbä Fəssəa wäldä sännay in the preface to
Paul‘ which Cowley states is ‗doubtless referring to Ibn a-ayyib‘. See G. Graf (1948). Geschichte
der Christlichen Arabischen Literatur: Zweiter Band: Die Schriftsteller Bis Zur Mitte des 15.
Jahrhunderts: 160-69 for details of Ibn a-ayyib. A critical edition and translation of Ibn a-ayyib‘s
commentary on Genesis is available: J.C.J. Sanders, Ed. (1967). Commentaire sur la Genèse / [par]
Ibn at-Taiyib, CSCO 274-5, Scriptores Aribici 24-25.. He is also one of the sources in the Ge’ez
w
Tərgwame Orit, the commentary on the Ocatateuch, see M.A. Garcia (2010). Tərg ame.
Encyclopaedia Aethiopica. S. Uhlig. 4: 921-923.
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Ato Adärahən, and Azzaž Lameh250. Specific contributions from any source are rarely
acknowledged.
Cowley was unable to substantiate the traditional view that Ethiopian Bible commentary
started in pre-Christian times251. His investigation into Ethiopian exegesis and hermeneutics,
based on a limited amount of material that was available to him at the time, concluded that
the corpus stands in fundamental continuity with earlier commentaries, especially those of
the ‘Antiochene’ tradition, associated primarily with Lucian, Paulinus, Diodore, Eustathius,
John Chrysostom, and Theodore of Mopsuestia252.

The connection with Theodore of

Mopsuestia has also been confirmed in a study of the commentary on selected Psalms 253,
although this may arise from Theodore’s seminal influence on the East Syriac tradition, and
in particular on Arab Christian writers such as ibn a-Tayyib254, who has been identified as an
important influence through his commentaries on the Pentateuch on the Gospels255. What is
surprising, given the historical links with the Egyptian church, is the apparent lack of
association with Origen, Clement of Alexandria and others from the Alexandrian school.
The language, references to rulers, other historical data, geography, and teachers named in
the commentaries, along with their general outlook and manuscript evidence demonstrate
clearly that the Gondar kingdom (16th-18th century CE) is the temporal and geographical
source of the definitive form of the andəmta corpus256. Cowley concluded that:
The internal evidence of the Andəmta Commentary itself....conclusively
demonstrates that the Gondar kingdom is the temporal and geographical
provenance of the definitive formulation of the Andəmta Commentary, but it
leaves open the question of its earlier development, for which no direct evidence
appears to be available at present, and which in addition raises problems not
yet answered by archaeology, such as the possibility of the existence of O.T.
texts in Ethiopia in pre-Christian times.257
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Mämhər Esdros was a prominent teacher in the mid-eighteenth century who is credited with
correcting the Old Testament commentaries during his retirement at a monastery on Lake Tana
Cowley Old Testament Introduction in the Andemta Commentary Tradition. : 164-5; Cowley The
Traditional Interpretation of the Apocalypse of John in the Ethiopian Orthodox Church: 5; Aqabe
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taught in Gondar and died in about 1780 EC; Mäl‘akä Gannet Täklä Haymanot was an Old Testament
teacher in the eighteenth century Cowley The Traditional Interpretation of the Apocalypse of John in
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Most of the material used to compile the andəmta has come from Ge’ez texts which Cowley
provisionally divided into three major groups258.


Translations of early Greek patristic sources such as John Chrysostom and Basil of
Caesarea;



Translations of a later Syriac, Coptic and Arabic material, in particular Abu Färäg,
and major rewritings of earlier works in these languages;



Original Ge’ez compositions.

Cowley259 gives the following as an ‗incomplete and provisional‘ list, and states that ‗no
doubt there is much more material to be discovered, so I have only made definite statements
about works that I have personally investigated‘260, however even this incomplete list
illustrates the diversity and extent of material in Ge’ez:
1. Translations representing earlier periods:
a. Ge’ez translations of works or parts of works by Philo of Carpasia on the
Song of Songs261;
b. The commentary of Gregory of Nyssa on Song of Songs 3:7 contained in
chapter 66 of the Kəbra Nagaśt262,
c. Excerpts contained in the hymnota abaw263 from
i. Basil of Caesarea on Proverbs264.
ii. Gregory of Nyssa on Song of Songs and on Philippians265.
iii. John Chrysostom on Matthew, John, Psalms, 1Corinthians,
Ephesians, Hebrews266.
iv. Cyril of Alexandria on 1Corinthians267.
d. Excerpts in the Maafa awi268
258

Ibid.: 35.
Ibid.: 35-40
260
Ibid.: 36-38.
261
Contained in fols 3a-20a of MS. 119 of the library at the Ethiopian archbishop’s residence in
Jerusalem Ibid.: 36.
262
See Bezold: 78 a 15- b 4 and Budge The Kebra Nagast: 105-106.
263
The hymnota abaw or ‘Faith of the Fathers’ is a patristic florilegium on the Trinity, the
incarnation and the nature of Christ, assembled and written in Arabic around 1078 CE, and translated
into Ethiopic in the 16th century CE. See Grillmeier: 347 n 30. The Ge’ez text and Amharic
translation is published by the Ethiopian Orthodox Church: Anonymous (1986 EC). ሃይማኒተ አበው,
hymnota abaw.
259

Anonymous ሃይማኒተ አበው, hymnota abaw: 106ff.
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268
This book, the Book of Compilations, was translated in the late sixteenth century by a monk called
Salik, and it is a translation of Nicon’s religious encyclopaedia which treats various subjects taken
from the Church Fathers, on the necessity of knowledge of Holy Scripture, the commandments of
God, the monastic life, confession, fasting, etc. See Harden: 31.
264
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i. Basil of Caesarea of Psalms and Proverbs
ii. John Chrysostom on Psalms, Matthew, John, Acts, Romans,
1Corinthians, Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, Thessalonians,
Timothy, Philemon and Hebrews;
iii. Theodoret on the Pentateuch, Psalms, Isaiah and Hosea and
fragments of his commentary on Sinodos269.
e. Excerpts contained in Talmid270
i. Basil of Caesarea on Matthew
ii. John Chrysostom on John and Pauline epistles
iii. John ləsna warq271
2. Later Ge’ez works, some of which are reworked versions of older books:
a. A Ge’ez translation of ibn a-Tayyib’s commentary on the Pentateuch
entitled ‗Tərgwme orit of John Chrysostom272‘
b. A Ge’ez translation of ibn a-Tayyib’s commentary entitled Questions on
the Torah of John Chrysostom which draws heavily on the Questions of
Išo‛bar Nun and the Book of Scholia of Theodore bar Koni;
c. An unidentified commentary on Genesis 1-11 mostly concerned with the
creation273;
d. A commentary on Daniel and the minor prophets attributed to Hippolytus of
Rome, Gregory Nazianzus, and Theodoret of Cyrus;
e. A further commentary on the minor prophets with a different and unnamed
source274;
f.

the ‘Coptic-Arabic gospel catena’, of which at least the Ge’ez translation of
the commentary on Matthew is extant, and which has contributions
attributed to Severus of Antioch, Cyril of Alexandria, Eusebius, John
Chrysostom, Titus of Bostra, Epiphanius, Hipplytus of Rome, Gregory
Nazainzus, Clement of Alexandria, Basil of Caesarea, Athanasius, Didymus
the Blind, Theophilus of Alexandria, Cyril of Jerusalem, Severianus of
Gabala, Gregory Thaumaturgus, Timothy Aelurus, Isaiah the Hermit, and
Simeon Stylites;

g. ibn a-Tayyib’s commentary on the four gospels275;
269

See page 31.
This work, the Pupil, takes its unusual title from the fact that its original author was George, a
pupil of Anthony the Syrian. The work was translated around the end of the sixteenth century. See
Harden: 31.
271
The identity of this author is unknown, but Cowley suggests John of Damascus. See Cowley The
Traditional Interpretation of the Apocalypse of John in the Ethiopian Orthodox Church: 36.
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h. an anonymous commentary on most of Matthew276;
i.

further comment on the four gospels contained in Gəbrä əmamat277 with
the heading dərä wängel;

j.

Tərgwame Pawlos, a commentary on Paul’s epistles, which is possibly a
translation of Arabic commentary on Paul tentatively ascribed to Ibn Kātib
Qaiar278, with named sources as ‗mätärgwəm‘, Qəryaqos (probably
Cyriacus of Nisibis), John Chrysostom, Athanasius, Ayləyayus, Ephraim,
Hanan (probably Hanan of Hedhaiyabh), ‗mäafqan‘ (Theodore of
Mopsuestia), Wäldä Näharayn, and Agob (probably Aob of Qaar)279;

k. A further commentary on Paul, with comments by ‘Felon’ or ‘Felgos’, who
is of unknown identity280.
3. Original Ge’ez works,
a. A Tərgwame Orit of unknown author, which contains comment on the
Octateuch and explains difficult words281;
b. A second Tərgwame Orit ‘compiled and improved from Arabic and Ge’ez’
by one Məhərka Dəngəl helped by ənbaqom, dated 1603 EC282, which
draws on that of ibn a-Tayyib;
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c. comments on parts of Isaiah, Job, Daniel, Proverbs, Hosea, Jeremiah,
prophecy against Pashhur, Wisdom, and Zechariah contained in Gəbrä
əmamat, and attributed to Abba Sälama283
d. the Tərgwame Qälämsis on Revelation284;
e. commentary on parts of the Octateuch, Enoch, Kings, Job, Ezra, and
Maccabees, Song of Songs, major and minor prophets, gospels, Revelation,
and Sinodos285.
In addition there are other Ge’ez works, including introductions to New Testament
books, fragments of other commentary in the andəmta and some other minor
fragments286. Cowley found that the original sources were interpreted to such an extent
in the andəmta that often their literary affinities cannot be identified, However he was
convinced that the original sources named are indeed the actual sources but that ‗the
andəmta commentary has usually digested them to the points at which analysis of the
precise literary affinities is impossible‘287. Regarding ibn at-Tayyib he concluded that
he is a clear and strong influence, although no single source of the material either in
Ethiopic or other languages has survived, and the likelihood of an indigenous
compilation of the sources may be proposed288.
Further sources for the andəmta include hagiographies from the Ethiopian Synaxarium,
the Miracles of Jesus, and the Miracles of Mary; secular historical works of either
Ethiopian origin or sometimes from outside; some other theological works in Ge’ez
translation including unspecified works of Jacob of Serugh translated into Ge’ez; Ge’ez
prayers and chants; natural history derived principally from a book called Fisalogos;
grammatical comments from traditional Ethiopian works; philosophical sayings from
Mäshafä fälasfa; unattributed sources on astronomy and medicine; and writings of Cyril
ibn Laqlaq a 13th century CE patriarch of Alexandria. There are also some rabbinic
sources, found only in the commentary on Ezekiel289, whose compiler may have added
material after a visit to Jerusalem between 1882 and 1912 EC290.
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Figure 1: Provenance of Andəmta Corpus according to Cowley (1983)291
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The Contribution of
Corpus.

- ayyib and East Syriac Writers to the Andəmta

It is of particular interest that writers from the Church of the East, including Theodore bar
Koni, Iobar Nun, ibn at-Tayyib, Aob of Qatar292, and ‘The Interpreter’, Theodore of
Mopsuestia are identified as sources for the Ethiopic andəmta commentaries, demonstrating
that they incorporated significant influences from the East as well as the West Syriac
traditions. Cowley commented that, ‗It seems that the Ethiopian church was able to reject
the formula in which the teaching of Nestorius was encapsulated ...while accepting much of
the exegetical work of writers who were Nestorians‘293. The primary identified source of
their transmission is Abu‘l-Faraj ‗Abdallāh ibn a-Tayyib al-‗Irāqī, who is an important
influence through the use in the andəmta corpus of his commentaries on the Pentateuch on
the Gospels294, a scholar of the ‘Antiochene’ school drawing strongly on Theodore of
Mopsuestia295.
Ibn a-Tayyib (d. 1043) studied and practiced medicine; he also studied Aristotle and
Porphyry. He wrote on the works of Hippocrates, and wrote extensive Christian works, the
most important of which is his commentary on the whole Bible, ‗Paradise of Christianity‘.
He has been described as ‗one of the major figures in Christian Arabic literature‘ and his
Commentary on the Gospels ‗is the most influential work of Gospel exegesis in Arabic‘ 296.
His commentaries passed into the Miaphysite repertoire where they influenced later Coptic
tradition from the thirteenth century onwards297.

Julian Faultless has identified two

manuscript traditions of his Gospel commentary, one representing his original writing, and a
second revised in Egypt, and reflecting more Miaphysite views298. The sixteenth century CE
Ethiopic manuscript of the Gospel commentary299 appears to follow the Miaphysite
recension produced in Egypt300

292
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Consolidating Cowley’s conclusions, further evidence of ibn a-Tayyib’s influence appears
in unusual messianic and historical connections in his commentary on the Psalms, found also
in the andəmta.


ibn a-Tayyib designates Psalms 20 and 28 as dealing with the struggle between
Hezekiah and the Assyrians 301;
o

The andəmta on Psalms 21 (20):1 and 28 (27):1 reads ‗it is said concerning
Hezekiah‘302;

o

The andəmta on Psalm 21 (20):3 reads ‗and when Sennacherib heard the
Lord, the sound of thunder and lightning, Hezekiah said, ‗He has come
against me‘ and when he fled his crown fell, and his prophets and priests
fell‘303;

o

The andəmta on Psalm 30 (29):3 reads, ‗ANDM: they died and from those
who went down to the grave, from Sennacherib you separated yourself and
saved me‘304.



ibn a-Tayyib identifies the ‗Kings of the earth‘ of Psalm 2:2 as Pilate, Herod, and
the leaders of the Jews305 as does the andəmta306.



ibn a-Tayyib identifies Psalm 8:4-8 as referring to the humanity of Christ307;
o

The andəmta on this verse states, ‗his title is Son, he fused himself with man,
to think this a very serious thing‘ and is interpreted as describing the
Incarnation of Christ308.

Despite the influence of ibn a-Tayyib‘s works, his Arabic name is little known in
Ethiopia309, where he was called ዮሐኑስ አፈ ወርቅ ምስራቃዊ, Yohannəs afä wärq
məsraqawi, or ‘John Chrysostom of the East’, or አበ ፍስሐ ወሌዯ ሰይ, Abbä fəssəa
wäldä sännay, ‘Father of joy, son of goodness’310. Only one known document, probably
from the 16th-18th centuries CE, mentions controversy over his interpretations311. ‘Abuferej
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əbnä täyəb‘ ‗the Nestorian‘ is criticised because ‗the greater part of his interpretation agrees
with the interpretation of the Jews in the interpretation of the book of the prophets‘312, for his
interpretations about Zerubabbel, Yəhuda313 and Hyrcanus, and for his book Gännät314,
because ‗all his word is the outpouring of his heart‘, and he does not use the phrase ‗mother
of God‘315. Cowley suggested that his works were not always accepted either because they
were translated after the Amharic tradition was partly formed, or because his works also
were popular with the Falashas316.
Whilst it is difficult to form an overall picture of how ibn at-Tayyib used his sources,
Cowley’s study on Ethiopian hermeneutics specifically identifies a Ge’ez book of questions
and answers317 which is a translation of part of ibn at-Tayyib‘s own compilation318. Sections
of the Ge’ez text corresponds closely to Theodore’s Scholion, məmr I-III & V. From his
study of the text Cowley concludes that ibn at-Tayyib may have had a copy of the Scholion,
from which he: took material beginning with creation, continuing with questions of GenesisLeviticus, Numbers, Joshua, Judges, Samuel and Ruth. He omitted and shortened some
sections, sometimes deleting questions but retaining the answers, with an apparent
preference for material similar to Iobar Nun319; and he omitted much of the philosophical
and chronological material, as well as explanations of difficult words320. The same Ge’ez
text includes material from the Questions of Iobar Nun from which ibn at-Tayyib has
removed some questions, and has edited others, without seeking to harmonise the answers
with other sources.321 Ibn at-Tayyib follows Iobar Nun’s interpretation of Genesis 1:2
stating, ‗the ―spirit which was hovering over the water‖ he does not say concerning the Holy
Spirit, but concerning the wind, according to the word of David the prophet which says, ―the
winds blow and the water flow‖‘322 The andəmta on Genesis 1:2 cites Theodore of
Mopsuestia323 to support this view324.
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The transmission of works from the Church of the East into other Christian traditions is not
without precedent. The seventh century CE ascetic writer of the Church of the East, Isaac of
Nineveh, has been translated into many languages, including Ge’ez325. The East and West
Syriac traditions shared common roots in the golden age of Syriac literature, between the
third and seventh centuries, with the seminal figures of Ephrem and Aphrahat and later
writers, including Jacob of Serugh (d. 521CE) and Narsai (c.399-c.502CE). The latter two
were both strongly influenced by the famous Persian School at Edessa, which was closed by
Emperor Zeno in 489CE, when it moved across the border into Nisibis, in the Persian
Empire, and became the intellectual centre for the Church of the East326. Narsai became its
head, whilst Jacob eschewed its Christological teaching, evincing the divergence of the two
traditions327. Interaction between the East and West Syriac traditions continued, however, as
demonstrated by later figures: the ninth century CE Iodad of Merv from the East and
Dionysius Bar Salibi (d.1171) from the West328. Brock has commented that, ‗comparison of
their two works and their sources will show that, despite theological differences, there was a
good deal of mutual interaction as far as the history of exegesis is concerned‘329.
Later in the eighth and ninth centuries CE, with the rising challenge of Islam, scholars who
drew on the Greek and Syriac intellectual traditions of cities such as Edessa, Harran, Nisibis,
Takrit and Gundeshapor330, addressed Muslims using new methods and adopted the new
lingua franca of Arabic in place of Greek and Syriac331, drawing on their roots in the Syriac
and Greek philosophical traditions, and laid the foundation for later scholars such as ibn atTayyib. The common ground and interaction between the East and West traditions is an
important observation in the light of the presence of writers fundamentally connected with
the East Syriac tradition in the Ethiopic Bible commentaries. Ibn at-Tayyib compiled his
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from many sources332, including the Scholion of Theodore bar Koni333, and the Questions on
both the Old and New Testaments of Iobar Nun (c.744-828CE) from the Church of the
East334.

Although more isolated geographically from this interaction, Ethiopian monks

travelled and possibly engaged in the same debates and discussions with scholars from the
Church of the East.

Exegetical and Hermeneutical Approach
Exegetical Technique
Throughout the andəmta corpus a commentary on a particular verse consists normally of
three, and sometimes two parts335, namely:
1. The Ge’ez text, known as ‘the scholars’ text’, regarded as authoritative, although
sometimes different from other Ge’ez Bible texts. This may also contain variant
readings, and notes from the margins of manuscript sources. The commentary gives
alternative titles and headings, corrections to the text, and has its own subdivisions
of the text.
2. One or more idiomatic Amharic translations of the text, different versions
emphasising important meaning.
3. More detailed explanations, illustrative stories, and quotations.

This part is

sometimes omitted, or may be contained in more extensive commentary collected
together after several associated verses.
The following is a brief example from the andəmta on Numbers 21:9
(Ge‘ez) And Moses made a serpent out of bronze and raised it up to be shown
as a sign and whenever a serpent bit a man he would look to that bronze
serpent and he would be saved.
(Amharic) Moses made a serpent of bronze and he raised it up in a place where
it could be seen, whenever a snake bit a man he would look at that serpent and
would be saved; this is a symbol: the snake of the devil; the bronze serpent of
the Lord; with a living animal the snake which bit them the bronze serpent
would save them; the devil who is living by nature and who harmed them, the
Lord suffered and died in his body for salvation, this is a symbol.
ANDM: the snake which has poison which bit them, the bronze serpent saved
them – the devil who has the poison of sin bit them, the Lord who is pure in
nature saved him, this is a symbol.
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ANDM: the snake [is a symbol] of Adam, the bronze serpent of the Lord; this is
a symbol of those who were bitten by the poison of the snake, the bronze serpent
saved them – Adam was bitten by sin, the Lord by his goodness saved them.
ANDM: bronze is pure, and the nature of the Lord is pure
ANDM: bronze is red, for the Lord having broken his flesh, and poured out his
blood, he saved the world.
ANDM: The sound of bronze is heard from far off, for the suffering and death of
the Lord from one border to another is heard.
ANDM: bronze is found in hot lowlands and in temperate highland; the Lord
will beget children from the Nation (the Jews) and from the Nations (the
Gentiles) and the Apostles are those who were saved having heard his voice and
seen his face; those saved having just heard his voice are the believers who are
raised up until the day of his coming. 336
Often the commentary includes highly contextualised explanations clearly pointing to its
origin in Ethiopia. Thus the Exodus 27:21 andəmta offers the following explanation of the
hooks and rings uses to suspend the curtains of the Tabernacle:
ANDM: The hooks are like the fastening of a däbälo337, and the rings are like
the leather strap, spread out [along the hem] they hold [the curtain].
ANDM: The hooks and rings are like [on] a säafi koräo338, sown in several
places from the top to the bottom they catch each other. When you hang them
up people call them curtains. The breadth of the cloth is forty cubits.339
The andəmt explain the exegetical techniques used throughout the corpus the introduction
to the commentary on the Pauline Epistles. The interpretation opens with a colloquial
Amharic translation, often with alternatives that may reflect textual various.

Other

techniques employed include: grammatical analysis including the discussion of alternative
punctuation; clarification of ambiguous or unclear Ge'ez words; illustrate homophones or
situations where gemmination of a consonant alters the meaning; elucidation of the meaning
through poetical rearrangement; the supplying of words implied in the text; the identification
of other biblical passages with similar meaning; the explanation of important details that
might not be understood well by the listener; the retelling of related biblical stories; the
reconciliation of the meaning with other apparently contradictory biblical passages often
employing diverse authorities; and the explanation of the mystery or hidden meaning of the
text, often utilising the classical Ethiopic ‘wax and gold’ method for conveying meaning 340.
Although not articulated in the explanation in the Pauline Epistles the andəmt
interpretations frequently employ typology, and may utilise diverse authorities may be used
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to show their agreement over particular matters. The corpus interprets prophecy as having
significance in the historical period in which it was spoken, with true fulfilment in Christ,
and may also give further meanings341. These methods serve a much wider purpose, which is
primarily to illustrate the ‘true’, that is received, meaning of a text, and resolve any dispute
over its meaning.
Discussing exegetical methodology Cowley commented that ‗the terms midra and targum
have occasionally been used in description of the Andəmta Commentary.

If such

categorisation is proper, it might be suggested that there are parallels between the situations
and processes in which the Jewish and Ethiopian materials were produced‘ 342. The midrash
bear similarity to the allegorical and typological approach of early Christian theology in
general, suggesting early Christian influence on the andəmta.

The targumic use of

paraphrases and explanatory expansions to illuminate the Old Testament 343 is reminiscent of
the andəmta. Cowley is, however, cautious about direct links:
‗certainly the Andəmta Commentary shares features with the midraim and
targumim (concern for literalism, expansionist and anti-anthropomorphic
tendencies, for example) but as midra and targum are essentially Jewish
categories, and even within Jewish they are described rather than defined, it
must be concluded that these terms should not be used in the analysis of the
Andəmta Commentary, and it should not be assumed that the Jewish and
Ethiopian materials have been produced as a result of similar processes.‘344
Brock has concluded similarly regarding Ephrem’s and the Syriac interpretative method.
Referring to the interpretation of Sarah’s rôle in the events surrounding the sacrifice of Isaac
in Genesis 22 he stated,
...while the silence of the biblical text on this particular subject has given rise to
haggadic expansions of the story in both Jewish and in Christian tradition, each
of these goes its own way in elucidating the scene, and it is the Christian
homilists and poets who actually exploit the situation to the full; in doing so,
however, their methods turn out to be very similar to those of their Jewish
counterparts in their treatment of similar situations elsewhere in
scripture.....Whether this Christian haggadah is here ultimately based on
Jewish sources now lost, or whether it was the independent product of a general
method of exegesis taken over by Christianity from Judaism, does not seem to
be a question capable of firm answer, although my own opinion is that the latter
is more likely to be the correct explanation.345
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In the Syriac tradition, Brock has identified elements of the targum tradition in the Peshitta
and other literature such as Ephrem’s commentary on Genesis. These include both cases
where the texts follow the targum, and others where targumic style is used but where the
detail is not present in the targum346. It is tempting to apply similar conclusions to the
Ethiopic material and suggest that Ethiopian theologians similarly drew on a wider Jewish
Christian347 approach because of early association with such thinking. The style may,
however, reflect a more general cultural approach to analysing the Scriptures, perhaps
arising out of Judaic influences on Ethiopian culture from an early date.
Although Cowley claims that the andəmta corpus shows little awareness of theological
dispute348, the outcomes of early controversies in the Christian Church are frequently
mentioned, presumably reflecting the sources originally used, and the issues regarded as
significant by Ethiopian clerics who may have made later additions. The following is an
example of this from the commentary on John 15:2:
‗ANDM: ‗And every branch which does not bear fruit‘ if you answer: Everyone
who having believed in me and does not do good work the Trinity will separate
his soul from his flesh. ‗And to every branch which bears fruit‘: to he who does
good work, to the faithful, but the heretics after being excommunicated they will
[also] be separated: the 300 [Bishops at Nicea] [excommunicated] Arius, the
150 [Bishops at Constantinople] [excommunicated] Macedonius, the 200
[Bishops at Ephesus] [excommunicated] Nestorius‘349
The commentary on Matthew 1:16 has a long discussion on the timing and nature of the
anointing of the Messiah, betraying an awareness of the eighteenth century CE ‘unctionist’
controversy in Ethiopia which focussed on this matter350.
And concerning the one who was born of Our Lady Mary it is said concerning
his union which was with divinity on account of being incarnate from a virgin.
If they say by reason of an anointing of oil they destroy it. If it was like this
then even if one person had seen it they would say so. The name which Gabriel
gave to Mary has the meaning ‗He is God‘, [he did so] when he saw God. This
God when He became a man it is the name that was given to him. ―And his
name is ‗Christ‘ and its meaning ‗anoint with‘ because he uniquely received
humanity. He is honoured by his saying, ‗in it is in the flesh‘. And his
anointing which he received was in his humanity and it was not the anointing
together with the anointed ones (e.g. the prophets) because those who are
anointed they wanted to approach to be near to him - for He is Son He is God
in his nature, without [needing] will. There are those who say [his anointing
was] before union and those who say after union. The craftsman of his flesh
346
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was the Holy Spirit because he anointed him, and he was unified in divinity with
him. This is to say that the Word took what he had and having been anointed
was unified. Having taken on flesh he took up an anointing, with his becoming
man he was anointed. That which he had he too and became man, meaning that
he was anointed and united. But it is not like this - when he was anointed and
when he was united were at the same time, like the blinking of an eye. Those
who believe the Orthodox faith they will teach that the Word was anointed with
His flesh, from when the Word became flesh at that time, revealed by the Holy
Spirit.351
Diverse opinions which perhaps represent diverse traditions on matters are also discussed
and not always resolved, as in the case of the commentary on Matthew 1:16, that discusses
Joseph’s relationship with Saint Mary:
Two scholars indicated the will of Joseph and three scholars indicated the will
of the Trinity it says. It seemed to the two scholars that Joseph said ‗for the
time being I will marry‘ they who wrote this were Severus of Al‘Ashmunein352
and Jacob of Roha (Edessa)353. It seemed to the three scholars that knowing his
chastity the Trinity would have guarded it, they who wrote this were Athanasius
the Apostle, Gregory of Nyssa, and John Chrysostom.354
Cowley’s investigation into exegetical and hermeneutical methods in Ethiopia355, based on a
relatively small amount of material, found that that the Antiochene exegetical method 356 did
not pass to Ethiopia, but rather the fruit of that method, so that ‗it cannot be claimed that
Antiochene exegetical theory is generative of Ethiopian Bible commentary – it is rather that
Antiochene theory has generated Antiochene exegesis, and that this has been transmitted to
Ethiopia.‘357. The andəmta commentaries have interpreted transmitted material in a uniquely
Ethiopian manner.
The presence of allegorical material in the andəmta commentaries also requires explanation.
The andəmta to the Liturgy of St Mary interprets the person of Isaac, the son of Abraham as
follows:
‗Isaac is a likeness of this world, the sheep is a likeness of the Lord ....
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Isaac is a likeness of the godhead, the sheep a likeness of the manhood, the
knife is a likeness of the authority of God, and the blade a likeness of suffering
and death...
The thought of Abraham is a likeness of the grave, Isaac is a likeness of the
Lord...
The fire is a likeness of the Holy Spirit, the wood a likeness of the cross, and the
two servants are likenesses of the two brigands....‘358
Similar material is found in the andəmta on Genesis 22:5,
ANDM: The ram is a symbol of the Lord, Isaac is a symbol of the believers.
The ram became a substitute for Isaac, and the Lord became a substitute for
believers. That they say the ram descended from heaven, the Lord was to
descend from the heaven of heavens. That they say it was found from the Wood
of the Thicket, that he would be born from sealed virginity, from Our Lady. It is
a symbol that because he came from the flock of Abraham, he would be born
from the tribe of Abraham.359
The incorporation of two contrary views, one that the ram may have appeared miraculously,
the other that it came from Abraham’s flock, demonstrates that the use of allegory does not,
unlike Origen360, imply that the original events did not happen, or that their historicity is of
no importance. Rather the commentary allows that actual events may also have a deeper
spiritual significance. Commenting on similar approaches in Syriac writing on this passage,
Sebastian Brock has stated that:
It was probably typological reasoning that gave rise to the opinion...that only
the ram had a miraculous birth. Yet further reflection on the unsuitable
implications of such typology, as far as Antiochene theology was concerned, led
late East Syrian writers to reject the entire tradition, and to assert instead that
an angel took an ordinary ram from Abraham‘s flocks...‘361
The results of this difference of opinion appear have to have penetrated the andəmta
commentaries, providing further evidence of the influence of the East and West Syriac
traditions.
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The andəmta corpus apparently makes little attempt to reinterpret the Scriptures and other
books into the Ethiopian context, and in this sense the commentary appears to be unaware of
the ‘horizon’ of its audience. Cowley concludes:
..as the traditional Ethiopian world-view has been moulded by the Bible, and
Ethiopian material culture is not unlike that of Biblical times, the question of
‗horizon‘ does not present itself to the Ethiopian commentator. Because the
cultural and situational gap is seen to be slight, or is not perceived at all, the
theoretical problem, that the horizon of the exegete is not the horizon of the text,
remains unfelt, and is therefore not one of the factors generative of
commentary.362

The Kəbra Nagaśt:
Background
The Kəbra Nagaśt is the Ethiopian national epic, regarded as ‘a great storehouse of legends
and traditions‘ which combines various source materials including: folklore, the Old
Testament; later rabbinic writings, Egyptian (pagan and Christian), Arabian, and Ethiopian
sources. It is partly based on traditions extant in Syria, Palestine, Arabia and Egypt during
the first four centuries CE363, which have been amalgamated with uniquely Ethiopian
components.
At the core of this complex book is the Sheba Legend that recounts the liaison between the
Queen of Sheba and King Solomon followed by the abduction of the Ark of the Covenant to
Ethiopia, through Menelik, their son. Woven around this legend are extensive passages
seeking to bring theological significance to the Ark in Christian worship, and also addressing
broader themes of salvation, God’s covenants, and sacred kingship. The Ark is given a place
in a threefold plan of salvation involving the Pearl, the Ark of the Covenant and the Wood of
the Cross. These provide the basis for the imagery as presented in the Kəbra Nagaśt.
The literary structure of the Kəbra Nagaśt has been discussed briefly by Bezold364 and
Cerulli365, who essentially agree that it has three main parts, although Cerulli divides the first
part into two. David Hubbard’s more detailed analysis of its literary structure366 agreed on
the same outline:


Part I: containing the Sheba-Menelik Cycle, the core legend, chapters 1-63A367, 8494, 113-117;
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Cowley Ethiopian Biblical interpretation : a study in exegetical tradition and hermeneutics: 382
Budge The Kebra Nagast: vii-viii.
364
Bezold: XXXIX-XL.
365
Cerulli: 36-37.
366
Hubbard: 409-11.
367
Cerulli divided this part into two at chapter 33, where the account of Menelik’s return to Jerusalem
begins. See Cerulli: 36.
363
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Part II: this section has two parts, one dealing with Solomon’s later life, and his
place in the genealogy of Christ and Mary, and then a section on his ancestry of the
kings of Rome, and many other kingdoms, chapters 63b-83;



Part III: An anthology of Christian Prophecies, chapters 95-112.

Scholars have queried the historicity of the work, crucially the attribution of the Kingdom of
Sheba to Ethiopia, and Ethiopia’s claim to possess the Ark368. Until recently, the earliest
witness to the connection between Ethiopia and Sheba was the eleventh century CE Michael
of Tinnis, chronicler of the Patriarchs of Alexandria in the time of Patriarch Christodoulus
(1047-1077 CE)369.

As Michael claimed sources from the reign of Patriarch Cosmas

(921-933 CE), this may even represent a tenth century CE witness. Later, a work compiled
between the mid-twelfth and mid-fourteenth centuries CE states that, ‗Abyssinia is the same
as the kingdom of Sheba, from which the queen of Al-Yaman came to Jerusalem, to hear
words of wisdom from Solomon‘370. More recently, however, epigraphic evidence from the
first millennium BCE refers to the ‗mukarrib of Daamat and Saba‘. Mukarrib is South
Arabian royal or religious title, and the inscription refers to the Ethiopian-Sabean polity of
Daamat as well as the South Arabian kingdom of Saba371, demonstrating that some
Ethiopians identified themselves with Sheba (Saba) at this time372.
368

See for instance Munro-Hay The Quest for the Ark of the Covenant: 63-66; Ullendorff Ethiopia
and the Bible: 131-145.
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the Egyptian Church by Sawirus ibn al-Mukaffa, Volume II, Part III, Christodoulus-Michael (A.D.
1046-1102): 260.
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See forthcoming article by Witakowski in The Oxford History of Historical Writing, Volume 2: 4001400.
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R. Schneider (1961). Inscriptions d'Enda Cerqos. Annales d'Ethiopie 4: 61-65; A.J. Drewes (1962).
Inscriptions de l'Ethiopie Antique; R. Schneider (1973). Deux inscriptions sudarabiques du Tigré.
Bibliotheca Orientalis 30: 385-389; R. Fattovich (1990). Remarks on the Pre-Aksumite Period in
Northern Ethiopia. Journal of Ethiopian Studies 23: 3-33; R. Fattovich (2000). Aksum and the
Habashat: State and Ethnicity in Ancient Northern Ethiopia and Eritrea, Working Papers in African
Studies, No 228; Curtis: 60. A total of four rulers of Daamat and Saba‘ are mentioned in inscriptions
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Date and Authorship
The current recension of the Kəbra Nagaśt is a thirteenth century CE compilation373. Carl
Bezold prepared the first critical edition of the Ge’ez text of the Kəbra Nagaśt in 1909374,
using as his basic text one of the oldest known Ethiopian manuscripts in Europe, housed in
the Paris National Library, that was dated to the thirteenth or early fourteenth century CE375,
and ten other manuscripts to make his collation376. The date and authorship of the different
parts of the Kəbra Nagaśt raise complex and yet unresolved issues, nevertheless there is
important evidence found in the colophons attached to several manuscripts; in the text of the
Kəbra Nagaśt itself; and from the literary sources which have been identified. Three of the
manuscripts each have an important colophon describing the history of the Kəbra Nagaśt 377.
The colophons, which differ only in minor details, supply direct evidence for the date and
authorship of the Kəbra Nagaśt. They ascribe the origin of the work in its present form to
the thirteenth century CE, during the reign of Gabra Masqal, otherwise known as Llibelā,
one of the last Zagwe kings of Ethiopia. The oldest version of the colophon, dated to the
seventeenth century CE, from the Paris National Museum states:
And it is written in an Arabic letter, ‗we have produced this book in Arabic from
a book in Coptic which we removed from the tomb of Mark, evangelist, teacher,
father of us all in the 409th Year of Mercy and brought it to the country of
découvertes de Matara. Annales d'Ethiopie 6: 88-92; A.J. Drewes and R. Schneider (1967).
Documents Epigraphiques de l'Ethiopie. Annales d'Ethiopie 7: 89-102, Yeha and Kaskase Schneider
L'inscription chrétienne d'Ezana en écriture sudarabe.
372
These inscriptions may support the idea of migration from South Arabia as the origins of the
sophisticated pre-Aksumite society, or they may suggest that the titles were used to add prestige to the
society, and to legitimise its rulers. See Curtis: 62; Ullendorff Ethiopia and the Bible: 117.
373
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374
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375
H. Zotenberg (1877a). Catalogue des manuscrits éthiopiens (Gheez et Amharique) de la
Biblioth que nationale, entry 5 No. 3, Éth. 94. N.L. Paris.
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Manuscriptorum Bibliothecae Bodleianae Oxoniesnsis, Pars VII: Codices Aethiopici, Bodl. Bruce 93,
Cod. XXVI, p. 68. B. Library; a seventeenth century manuscript from the Paris National Library
Zotenberg Catalogue des manuscrits éthiopiens (Gheez et Amharique) de la Biblioth que nationale,
entry 146 No. 1, Éth. 123; an eighteenth century manuscript from the British Library W. Wright
(1877a). Catalogue of the Ethiopic manuscripts in the British museum acquired since the year 1847,
entry CCCXCI.I, Orient. 818, p. 297; an eighteenth century manuscript from the Kgl. Library in
Berlin A. Dillmann (1878). Die Handschriftenverzeichnisse der Kgl.Bibliothek zu Berlin, Nr. 76,
Berol. Orient. 395; an eighteenth century manuscript from the Magdala Collection, Orient. 819; and
an eighteenth century manuscript from the d’Abbadie collection A. d'Abbadie (1859a). Catalogue
raisonné de manuscrits éthiopiens appartenant à Antoine d'Abbadie, No. 97; a ‘modern’ presumably
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Ethiopia in the days of Gabra Masqal, The King also known as Lalibela and in
the days of George the good Metropolitan. God neglected to have it produced
or translated into the speech of Ethiopia.‘ And when I thought ‗why did (Abal-)
Iz and (Abal-) Fereg who produced it not translate it, and I thought that this is
because it was produced in the days of the Zagwe that they did not translate it
because the book (i.e. the Kəbra Nagaśt) says that the Law is transgressed if
they who rule are not Jews. And the Government of Israel (i.e. the Solomonids)
came to rule they produced it and it was found in Nazareth. ...... Pray for your
servant and for those who laboured with me to produce this book, because we
had many difficulties: I and Yimeharene Ab, and Hizba Kristos, and Andrew,
and Philip and Mahari Ab, may God have mercy on them in the Kingdom of
Heaven with all the saints and martyrs their beloved Zena Gabriel and their
beloved Zion Mofesa (the healer) forever and ever amen.378
The supplied details are somewhat enigmatic in various ways. The final recension in Ge’ez
is attributed to Isaac, and the Arabic version to Abal-Iz and Abal-Fereg, however none of
these figures is clearly identified. The reference to the production of a book ‗in Arabic from
a book in Coptic‘ is equally baffling; there are no extant Arabic or Coptic manuscripts of the
Kəbra Nagaśt, and a Coptic original seems highly unlikely. The date of ‗the 409th Year of
Mercy‘ may refer to the finding of the Coptic version, or to the preparation of the Ge’ez or
Arabic ones, although the above reading of the colophon suggests that it is the date of the
Arabic version.
The reference to Abal Fereg as one of the writers of the Arabic version of the book raises
possible insight into its dating. One possible candidate is the eleventh century CE Abu‘l
Faraj ‗Abdallah ibn a-Tayyib al-‗Iraqi379, who has already been identified as a significant
influence on the Ethiopian Bible commentary tradition380.

If the date recorded in the

colophon to the Kəbra Nagaśt has been misread by the Ethiopian translator, and actually
referred to the Islamic Calendar, then the year 409 would correspond to 1018 CE, placing it
in the early productive period of this Abu‘l Faraj. There is no evidence of him having any
knowledge of Ethiopia, and the symbolic and allegorical style of much of the Kəbra
Nagaśt’s theology does not accord with his background in the Church of the East, but his
commentaries were influential and it is possible that a ‘transferred’ identification was made
in his name381. The identity of Abal Iz is also unknown. Ethiopian tradition simply identifies
378

Zotenberg Catalogue des manuscrits éthiopiens (Gheez et Amharique) de la Biblioth que
nationale, entry 146 No. 1, Éth. 123: 222 a,b. There is no substantial difference between this
colophon, and those found in the British Museum W. Wright (1877b). Catalogue of the Ethiopic
manuscripts in the British museum acquired since the year 1847, entry CCCXCI.I, Orient. 818.
Colophon text , p. 300 and the Bodleian Library A. Dillmann (1848b). Catalogus Codicum
Manuscriptorum Bibliothecae Bodleianae Oxoniesnsis, Pars VII: Codices Aethiopici, Bodl. Bruce 87,
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both Abal Iz and Abal Fereg as Egyptian clerics382, although their names might suggest
otherwise.
Zotenberg regarded the colophon as genuine, leading him to affirm the source as an ancient
Coptic original of unknown date, which Zotenberg suggested was around the sixth
century CE383. A Coptic origin for the work would favour an early date for the original
composition of the book as it was a dominant language in the Nile Valley in the sixth century
CE384, nevertheless there is no trace of Coptic in the current recension. Budge, Shahid,
Hubbard and Johnson385 concurred with this dating386, but suggested that the Sheba legend
may

contain

some

older

elements387.

The

suggestion

of a sixth century CE date arises primarily from the Kəbra Nagaśt‘s reference to the
Christian martyrdoms at Najran in Southern Arabia, and subsequent expeditions by King
Kaleb to defend the community and establish a Christian kingdom in Himyar, witnessed also
in The Book of the Himyarites388. The possibility that Kaleb’s legendary son Gabra Mesqal
and the later Lalibella, also known as Gabra Masqal could have been confused in the
colophon must also be considered389, an argument strengthened by the fact that the Bodleian
Library version of the colophon390 does not include ‘otherwise known as Lalibellā’ after the
mention of Gabra Masqal391.
Anti-Semitic elements have been identified392, but the focus of the anti-Jewish arguments of
the Kəbra Nagaśt is on the Jews’ rejection of Jesus Christ as Messiah. Other elements of
Judaic tradition, however, such as Levitical food regulations, the need for ritual cleanliness,
and a place for the Ark of the Covenant are affirmed. This approach is consistent with that
of the early church, demonstrating differentiation between Christianity and Judaism393. If the
Kəbra Nagaśt had been written shortly after the martyrdoms in Najran then this might give a
Ethiopia, or the Kəbra Nagaśt Tamrat: 68; Gillman and Klimkeit: 71; S. Munro-Hay (2005). Abu AlFaraj and Abu Al-'Izz. Annales d'Ethiopie XX: 23-28; Marrassini Kebra Nagast.
382
Selassie.
383
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384
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385
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386
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387
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stronger context for anti-Jewish polemic394. Shahid also saw the lack of reference to later
issues such as the rise of Islam, the legendary anti-Christian Queen Gudit395, and later
‘Solomonic’ rulers as evidence of an earlier date396. He also suggests that references in the
Kəbra Nagaśt to Byzantium as a major world power are consistent with the period from the
fourth to the sixth centuries CE rather than the later period when the Byzantine Empire was
in decline397.
The Kəbra Nagaśt also contains, in chapters 113-117, a brief apocalyptic section woven
around the historical events at Najran, ending with the King of Rome and the King of
Ethiopia dividing up the kingdoms of the world between them. One obscure element in this
apocalyptic section connects with seventh century CE Syriac apocalypses, whose distinctive
texts emerged in the period of growing Islamic dominance in the Middle East, making a case
for an earlier date at least for this section. The relevant texts are the Apocalypse of PseudoMethodius, a product of north Mesopotamia in the second half of the seventh century CE 398,
and a second apocalyptic fragment from Edessa, which has the same basic themes as PseudoMethodius and was probably written in the last couple of decades of the seventh century
CE399. Chapter 113 of the Kəbra Nagaśt 400
And the Kings of Rome also have become great because of the nails [of the
Cross] that Helena made into a bridle, which hath become the vanquisher of the
enemy for the King of Rome....
This unusual mention of the nails of the Cross is also found in the Edessene fragment:
When the said (number of years), that week and a half, has passed, at the end of
694 years, then the king of the Greeks will come forth, having a sign in the city
of Rom [concerning] the nails which were in the hands of our Lord Jesus Christ
and in the hands of the thief: they were mixed together and no one knew those
of our Lord from the others. Then they cast them into the fire all together and
forged a bit or bridle, which they suspended in a church401

394

Johnson: 205-6.
Legend has it that Gudit, or Judit, a Jewish queen ruled in Axum around the ninth century CE and
destroyed the ancient churches of Axum. There is little direct evidence for her existence but the
legend has strong currency in Ethiopia. See Ullendorff Ethiopia and the Bible and S. Habte-Sellasie
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396
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Bowersock has used this obscure connection to argue strongly for a seventh century CE date
for the Kəbra Nagaśt

402

. ‗The 409th Year of Mercy‘ mentioned in the colophon would be

693 CE if it were in the first Great Paschal Cycle, a dating consistent with the dates of the
Syriac apocalypses.
Later the same chapter of the Kəbra Nagaśt prophesied that Marqyānos ‘the Apostate’403
ruler of Byzantium would be overthrown by the King of Persia, because of his deviance from
the Orthodox, non-Chalcedonian, faith:
And the King of Persia, whose name is Hrenewos, shall humiliate him
[Marcian the King of Rome], and the King will take him away together with his
horse, and by the will of God the horse, the one who has [on him] the
Vanquisher of the Enemy, will be stirred up, and he will go into the sea, and
there he will perish, and the nails will shine there in the sea until Christ comes
again with great glory, with power on a cloud of heaven.404
The implicit mention of the Council of Chalcedon (451 CE) and the annihilation of Sassanid
Persia early in the seventh century CE infer and early dating for this passage 405. Similarly
the overthrow of the Byzantine kingdom is prophesied in Pseudo Methodius although here it
is by the ‗Children of Ishmael‘406.
Perhaps most significantly both the Apocalypse of Pseudo Methodius, and the Edessene
fragment ascribe Ethiopian ancestry to the King of Rome:
Now this king of the Greeks shall be descended from Kushyat, daughter of
Kushyat, of the kings of Kush; they are (also) called Nub(ians).407
Discussing this attribution Witakowski suggested the Ethiopian heritage ascribed to the
Roman Emperor alludes to the contact in the sixth century CE arising from the arrival of the
‘Nine Saints’, which gave the Syrians a positive perception of Ethiopia408.
Contrary to Zotenberg, Dillmann409 regarded the colophon as spurious and favoured, along
with Conti Rossini, Littmann, Bezold, Cerulli and Munro-Hay410, a later date in the twelfth
402
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or early thirteenth century CE, a time when many works were translated from Arabic, the
source language preferred by some notable scholars411. Whilst there appears to be no trace
of Coptic in the text of the Kəbra Nagaśt there is ample evidence of Arabic sources412. The
date of ‗the 409th Year of Mercy‘ mentioned in the colophon could then be 1225 CE, in the
second Great Paschal Period, just before the reestablishment of the so-called ‘Solomonic
dynasty’ in 1270 CE, and consistent with the mention of Lalibela who reigned in this
period413.

The lack of any records or references to the Kəbra Nagaśt anywhere until

1270 CE endorses this argument414.
Supporting a thirteenth century CE dating, Munro-Hay415 has pointed out several apparent
anachronisms in the Kəbra Nagaśt to argue against an early date. A closer inspection,
however, sheds doubt some of these objections:


Chapter 59 states, ‘I came to Kahera (Cairo), the city of the King’416, in a passage
clearly referring to the time of King Solomon. Cairo was named in 973/4 CE,
suggesting that this chapter was written later than this date417. The text, however,
actually reads ‗and I came to qāhrā418 in the City of the King‘419, which could refer
to ‘a place of victory’ in a city;



Chapter 90, ‗they destroyed the region of Zawi with Hadya because there was enmity
between them from earlier times‘420 might refer to the Muslim kingdom of Hadya
with which Amda Seyon fought a successful battle in 1316-17 CE. The translator
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Isaac could then be the nebura‘ed, or administrator of the church in Aksum
mentioned in a 1318 CE land grant421. This may be a later accretion;


The translation of the colophon states that ‗the Law is transgressed if they who rule
are not Jews’422, an idea repeated in chapter 34423. In the colophon this clearly
applied to the Zagwe dynasty, but the reference in chapter 34 could be to a broader
argument about Jewish kingship. This section at the end of chapter 34 is part of the
latest, probably thirteenth century CE, section of the Kəbra Nagaśt

424

. The section

discussing the Jewish ancestry of many kings is probably from the sixth century
CE425, and so could not refer to the Zagwe;


Chapter 39 states, ‘blessed be your seed on the earth, and from Sewa in the South to
the East of India’426. ‗Sewa‘ may refer to the region of Shewa, which became part of
the Ethiopian state only at the time of the early new ‘Solomonic’ rulers427. The
reading ሴዋ, sew is doubtful, and Bezold offers ሴምዎ428, semwo or ሴዎ429, sewo
which allows the possibility that it refers to something else unknown430.

The Kəbra Nagaśt in its current format is, then, a thirteenth century CE compilation of many
sources, reflecting a long line of recensions, and raising the possibility of variant sources and
amalgamations before this final recension. Hubbard’s detailed analysis of written and oral
sources, and structure of the Kəbra Nagaśt

431

, made important conclusions about the

recension history and dating of its three parts. He identified the following divisions in Part I:
A. Introduction on the ancestry of Solomon, and the importance of the Ark, chapters 121, not originally part of the Sheba story.
B. Visits of Tamrin and the Queen to Solomon, chapters 22-28a.
C. Interruption, chapters 28b-29a excusing Solmon’s polygamy.
D. Seduction of Sheba and birth of Menelik, chapters 29b-43, with a brief interruption
at the end of chapter 34.
E. Interruption, chapter 44, defending the authority of kings and priests.
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F. Abduction of the ark, chapters 45-63a.
G. Establishment of Menelik’s kingdom, chapters 84-93a, 94
H. Interruption, chapter 93b, condemning heretics.
I.

Conclusion, chapters 113-117, the triumph of Ethiopia in the faith, not originally
part of the Sheba story.

Hubbard regarded the interruptions as later interpolations into Sheba-Menelik cycle in Part
I432, arguing that their removal left material from an early, possibly original narrative of the
Kəbra Nagaśt 433, leaving material from an original narrative that is the earliest in the Kəbra
Nagaśt. In Hubbard’s opinion some of this material may have dated from the migration of
Semitic peoples to Ethiopia in the first millennium BCE434.
Part II (chapters 63b435 to 83) appears to have been an addition to Part I436. The first three
chapters discuss Solomon’s idolatry instigated by Pharaoh’s daughter, material that is similar
to that found in the Rabbinic Tannaim, and the Jerusalem Talmud amongst other sources437.
Patristic material, most of which Hubbard considered to be of Alexandrian origin438, is found
in Chapters 66-69 contain what appears to be patristic material, with chapter 68 containing
the Ethiopic version of the legend of the Pearl439. Hubbard considers most of this material to
be of Alexandrian origin. The insertion of Part II appears to have taken place after the Sheba
Menelik Cycle was completed, but before Part III and the introduction and conclusion were
added440. Although its contents appear consistent with a dating in the sixth or seventh
centuries CE, Hubbard was unable to identify whether this material was composed for
insertion into the Kəbra Nagaśt or whether it was compiled initially for another purpose441.
Part III (chapters 95-112), is based almost entirely on patristic explanations of Old
Testament passages which appear unconnected with the other parts of the book, and are
generally strongly pro-Ethiopian442. The tenor of their contents led Hubbard to conclude that
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they are later than parts than Parts I and II, probably dating from the time of the latest
redaction, in the late thirteen or early fourteenth centuries CE.
Hubbard may have surmised correctly that the date of the final recension of the Kəbra
Nagaśt was as late as the thirteenth century CE443, with the vast bulk of the material added to
the Sheba legend naturally emanating from the sixth or seventh centuries CE. His analysis
of the transmission history of the Kəbra Nagaśt accords with traditional view in the
Ethiopian Church444 which maintains that the first parts of the Kəbra Nagaśt were written
down by Jewish clerics who came to Ethiopia with the Ark. This original written in Hebrew
probably corresponds to Part I but was translated into Ge’ez at some unknown date, then in
around 400 CE into Coptic. Ethiopian tradition also maintains that around 700 CE this
Coptic version was translated into Arabic, presumably with the material from Hubbard’s Part
II being added at this time. During the reign of Lalibela Ethiopian tradition contends that the
Arabic version was translated into Ge’ez, at which point the material in Hubbard’s Part III
was appended.

These complex issues surrounding the transmission history obfuscate

questions about its audience and intent. Whilst the final redaction of the Kəbra Nagaśt can
be dated to the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, its Sitz im Leben points to the sixth or
seventh centuries CE. In truth the Kəbra Nagaśt is so complex that its transmission history
may never be unravelled without the discovery of earlier recensions. It may, however, be
concluded that the Kəbra Nagaśt cannot be associated with a single date.

Purpose and Intent
The complex issues surrounding the transmission history obfuscate questions about its
audience and intent. Around the time of the publication of Bezold’s critical edition of the
Kəbra Nagaśt445 several scholars analysed its content to identify its purpose446. Whilst Conti
Rossini thought it may have been a fake 447 Praetorius and Budge, originally writing in 1922,
considered it a great work of Ethiopian literature448. Despite their differences, all scholars
agreed that the major aim of the Kəbra Nagaśt in its final recension was political, the late
thirteenth or early fourteenth century version being used to glorify and justify the new
‘Solomonic’ dynasty in Ethiopia established from 1270 CE, and was probably redacted by a
priest in Aksum, primarily for an Ethiopian audience449.
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As to the purpose of the Kəbra Nagaśt there is little doubt that it served the purposes of the
new ‘Solomonic’ rulers. Given the various stages involved in the composition of the Kəbra
Nagaśt it would perhaps be naïve to state a political agenda as the only purpose of the book,
and broader themes should be sought. The early date of much of the material contained in
the Kəbra Nagaśt suggests that it had a multiplicity of purposes. Apart from the immediate
political aims, its purpose seems to be primarily theological, mapping out a plan of salvation
which employs divinely ordained rulers and instruments, clearly with Ethiopia at the centre
of events.
Praetorius, who had published parts of the Kəbra Nagaśt prior to Bezold’s critical edition450,
also discerned a wider theme. Criticising Bezold’s view that the work lacks literary unity, he
saw the book as a ‗literary unit‘451 with an overriding theme following the fate of the three
sons of Solomon who were the ancestors, according to the Kəbra Nagaśt, of the rulers of the
great Christian empires of Ethiopia and Rome, and also of Christ himself, and whose
inheritances were guarded respectively by the archangels Michael, Uriel, and Gabriel.
Praetorius concluded:
One cannot say that Solomon is in the centre, but in the background of the
entire book, and his founding of three Israelite kingdoms. The book is missing a
specific centre, but that is not proof against his literary unity. The ancient
Ethiopian legend is only a part of the plan of the author, but through the
purposes of the author, the legend has moved very much into the foreground.452
Praetorius also focussed on the Kəbra Nagaśt‘s tracing of the Jewish ancestry of many rulers
of the world. On this basis he saw the title, ‘The Glory of the Kings’ as referring to all true
rulers, and the overarching theme as the propagation of what he termed ‘Semiticism’, a view
perhaps coloured by the political climate of his native Germany in his time, but this view
was also supported later by Cerulli453.
Cerulli focussed on the use of Scripture and saw the recounting of Old Testament prophecies
of redemption in the Kəbra Nagaśt as showing the mark of the Ethiopian Ge’ez tergwame or
interpretations of Scripture454. The prophecies are collected to show the final victory of the
King of Ethiopia, which Cerulli saw as evidence of the prolonged fight Ethiopia had against
Muslims455, an enigmatic assertion since Muslims are not mentioned in the Kəbra Nagaśt.
Cerulli suggests ‘perhaps a little too ingenious solution’456 that the Kəbra Nagaśt may have
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been written by an Egyptian cleric, in Arabic, who lived in Ethiopia457, and that the idea of a
Coptic original was a fabrication to give the work extra kudos458. His philological-historical
approach pointed to facts such as Armenia mentioned as a province of the Roman Empire459;
the events at Najran460; the mention of a document found in Saint Sophia in
Constantinople461; and the mention of Saint Gregory the Illuminator of Armenia462 as
revealing that many of the sources must date from before the sixth century CE463. In contrast
the possible mention of war with the Hadya suggests a fourteenth century CE date, which for
Cerulli simply demonstrated the heterogeneity of the Kəbra Nagaśt464.
Budge, describing the work as a compilation dating from several periods, considered
colophonic material to be authentic465. He regarded the internal evidence as showing that the
core story of the Solomonic ancestry of the Ethiopian kings was an ancient Ethiopian legend,
supplemented with other legends and additions of Coptic and Syrian origin. He regarded the
final version, in line with the colophon, as being prepared during the Zagwe period, with the
final translation into Ge’ez being made in the late thirteenth or early fourteenth century
CE466.

Budge saw the object of the work as the glorification of Ethiopia through its

association with the Ark of the Covenant, thus showing Ethiopians that their country was
chosen by God to be the new home of the Ark, and that they were God’s chosen people467.
In his view the author affirms to a wider non-Ethiopian audience that Ethiopia was ruled by
kings of Solomonic descent from the tenth century BCE until about the tenth century CE,
and that their religion, laws, and social customs were essentially the same as those of the
Hebrews of Palestine468. At the same time the author, with ‘much falsified history and bad
philology’ affirms the Jewish ancestry of the kings of the Moabites, Philistines, Egyptians,
Persians, Babylonians and the Byzantines, which Budge took to imply that the author was a
Jew469.
In contrast Nöldeke advocated the author to be ‗the Church‘ which lies at the heart of both
the country and the ruling dynasty. In his opinion the focus of the book was the story of the
Ark of the Covenant and its coming to Ethiopia, giving authority both to the ‘Solomonic’
rulers, and also to the clergy of Ethiopia, who according to chapter 44 of the Kəbra Nagaśt
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have authority even to rebuke kings470. Nöldeke saw the Kəbra Nagaśt’s focus on the
salvific importance of the Ark or tābot, a representation of which is found at the centre of
every Ethiopian Orthodox Church, an important theme overlooked by others,471 as a parallel
theme of justifying tābot centred worship in the Ethiopian church472.
Several decades after the publication of the critical text by Bezold, Hubbard, working under
the direction of Edward Ullendorff, acknowledged the political motive of the final redaction,
which was to reject the Zagwe rulers in favour of a ‘purer Jewish’ line473, which is implicit in
the text but explicit in the colophon474. Hubbard also identified another anti-Zagwe element
arising from the resistance of Aksumite clergy to the Zagwe moving the capital from Aksum
to Roha (now Lalibela)475. In addition to the political motivation, he also identified an aim to
express the national consciousness of the Aksumite Kingdom as the new chosen people of
God, validated by the possession of the Ark of the Covenant476. Lastly, Hubbard concurred
with Nöldeke in identifying a religious motive to justify the tābot centred worship of the
Ethiopian church477.
Consistent with Nöldeke, Budge and Hubbard modern Ethiopian ecclesiastical scholars
identify two main purposes of the Kəbra Nagaśt. The first is to teach about Ethiopia’s
unique worship centred on the tābot, and implicitly that Ethiopian Christians are a people
chosen by God for this privilege. The second is to teach about the honour power and
authority given from God to all kings, and to the Ethiopian king in particular478, which
perhaps implicitly also indicates a desire to validate the ‘Solomonic’ dynasty.

The ‘Ephremic’ Tradition
One of the distinctive characteristic of early Syriac literature is a preference to express
theology in symbolic and poetic form. Saint Ephrem, writing in the fourth century, was the
foremost exponent of this pattern that was also pursued on a grand scale by many of his
devotees, the most notable being Jacob of Serugh. For the purpose of this study this
symbolic-poetic approach in the early Syriac literature is referred to as ‘Ephremic’.

Saint Ephrem the Syrian
Ephrem, born around 306 CE in the region of Nisibis, probably of Christian parents, lived all
but the last ten years of his life around Nisibis, serving as a deacon479. In 363 CE, as part of
470
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a peace treaty between the Persian and Roman Empires, Nisibis became part of the Persian
Empire, and most of its Christian population, including Ephrem, moved West, and settled in
Edessa, where he died on the 9th of June 373. It is probably here that he was confronted by
the full force of the heresies of Bardaisan, Marcion, Arius and Mani, and where he probably
wrote most of his known works480.
The city of Edessa, strategically located in the border lands between the empires of Rome
and Persia, was subject to great political change during its history481, bringing varying
cultural influences on the city. Early in the Christian era its Jewish population was allied
with Persia against Rome. Having resisted Trajan’s invasions in 114-115CE, by 164CE
Edessa was surrounded by Roman territories, and around 213-214CE Edessa was proclaimed
a Roman colonia. Subsequent to the defeat of Valerian by Shapur I, Persia dominated the
region as far west as Antioch from about 260CE, until 297CE when Rome re-took Nisibis
and retained it until 363CE, leaving Edessa on the frontier between the two empires. Julian’s
defeat in 363CE saw Nisibis pass again into Persian hands, and many Christians from Nisibis
moved west to Edessa, including Ephrem482.
These political changes left their mark on the distinctive Christian tradition to which Ephrem
was an heir. The Targumic approach that occurs in parts of the Peshitta Old Testament483,
indicates that the Christianity of fourth century CE Syria emerged from a complex
assortment of Judaeo-Christian groups484. Edessa’s Christian roots are integrally connected
with Judaism, as seen in the Abgar legend485, and possibly lie in the converted Jewish
population of the region of Adiabene. These Jews were influenced by the pious Jews and
Jewish-Christians of Palestine, and so Christianity developed with a distinctive JewishChristian hue486. Edessa is the source of important early Syriac literature such as the JudaeoChristian Acts of Thomas and the Odes of Solomon487. With its geographical position, and its
political changes Edessa was not isolated from Western culture, and Hellenised influences
can also be identified, perhaps associated with converts from paganism488. Many citizens of
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Edessa were bilingual, and Christian writings appear from Edessa in both Greek and
Syriac489, making the city a fault-line between Greek and Syriac culture.
Ephrem, known as the ‘Harp of the Spirit’490 has always been highly regarded in the Syriac
tradition, but his reception in the West has not always been favourable with J. B. Segal
concluding that his works show ‘little profundity or originality of thought‘491. In recent
decades, however, his work has been highly praised, and comprehensive studies by notable
scholars such as Robert Murray492 and Sebastian Brock493 have led to a deeper appreciation
of his symbolic theological method. The increasing awareness of the importance of Syriac
language and culture as the lingua franca in the Middle East in the fourth to seventh
centuries CE has developed the view that, ‗unquestionably the greatest writer in the history
of the Syriac-speaking church, Ephrem stands as the pillar of Syriac Christian literature and
culture‘494.
Until recent decades English translations of Ephrem’s Works have been few and used
unreliable manuscripts prior to the seminal work of Dom Edmund Beck who, starting in
1955, compiled critical editions of all Ephrem’s genuine Syriac works. Ephrem’s genuine
works are either in poetry or in prose. The poetry is in two forms: madre, or hymns; and
mimre, or metrical homilies. The hymns have been edited under subject headings including:
On Faith, On Fasting, Against Heresies, On Virginity, On the Nativity, On the Church, On
Paradise, Against Julian, On Nisibis, On Holy Week, On the Paschal Feast with the Hymns
on Abraham Kidunaya and Julian Saba probably being unauthentic495. His prose works
include Commentaries on Genesis and Exodus, Commentary on the Diatessaron496 and the
Prose Refutations of Mani, Marcion, and Bardaisen. There is one known prose homily, the
Homily on our Lord, and one Letter to Publius. Scholarly English translations of his works
are now widely available497.
Ephrem’s Works were popular, and were translated perhaps beginning in his lifetime into
Greek, Armenian, Latin, Arabic, Coptic, Ethiopic, Slavonic, Georgian, and Syro489
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Palestinian498. Most of the Greek works are not known in Syriac and were doubtless not
written by him. The ascetic milieu from which these arose contributed to the hagiographical
view of Ephrem found in the Byzantine tradition499. Aside from the Armenian works most
of the other translations can be traced to spurious Greek works. Parts of the vast Armenian
corpus, which is mostly biblical commentary and a few hymns, appear genuine, but apart
from the Commentary on the Diatessaron and fragments of the Hymns on Nicomedia none is
known in Syriac500.
Ephrem preferred to express theology in poetic form501. When asked to produce a prose
commentary on Genesis he wrote,
I had not wanted to write a commentary on the first book of Creation, lest we
should now repeat what we had set down in the metrical homilies and hymns.
Nevertheless, compelled by the love of friends, we have written briefly those
things of which we wrote at length in the metrical homilies and in the hymns.502
Nevertheless, although only the Commentary on Genesis alone survives in full in Syriac, it is
believed that he wrote commentaries on most books of the Bible503, although existing works
show that Ephrem did not provide continuous commentary on each verse of the Bible, but
rather he elucidated texts that were theologically important504.
Eprhem’s symbolic theology is typically Semitic, although not unaware of Hellenised
thought. Ephrem was the heir not only to the Jewish Bible, but also indirectly to a cultural
approach to the interpretation of Scripture typified by the post-biblical Jewish Targumim and
Midrashim505. Ephrem’s style, then, makes him a key source in identifying Judaeo-Christian
elements in other traditions. He was also the heir to two other cultural traditions: that of
ancient Mesopotamia, typified by his use of the genre of dispute poems, and through some of
his symbolism, exemplified by terms such as Medicine of Life; and that of Greece, of whose
theological climate he was well aware despite not reading Greek506.
Ephrem’s theology is essentially pastoral, and he wants the listener to understand the
profound ontological divide between the creation and the Creator. This divide means that all
that mankind can understand about God is that which He has revealed, and hence it is
improper to investigate too deeply into the mysteries of God, ‗In the case of the Godhead,
498
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what created being is able to investigate Him? For there is a great chasm between him and
the Creator‘507.

Although this verse does not mention Arius explicitly, Arianism was

perceived as the primary threat to the Church in Ephrem’s lifetime, and Ephrem’s view was
that:
...the various Arian factions had not only located the Son on the wrong side of
the ontological gap, but they had then been led on by this initial error into
attempting a rational definition of the Son‘s Generation from the Father‘508
Furthermore, God gave symbols that help mankind to appreciate aspects of God’s nature,
and to marvel at them and worship Him, through faith. Hence, Ephrem delved deeply into
the Old Testament drawing out images to be interpreted symbolically and help understand
what took place in the New Testament. The prophetic revelations of the Old Testament are
fundamental to his theology, but he avoided the Hellenised approach of theological
definitions and categories. Whilst his method used symbolism expressed in poetic images, it
was not allegorical in the Alexandrian style, but looked to the plain sense of Scripture in
closer proximity to the Antiochene approach509, although he was critical of those who were
rigid and literal in the exegesis510, exclaiming ‗you must not seek the power of words which
cripple discourse outwardly. Rather you must attend to their meanings, as to how they are
fulfilled, and to whom they refer‘511. Ephrem regarded symbols as a superior expression of
theology, since it was in this way that God chose to reveal himself512. His symbolic theology
not only employed specific Old Testament ideas as pointers to the coming of Christ, but also
used poetic method, in particular using polar opposites to describe aspects of the divine
nature, scoping out an area of thought, rather than defining a specific point513.
Ephrem’s symbolic approach was not a simple typological system, but the expression of the
harmony and unity of revelation in Scripture and Creation founded by its Creator, and he
applied symbolism to articulate the profound paradoxes of Christianity514. His imagery
covered many themes that have been summarised by several authors515. Brock identified
some of his most preferred images516 that include: the characterisation of divinity as fire, as a
symbol of purification and sanctification; the elucidation of the Incarnation through clothing
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imagery; conception and birthgiving imagery used to describe baptism; mirrors used to
illustrate spiritual perception; and medical imagery portraying Christ as a physician.
The prophetic revelations of the Old Testament are fundamental to his theology, and he saw
a close relationship between the Sinai Theophany and Paradise517. Ephrem also connected
his perception of Paradise with the symbols of the Arks and the Cross, themes that assume
particular importance in this study. His Hymns on Paradise518 demonstrate that Ephrem
understood Paradise as, ‗both the primordial and the eschatological state at the end of time,
for it has now also become the abode of the righteous‘519, an idea found in Judaism in the
early centuries CE and possibly sourced in the book of Enoch520, meaning that Paradise for
Ephrem was equated with the Kingdom of Heaven 521. The concept of Paradise illustrates a
fundamental aspect of Ephrem’s theological vision, that of sacred time. Paradise belongs to
a ‗different order of reality‘522 located neither on this earth nor within time. A more detailed
understanding of Ephrem’s conception of Paradise will be developed in chapter 5 of this
study, and here it will suffice to demonstrate the connection between the Arks, the Cross and
Paradise. The following quotation from Hymns on Paradise II:13 shows that Ephrem links
the Arks and Paradise symbolically:
A symbol of the division in that Garden of Life
Did Moses trace out in the Ark523 and on Mount Sinai too;
He depicted for us the types of Paradise with all its arrangements524
And also in the same cycle of hymns, here from XII:10, Ephrem links the Cross to Paradise:
Because Adam touched the Tree he had to run to the fig;......
Then he came to that glorious tree of the Cross,
Put on glory from it, and acquired radiance from it...525

Jacob of Serugh (451-521 CE)
Jacob of Serugh’s life is not well documented, and only a few historical documents give
reliable information about him. His writings nevertheless had a strong influence on Syriac
Christian tradition. Born in Kurtam526, in Mesopotamia Jacob was raised at Hawra, a village
dear to Edessa in the district of Serugh. His father was a priest of the village527. His date of
birth can only be surmised from his age and the date of his death. Jacob mentions his studies
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at the Persian School of Edessa in a letter that indicates that he was present there around
470CE when the works of Diodore of Tarsus were translated into Syriac528. In Edessa he
received a theological and philosophical education, whilst reacting against the School’s
Christological teaching. During his studies it is believed that he started prolific writing
career, and his mimrā ‘On the Vision of Ezekiel’ is thought to have been written when he
was only twenty-two years old. He was somewhat of a recluse, and eschewed theological
controversies that emerged following the Council of Chalcedon in 451CE, although he was a
strong proponent of Miaphysite Christology529.

It is unclear whether Jacob ever took

monastic vows, but he would have had to follow a monastic style of life at the school of
Edessa, and he certainly had many close associations with various monastic groups to whom
he gave spiritual guidance530
He was appointed Chorespiscopos at Hawra between 502 and 503CE, a testimony to his gift
in teaching and spiritual guidance531. During his Chorespiscopate he composed the greater
part of his mimre or metrical homilies532. As he was promoted in the ecclesiastical hierarchy
he was obliged to be involved the theological controversies of the time, and perhaps against
his personal feelings he demonstrated a greater emphasis on specifically Miaphysite
Christology in his writings, and he collaborated with others of the same view including
Severus of Antioch (512-518CE) and Philoxenus of Mabbug (d.523CE)533. He served at
Hawra until 519CE when he was consecrated Bishop of Batnan, close to Edessa, also in the
district of Serugh, and he died shortly after534. Jacob was possibly ill even at the time of his
appointment. In a letter Jacob wrote only shortly after his appointment as Bishop addressed
to Paul of Edessa535 he mentions that he is ill, and unable to visit Paul when he returned from
exile in 520CE536. His appointment as bishop so close the end of his life has been claimed as
a victory for both Miaphysite and Diophysite parties. Diophysites have claimed that his
appointment at the time of Justin I evinced a change of allegiance, whilst Miaphysites have
claimed that he was appointed to defend the Misphysite view when other leaders were in
exile537. He died on the 29th of November either in 520 or 521CE538.
Against a background of resentment in both Syria and Egypt towards Byzantine rule
ecclesiastical and international political affairs framed much of the life of Jacob. The period
528
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of greater sympathy for the Miaphysite view following Emperor Zeno’s (d. 491CE)
promotion of the Henoticon in 482CE would have been attractive to Jacob, not only because
of its Christological emphasis, but because of its promotion of harmony between factions,
and its promotion led to a period of strengthening of the Miaphysite view in Syria539. Also in
Jacob’s lifetime the flourishing School of Edessa suffered due to the theological
controversies arising out of the Council of Chalcedon. The school had been ‗sensitive to
both Greek and Syriac traditions and emphases‘540 but ‗Greek theology did not fit easily into
the exuberant, non-dogmatic Syriac outlook‘541.

This independent streak came under

pressure when Bishop Rabbula (d. 435CE) tried to bring Edessa into conformity with the
Graeco-Latin approach of the broader church, and these tensions led ultimately to the closure
of the school by Emperor Zeno in 489 CE, and its relocation back to Nisibis. The Henoticon
ultimately led to the estrangement of factions, and Emperor Justin I (518-527CE) attempted
reunion by enforcing the decrees of Chalcedon through imperial order, resulting in the
condemnation of Severus of Antioch, and the exile of many other bishops in 518CE542.
There were periods of tolerance towards the Miaphysites, and Justin allowed Bishop Paul of
Edessa to return from exile, for which Jacob praised his kindness543, although it seemed that
this failed, and Paul was returned to exile in 522CE.
Despite the political consequences of Chalcedon and the Henoticon his Christology was
rooted in the historically established view, leading T. Jansma to comment that, ‗Jacob in his
Christology had not written a single word that is not found in Cyril of Alexandria as well‘544.
Even with his adherence to the form of Cyril
Jacob is primarily a Cyrillian and has no intrinsic relationship either to
Chalcedon or to the Henoticon or even to the creed of Severus from the
beginning of his patriarchate. He remains true to himself in his conceptions.545
Notwithstanding this, Jacob was prepared to use both Severian expressions, and also to see
the Henoticon in a positive light for the sake of the unity of the Church, perceiving
Chalcedon as a return to Nestorianism, as demonstrated in his second letter to the monks of
Mar Bassus:
...it is proper for everyone who is a believer to speak openly, without shame,
while adhering to the document Henoticon which rejects the Council [of
539
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Chalcedon] covertly and with a hint...And [one] also adheres now to the public
confession that was proclaimed at the Oriental Synod546 which was gathered
around the great, holy and blessed Severus, when the Council [held] in
Chalcedon was anathematised....
For myself...neither have I learned from the document Henoticon something I
did not [already] know nor have I added anything to my faith from the
confession of Severus. For I am now what I was before, all the time
anathematising with the whole Church Nestorius and his teaching, those of his
opinion and the Council of Chalcedon, because this [Council] also employed
words which accord with the opinion of Nestorius, the anathematised [one].547
Jacob’s position on the Henoticon was not, however, partisan but rather he understood it as
proclaiming fundamental truths of the faith, and so it was an instrument of union:
Its mere name already, Henoticon, was bound to appeal greatly to Jacob.....His
whole theological activity was in the spirit of this document; it was only vi
coactus that he openly professed it. In a sense even the Henoticon was
superfluous. Indeed, in Nicaea and Constantinople everything that could be
said on the creed had already been said.548
Jacob’s independent view is best understood in the mode of symbolic reflection, which he
inherited from Ephrem the Syrian549. He regarded only the councils of Nicea (325CE) and of
Constantinople (381CE) as having contributed to the solid understanding of Christology,
whilst the later councils arose out of disputes, and added nothing to the discussion550. He
expressed his view thus:
The search of the Scribes to investigate all has failed; and all the wise were
agitated as they sought to explain him, but he was unexplainable. They made
an assault so as to investigate him, but he was uninvestigable. They dared to
trace him out, but he was unsearchable. This one said thus and that one said
thus. They despised themselves by speaking about the inexpressible Word.551
Jacob had a strong pastoral heart, and was deeply concerned about the consequences of
disputes for the faith of Christian communities, and this tempered his involvement in such
controversies552. Jacob’s views are well summarised by Thomas Kollamparampil:
He is a Cyrilline Miaphysite avowed to preserve the unity in Christ. It is out of
this conviction that he condemned all extreme groups, both Dyophysites and
Eutychians/Monophysites. In the context of the Church at Edessa and Antioch
he holds the type of Christology proposed by Severus of Antioch, that is
basically Cyrilline in outlook. He found the powerful hierarchy of Severian
Miaphysites more congenial to the unity in the Church. Hence, Jacob‘s
‗Monophysite‘ views are Severian in type, but more moderate in the social
aspects, and he is deeply hesitant in making dogmatic statements and
546
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definitions, at the same time extremely afraid of theological quarrels and
ecclesiastical scandals that can cause real damages to the Faith of the
community.553
Complementary to Ephrem, he was known as ‘the Flute of the Spirit’ and like Ephrem he
wrote in mimre, or metrical homilies, expressing theological thoughts in symbols,
predominantly drawn from ‘Ephremic’ tradition554. Jacob admired his predecessor, ‘The
Teacher’ greatly555, and described him as ‗an architect who built on the foundation of truth;
he completed his structures with gold and precious stones‘556. Jacob is believed to have
written seven hundred and sixty three mimre, or metrical homilies, nearly four hundred of
which survive557, forty three letters, eight festal homilies, two lives of saints, an anaphora
and a baptismal liturgy558. His homilies cover primarily biblical topics but also include
ascetic, liturgical and eschatological themes. Several mimre, especially those on the Six
Days of Creation, show aspects of the exegetical style of Theodore of Mopsuestia, bearing
witness to Jacob’s education at the Persian School559. Jacob’s encounter with Greek writers,
including Theodore, in Syriac translation, during his education left its mark on his writing
but otherwise he lived without the outward influence of the Greek world560. He also held out
against the trend in the fifth century CE for the Syriac literature increasingly to follow Greek
thought-patterns and models561.
Jacob was particularly attracted to the theme of the Incarnation, which he saw symbolised in
the Old Testament, on the form of Moses’ veil562. He perceived the Incarnation with three
focal points, or three ‘wombs’: that of Mary, the womb of the Jordan symbolising the
baptismal font, and the womb of death from Sheol from death, and demonstrated these as
prefigured in the Old Testament563. Jacob’s focus on the Incarnation becomes evident in this
study in the Homily on the Nativity of our Lord564, in which he symbolically connects stone
hewn without hands; Elisha’s new pitcher, the Star of Jacob; the closed door of the Temple
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in Ezekiel’s vision; the dew falling on Gideon’s fleece565, several of which appear in the
Ethiopic literature.

565
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Chapter 3: The Symbolic Interpretation of the Ark
In the threefold division of Ethiopian churches, a layout that naturally evokes the
corresponding arrangement of the Tabernacle and Temple, the tābot or Ark occupies the
central, most holy place566. The association of the tābot with these Old Testament places of
worship has been interpreted by many scholars as evidence of Judaic roots in Ethiopian
Christianity, most notably by Ullendorff who maintained that ‗the concept and function of
the tabot represent one of the most remarkable areas of agreement with Old Testament forms
of worship‘567. Ullendorff drew a connection that was upheld by the Kəbra Nagaśt, which
associated the Ark’s acquisition with a conversion to Judaism568. His subsequent analysis
discussed the veneration accorded to the tābot during festivals, when it is ‗carried in solemn
procession accompanied by singing, dancing, beatings of staffs or praying sticks, rattling of
sistra, and sounding of other musical instruments‘569; and its function in the liturgy, where it
takes the place of the altar and ‗symbolizes the tablets of the Covenant and the scrolls of the
law‘570. The earliest independent account of Ethiopia’s strong claim to possess the Ark is
found in the History of the Churches and Monasteries of Egypt571 by Abu āli, the twelfth
century CE Armenian traveller, evokes an image of the Ark similar to Ullendorff’s
contemporary view, and connects it with Israeli heritage in Ethiopia:
The Abyssinians possess also the Ark of the Covenant, in which are the two
tables of stone, inscribed by the finger of God with the commandments which he
ordained for the children of Israel. The Ark of the Covenant is placed upon the
altar, but is not so wide as the altar; it is as high as the knee of a man, and is
overlaid with gold; and upon its lid there are crosses of gold; and there are five
precious stones upon it, one at each of the four corners, and one in the middle.
The liturgy is celebrated upon the Ark four times in the year, within the palace
of the king; and a canopy is spread over it when it is taken out from [its own]
church to the church which is in the palace of the king: namely of the feast of
the great Nativity, on the feast of the glorious Baptism, on the feast of the holy
Resurrection, and on the feast of the illuminating Cross. And the Ark is
attended and carried by a large number of Israelites descended from the family
of the prophet David, who are white and red in complexion, with red hair. In
every town of Abyssinia there is one church, as spacious as it can possibly be.572
Although Ullendorff’s work influenced a generation of scholars, he did not venture to
explore the theological concepts and the wider symbolism of the tābot in Ethiopic literature,
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nor did he attempt to investigate mutual influences that may have shaped the unique
concepts that were associated with it573.
The Ark is an expression of eschatological hope for both ‘Ephremic’ and Ethiopic writers.
This arises through the Ark’s symbolic connection with the heavenly Jerusalem or Zion, and
with Paradise. Jewish mystical traditions originating after the destruction of both the First
and Second Temples and attaching great significance to the prophetic revelations about
Paradise expounded this heaven-centred eschatology; developing concepts that had been
expressed in the books of Ezekiel and Enoch574. Similar ideas have also emerged in the
writings of Ephrem, who believed that the Law or Torah as revealed to Moses during the
Sinai Theophany, particularly the Paradise and Ark narratives, were key revelations of the
Creator, which were to be interpreted in the light of Christological doctrine575. His Hymns
on Paradise VI:1 broadly demonstrates how the Torah, particularly the Ark, frames
Ephrem’s understanding of Paradise through his understanding of Christological doctrine:
The keys of doctrine which unlock all of the Scripture's books,
Have opened up before my eyes the book of creation,
The treasure house of the Ark,
The crown of the Law.
This is a book which, above its companions, has in its narrative
Made the Creator perceptible and transmitted His actions;
It has envisioned all His craftsmanship made manifest His works of art.576
Such heavenly eschatological hope was held by Christians and by Jews. Although many
Jews placed their eschatological hope in the restoration of the City of David in this world,
others also anticipated a heavenly Jerusalem coming down from above577.
This chapter will investigate the theological symbolism of the Ark in both the Ethiopic and
‘Ephremic’ traditions, seeking to demonstrate how these traditions have built an
understanding of the Ark of the Covenant as a symbol of divine indwelling and immanence,
573
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linked with the Incarnation and Paradise. After an aside on the Ethiopic use of ‘Zion’, the
Ark as the bearer of manna, a symbol of divine immanence, will be discussed. This will be
developed by considering how Noah’s Ark, and other symbols are incorporated into this
symbolism. Connections between the interpretation of the Ark and the analogous rabbinic
idea of shekinah are also examined. Finally the development of Ethiopic symbolism is
explored which starts in the Dəggwā with a broad range of symbols being associated with the
Ark and develops into a later specific devotion to the Ark of the Covenant, as articulated in
the Kəbra Nagaśt.

Mary the ‘Second Zion’: Connecting Mary, Zion and the Ark
The Ethiopic literature employs an unusual application of the word ‘Zion’. In the Dəggwā,
for instance, ‗Behold, in our midst, our mother, Zion!‘578 may refer to the Church, to the Ark
or to Mary, and in the Kəbra Nagaśt Mary is declared ‗the Second Zion‘579, in an expression
that connects her with the Ark. The following brief survey of the use of ‘Zion’ in biblical
and patristic literature will show how unusual this appellation is in the Christian literature,
and will explore the roots of the idea in the Ethiopic interpretation of 4Esdras.
‘Zion’ is of uncertain etymology, but it is probably pre-Israelite and the root may be
connected with the terrain580.

Its one hundred and fifty four occurrences in the Old

Testament mostly apply to a geographical and topological location either without
qualification, or as the designation ‘Mount Zion’581. This use of ‘Zion’ continued in postBiblical Judaism582 but the term could sometimes refer to the whole population of Jerusalem,
hence in Sirach 48:24 Isaiah ‗comforted the mourners in Zion‘.

4Esdras 9:38-10:24
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personified ‘Zion’ as a weeping woman bewailing the destruction of Jerusalem, a image
prominent in the Ethiopic literature. Following the destruction of the Temple both Zion and
Jerusalem were often mentioned together, the holy place and the city having become
inseparable583.
Apart from this topographical use, ‘Zion’ was most commonly used to denote the city of the
eschatological age of salvation584. It also denoted the seat and the city of God, a cultic centre
and temple city585. Less commonly ‘Zion’ denoted the royal residence, and capital city586, or
was used as a symbol of the people or community587, the city of sin and judgement588, or as a
designation of court and sacrifice589. On rare occasions, ‘Zion’ expressed mythical ideas
such as ‘the highest mountain’, and the source of the water of life, as in Isaiah 2:2, and
Ezekiel 47:1-12.

Unlike ‘Jerusalem’, however, ‘Zion’ was never used for the city of

theocracy, perhaps because of its strong eschatological meaning590.
Psalms and Isaiah developed a ‘Zion’ theology particularly associated with the idea of
streams of living water, for instance in Psalm 46 (45):4 ‗There is a river whose streams make
glad the city of God, the holy habitation of the Most High‘. This idea is connected with the
vision of water flowing from the heavenly temple in Ezekiel 47:1-5. Psalm 78 (77):68-69
articulated how ‘Zion’ became God’s chosen mountain, ‗but he chose the tribe of Judah,
Mount Zion, which he loves. He built his sanctuary like the high heavens, like the earth,
which he has founded forever‘. ‘Zion’ as the place of eschatological hope, the place where
God rules and lives with those whose standard of righteousness means they are ready to live
with Him eternally591, was exemplified in Psalm 24 (23):3-4, ‗Who shall ascend the hill of
the LORD? And who shall stand in his holy place? Those who have clean hands and pure
hearts, who do not lift up their souls to what is false, and do not swear deceitfully‘.
In the New Testament, by contrast ‘Zion’ is only mentioned seven times, commonly quoting
Isaiah 46:13 or Psalms14 (13) and 53 (52)592, Old Testament references that invoke ‘Zion’ as
583
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the source of salvation. Other passages identify ‘Zion’ as the source of salvation593 and as a
heavenly place in a manner which, as will be shown, resonates with the Kəbra Nagaśt.
In the post-apostolic age the use of ‘Zion’ is rare, being found only once in the Epistle of
Barnabas 6:2, in a quotation of Isaiah 28:16 ‗See, I am laying in Zion a foundation stone’594.
The term occurs rarely in patristic literature it is mentioned rarely, most commonly referring
to the place595, but unusually, commenting on Psalm 9:11 Theodoret of Cyrus (393-460[or
457/8 or 466 CE]) stated, ‗Sing to the Lord dwelling in Sion (v.11). The inspired author said
this according to the ancient belief of the Jews, whereas we have learned on the contrary
from the apostolic teaching that it is a heavenly Zion596 employing ‘Zion’ to refer to the
heavenly church.
In the light of the scarcity of occurrences of ‘Zion’ in the New Testament and the patristic
literature, its prolific usage in Ethiopic Christian literature is remarkable. The name is also
often used in naming churches, including the Church of Zion in Late Antique Jerusalem.
The Kəbra Nagaśt cites ‘Zion’ two hundred and eight times in reference to Mary and to the
Ark of the Covenant, overwhelmingly referring to a spiritual place where the Trinity
converses, or to the source of salvation, in a manner similar to the synonymous use of ‘Zion’
and ‘Jerusalem’ in the New Testament. Verses such as Revelation 21:2, ‗And I saw the holy
city, the new Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven from God, prepared as a bride adorned
for her husband‘ which express the idea of the heavenly place descending appear to have
inspired the Kəbra Nagaśt, which refers to the coming down or descent of Zion597. In the
Kəbra Nagaśt, however, this is not a prophecy, but something fulfilled. The eschatological
hope of the Kəbra Nagaśt is linked to these Christian texts, but a more direct link is found in
4Esdras, which narrates Ezra’s vision of a woman that will be discussed below598.
The explanation for the repeated used of ‘Zion’ in the Ethiopic literature, however, lies in the
Dəggwā, where Yared clearly forges a connection between the person of Mary and Zion.
The Dəggwā for Hidr 21 entitled ‘The Teaching of Zechariah‘ draws together several
themes from the prophets in a hymn aimed at demonstrating that all of the Old Testament
Prophets prefigured Mary and Christ. In several places Yared states that a vision which Ezra
593

Romans 11:22, Hebrews 12:22 and Revelation 14:1
Lohse: 338.
595
As a synonym for Jerusalem in Cyril of Jerusalem Catechetical Lectures XVI:18, ‗Esaias ...beheld
Zion as a booth. The city was still standing, and beautified with public places‘. As a metaphor for the
church, for instance in Clement of Alexandria (c.375-444 CE), Exhortation to the Heathen:1, where
he urges people to ‘abandon Helicon and Cithæron, and take up their abode in Sion‘. Methodius of
Olympia (d.c. 311 CE) also employs this metaphor in Symposium 8.7, stating, ‗From whom did he
flee? Surely from the dragon, that the spiritual Zion might bear a masculine people, who should come
back from the passions and weakness of women to the unity of the Lord, and grow strong in manly
virtue‘.
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R.C. Hill (2000). Theodoret of Cyrus : commentary on the Psalms: 91. See also Lampe: 1234.
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had of a weeping woman was a female entity known as ‘Zion’, which he then connects with
Mary and also with the Church:
Ezra saw her in the form of a woman,
and when he saw her she was not a woman but a shining constructed city. 599
Ezra saw her in the form of a woman, She is our mother, the Church.600
Ezra saw holy and peaceful Zion.601
Ezra saw her in the form of a woman, who encompassed the Sun of
Righteousness....
She is Mary, her honour secret.602
...
Suddenly her face shone more than the sun,
603
Ezra feared to approach her.
The specific mention of the woman’s transformation into a ‗constructed city‘ draws on
4Esdras, which recalls the same vision, interpreted by the archangel Uriel604:
The woman whom you saw today she has become like a constructed city, and
county, she whom you see is Zion.605
In the Kəbra Nagaśt, ‘Zion’ is synonymous with Mary, primarily in the sections that
probably date from the late thirteenth century CE606 such as the following from chapter 1:
‗…in the last days by His good will the Second Adam was born in the flesh from
the Second Zion, that is to say our Saviour, Christ, this is our glory and our
faith and our hope and our life, the heavenly607 Zion‘608
The use of ‘Second Zion’ is unusual, but echoes the Ephrem’s idea of the Second Eve,
demonstrated in the Hymns on the Church XLIX:7 where Mary is seen as counteracting the
deeds of Eve:
Just as from the small womb of Eve‘s ear
Death entered in and was poured out
So through a new ear, that was Mary‘s,
Life entered and was poured out.609
The connection between Mary and Zion is expanded in chapter 11 of the Kəbra Nagaśt, in
which the descent of the Heavenly Zion to earth and the incarnation are both presented as
central to God’s salvation plan610:
599

Appendix B page 211, lines 32-35.
Appendix B page 211, lines 37-38.
601
Appendix B page 212, lines 62-63.
602
Appendix B page 212, lines 82-83, 86.
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Appendix B page 214, lines 183-185.
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And if the heavenly Zion had not descended and if he had not put on the flesh of
Adam then the Word of God would not have appeared and our salvation would
have been, the evidence is in the symbol, the heavenly Zion is likened to the
Mother of the Redeemer, Mary, for the constructed Zion also contains in her
the Ten Commandments of the Law which were written by His hand, and He
himself, the Creator, dwelt in the womb of Mary, through whom all things came
into being. 611
In this passage Mary is symbolised as the Heavenly Zion, and Christ as the Tablets of the
Law inside the Ark, demonstrating how the Kəbra Nagaśt also makes the Ark of the
Covenant synonymous with both Mary and Zion. The phrase ‗constructed‘ describing Zion
connects the imagery with the vision in 4Esdras. The application of the name ‘Zion’ to the
Ark is further demonstrated in chapter 54 of the Kəbra Nagaśt, where the King of Ethiopia
stands before ‘Zion’ the Ark proclaiming, ‗and salvation will come to us out of Zion, and He
will remove sin from His people‘612 thereby quoting Isaiah 46:13, and Psalms 14 (13) and 53
(52). Later in the same chapter the King proclaims, ‗Behold Zion, Behold salvation!‘613.
Zion, the Ark made by Moses, has now become the source of salvation. The Kəbra Nagaśt
does not offer any explanation regarding this use of ‘Zion’, nor does the andəmta shed any
light on this matter.
Both the Dəggwā and the Kəbra Nagaśt have referred to 4Esdras614, a Judaeo-Christian
apocalypse615 canonised in the Ethiopic Bible as መጽሐፈ ዔዛራ ሱቱኤሌ, mashafa ‗əzr
sutu‘el616. መጽሐፈ ዔዛራ ሱቱኤሌ, mashafa ‗əzr sutu‘el 8:37-9:60617 recalls how Ezra
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encountered a weeping woman, who was been barren for thirty years, and then had a child.
Having raised the child, he fell and died on his wedding day. She mourns in the wilderness,
refusing to eat and drink until she dies. Ezra reprimands her that she should rather be
weeping for the suffering of ‘Zion’, the ‘mother of us all’618, and tells her to return to her
own country. He then challenges her because of the devastation of Jerusalem, and the
ending of worship there, and mentions the disappearance of Zion:
More than all this, Zion has disappeared, and her honour has gone with her, we
have fallen at the hands of our enemies.619
At this point the woman is transformed into a fearful shining vision, which appears like a
‗constructed city‘:
When I looked at her, behold she was no longer a woman, but rather she was an
honoured constructed city, I saw the place where her deep foundations were. I
was afraid, and cried out with a loud voice. I spoke thus, ‗Where is Uriel, the
angel who came to me before, where are you? Why have you made me enter
many trials, why have you made my end in emaciation, why have you made my
prayers to be a reproach?620
The vision is then interpreted by Uriel, who explains that the woman is Zion, with a second
reference to her being ‗a constructed city‘:
....The woman whom you saw before as a mourner, the one whom your started
to console she is not now a woman as you saw her, rather she is a constructed
city. She has told you about the affliction of her son. The woman whom you
saw today she has become like a constructed city, and county, she whom you
see is Zion.621
Particularly noteworthy is the occurrence of the adjective ‗constructed‘ in the Hidar 21
Dəggwā622 and chapter 11 of the Kəbra Nagaśt623 to describe ‘Zion’. This word appears
again in 9:23 and 27 describing the transformed woman624. The word is not used elsewhere

probably composed in Israel. See Stone: 10. For further information see also J.C. Haelewyck (1998).
Clavis Apocryphorum Veteris Testamenti: 131-139.
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in biblical literature, and is not found in the Latin text of 4Esdras, but is found in both the
Peshitta and Ethiopic versions of 4Esdras625.
One further verse differentiates the Ethiopic text from the Latin version of 4Esdras, 9:23.
The Ethiopic version states ‗Zion has disappeared‘626, whereas the Latin version 2Esdras
10:23 reads ‗the seal of Zion has been deprived of its glory‘627. The Latin expresses the
desolation of Zion through its loss of glory, but the Ethiopic version expresses it through the
disappearance of Zion herself. The implicit idea is that Zion herself is portable, and allowing
the term to be applied to a removable object such as the Ark. This is exploited particularly
by the writers of the Kəbra Nagaśt in a manner which Hubbard regards as a distinctive
feature of the Kəbra Nagaśt628.
In the ‘Ephremic’ tradition, as demonstrated later629, Mary is symbolically linked to the Ark,
a connection completing the triad of Mary, the Ark, and Zion found in the Ethiopic literature,
and illustrated in the following diagram.

Ezra’s vision
connects Zion with a
‘weeping woman’

Ephrem connects
Mary with the Ark

Yared connects
Ezra’s vision with
Mary and The
Church

Mary, Ark &
Zion
synonymous

Figure 2: The Connection between Mary, the Ark & Zion from 4Esdras, the Dəggwā and Ephrem

625

Anonymous The Apocrypha: The Apocryphal/Deuterocanonical Books of the Old Testament, New
Revised Standard Version: 222 note z. The Latin version has ‗a city was being built‘ Anonymous The
Apocrypha: The Apocryphal/Deuterocanonical Books of the Old Testament, New Revised Standard
Version: 222 v27. For the Peshitta see R.J. Bidawid, Ed. (1973). The Old Testament in Syriac
According to the Peshitta Version: Part IV, fasicle 3, Preface, Apocalypse of Baruch, 4Esdras.: 34.
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See Appendix A line 14.
627
Anonymous The Apocrypha: The Apocryphal/Deuterocanonical Books of the Old Testament, New
Revised Standard Version: 222.
628
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See page 96.
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Divine Immanence: Mary as the Ark Bearing Manna
Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’ sources express the paradox of the uncontainable, omnipresent, and
consuming divinity being contained in the Ark as a ‗dwelling place of divinity‘, and
mediating divine presence to believers, in the form of the divine Word and manna
emphasising the Ark’s central importance in the Eucharist. The comparison is also made
with Mary and the Incarnation. The Dəggwā notably blends Noah’s Ark with the symbolism
of immanence. The burning bush similarly symbolises the paradox of the fire of divinity not
consuming Mary’s womb. Mary is also compared to the chariot which bore the Ark, yet
another symbol of the bearing of the divine to the faithful. Further symbols appear much
less frequently, but all share the theme of divine immanence, an idea closely linked to the
rabbinic concept of the shekinah. The sustaining function of the Ark continues in Paradise
and it is not always clear whether a given passage refers to this world or to Paradise,
showing that the Ark and connected symbols are understood as links between this world and
Paradise.

The functions are not identical, and the symbolic domain of Paradise will

principally be discussed in chapter 5. The use of a wide range of symbols to express the idea
of divine indwelling, most potently the Ark, features strongly in the Dəggwā, and in
Ephrem’s hymns and to a certain extent in the andəmta, and this correlation is discussed
firstly. Whilst maintaining the same basic ideas, parts of the andəmta and the Kəbra Nagaśt
focus on the Ark and its connection with Mary to the exclusion of other symbols, and place
less focus on the paradox of the Incarnation and divine immanence, developments that are
discussed secondly.
The investigation of the symbolism of immanence starts with in Dəggwā, which distinctively
merges the two Arks into one symbol of divine immanence, the poetry sometimes switching
from the Ark of the Covenant to Noah’s Ark: ‗Holy Ark of Noah who had Manna concealed
inside her‘

630

. Similarly the andəmt for Genesis 8:19: ‗the boat is a symbol of Our Lady,

Noah of the Lord‘631 clarifies that the righteous Noah is seen as a symbol of Christ so his Ark
is symbolically the same as that of the Covenant conveying the same idea of divine
indwelling and immanence. The Ge’ez word ታቦት, tābot, is used for both Arks, derives
from the Hebrew

hb'Te

teb, ‘chest, box’632 which is probably of Egyptian origin633. In the

Hebrew Old Testament this word is used of Noah’s Ark, and of the basket in which the
infant Moses was placed, but not the Ark of the Covenant which is rather

!Ara]

arn,
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82.
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‘chest, ark’634. The LXX employs kibwto,j, ‘sea faring vessel, sacred depository’635 for both,
pointing to the influence of the LXX on the development of Ethiopic imagery.
The choice of words for the Arks is more complex in Syriac. The Peshitta, in keeping with
the LXX and Ge’ez, uses

ܳܽ ܺ
ܐܒܘܬܐ
ܩ, qibu, ‘ark’636 derived from the Greek

kibwto,j for both

Noah’s Ark , and the Ark of the Covenant . In Ephrem, however, ‗it is highly significant
637

638

that there is an absolute lexical difference between the hymns of Ephrem and his CGen 639
concerning the instrument of salvation that Noah, according to the Biblical text, was ordered

ܳ

ܺ

ܽ ܩ, qiḇ for Noah’s Ark
to construct‘640. In his Commentary on Genesis Ephrem uses ܐܒܘܬܐ
and the Ark of the Covenant, in line with the Peshitta, Ge’ez and LXX, with one exception.
In his commentary on Genesis 6:13-16641, Ephrem employs

ܳ
ܰ ܶܟ ܶܘܝ,

kewe(y)l, ‘ark’642 for

Noah’s Ark643, as he does predominantly in his hymns. Since the Commentary on Genesis
was probably written towards the end of Ephrem’s life, when he lived in Edessa, this change
in word choice may reflect the influence of the LXX on Ephrem’s exegesis. It may also
demonstrate a desire to enhance the symbolic connection between the two Arks.
The spectrum of meaning of ታቦት, tbot is extended further in the Ethiopic 1Peter to
include the idea of God dwelling in believers. 1Peter 2:5-6 also incorporates ‘Zion’ with the
same meaning:
ወአኑትሙ ጽኑዐ ከመ እብኑ መኑፈሳዊ ወኩኍ ታቦተ መኑፈሳዌ ሇክህኌት
ቅዴስት ወኑጽሕት ከመ ታቅርቡ ወታዔርጉ መሥዋዔተ መኑፈሳዌ
ዖይሰጠወክሙ እግዘአብሔር በእዯዊሁ ሇኢየሱስ ክርስቶሰ፡፡
እስመ ከመዛ
ጽሑፍ ሁ እሠይም ውስተ ጽዮኑ እብኌ ማእዖኑት ኅሪት ወከብርት፡፡644
The Greek has oi=koj, ‘house’ where the Ge’ez has ታቦት, tbot, and this translates literally
as:
634
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And you, be firm like a spiritual stone, and be a spiritual dwelling place645 for a
holy and pure priesthood so that you present and offer a spiritual sacrifice
which God receives through Jesus Christ. Because as it is written, ‗Behold I
am laying in Zion a stone, a chosen and honoured cornerstone.‘
1Peter 2:9 reads, ‹‹ወአኑትሙሰ ፍጥረት ኅሩያኑ ወታቦት ሇኑጉሥ››646, translated literally
as, ‗And you are a chosen creation, and a dwelling place for the King‘. The Greek has
‘basi,leion i`era,teuma’, ‘royal priesthood’. This use of ታቦት, tbot is unlikely to have been
the result of fourteenth century CE revisions based on Syro-Arabic sources647, and therefore
suggests that the concept of the ታቦት, tbot symbolising divine indwelling and immanence
was present when the Ethiopic New Testament was translated, probably in the fifth century
CE648.
Ephrem also extends the idea of divine indwelling to believers, demonstrated in the
following quotation from Armenian Eucharistic Hymns XLVII:27-30, although no specific
mention is made of the Ark:
The Medicine of Life flew down from on high to reside in those worthy of it.
Let us make holy our souls and thoughts in honour of His glory
We hold God in our hands: let there be no blemish in our bodies.
Once He has entered, He takes up residence with us, so let us make ourselves
holy within.649
This spectrum of meaning of ታቦት, tbot is employed in the HidDəggwā, ‗The
Teaching of Zechariah‘ in which Yared draws together several symbols in a passage pointing
to Mary and Christ; one important symbol being the Ark. The passage seeks to convey the
idea of divine immanence and teaches that all prophets foretold the Incarnation. It recalls
Here it seems logical to translate ታቦት, tbot as ‘dwelling place’, although this is not in the
spectrum of meanings given by Leslau Leslau: 570.
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ኪዲኑ. The earliest manuscript identified for this study also contains this usage Anonymous (17th
Century). New Testament. Institute of Ethiopian Studies: 90b, 18-19. Hofmann and Uhlig Novum
Testamentum Aethiopice: Die Katholischen Briefe, Äthiopistische Forschungen 29: 78, however,
suggests that this may have arisen from an Arabic version that reads ‘you are a spiritual temple’.
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David’s dancing before the Ark in 2Samuel 6, but refers to the Ark as ‘Zion’, and ‘Our
Lady’ instead, and further compares Mary with Noah’s Ark showing that Yared regarded
these four symbols as synonymous:
The King of Israel danced before her,
behold her, Zion, our mother, Our Lady,
behold her Zion, our mother, Our Lady. 650
This is Mary whom the holy prophets compared with the Ark of Noah
who had Manna concealed inside her, 651
The Nahse 16 Dəggwā for the eve of the feast of the Assumption develops the imagery a
further stage by stressing not only the symbolic connection with the Arks but addressing
Mary as ‗Perfect Tabernacle652‘, another symbol of divine immanence. A later edition of
this Dəggwā expands the symbol to the detailed construction of the Ark: the gold which
adorned the Ark, a symbol of purity and so virginity; the clothes in one piece, referring to the
cover of the Ark, comprising the mercy seat and the cherubim, being of one piece of wood653
indicated unbroken signs of virginity. Here Mary is also portrayed as the bearer of the stone
tablets, which symbolise Christ:
Mary is the Ark of Noah, Broad Tabernacle, sealed in virginity.
Who is like you who was chosen from among women,
Holy Mary luxuriously adorned,
wrapped with clothes of gold in one piece
whom they will not humble, Tabernacle of the Testament,
Ark which has the Ten Commandments in her.
Daughter of light, servant of our salvation,
in our bridal chamber your Son surrounded with glory.654
The analogy of Christ with the stone tablets is also found in the older manuscript:
I compared her to the Chariot of Ami[na]dab
Her neck is like the tower of David
Her tablets [are] of the Law,
Glory surrounds her.655
Furthermore, the Nahse 16 Dəggwā describes Christ as the ‗new commandment‘ carried in
the womb of Mary, the symbolism of the New Testament superseding the Old, with the
tablets symbolising the ‗Word of the Father‘ as divine presence:
The beauty of her face, completely pleasing,
The opening of her mouth from fragrant paradise
The new commandment was carried in her womb
For our lame heart he is a staff.
This is only found in the printed edition, Yared መጽሐፈ ዴ ዖቅደስ ያሬዴ: 143 a 6-8.
Appendix B page 215, lines 199-203.
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The dwelling place of the Word of the Father,
For the Holy Tabernacle, which the hand of man did not make,
Whom Ezra saw, the heavenly hosts looking on her [saying],
‗let us bow down to her, and let us give thanks for her honour.‘656
Likewise, the Ark and Tabernacle appear as symbols of divine immanence in the ‘Ephremic’
literature. Although Ephrem rarely utilises Noah’s Ark, in Hymns on Paradise, II:12 Noah’s
residing in the Ark symbolises the indwelling of God.
Noah made the animals live in the lowest part of the Ark;
In the middle lodged the birds,
while Noah himself, like the Deity resided657 on the upper deck.658
The symbolic connection between Mary and the Ark of the Covenant is also described in
Hymns on Virginity XIX: 4, 5, where Mary is likened to both the Ark of Moses, and the
Tabernacle as symbols of divine indwelling and immanence:
Among your tribe the Ark was set up again.
The Gentiles saw, but frightened and angry were
The circumcised; they persecuted their king, and He went out
And came to Shechem, full of Gentiles.
......
Among your tribe was pitched the meeting tent,
And all its festivals resounded in your land.
Who will raise you to greater honour than this
That God Himself should dwell in you?
Israel was envious of how greatly you were magnified,
For the Ark was among your tribe.659
As in the Nahse 16 Dəggwā, Ephrem portrays Christ as dwelling in Mary symbolised by
the tablets of stone in the Ark in his Hymns on Virginity XXV: 11
Your mother's womb is symbol.
It is the symbol of the Tabernacle, the temporal Tabernacle,
In which Emmanuel was dwelling.
Both of them persist in admonishing us not to belittle God in His temples.660
In Hymns on the Nativity XVI: 16, 17 Mary is also imaginatively seen as the ‗pure tablet‘
written on by the hand of God expressing the act of the Incarnation. Here also Mary is
connected with the Tabernacle symbolising divine indwelling and immanence.
Woman serves in the presence of man
Who is her head. Joseph rose
To serve in the presence of his Lord
Who was within Mary. The priest serves
656
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In the presence of Your Ark because of your holiness
Moses bore the tablet of stone
That His Lord had written. And Joseph escorted
The pure tablet in who was dwelling the Son of the Creator.
The tablets were left behind
Since the world was filled with Your teaching.661
An obscure allusion to the destruction of the idol Dagon662 extrapolates the symbolism
surrounding the Ark. Yared, in the Hidr 21 Dəggwā, mentions the Ark in Dagon’s temple
in 1Samuel 5:3:
Behold her Zion our mother, our innocent Lady,
Dagon whom she swiftly cleansed,
and grieved Ezra whom she truly consoled.663
The same allusion occurs in Ephrem’s Hymns on the Nativity IV:112,114, which also
extrapolates the idea of Christ symbolised by the tablets of stone, referred to here as
‗scripture‘:
There shone forth from the rib the hidden Power
Who cut down Satan as [He did] Dagon,
For in that Ark was hidden scripture
That cried out and proclaimed the Conqueror. 664
The Ark of the Covenant is a vigorous symbol of divine immanence in Ethiopic and
‘Ephremic’ literature, but it is not exclusive, since several other symbols also signify divine
immanence. The Hidr 21 Dəggwā links Zechariah’s vision of the lampstand in Zechariah
4:2 with symbolic references to visions or symbolic events in the lives of Ezekiel, David,
Gideon and Elisha. In this passage the Ark is given no special significance over and above
Zechariah’s lampstand, which symbolises Mary and its light Christ. This interpretation
expresses Mary bearing Christ to believers, and divine immanence, akin to the Ark of the
Covenant. The same is true for the the closed east door, the water pot and the fleece, other
symbols that are coupled with Zechariah’s vision in this Dəggwā:
Ezekiel calls her closed east [door]665
....
Joshua‘s testimony of the column666,
The fleece of David,
Elisha‘s water pot,
661

Ibid.: 151-2.
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Of Zechariah the priest, the lampstand.667
The Nahse 16 Dəggwā develops the spectrum of symbolism and expresses immanence
through a juxtaposition of Mary with Gideon’s fleece, and the ‗bare cloud‘668, a reference to
Isaiah 19:1 ‗An oracle concerning Egypt. See, the LORD is riding on a swift cloud and
comes to Egypt‘. The cloud which bore God into Egypt symbolises Mary bearing Christ,
thereby being an expression of the Incarnation and divine immanence.
She has no corruption in her,
White Fleece,
Bare cloud
Seraphim and cherubim surround her.669
These symbols also appear in both Ephrem’s hymns and in the works of Jacob of Serugh, but
make less overt reference to the Incarnation and divine immanence than the Ark:


Zechariah’s Lampstand is mentioned in Ephrem’s Hymns on Virginity, V:3, ‗The
seven-[branched] candlestick brought forth the light of its seven brightnesses which
the temporal Tabernacle enlightens. Mary brought forth the Luminary of the seven
holy brightnesses that illuminated for us all creation‘670.



Ephrem uses the same vocabulary for the sealed east door in Hymns on Mary, VII:6,
‗Isaiah the prophet proclaimed 'A virgin shall conceive and give birth‘. Come,
Isaiah, and look on me; let us rejoice together, for I have given birth, with my
virginity still sealed‘ Hymns on Mary,671, but does not specifically mention the door
or gate in Ezekiel 44.



Ephrem’s Hymns on Virginity VIII, employs the image of Gideon’s fleece to refer to
the teaching of Christ, ‗In the sings [sic]672 and the dew of Gideon Your teaching
was portrayed, for it fell in drops and came down and moistened the dryness of the
peoples‘673, and also in his Hymn against the Jews, ‗..and Mary again he shadowed
forth in a Fleece comely and pure‘674.



Ephrem alludes to the cloud in Hymns on the Pearl:1:1, ‗the cloud was the likeness
of her that bare Him‘675.
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Ephrem appears to make no specific reference to Elisha’s water pot, but the symbol occurs in
Jacob of Serugh’s Homily on the Nativity of our Lord III:91-108, where Elisha’s water pot
and salt together with the closed gate of Ezekiel, Gideon’s fleece and cloud in Isaiah 19 are
all interpreted as symbols of the Incarnation, although the Ark of the Covenant is not
included here:
The Disclosure of the Hidden Mystery and the Fulfilment of the Prophecy
All the words of prophecy have come into effect
And the Hidden Mystery has appeared openly to show itself.
We have seen that stone which was hewn without the hands,
Which is Christ who came to the birth without marital union
The new pitcher of Elisha has been explained to us
Because it is the young virgin girl in a symbol that sets the earth in order.
Also that salt which was cast into the fountain
Is the Son of God who has imparted taste to our insipid state.
And as it was said that a Star shall shine forth from the house of Jacob;
Behold, the Heir has stood up to become the head of the peoples of the earth.
That closed door of which Ezekiel has spoken
Is the virgin whose virginal seal is preserved.
Mary is the comely cloud that entered into Egypt
Who carried the Lord in her arms to visit the place.
The ass and the ox which, as it is written, ‗knew the manger of its Lord,‘
Behold, the world has seen its Lord in the manger in the swaddling clothes
The dew that Gideon found in the bowl when he prayed
Depicted the symbol of him who came down upon the fleece like rain.676
The symbolic interpretations in the Dəggwā exhibit significant overlap with those in Ephrem
and Jacob, indicating a rich and shared tradition regarding the Incarnation, and hence divine
indwelling and immanence.
The theme of divine immanence is developed through the use of a highly significant term
‗dwelling place of divinity‘. The following quotation, from the printed edition of the Nahse
16 Dəggwā, makes an explicit reference to Mary as the ‗dwelling place of holiness‘
Our Lady, perfect Tabernacle of Paul
and dwelling place of holiness, which made her potent,
she was transformed from that which grows old to that which does not grow
old,
.....
The dwelling place of the Word of the Father,
676
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for the Holy Tabernacle which the hand of man did not make whom Ezra saw677,
the heavenly hosts looking on her [saying],
‗let us bow down to her, and let us give thanks for her honour.‘678
In his description of Mary, Yared uses another symbol of divine immanence and indwelling,
‗perfect Tabernacle of Paul‘ thereby making an allusion to Hebrews 9:11 ‗But when Christ
came as a high priest of the good things that have come, then through the greater and
perfect tent (or tabernacle) (not made with hands, that is, not of this creation)‘. The explicit
connection between Mary and the perfect Tabernacle679 of Paul denotes the idea of Zion as a
heavenly place, making a seamless connection between the creation and paradise. Yared
interprets this perfect place as Mary herself, perfect in virginity who through the holiness
dwelling in her is made potent, and eternal.
Another passage from the Nahse 16 dəggw focuses on divine indwelling in Mary without
recourse to the Ark or other symbols:
Pure bridal chamber,
Bringer of freedom,
Dwelling place of divinity.
He makes glory surround Holy Mary.680
The Dəggwā qualifies Mary by the epithet ‗dwelling place of divinity‘, and in doing so
recalls the rabbinic idea of the shekinah. The word shekinah does not occur in the Old
Testament, but is derivative of the verbal root,
common, with the cognate noun

!K'v.mi,,

!k;v,'

kan, ‘dwell’, or ‘tabernacle’ is

mikn ‘tabernacle’681 denoting the dwelling place

of God after the Sinai theophany. In Targumic and Talmudic literature682,

!k;v'

kan, is

683

commonly used predominantly in relation to God dwelling in a certain place . The idea
developed and the meaning gradually changed to be interpreted as God Himself, although no
single consistent view emerged684. The rabbinic concept of divine indwelling seems to have
entered New Testament thinking, especially in John 1:14 which states that the Word

677

This is a further allusion to 4Esdras (see page 89) with Yared having making the further connection
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‘evskh,nwsen evn h`mi/n’ or ‘dwelt among us’. The Greek word skhnh,, itself linked to the
Hebrew root, here seems to refer to the shekinah. Indeed there are further allusions in John
1:14 to light, world, son, and glory which the Rabbis also associated with shekinah685.
In the Ethiopic Bible ማኅዯር, mdar, ‗dwelling place‘, is used to translate

!K'v.mi,, mikn.

In the andəmta on Leviticus 26:11 the Ge’ez biblical text reads ‹‹ወእተክሌ ማህዯርየ686
ኀቤክሙ ወኢታስቆርረክሙ ኌፍሰየ››687, ‗And I will place my dwelling place amongst you,
and I myself will not abhor you‘. The root of ማኅዯር, mdar, is ኀዯረ, adara, which is
used in John 1:14, a verse that has already been connected with the shekinah ‹‹ወውእቱ ቃሌ
ሥጋ ኮኌ ወኀዯረ ሊዔላኌ ወሠወሮ እምነኌ ወርኢኌ ስብሐቲሁ ከመ ስብሐተ አሐደ ዋሕዴ
ሇአቡሁ ዖምለእ ጸጋ ወጽዴቀ ወሞገስ››688, ‗And the very Word became flesh and dwelt
among us, and he was hidden from us, and we saw his glory, like the glory of the one and
only son of the Father, who was full of grace, truth and benevolence‘.
Unlike Yared and the andəmta, the Peshitta uses

ܶ , agen ban, for ‘he dwelt among
ܐܓܤ ܭܒܤ

us’ in John 1:14689 to describe the dwelling of Christ in our midst690. In alluding to this
verse, however, Ephrem frequently uses
residence, dwell’

691

692

ܫܪܐ,

ra, particularly the intransitive form ‘take up

as seen in Hymns on the Resurrection I:7

ܳ ܒܪܝܟ
ܺ
ܕܫܪܐ ܭܒܤ

Blessed is he who resided in us693
Exploring the significance of Ephrem’s choice this verb, in particular its Jewish Aramaic
usage in connection with the shekinah694, Brock has suggested that

ܫܪܐ,

ra is an archaism

685

Ibid.: 80.
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transmitted orally from the very earliest period of Syriac Christianity695. He explains that
‗Such usage is entirely apt when seen against the background of Jewish Aramaic where the
verb is employed especially in connection with the Shekina, the divine presence, and the
iqara, divine glory‘696.
The same idea of divine immanence is connected with the Incarnation. The verb ኀዯረ,
adara is used to explain the presence of Christ in Mary’s womb, hence in the Nahse 16
dəggwThe Holy Word dwelt in her697.

ܫܪܐ, ra is used similarly in the following example

from Ephrem’s Hymns on the Resurrection, IV:10:
In Nisan the Lord of thunder
In His mercy modified His might,
Descended and took up residence in Mary‘s womb698
The last line in Syriac being:

ܳ ܘܢܛܮ
ܒܗ ܭ
̇ ܒܥܘ
ܽ
ܶ 699
ܕܡܪܝܭܡ
ܘܫܪܐ
And again in Hymns on the Nativity, III:20
Blessed is He who took up residence in the womb
And built there a temple wherein to dwell
A shrine in which to be,
A garment in which He might shine out700
The first two lines in Syriac being:

ܳ ܒܪܝܟ ܗܘ
ܺ
ܕܫܪܐ ܭ
ܳ ܒܟ
ܪܥܐ
̣
ܳ
ܭ
̇ 701
ܕܥܡܪ ܒܗ
ܰܘܒܗ ܒܣܳܐ ܭܗܝܟ
A further significant connection between Mary and the Ark arises from the spectrum of
meaning surrounding the Ge'ez word ከርሥ, kar, ‘belly, stomach, womb, abdomen, interior
(of ship, ark, vessel)’702 that is used to enhance the symbolic connections. Thus Yared stated
in the Nehse 16 Dəggwā:
[He who by] His power sends hail
The virgin encompassed in her womb (kar
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Mary bore Christ in the same way that God was present in the Ark, for both concealed his
mighty power. The later printed edition of this Dəggwā extends this symbolism:
The womb (kar did not contain him,
it did not confine him in the womb704 of the virgin,
who concealed the lightning of our Lord,
revealed rising from the House of Judah.705
The meaning of the connected Syriac word706

ܭ
ܳ ܟ,
ܪܥܐ

kars ‘womb’707 is more restricted,

suggesting that the association of the Ark entered into Ge’ez through its symbolic
interpretation708. It is intriguing, however, that Ephrem uses a similar motif to marvel at the
paradox of indwelling in Hymns on the Nativity, IV: 159-191, which contrasts the passive
nature of the foetus and child with His omnipotent divine power:
He was entirely in the depths and entirely in the heights; He was entirely in all
and entirely in each one.
While His body in the womb was being formed, His power was constructing all
the members.
While the foetus of the Son was being formed in the womb, He Himself was
forming babes in the womb.
Ineffectual as was His body in the womb, His power in the womb was not
correspondingly ineffectual.
......
Thus although all of Him was dwelling in the womb, His hidden will was
supervising all.
......
In the same way He had been entirely in the womb, while yet He remained
entirely everywhere.
While indeed He was on the cross, He revived the dead; just so, while He was a
babe, He was forming babes.
While He was dead, He was opening graves; while he was in the womb, He was
opening wombs.
Come and hear, my friends, about the hidden Son Who was revealed in His
body, yet hidden was His power
For the power of the Son is a fluid power; the womb did not confine it as [it
did] the body.
For while the power dwelt in the womb, it was forming babes in the womb.
His power embraced the one who embraced Him, for if His power were
curtailed all would collapse.

Here ማሕፀኑ, məan which also means ‘womb’.
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Indeed the power that contained the creation, while He was in the womb, did
not desert all.
He formed His individuality, the Image, in the womb, and He formed in all
wombs all persons.
......
While again she who anointed Him, was anointing Him, with His dew and His
rain He anointed the universe.
......
By power from Him Mary‘s womb became able to bear the One who hears all.
From the great treasury of all creation Mary gave to Him everything that she
gave.
......
She wove it and clothed in it Him Who had taken off His glory; she measured
and wove for Him Who had made Himself small.
......
The Womb of Sheol conceived Him and burst open; and how did the womb of
Mary sustain Him?709
Just as Yared has made much of the idea of the uncontainable being contained, so in this
hymn Ephrem has elaborated precisely this theme, describing the limitations of the humanity
of Christ, yet contrasting the boundless omnipresence of his divinity. This extended use of
paradox to make the point, reflects on many different angles of the paradox of the
Incarnation, through the limitation of Mary’s womb.
The idea of the unrestrained divine omnipresence being restrained also emerges in rabbinic
thinking, as seen in the following excerpt from the rabbinic commentary on Song of Songs :
Why does he compare the Holy One to a bundle of myrrh? Because the whole
world is not large enough to contain Him, yet He can compress the Shekinah
into the narrow space between the two staves of the ark. 710
In this instance rabbinic understanding links the Ark and Tabernacle with shekinah, the
immanence of God, and the commentator marvels at the uncontainable God being contained
in ‗the narrow space between the two staves of the ark‘. In doing so this idea is reminiscent
of Yared’s and Ephrem’s ruminations on the Incarnation.
In addition to the various ways in which Mary is symbolised by the Arks, the Nahse 16
Dəggwā makes a further vigorous expression of divine indwelling by comparing the paradox
of the Incarnation with that of the burning bush of Exodus 3:2, which ‗was blazing, yet it was
not consumed‘.

The paradox of the presence of divine fire not consuming the bush

symbolises the divine presence, which consumed neither the Ark nor Mary:
She is the Wood of the Bush3,
Whom truly they call Holy of Holies.711
...
You, the Wood [of the bush]
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Who gives understanding.712
Representing divinity as fire was a favoured symbol of Ephrem713, who likewise uses the
burning bush to express the paradox of divine indwelling in Homily on the Nativity: 1-16:
It is a source of great amazement, my beloved,
that someone should enquire into the wonder
of how God came down
and made His dwelling in a womb,
and how that Being
put on the body of man,
spending nine months in a womb,
not shrinking from such a home;
and how a womb of flesh was able
to carry flaming fire,
and how a flame dwelt.
in a moist womb which did not get burnt up.
Just as the bush on Horeb bore
God in the flame,
so did Mary bear
Christ in her virginity.714
A final image of divine immanence connects Mary with the chariot of Aminadab715, this
being an allusion to 2Samuel 6, where the Ark residing at Aminadab’s house, is removed to
Jerusalem: ‗They carried the ark of God on a new cart, and brought it out of the house of
Abinadab, which was on the hill‘716. Nahāse 16 Dəggwā applies the image in two ways.
The first, found only in the more recent printed edition, depicts the chariot as Mary’s
dwelling place:
Our Lady Mary chose the good portion,
which will not be taken from her,
she is the Fleece, the White Fleece from the Tribe of Judah,
the Chariot of Aminadab [is] her dwelling place.717
In this quotation Mary is implicitly the Ark carried by the chariot, this being a natural
extension on the interpretation of the Ark imagery. The second, found also in the more
ancient version, likens Mary herself to the Chariot of Aminadab:
The fragrance of her mouth is like apple,
Like the skin of a pomegranate.
I compared her to the Chariot of Ami[na]dab
Her neck is like the tower of David
Her tablets [are] of the Law,
Glory surrounds her.718
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The connection is made in various ways.

Firstly the Chariot of Aminadab is directly

associated with the Ark, and so with divine immanence. Secondly 2Samuel 6:3 refers to the
chariot a ‗new cart‘ which Yared may have taken as a reference to the virgin birth.
The chariot motif is continued in the later printed edition of the Hidr 21 Dəggwā where it
occurs in a reference to vision of the Chariot Throne of God in Ezekiel 1.
Zechariah saw the lampstand,
which was all of gold on the right and on the left were the branches of olive
trees,
which had seven lights and seven covers on her.
This is the Holy Church,
and as for this it is the seven eyes of the Father
who sits above the chariot of the Cherubim.719
Recalling the symbolism that connects Mary with the lampstand and the Church720, now it is
the ‗Holy Church‘ which rides above the chariot; by extrapolation the church is symbolically
connected with Mary. In this vein, the Nahāse 16 Dəggwā also cites a chariot as the
conveyor of Mary:
The years of the Virgin were eighty [she passed] from this world,
And after her assumption.
On a chariot 721
Recalling that the Nahāse 16 Dəggwā celebrates the assumption of Mary the Synaxarium
reading for the same narrates that Mary, ‗sat down at the right hand of the Son of God, with
great glory, and she went up into the heavens sitting upon the chariot of the Cherubim.‘722.
The mention of a chariot is clearly connected to the Synaxarium account, but it also
resonates with the assumption of the prophet Elijah on a chariot of fire in 2Kings 2:11.
Neither Ephrem nor Jacob have made any specific reference to the Chariot of Aminadab, but
Ephrem does compare Mary to the heavenly chariot in Ezekiel 1, proclaiming in Hymns on
Mary, VII:4-5:
...let Ezekiel come and see You on my knees;
Let him kneel down and worship You, and acknowledge
It was You he saw there lifted up by the cherubim
Above the chariot, and let him call me blessed
Who carry you now.
The very chariot stops amazed
That I carry its Master;
The cherubim cry out with trembling:
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‗blessed is Your splendour in Your place‘
-that place is with me, by bosom is your home!
Your radiance rests on my knees,
The throne of Your Majesty is held in my arms.
Instead of chariot wheels,
My fingers clasp You. I too will cry out
‗blessed are You in Your place‘.723
This quotation clarifies the association of Mary with the Chariot Throne of God, a symbol
central to Jewish merkabah mysticism724.

The extensive use of the chariot motif in

connection with Mary and her role in bearing divinity in the manner of a Chariot begs the
question as to what extent may aspects of Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’ symbolism are indebted
to this Jewish mystical tradition725.

The Development of the Symbolism in the Andəmta
The andəmta exhibits a robust continuation of the aforementioned symbolic interpretations
of divine indwelling. Zechariah’s lampstand, Ezekiel’s closed door, Gideon’s fleece, and
Elisha’s water pot are all elucidated in andəmt along similar lines the Hidr 21 Dəggwā,
although enigmatically the andəmta on Isaiah 19:1 does not mention the symbolism of the
‗bare cloud‘726.


The andəmta on Zechariah 4:3 explains, ‗the lampstand [is a symbol of] Our Lady,
the gold of her purity and her holiness, the bowl for the wick of her womb, the cover
of her virginity, the fire of divinity, the wick of the Incarnation, the oil of the Holy
Spirit...’727



The andəmta on Ezekiel 44:2 interprets ‗The closed East [Door]‘ contained in the
Ezekiel 44vision of the temple, stating, ‗having become pregnant without a seed, [it
is a symbol] that he be born with sealed virginity, it proves that his mother will live
without [the signs of virginity being] being opened after his birth‘728.



The andəmta on Psalm 72:6 (71:6) explains the reference to the ‗fleece of David‘ in
Judges 6:36-40, where Gideon lays out a white fleece which collects dew, and also
to the LXX version of this Psalm, ‗He shall come down as rain upon a fleece; and as
drops falling upon the earth‘ (hence the connection with David) thus: ‗ANDM: Dew
falls from heaven and it goes well with a fleece, the Lord will dwell in the Mary‘s
womb. ANDM the dew being His symbol, and the fleece her symbol in Our Lady‘s
womb he will dwell. The fleece means that of Gideon (Judges 6)‘729.
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The andəmta on 2Kings 19:22, states, ‗As Elisha said, starting from that day until
today the water was changed from bitterness to sweetness. For the time it was said
like this, but for later it is a symbol. The new pitcher of Our Lady, meaning it is the
handiwork of Elisha; the salt [is a symbol] of the Lord, meaning the salt which
makes sweet the insipid; the water [is a symbol] of baptism; the bitterness is a
symbol of wages of sin, of the curse on Adam and Eve; the bitterness comes from
outside, rather than from the water; the wages of sin, and the curse of Adam are not
from baptism; that the water became sweet because of the pitcher and the salt is a
symbol that it is because of the Lord, because of Our Lady that sonship is to be
gained‘730.

In its treatment of Ark symbolism, however, the andəmta places less focus on divine
indwelling and immanence than the Dəggwā, disassociating Ark imagery from other related
symbols. The Ark is interpreted in a unique manner, rather than as part of a set of symbols.
Whilst specific references to symbols such as Christ as the tablets of the Law, Mary as the
Chariot of Aminadab, or to Ezekiel’s vision of the Chariot throne do not occur in the
andəmta, it does, however, attach special potency to the Ark of the Covenant and its
connection with Mary. A similar trend can also be detected in the Kəbra Nagaśt particularly
in the later sections that appear to date from the thirteenth century731.
The andəmt interprets key biblical passages: the story of Noah and the Ark in Genesis 6-8,
Moses’ encounter with the burning bush in Exodus 3:2and the details of the construction of
the Ark of the Covenant in Exodus 25:10-22.
The andəmta for Genesis 8:19, towards the end of the flood story when the animals leave
Noah’s Ark , narrates a rich interpretation that connects the Ark and Noah with various New
Testament themes:


The Ark as Mary, Noah as Christ;



The Ark as the Cross, Noah as Christ;



The Ark as baptism, Noah as the baptised;



The Ark as the Church, Noah as the believers;



The Ark as the resurrection, Noah the dead who are raised.
ANDM: the boat is a symbol of Our Lady, Noah of the Lord, those to the right
and left those who believe in the promise of Our Lady, a symbol of the People
(the Jews) and the Gentiles.
ANDM: the boat is a symbol of the Cross, Noah of the Lord, those to his right
and left a symbol of the thief crucified on the right and the thief crucified on the
left.
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ANDM: the boat is a symbol of baptism, Noah together with his children of the
baptised, her [the Ark] being in three divisions a symbol of the fact that baptism
is in the three names of the Trinity.
ANDM: the boat is a symbol of the Church, and her being in three divisions is a
symbol of the three divisions of the church. Noah together with his children is a
symbol of the believers.
ANDM: the boat is a symbol of the resurrection, Noah together with his
children of the dead, her being in three divisions is a symbol of our
resurrection. The First Born, Christ rose on the third day, and we will rise on
the sound of the third trumpet. Because ‗he beat us, but he will heal us and he
wounded us, but he will cure us and he will restore life to us on the second day,
and on the third day we shall arise and we will live before him‘ as it says
(Hosea 6:2).732
Whereas the primary imagery of Noah’s Ark in the Dəggwā is one of divine immanence,
associated with the Ark of the Covenant, exploiting the meaning of ታቦት, tbot that is used
for both Arks, in the andəmta there seems to be a trend away from this. Divine immanence
is expressed through the analogy with Mary and Christ, but now it is only one of a group of
symbolic interpretations that focus on themes of redemption and salvation.
The Ark as a symbol of the resurrection identified in this andəmta does not occur in the
Dəggwā but it does occur in Ephrem’s Hymns on the Resurrection, II:4:
It was in a similar way that in the Ark all voices cried out:
outside [the Ark] were fearsome waves, but inside, lovely voices;
tongues, all in pairs, uttered together in chaste fashion,
thus serving as a type for our festival733 now when unmarried girls and boys
together in innocence sing praise to the Lord of that Ark.734
The Dəggwā and Ephrem express divine indwelling in Mary through the symbol of the
burning bush in Exodus 3:2735. Here the symbol of divine presence is the fire, and the
miracle of the Incarnation, the divine indwelling in Mary’s womb is symbolised by the bush
not being consumed. This association leads, in the Dəggwā to Mary being given the epithet
Wood of the Bush. Fire also features as a symbol of divine presence in the Exodus 3:2
andəmta, and interpreted in several ways.
Moses saw fire on the bush, he saw the bush without it being destroyed by the
fire. EXPLANATION: fire together with life736, fire united with life, the fire not
destroying the life, he saw the fire not destroying the life. This is a symbol: the
life of Israel, the fire of their hardship; as the fire did not destroy the life, so
Israel the hardship of Egypt, it is a symbol of them not saying, we mourned, we
were sad, we became slaves, we are distant from Him. For as the fire did not
destroy the life, so Israel having finished with the hardship of Egypt was not
destroyed. For the time [the symbol] was this. The fulfilment, however, [is] the
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fire is divinity, and the life is humanity, as the fire did not destroy the life, so
divinity without leaving its fullness, its extent, its remoteness, the flesh without
leaving its bulk, its corruption737,its limitation it is a symbol of them, with great
care being made one. ANDM: the fire is a symbol of Our Lord, and the life of
our Lady. For as the fire did not destroy the life, so our Lord became man the
nature of divinity did not change her. 738
The andəmta firstly interprets the bush as Israel enduring the fire of suffering, a symbol that
is fulfilled in the fusion of humanity and divinity in the person of Christ. The second
interpretation incorporates the burning bush as a symbol of the Incarnation but the emphasis
has shifted to the person of Mary. Rather than marvelling at the paradox of the divine being
borne in Mary, as has been seen in the Dəggwā and in Ephrem, the focus has shifted to draw
attention to Mary’s unchangeable nature.
The andəmta for Exodus 25:20 supplies a complex interpretation which emphasises the
connection with Mary as well as divine immanence expressed in the Incarnation. The first
section gives three different Amharic renditions of the Ge’ez text each one expressing the
divine immanence associated with the Ark. This is expressed through the giving of the
commandments, through God’s presence in the Ark, and through God’s conversing with the
High Priest:
(Ge‘ez) And I will make myself known to you there and I will speak in the midst
of the canopy, between the two cherubim which are one, the Tbot of the
Testimony all of the commandments which I will command you concerning the
children of Israel.
(Amharic) I being there will reveal myself to you above the place where they
meet, place the two tablets of stone on which I wrote the 10 commandments
which I spoke to you inside the tbot
ANDM: Place the two tablets on which are the 10 commandments which I gave
to you in the tbot and because I am there I will be revealed to you, near the
people of Israel.
ANDM: to the children of Israel I said, ‗All the commandments which I
commanded you, over the rectangular tbot where the two cherubim are, in
between them over where they meet while saying this I will converse with you‘
he said. 739
The andəmta then moves to symbolic interpretations of the Ark, differing in places from
Yared. As in the Dəggwā gold is a symbol of Mary’s purity, and hence virginity, but the
gold carrying rings, which are not mentioned in the Dəggwā, now symbolise of the Virgin’s
four-fold purity. The ‗hammered gold‘740 symbolising purity in the Dəggwā741, is now
interpreted as the unceasing spiritual fervour of Mary.
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This is a symbol:
The tbot of Our Lady;
The gold of her purity and her holiness;
The river of her mind;
The hammered gold [is a symbol of ] the furore of the Spirit, for as that furore
will not be settled the spiritual furore from the mind of Our Lady will not
disappear; 742
The stand underneath is the purity of woman [Mary],
The place where [the wings of the cherubim] meet above [is a symbol of] the
purity the Father,
The two wings of Hanna and Joachim;
That which is put between [them] of Our Lady, being in between them, it is a
symbol of her being found from the union of Hanna and Joachim;
.....
The four rings, for she is pure in four ways, in sight, in touch, in hearing and in
thinking. 743
As was the case with Noah’s Ark, the symbolism shifts from that which conveys divine
immanence towards the veneration of Mary. The andəmta continues with a chronological
interpretation of the dimensions of the Ark:
The two cubits and a span length are the years from Adam to Noah, if they are
counted they are two thousand two hundred and fifty six years, in two thousand
two hundred and fifty six years the Tbot of Noah was found as a sign of the
Virgin;
The cubit and a span width are the years from Noah to Moses, if these are
counted there are one thousand six hundred and twenty two years, in one
thousand six hundred and twenty two years the Tbot of Moses was found as a
symbol of the Virgin;
The height of a cubit and a span are the years from Moses to the True Virgin, if
they are counted they come to one thousand six hundred and twenty two years,
in one thousand six hundred and twenty two years the Tbot of Noah, a symbol
of the Virgin, and the Tbot of Moses, a symbol of the Virgin, because they are
her symbol, in five thousand five hundred years the True Virgin was found, and
this is a symbol; 744
This interpretation which interprets each of the Arks as marking the approach of the
Incarnation resonates with the merging of the symbolism of the two Arks in the Dəggwā745,
although here the emphasis is on Mary, rather than divine immanence.
At the end of this extensive commentary a further symbol of the Incarnation is expressed by
means of the High Priest approaching the divine presence of the Ark on the Day of
Atonement. In an unusual interpretation of divine immanence, Mary is represented by the
High Priest, and the divine presence by Gabriel, an encounter that results in the Word
entering Mary:
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Over the place where they join the cherubim, which are carved like two
chickens, will fight each other meaning each year the High Priest entered from
the place of entreaty with the precious stones (the Urim and the Thummim), and
having heard the word, he come out; Our Lady having heard from her guardian
angel, from Gabriel, gave birth to the incarnated Word who taught with human
words. This is a symbol. 746
The andəmta does not make the association between Mary and the Tabernacle that was
found in the Dəggwā747, but rather focuses the symbolism on the Ark of the Covenant.
Overall, there appears to be a tendency for the symbolism to narrow from the wide range
found in the deggwa, a trend that seems to be accompanied by the development of a specific
devotion to the person of Mary, over and above her rôle in the Incarnation.

The Development of Symbolism in the Kəbra Nagaśt
In the Kəbra Nagaśt symbolic interpretations of the Ark occur mostly in the third section,
which Hubbard identified as belonging to the latest recension, dated to the late thirteenth
century CE748. The development of the symbolic approach from the early literature of the
Dəggwā into some parts of the andəmta has already been seen. The Kəbra Nagaśt material
shows further developments that are consistent with a later date of composition. Although
the ideas in the Kəbra Nagaśt are clearly rooted in the symbolic theology of Yared, the focus
is almost predominantly on the Ark of the Covenant and its connection with Mary.
Embellished symbolism, coupled with specific potency, expand the significance of the Ark
to be a focus of Christian worship. In support of the Ark’s central rôle the Kəbra Nagaśt
uses supplementary symbols apart from the Ark of the Covenant. In contrast with Yared and
the andəmta Noah’s Ark is mentioned only briefly749. The burning bush has no place in the
Kəbra Nagaśt as a symbol of divine presence. Instead it is specifically connected with the
Cross, not only symbolically as potent wooden material750, but as the wood of the Cross
itself, a development that is encapsulated in the statement, ‗Uriel will protect the wood of
the thicket which will be the Cross of the Saviour‘751.
The Kəbra Nagaśt mentions Noah frequently, but the Ark is largely absent, probably because
Noah’s Ark is not equated with the Ark of the Covenant. In chapter 100, ‗Concerning the
Angels who Rebelled‘, which traces the fall and redemption of man, Noah’s Ark appears to
emphasise the theme of redemption through the material of wood, a dominant theme
throughout the book752:
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And Noah said, ‗Lord I have believed your word, but make known to me by
what I will be saved.‘, and He [God] said to him, ‗By wood you will be saved
from the water.‘ And he [Noah] said, ‗How, my Lord?‘ He [God] said to him,
‗Make a four-sided Ark (tābot), and hew her and make her inside chambers
three, and go into her with all your house.‘ 753
A further explanation, a few lines later, portrays the four-sided shape of Noah’s Ark as
symbolising the Cross754, and the altar, imagery which is removed from the symbolism of
divine indwelling that is found in the Dəggwā.
He [God] said to him, ‗Make the things by which you will be saved,‘ that is the
Ark (tābot) of the Church, and when he said, ‗Make it four-sided,‘ He showed
that the symbol of the Cross is fourfold. And the four corners of the Ark (tābot)
are the four corners of the altar... 755
This chapter of the Kəbra Nagaśt continues with a discussion of the construction of the Ark
of the Covenant. The two Arks being so closely associated is, perhaps, a remnant of more
ancient connections made between the two symbols, but at this juncture any idea of divine
indwelling seems to have been removed from Noah’s Ark. The threefold division of Noah’s
Ark referring to the Church is also mentioned in the andəmta as discussed above, but further
details regarding the significance of the shape of the Ark have been added.
Chapter 104, ‗More Concerning the Ark and the Talk of the Wicked‘, makes a further
reference to Noah’s Ark, starting with a list of different ways in which God has worked
salvation, through the medium of wood. These include the Arks, and also the meeting of
God with Abraham under a tree; Jacob’s use of wood to make himself rich; Isaac’s blessing
of Jacob with a wooded staff; and David’s moving of the Ark of the Covenant from Samaria.
Here, notably, two Arks are mentioned together as symbolic of salvation. As in the previous
passage in the Kəbra Nagaśt, Noah’s Ark is mentioned specifically in the context of it
symbolising salvation, rather than divine immanence.
And concerning the Ark (tābot) He saved Noah with the Ark (tābot) .....and to
Moses he said, ‗Make an Ark (tābot) from wood which will not rot, in the
likeness of Zion, the Ark (tābot) of the Covenant‘756
All other references to Noah make no mention of the Ark which he built, a finding consistent
with Hubbard’s view that these portions of the Kəbra Nagaśt were added at a later date757,
and the idea that the Kəbra Nagaśt aims to emphasise the potency of the Ark of the Covenant
over and above symbolism of divine immanence and indwelling which is attached to the two
Arks in the Dəggwā.
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The oldest part of the Kəbra Nagaśt, the Sheba Cycle758, frequently refers to the Ark of the
Covenant as ‘Heavenly Zion’, an appellation that is usually qualified by the phrase ‘the Ark
of the Law of God’759. This serves to preserve the indistinct boundary between this world
and Paradise.

Attention falls on the Kəbra Nagaśt‘s interpretation of the Ark of the

Covenant as a sign of God’s promise and source of salvation, but the theme of divine
immanence does emerge in chapter 98 where the Ark is described as a ‗dwelling place of the
Heavenly Zion‘

760

. This term is explained in the following quotation from the opening of

the Kəbra Nagaśt, as the dwelling place of the glory of the Trinity from before creation.
‗The explanation and pronouncement of the 318 Orthodox ones concerning
honour, greatness and glory, and how God gave them to the children of Adam,
and especially concerning the greatness and honour of Zion, the Ark of God‘s
Law, of which he is the maker and the fashioner, in the fortress of His temple,
before all creation, both angels and men. For the Father, the Son and the Holy
Spirit in unison and with agreement and with equality made the Heavenly Zion
as the dwelling place of their glory. And then the Father said to the Son and to
the Holy Spirit, ―Let us make man in our image and in our likeness,‖ and they
were in accord and they agreed on this plan. And the Son said, ―I will put on
the flesh of Adam,‖ and the Holy Spirit said, ―I will dwell in the heart of the
prophets and the saints,‖ and this agreement and covenant was made in Zion
the dwelling place of their glory. And David said, ―Your agreement was
remembered which you made before the creation for the salvation of the rod of
your inheritance, in Mount Zion in which you dwell.‘ 761
The phrase ‗dwelling place‘ used of the Ark evokes the shekinah although the usage is
distinct from Yared and Ephrem. The phrase ማኅዯረ መሇኮት, mdara malakot, ‘dwelling
place of divinity’ favoured by Yared occurs once in the Kəbra Nagaśt762. There are a further
nineteen occurrences of ማኅዯረ, mdara, ‘dwelling place of....’ used to describe the Ark,
the most frequent being ማኅዯረ ስብሐቲሁ, mdara səbəatihu, ‘the dwelling place of
His glory’763, and the remaining being similar in meaning764. ‘Dwelling place’ is found in all
three parts of the Kəbra Nagaśt, although it is most common in Part III, probably added in
the late thirteenth century CE765. Although the phrase probably originates from the same
influences that were on the Dəggwā, its usage appears to be distinct. In the Dəggwā it
conveyed the idea of divine immanence, but in the Kəbra Nagaśt the phrase seems rather to
be a title that stresses the honour and glory brought to the place where the Ark is found,
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exemplified by the following from chapter 60, from the Sheba legend, the oldest part of the
Kəbra Nagaśt:
You caused the Ark of the Law to come down from heaven upon the earth for
the children of Jacob, your inheritance together with your Law and your
Commandments, in the pattern of the precepts of angels, because you had
already established Zion as your dwelling place on the mountain of your
sanctuary.766
In Chapter 98 the Kəbra Nagaśt gives an interpretation of the adornment and contents of the
Ark, which can be compared to that in the andəmta767. Gold symbolises purity in both the
andəmta and the Kəbra Nagaśt, but whereas the former interprets it as Mary’s purity, and
also uses gold to symbolise the furore of the Spirit in Mary, in the latter the purity is that of
the Godhead:
The gold is the purity of the Godhead which came down from heaven, because
the Godhead understands the whole of heaven and earth, and likewise the Ark,
the dwelling place of the Heavenly Zion, is plated with gold. And the Ark is to
be interpreted as Mary, and the wood which will not rot is to be interpreted as
Christ Our Saviour, and the Gomor which is the gold container which is inside
the Ark is to be interpreted as Mary, and the Manna which is in the container is
interpreted as the flesh of Christ which came down from heaven, and the Word
of God which is written on the Two Tablets is to be interpreted as Christ the
Son of God, and the spiritual Zion is to be interpreted as the light of the
Godhead.768
This quotation notably includes three images of the Ark bearing Christ to the faithful. Christ
is portrayed by the familiar symbols of manna and the stone tablets, with an additional
symbol, i.e. ‗wood which will not rot‘ representing the incorruptible flesh which he took
from Mary. This symbol is absent in both Yared and the andəmta769.
Mary is symbolised as the Ark, but also as the Gomor770 which contained manna, but her
connection with the Ark of the Covenant is further emphasised in Chapter 11 , ‘The
Unanimous Declaration of the 318‘, where the text moves the focus from the Ark in this
world to the heavenly one.

Now Mary symbolises the eternal dwelling place of the

Godhead, representing a significant development from the earlier literature. Mary is no
longer the fulfilment of the symbolism found in the Old Testament, she is connected with
something understood to have existed before the creation of the world, so taking on eternal
significance.
And if the heavenly Zion had not descended and if he had not put on the flesh of
Adam then the Word of God would not have appeared and our salvation would
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not have been, the evidence is in the symbol, the heavenly Zion is likened to the
Mother of the Redeemer, Mary, for the constructed Zion also contains in her the
Ten Commandments of the Law which were written by His hand, and He
himself, the Creator, dwelt in the womb of Mary, through whom all things came
into being.771
These passages all evoke the portrayal of Wisdom in Sirach772 24:1-12, in particular verses
9-10, ‗Before the ages, in the beginning, he created me, and for all the ages I shall not cease
to be. In the holy tent773 I ministered before him, and so I was established in Zion‘.

The Significance of the Interpretation of the Ark(s)
In the Old Testament the Ark of the Covenant was the place where the High Priest came into
the presence of God once a year, and was understood to be the place where God Himself
dwelt. This background gives rise to the primary symbolism connected with the Ark of the
Covenant, which is that of divine immanence and indwelling.
Both Ephrem and the Dəggwā articulate the Ark of the Covenant as the primary symbol to
express divine immanence in the created world. Their particular choice of phrases such as
‗dwelling place of divinity‘ resonates with the rabbinic idea of the shekinah, itself rooted in
the Old Testament passages connected with the Ark of the Covenant. Noah’s Ark, although
interpreted symbolically as dwelling place for God in the ‘Ephremic’ tradition, is prominent
in the Dəggwā. Because in Ge’ez the same word is employed to describe both Arks, various
passages merge the motifs of the two Arks into one symbol of immanence. Yared uniquely
enhanced the symbol of the Ark in his exploitation of the noun ከርሥ, kar, whereby he
simultaneously associated Mary’s womb with the interiors of the two Arks. By contrast, this
association does not occur in the ‘Ephremic’ tradition despite its use of

 ܭkars whose
ܳ ܟ,
ܪܥܐ

meaning is restricted to ‘womb’.
Ephrem and Yared employ the imagery of the Ark to incorporate a variety of symbols
denoting divine immanence including the Tabernacle, as well as Isaiah’s swift cloud,
Zechariah’s lampstand, Ezekiel’s closed gate, David and Gideon’s fleece, and Elisha’s pot of
salt.

This group of symbols suggests their collective purpose is to symbolise divine

immanence, rather than attaching especial significance to any one symbol. In Ge’ez the
interpretation of the Ark has been extended to identify believers, who become dwelling
places of divinity through the indwelling of the Holy Spirit. Despite this rich variety of
symbols, the Ark of the Covenant retains its prominence as the supreme manifestation of
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divine immanence because of its intrinsic association with the supreme revelation during the
Sinai Theophany.
Later Ethiopic literature engages a subtly different emphasis. The andəmt features the full
range of symbols to express divine immanence, including Noah’s Ark, but employs a diverse
interpretation of these, reflecting its wide range of sources. In this context Noah’s Ark can
also express the Cross, baptism, the Church and the resurrection - in addition to divine
immanence. The andəmt also reveals a shift away from the broader concept of divine
imminence to a more focussed application where the Ark of the Covenant primarily
symbolises the person of Mary. The Kəbra Nagaśt develops this idea further by emphasising
the Ark as a symbol of Mary, who takes on eternal and heavenly significance through her
connection with the Heavenly Zion, the pre-existent prototype of the Ark of the Covenant.
The Kəbra Nagaśt emphasises Mary’s rôle as mediator of divine presence, but does not
employ the comprehensive range of symbols, including that of Noah’s Ark. The paradox of
divine indwelling and the uncontainable God being contained is not elucidated, a shift of
emphasis that is consistent with the Kəbra Nagaśt’s main purpose to emphasise the status of
Ethiopia as the possessor of the tābot.
In the face of suggestions by some scholars that Syrian influence in Ethiopia arose in the
fourteenth century, particularly through the use of Syro-Arabic Bible versions and other texts
translated from Arabic774, important conclusions regarding the date of this influence emerge
from the application of the Ark symbolism. In both Yared and Ephrem, the focus on divine
immanence is conveyed principally through the symbolic link that is forged between Mary
and the Ark, with an accompanying spectrum of symbols. In these works, the Ark, as the
prime symbol of divine immanence, contrasts with the shift to the person of Mary that
characterises the andəmt and the Kəbra Nagaśt. The shared symbolism of the ‘Ephremic’
traditions and the Dəggwā points to the two writers belonging to similar thought-worlds,
with the Syrian traditions enhancing and inspiring the interpretation of the tābot as a
‗dwelling place of divinity‘ that appears to have been already embedded in Ethiopic culture
when the Bible was translated, possibly as early as the fourth century CE775. The close links
that have been demonstrated between Yared and Ephrem place the Ethiopic understanding of
the Ark within the confines of Syriac Judaeo-Christian symbolic approach to theology and in
doing so point to contacts in the fifth and sixth centuries that reinforce the traditions
associated with the advent of the ‘Nine Saints’ to Ethiopia.
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Chapter 4: The Symbolic Interpretation of the Cross.
The discussion of symbolism connected to the Ark in the previous chapter made allusions to
the potency of wood, a theme that the Kəbra Nagaśt employs to link Ark symbolism with the
next symbol considered in this study, the Cross. Attending any ceremony in the Ethiopian
Orthodox Church would lead to the impression that the Cross is the primary icon of the
Ethiopian tradition; moreover, moreover the Ethiopic literature contains many allusions to
the Cross, through signs, shapes, or wooden material.

The pervasiveness of Cross

symbolism in Ethiopia, however, demonstrates an understanding that extends far beyond the
crucifixion to a current, potent and material reality. In his seminal study of the theology of
Jewish Christianity, Jean Daniélou concluded that to ‗the Jewish Christian... the Cross is
something more than the wood on which Jesus was crucified. It is a spiritual, mysterious,
living reality which accompanies the risen Christ‘776, suggesting that it is in the world of the
Judaeo-Christians that the roots of this potent/influential Ethiopic symbol might be found.
Daniélou’s comprehensive study of the typology of the Cross in early Christian literature 777
has provided the foundation for the comparative analysis of Cross symbolism in this chapter,
his work valuably identifying precursors in the earliest Syriac literature.
This chapter outlines Daniélou’s framework, and develops a definition of JudaeoChristianity that is applied to demonstrate the continuity and connection of symbols in
Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’ literature with early Syriac literature, in particular the Odes of
Solomon. Daniélou identified four pertinent categories of symbols relating to: the shape or
sign of the Cross; wooden material; the vivifying action of the Cross; and the global nature
of redemption through the Cross.

This framework will be applied to Ethiopic and

‘Ephremic’ accounts of events in the lives of the Old Testament Patriarchs: Noah, Abraham
and Moses.
and

Particular attention will be given to the multi-semiotic usage of ዔፅ, ‗ə,

ܳ  ܭܩ, qays, meaning ‗wood‘, ‗tree‘ or ‗cross‘, and how it invites salvific significance
ܝܦܐ

to be attached to many items made of wood, or actions performed in the shape of the Cross
used to enhance symbolism in many cases. Such symbolic interpretations are rare in the
Dəggwā, but this chapter will illustrate how a diverse set of symbols found in the andəmt
are and in the ‘Ephremic’ tradition are unified in the Kəbra Nagaśt through the potency of
wood.
Daniélou’s findings were groundbreaking, but queries have been raised over his term
‘Jewish-Christian’ as well as his claim that there was an early period overlapping with the
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Apostolic Fathers when theology was expressed primarily in Jewish-Semitic terms778.
Several scholars including Robert Murray, Marcel Simon, Stanley Riegel and James
Carleton Paget, have asserted that it is almost impossible to define such a general distinct
entity as the ‘Jewish-Christian’ church, and have challenged the limitation that he placed on
the time-period of Jewish influence779. Furthermore, they have also criticised the scope of
literature defined by Daniélou as Jewish-Christian, which excluded amongst other texts the
New Testament780. Much discussion has revolved around the application of the term ‘Jewish
Christianity’781which Daniélou defined as ‗the expression of Christianity in the thoughtforms of Later Judaism‘782. He opined that the thought-form of the period of Later Judaism,
of the Pharisees, Essenes and Zealots contemporary with Christ was the most important
influence on Judaeo-Christian thought783 whereas the thought of rabbinic, legalistic Judaism
that arose after the Fall of Jerusalem and which was in continual conflict with Christianity
offered lesser influence784. Following the destruction of the Second Temple in 70 CE, which
led to the dispersal of the Jews and a breakdown of the Temple cult, various groups emerged
778
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within and without Judaism. The early to mid second century CE saw the emergence of
works, such as the Shepherd of Hermas and the Odes of Solomon, which displayed
characteristics that were symptomatic of Judaeo-Christianity785. The Odes of Solomon,
elegant but mysterious poems surviving almost complete in Syriac, probably originate from
the Syriac Christian Church at Edessa786. Their imprint on later Syriac literature is unclear,
although Ode XII is alluded to in Ephrem’s Hymns on Paradise787. Daniélou wrote, ‗they are
so markedly Semitic in character that it has proved possible to make out a case for their
Jewish origin.

But it is impossible not to recognise that they come from a Christian

background: everything in them speaks of Jewish Christianity‘788.
Aramaic speaking Christianity was emergent in eastern Syria and northern Mesopotamia,
particularly in the cities of Edessa, Nisibis and Adiabene that straddled the East Roman
frontier789. As Marcel Simon pointed out, these Christians – whose language and thought
was distinctly Semitic – should be included in any definition of Jewish Christianity790. This
viewpoint was upheld by Robert Murray who asserted that non-Hellenised elements of
Judaism flowed into Syriac-Speaking Christianity, which he acknowledged was the principal
focus of Daniélou’s study791. Although Hellenism came to dominate Christianity in the
Roman Empire, in northern Mesopotamia Semitic forms endured well into the fourth
century, the time of Ephrem’s sojourns at Nisibis and Edessa792. This was the environment
that produced much of the literature of ‘Jewish Christianity’ defined by Daniélou as ‗the
expression of Christianity in the thought-forms of Later Judaism‘793. He acknowledged that
Syriac literature supplied some of its most vigorous expressions794, most notably the Peshitta
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Old Testament, with clear Targumic and rabbinic elements that evinced the imprint of
Jewish thought on the Syriac Christian tradition. The Peshitta Old Testament was clearly
translated directly from Hebrew, with the earliest books being translated in the second
century CE, making them the earliest of Syriac literature. The most likely scenario is that
the first books were translated by Edessene Jews, evinced by their inclusion of rabbinic
exegetical style, and of phraseology characteristic of the Targum795. If later translation were
done by Christians, then they must have belonged to ‗a Christian community that still
maintained close ties with its Jewish roots‘796. Similarly, the biblical exegesis of the fourth
century CE Syriac writers Ephrem and Aphrahat employed approaches which in places
correlate with those of the Targumim and Midrash797. The Diatessaron , written in the
second century by Tatian, a native of Adiabene, also makes an apparent reference to the
Gospel of the Hebrews suggesting a Judaeo-Christian influence on this important Gospel
harmony798.
Daniélou proposed that testimonia were one of the defining characteristics of JudaeoChristian thought

799

.

Although not unique to the Judaeo-Christian literature ‗Jewish

Christian theology, however, detaches the testimonia from their historical reference, using
their images, but transforming them into mythic categories through which it expresses its
conceptions‘800. This approach was particularly vigorous when applied to the Cross801, and
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his categorisation of Cross symbolism proves useful for this study.

It will also be

demonstrated that his description of the Judaeo-Christian application of testimonia seems
particularly reminiscent of the Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’ traditions. This distinct approach
will be explored in the Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’ literature802.
Applying the symbolism derived from testimonia, Daniélou’s study on the Cross isolated
four categories:


That related to the shape or sign of the Cross;



That relating to the material of wood;



That expressing the vivifying action of the Cross;



That portraying the global nature of redemption through the Cross.

The first category, i.e. symbolism related to the shape or sign of the Cross803, was widespread
in early Christian literature804, where the interpretation was applied to specific Old Testament
events, the most important being in Exodus 17. The posture of Moses prayer when the
Israelites fought the Amalekites being taken to symbolise the Cross, an interpretation
exemplified by the Epistle of Barnabas805: ‗The Spirit speaketh to the heart of Moses,
inspiring him to perform a type of the Cross and of him that was to suffer upon it‘

806

. The

807

Sibylline Oracles , described the virtues of the Cross, by way of reference to Old
Testament paradigmatic figures:
Immortal King, who suffered for our sake;
802

The antiquity of this approach is demonstrated by symbolic interpretation found in John 3:14, ‗and
just as Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, so must the Son of Man be lifted up‘. It is quite
possible that the symbolism of the brazen serpent, and other symbolic interpretations described in this
chapter, such as Moses’ praying ensuring the Jews’ victory, were part of the Apostolic testimonia, and
it may only be chance that meant that one appeared in the Gospel and another did not. See T.W.
Manson (1945). The Argument from Prophecy. The Journal of Theological Studies XLVI: 129-136:
132; Daniélou: 271. This would explain why the imagery is common, although the Judaeo-Christian
approach remains distinctive as it was developed from these early times.
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The idea appears to be rooted in the interpretation of Isaiah 65:2 ‘I held out my hands all day long
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272.
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the Jewish community of Alexandria and around 70 CE, A. Grillmeier (1975). Christ in Christian
Tradition, Volume 1: From the Apostolic Age to Chalcedon (451): 39; Daniélou: 13, 17, 30. An
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Him Moses typified when he stretched out
Holy arms, conquering Amalek by faith,
That the people might know him to be elect
And honorable before his Father God,
The rod of David and the very stone
Which he indeed did promise, and in which
He that believes shall have eternal life.808
Likewise in Justin Martyr’s Dialogue with Trypho:XC it is the very image of the Cross
portrayed in Moses’ pose which adds potency to his prayers809. For Daniélou, however, ‗the
Jewish Christian origin of this particular theme is confirmed by the Odes of Solomon‘810
where the imagery of the shape of the Cross made in prayer occurs on several occasions,
including Ode XXVII:1-3:
I extended my hands
And hallowed my Lord,
For the expansion of my hands
Is his sign
And my extension
Is the upright cross.
Hallelujah811
The second category comprises symbols relating to the wood from which the Cross was
made812. The interpretation is applied to a wide range of wooden items, and already had its
origins in biblical texts: Acts 5:30, 10:39, 13:29; and 1Peter 2:24 all make reference to a tree
in relation to the cross, as does Galatians 3:13: ‗Christ redeemed us from the curse of the law
by becoming a curse for us-- for it is written, ―Cursed is everyone who hangs on a tree‖‘. In
these cases the allusion is to Deuteronomy 21:23 ‗….for anyone hung on a tree is under
God's curse‘ rather than there being a specific reference to the Tree of Life in the Garden of
Eden. In reality, the symbolism of the second category was often inseparable from the third
category, which connects wood with the waters of baptism. The Epistle of Barnabas:11:6,8
also makes this allusion to the cross and baptism:
...And he who does these things will be like the tree planted by springs of
waters,

808

Terry:59; see also Daniélou: 272.
‗For it was not because Moses so prayed that the people were stronger, but because, while one
who bore the name of Jesus (Joshua) was in the forefront of the battle, he himself made the sign of the
cross‘, Schaff The Apostolic Fathers with Justin Martyr and Irenaeus: 244.
810
Daniélou: 275.
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...Perceive how he referred to the water and the cross together. For this is what
he is saying: ‗Blessed‘ are those who, having placed their hope in the cross,
descend into the water 813
The same association is expressed in the Odes of Solomon XXXIX:10,
Because the sign on them [raging rivers] is the Lord
And the sign is the Way for those who cross in the name of the Lord.
...
And His footsteps stand firm upon the waters, and were not destroyed;
But they are like a beam of wood814 that is constructed on truth.815
The ideas articulated in the Odes and in the Epistle of Barnabas linking the tree and the
Cross with water emphasise a connection with baptism that became embedded in ‘Ephremic’
and Ethiopic literature. Importantly, as Daniélou pointed out, these were already represented
in earlier Jewish traditions. Ezekiel 47:12 connected trees and water with salvation, and
1Enoch 25:5 interpreted the Tree of Life as nourishment for the elect816. The Dialogue with
Trypho LXXXVI also articulated the widespread connection between the Cross and the Tree
of Life:
‗Hear, then, how this Man .... was symbolized both by the tree of life, which
was said to have been planted in paradise, and by those events which should
happen to all the just. Moses was sent with a rod to effect the redemption of the
people; and with this in his hands at the head of the people, he divided the
sea...even as our Christ, by being crucified on the tree, and by purifying [us]
with water, has redeemed us, though plunged in the direst offences which we
have committed, and has made [us] a house of prayer and adoration.‘ 817.
Justin’s interpretation of Noah’s Ark also sees its wooden construction as signifying the
Cross. For instance Dialogue with Trypho CXXXVIII, ‗as was previously demonstrated by
all the symbols of the deluge; I mean, that by water, faith, and wood, those who are aforeprepared, and who repent of the sins which they have committed, shall escape from the
impending judgment of God’818. Although the significance of these symbols would evolve,
notably the Tree of Life came to represent Christ, as does the stem or root of Jesse; the staff
of comfort became a type of the Holy Spirit819, the early symbolism continued to be used by
Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’ literature.
813

Sparks: 288.
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‗Beam of wood‘ here is a translation of
, qays. This idea of the Cross as a bridge is rare,
but is traceable in Ephrem’s Homily on our Lord IV, ‗Since humanity fell into Sheol because of a tree,
it passed over to the place of life upon a tree....., Praise to you who suspended your cross over death
so that souls could pass over on it from the place of the dead to the place of life.‘ Mathews: 280.
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Daniélou: 277. Irenaeus of Lyons is another writer whom Daniélou cites as a witness to JudaeoChristian ideas Daniélou: 11. Although not mentioned in his study, there are two references in his
works to the connection between Isaac and Christ, and the wood he carried representing the Cross,
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The third category comprising symbolism expressing the vivifying action of the Cross is
closely linked to the second and is often expressed through the association of wooden
material with water820. Again paradigms were drawn from the Old Testament, in particular
Noah’s Ark saving him and his family from the waters of the deluge (Genesis7-8); the
crossing of the Red Sea (Exodus 14); and the purification of the bitter water at Marah
(Exodus 15:22-27). Drawing on Psalm 1:3, ‗They are like trees planted by streams of water
The Epistle of Barnabas 11:1 concluded that the Psalmist was referring to both the Cross and
the waters of baptism. In Daniélou’s opinion this extrapolation of the significance of wood,
was an attempt to identify the Cross, symbolised by wood, as the active power in baptism821.
The Jewish-Christian Sibylline Oracles VIII:320-26 also exemplified this potency when
speaking of the sign of the Cross:
But for all mortals then
Shall there a sign be, a distinguished seal,
The Wood among believers, and the horn
Fondly desired, the life of pious men,
But it shall be stumbling block of the world,
Giving illumination7 to the elect
By water in twelve springs;822
The vivifying action of the Cross was also expressed using a range of symbols. Ignatius of
Antioch’s Letter to the Ephesians 9:1 employed an architectural image823, when he likened
the cross to a crane raising people to great heights, ‗....you are stones of the Father‘s temple,
made ready for the edifice of God the Father, raised to the heights by the crane – the cross –
of Jesus Christ, and using the Holy Spirit as a rope‘824.
The fourth category identified by Daniélou comprises examples portraying the global
redemption that the Cross offered825. The earliest witness to this is Irenaueus of Lyons
(c.115-c.202CE). Against Heresies V. 17:4, ‗for as we lost him by means of a tree, by means
of a tree again has been manifest to all...reuniting the two peoples in one only God by the
stretching forth of his hands‘826 This idea was articulated by Athanasius in On the
Incarnation, ‗for it is only on the cross that a man dies with arms outstretched? Here, again,
‗Righteously also do we, possessing the same faith as Abraham, and taking up the cross as Isaac did
the wood, follow Him‘ Irenaeus, Against Heresies, Book IV: 5 4Schaff The Apostolic Fathers with
Justin Martyr and Irenaeus: 467; ‗For it is He who sailed [in the ark] along with Noah, and who
guided Abraham; who was bound along with Isaac, and was a Wanderer with Jacob‘ Irenaeus,
Fragments from Lost Writings LIII Schaff The Apostolic Fathers with Justin Martyr and Irenaeus:
577. These too may be Judaeo-Christian remnants, and they occur in the Ethiopic literature.
820
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we see the fitness of His death and of those outstretched arms: it was that He might draw His
ancient people with the one and the Gentiles with the other, and join both together in
Himself‘827.

The Symbols of the Cross in the Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’ Literature
In keeping with Judaeo-Christian symbolism, ‘Ephremic’ and Ethiopic literature interpret the
Cross in the four distinct ways outlined above. The Syriac and Ge’ez literature used in this
study utilises a single word ዔፅ, ‗ə828, or

ܳ  ܭܩ, qays to mean ‗wood‘, ‗tree‘ or ‗cross‘829.
ܝܦܐ

This multi-semiotic application allows wooden items in the Old Testament to be interpreted
with symbolic significance through connection with the Cross, thus opening up a rich range
of interpretations. The use of the Greek xu,lon in the literature of the early centuries CE also
has a similar spectrum of meanings, but the meaning is distinct830. These interpretations do
often merge and overlap, so an event interpreted in one instance as showing the shape of the
Cross might, in another, be interpreted in relation to the potency of wood. The sweetening of
the bitter waters of Marah in Exodus 15:22-27 is interpreted by the andəmta as a sign of the
potency of wood. The Kəbra Nagaśt however, locates the potency in sign of the Cross made
by Moses831.

This variation does not, however, negate the value of any particular

interpretation as a witness to the Judaeo-Christian imprint in Ethiopic literature, since as
Daniélou comments, ‗the important point here is not the types themselves...but the desire to
make them express the vivifying action of the Cross; for it is this that seems to be Jewish
Christian‘832. In other words, it is the underlying idea that is linked to Judaeo-Christian
roots.
Ethiopic literature is rich in such interpretations, although these occur primarily in the
andəmta and in the Kəbra Nagaśt. The dəggwā, only makes occasional references, however
one does deserve special mention.

The Meskerem 17 Dəggwā, incorporates one such

interpretation, which is not attached to any particular biblical event, but describes the wood
of the Cross as a source of blessing on churches:
[Churches] that are built in his name
And that are consecrated by his blood
And who are blessed with the seal of the wood(ዔፀə) of the Cross
The dwelling place of the glory of God
The Church made holy,
Fair and beautiful,
Pure and beautiful Tabernacle which is not made by the hand of man.....
827

Athanasius (1974). On the Incarnation (De Incarnatione Verbi Dei):27 25.
Leslau Leslau: 57gives the meaning of the Ge’ez word as ‘tree, shrub, bush, wood, stick, staff’, but
a brief reading of the Dəggwā for Meskerem 17 will confirm that the Ge’ez word shares the same
spectrum of meaning as the Syriac.
829
Payne Smith and Margoliouth: 504; Leslau: 57.
830
Danker, Ed.: entry 5175.
831
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By the Wood of his Cross the Church is sanctified833
The sign of the Cross made on the Church is linked to it being ‗the dwelling place of the
glory of God‘ and the ‗Perfect Tabernacle‘, ideas that are rooted in the association of the Ark
with divine immanence and indwelling, as discussed in chapter 3834. The Church now
becomes the dwelling place of God through the potency wood that is naturally linked to the
divine presence and the person of Mary. This idea extends the symbolism of the vivifying
action of the Cross, and the unfolding of this interpretation exemplifies Daniélou’s idea that
Judaeo-Christian theology transforms examples ‗into mythic categories through which it
expresses its conceptions‘835.

The Cross and the Patriarchs in the Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’ Literature
The Old Testament Patriarchs: Noah, Abraham and Moses each participate in events that are
interpreted as symbolising the deliverance of God and ultimately the Cross. In Genesis 6-9
the Ark delivered Noah and his family from the flood because of his righteousness. In
Genesis 9:1-18 God makes a covenant with Noah not to destroy the world again. In Genesis
15 God makes a covenant with Abraham that his descendents will be numerous, and then in
Genesis 18 appears to Abraham at the Oaks of Mamre to promise a son. Genesis 22 recounts
the command to Abraham that he is to sacrifice his son Isaac, although eventually a ram is
substituted. Exodus is largely taken up with accounts of God leading His people through
Moses, the most graphic and symbolic being the crossing of the Red Sea in Exodus 14, God
ultimately makes a covenant with Moses, through the giving of the Ten Commandments in
Exodus 31. These three Patriarchs also feature prominently in Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’
literature, their actions being interpreted as symbolic of the Cross. The potency of wood is
further emphasised through its connection with covenants made by God with each of these
Patriarchs, a theme that runs strongly through the Kəbra Nagaśt836. Following the precedent
in Judaeo-Christian literature, many of these potent symbols of the Cross are also linked with
water, pointing to the vivifying action of the Cross in relation to baptism837.

Noah’s Ark
The Genesis 8:19 andəmta offers a wide set of interpretations, including connections
between the Ark and: Mary and Christ; the Cross; baptism; and the Church.
ANDM: the boat is a symbol of Our Lady, Noah of the Lord, those to the right
and left those who believe in the promise of Our Lady, a symbol of the People
(the Jews) and the Gentiles.

Yared መጽሐፈ ዴ ዖቅደስ ያሬዴ: 29 c 12-17, 30 a 4.
See chapter 3 page 91.
835
Daniélou : 271.
836
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833
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ANDM: the boat is a symbol of the Cross, Noah of the Lord, those to his right
and left a symbol of the thief crucified on the right and the thief crucified on the
left.
ANDM: the boat is a symbol of baptism, Noah together with his children of the
baptised, her [the Ark] being in three divisions a symbol of the fact that baptism
is in the three names of the Trinity.
ANDM: the boat is a symbol of the Church, and her being in three divisions is a
symbol of the three divisions of the church. Noah together with his children is a
symbol of the believers.
ANDM: the boat is a symbol of the resurrection, Noah together with his
children of the dead, her being in three divisions is a symbol of our
resurrection. The First Born, Christ rose on the third day, and we will rise on
the sound of the third trumpet. Because ‗he beat us, but he will heal us and he
wounded us, but he will cure us and he will restore life to us on the second day,
and on the third day we shall arise and we will live before him‘838 as it says
(Hosea 6:2).839
Each of these andəmta relates to the Judaeo-Christian categories outlined at the opening of
this chapter accompanied by some wider allusions. The first andəmta connects the Ark with
Mary, and Noah with Christ, in a symbolic interpretation of divine immanence and
indwelling840. The redemption through ‗the promise of Our Lady‘ is for both Jews and
Gentiles, a typical Judaeo-Christian emphasis on global redemption. The second andəmta
explicitly connects the Ark with the Cross, although it is not explicitly stated that this
connection is through wood. In the third andəmta the Ark symbolises baptism, an example
of the Judaeo-Christian pattern of linking wood with the Cross and expressing it as the
vivifying action in baptism. The fourth andəmta connects the Ark with the Church and with
the presence of the Trinity in the Church, thus extrapolating the idea of divine immanence
and indwelling. The fifth andəmta is an Ethiopic development of the Judaeo-Christian idea
of the vivifying action of the Cross, linking the Ark with the resurrection of the dead and
interpreting the resurrection of Christ as a pledge for the faithful.
Chapter 100 of the Kəbra Nagaśt, by contrast, only makes a brief reference to the connection
between Noah’s Ark and the Cross:
And He said, ‗Make that by which you will be saved, that is the Ark of the
Church.‘ And when he said, ‗Make it four sided!‘ He showed that the sign of
the Cross was four fold.841
The four-sided structure signifies the Cross, an interpretation which merges the JudaeoChristian symbols of wooden material and the shape of the Cross.

838

This is a rather free rendition of this verse, which is rendered in the LXE, ‘After two days he will
heal us: in the third day we shall arise, and live before him, and shall know him’. This free rendition
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The association between Noah, his Ark and the Cross also occur in Ephrem who writes in
Hymns on Virginity VIII:14 ‗in Noah is portrayed your Church‘842. The safety of the Ark in
Hymns on the Nativity I:45 symbolises ‗the holy church in which souls take refuge‘843.
Emphasising the tranquillity inside the Ark844, this echoes the allusion to the Ark
representing the Church in the andəmta quoted above. For Ephrem, however, it is of the
‗utmost significance‘ that the Ark is made of wood845. It is the material of construction
linking the Ark to the salvific work of the Ark and the Cross. The Ark is termed ‗a
[substitute] earth of wood‘ or ‗the wooden habitation‘ in the first of the Nisibene Hymns846,

ܳ ܭ

this allusion arising out of the multiple meanings of ܩܝܦܐ, qays847.
In Hymns on Faith XLIX:3, 1-3; and 4, 1-2 to avoid repetition and for poetic balance,
Ephrem uses
with

ܺ
ܨܠܝ ܳܒܐ

lib, ‘cross’848 to express the ‗Cross of its Steersman‘ in conjunction

ܳ  ܭܩ, qays, for the ‗Wood of its Sailor‘.
ܝܦܐ

Both terms clearly symbolise the Cross of

Christ in Noah’s Ark:
Over the Flood the ship of the Lord of all flew:
It departed from the east, it rested in the west,
It flew off to the south, and measured out the north;
....
[The Ark] marked out by its course the sign of its Preserver
-the Cross of its Steersman, and the Wood of its Sailor
Who has come to fashion for us a Church in the waters [of baptism]:
With the threefold name He rescues those who reside in her.849
As well as exploiting the multi-semiotic meanings of

ܳ  ܭܩ, qays, the Ark’s course, as it
ܝܦܐ

floated on the sea, is taken to symbolise the Cross, thus resonating with the Kəbra Nagaśt
wherein the square shape of the Ark represents the Cross. The waters of the deluge also
signify baptism, and in doing so correlate with the andəmta. There is also a reference to the
vivifying action of the Cross in baptism.

In these short lines, therefore, Ephrem has

combined all four of Daniélou’s Judaeo-Christian categories of Cross symbolism. In his
prose commentary on Genesis, however, Ephrem makes no mention of the link between the
Cross and Noah’s Ark850.
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Abraham
Abraham is a towering figure in the Old Testament with various episodes in his life
providing rich opportunities for symbolic interpretations in both Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’
literature.

Abraham Meets God at the Oaks of Mamre
This event is referred to in the andəmta on Genesis 18:1.
(Ge‘ez) And God revealed himself to Abraham near the Trees(ዔፀə) of Mamre
while he was sitting at the door of his tent, it was midday.
(Amharic) Mamre means olive [or] acacia. When Abraham was at the door of
his tent at midday, God was seen next to the olive and acacia conversing.
ANDM when sitting on a wooden seat at the gate of his tent he was seen
conversing.851
This andəmta implicitly draws attention to wooden material in a variety of symbols: the tree
next to which God appears, and the wooden seat on which Abraham sat. The tree is
identified as an olive or acacia tree, the reason for not calling it an oak is not clear, however,
the word used for ‘tree’ is ዔፅ, ‗ə with its triple meaning pointing to the Cross.
Kəbra Nagaśt Chapter 104 makes the same connection between this event and the Cross by
reference to wood, as well as associating it with several other events which involved wood.
A reference to the ‗Trees of Manbar‘, could be a misprint for Mamre but it could relate to the
andəmta‘s reference to Abraham’s seat or throne made of wood, መኑበር, manbar being the
Ge’ez for seat or throne852. The Kəbra Nagaśt enhances the link with the Ark through the
reference to wood that will not rot.
‗And concerning the Ark of the Covenant He saved Noah with the Ark; and He
spoke with Abraham in the Trees (ዔፀə) of Manbar, which is wood which will
not rot; and He saved Isaac a by means of the sheep caught853 in a thicket of
wood; and He made Jacob wealthy with three rods of wood854 which he lay in
watering troughs; and through the top of Jacob‘s staff Joseph was blessed855;
and He said to Moses ―Make the Ark from wood which will not rot, in the
likeness of Zion, the Ark of the Covenant‘; and when David took her (the Ark)
from the country of Samaria he placed the Ark of the Law in a new case856 and
rejoiced before it; because He had declared the Ark as salvation from long ago,
and many miracles and wonders were done by it by its form and likeness.
Listen to me and I will reveal precisely to you how God gave salvation through
Anonymous መጻሕፍተ ብለያት፡ ኦሪት ዖፍጥረት (ዖሌዯት)፣ ኦሪት ዖፀአት: ዖፍጥረት 114.
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the wood of the His Cross, and through the Ark of His Law, from the beginning
to the end. And through wood salvation came to Adam because Adam‘s first
transgression was by means of wood, and from long ago He instituted salvation
for him through wood because He alone is Lord, Creator, Giver of life and
death, and everything is done through his Word.‘857
This interpretation of Genesis 18 does not appear to feature in the ‘Ephremic’ tradition, but
is mentioned by Justin Martyr858.

Abraham and Isaac
Genesis 22 relates how God commanded Abraham to sacrifice his Son, an event to which
the Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’ traditions attach great symbolic significance. Although the
Dəggwā does not make any reference to this event, the andəmta on Genesis 22:5 first
identifies the place of this event as krani,ou the Greek for Golgotha, the place of the skull,
the location of the Crucifixion:
(Ge‘ez) My son and I will go as far as the mountain, we will worship and return
to you here
(Amharic) My child and I will go up the mountain, we will worship and return,
he said to them.
EXPLANATION: the mountain was called qrnyo.859
A rare copy of a Ge’ez andəmta found at St Gabriel’s Monastery in Zway, Ethiopia, also
makes the same connection, although this time preferring to use the Hebrew name for the
place of crucifixion:
And the mount which he sought is Mount Zion, which is the place Golgotha, the
tomb of Our Lord, and the two young men who accompanied Abraham are a
symbol of the two thieves who were crucified with Our Lord.860
This detail is not found in the ‘Ephremic’ sources861, but another early Syriac writer,
Aphrahat862, in Demonstration XXI on Persecution:5 identifies the location of Abraham’s
trial as the threshing floor of Araunah863 and the site of the Temple864. The same specific
connection is made by Jacob of Serugh in Homily LXXX, on The Mysteries, Types and
Depictions of Christ.
Golgotha, as they say, was the mountain of Isaac,
857
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In that place of crucifixion, his father bound him.
The tree which carried the symbol, sprung in the same place where Zion
planted the Wood to crucify the Son.
Mysteriously, He indicated to him to sacrifice Isaac on Golgotha; in order for
the symbol to take place on the mountain of the crucifixion.865
Emphasising the actual connection between Golgotha and Moriah serves to emphasise the
symbolic connection between Isaac’s ordeal and the crucifixion itself.
After elucidating the significance of the location of Abraham’s trial, the andəmta turns to the
events on Mount Moriah, in a lengthy commentary on Genesis 22:13866. It contains two
separate sets of symbolic interpretations, firstly relating to the journey to Moriah, and
secondly in relation to the sacrifice.
The first set of interpretations surround the journey to Moriah in which Abraham symbolises
God the Father, and Isaac God the Son, with the fire being the Holy Spirit. The small knife
represents the power of God for separating the soul and the flesh. Collectively the symbols
point to Christ’s sacrifice on the Cross, and the motif is used to show that God would be
willing to sacrifice His own son.

The symbolism is further elaborated to picture the

crucifixion scene, with the two young men accompanying Abraham and Isaac representing
the thieves crucified with Christ, and the donkey recalling Palm Sunday.
This is a symbol. Abraham is a symbol of the God the Father, Isaac of God the
Son. Abraham in his mind sacrificed his son; God the Father sacrificed his son
in the flesh. So that Abraham would be a symbol, he made Abraham first. So
that they don‘t say that God the Father would not sacrifice his son. That, even
inasmuch as they know God‘s habit of goodness, when they say to them that
Abraham even sacrificed his only child, they might lack a reply. The two young
men are a symbol of the thief on the right and the thief on the left; the donkey is
a symbol of the donkey of Palm Sunday, the wood is a symbol of the Cross, the
fire is a symbol of the Holy Spirit, the small knife is a symbol of the power of
God, the small knife that separates bone and flesh; and the Lord said, ‗Father I
commit my soul into your hands‘ and by his own power he separated his soul
from his flesh; they travelled three days in order to sacrifice him, and the
Lord‘s judgement on death was completed on the third day, it is a symbol of the
Cross. This was the thing that saved Isaac from death rather than the thing by
which he died. The mind of Abraham is a symbol of the tomb: Isaac was
sacrificed in the mind of Abraham and on the third day he was saved, the Lord
dwelt three days and three nights in the belly of the tomb, it is a symbol of his
resurrection.867
The andəmta attaches much significance to many details, and in the narrative account it
enhances the connection with Christ, by making Isaac a willing sacrifice with the following
addition to the biblical text:
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It seems to me that you are to sacrifice me! So that your hands and feet are not
cut off by my thrashing around tie my hands and feet for me!‘ he said, and he
tied him. ‗So that you are not abandoned by your creator when our eyes meet
and you are compassionate on me and leave me, bow your head and lie me
down!868
Brock comments that ‗for Jewish tradition it was of particular importance that Isaac should
realize what was about to take place and that he should thus be a willing sacrifice‘869, but
most of the Syriac writers attach no particular importance to Isaac’s willingness870. Jacob of
Serugh, however, in his homily CIX On Abraham and his Types attributes similar words to
Isaac, making him a willing offering:
Perform your will: If the knife is sharpened against me I will not draw back;
If the fire has been kindled for me, I will hold my ground,
If the lamb is to go up bound, here are my hands,
But if you are going to slaughter me unbound, I have no objection.871
These details enhance the core symbolism associating the wood that Isaac carried for the
sacrificial fire with the wood of the Cross. The wood carried by Isaac was not merely a
pointer to the Cross, but its vivifying action is emphasised as it is ‗the thing that saved Isaac
from death‘. This resonates with Ephrem, Nisibene Hymns XIV:8, which juxtaposes the
death produced by the Tree of Knowledge with the Cross which produces life:
To the first Tree that which killed,—to it grace brought forth a son.—O Cross
offspring of the Tree,—that didst fight against thy sire!—The Tree was the fount
of death;—the Cross was the fount of life.872
The Zway Ge’ez andəmta offers the following interpretation of the journey to Moriah,
showing some common ground with the Amharic andəmta. The wood of the sacrifice
symbolises the Cross; the two young men symbolise the thieves crucified with Christ:
But also He causes us to understand that he would sacrifice his son on wood He
who truly is immortal in his divinity.
And on account of this the Holy Gospel said, ‗because your father Abraham
desired that he might see my day, and he saw it and was glad.‘ And this
Abraham did not disclose the sacrificing of his son to anyone, and not to Sarah
his wife, because of his righteous affection for God and for Sarah, he concealed
because he knew her natural disposition, the delicacy of woman. And Əlfadəs
the Hermit said, ‗Sarah knew and she shared together with Abraham this gift.‘
And the making ready of the wood which was for the fire of the sacrifice is a
symbol of the wood on which Our Saviour was crucified.
And the mount which he sought is Mount Zion, which is the place Golgotha, the
tomb of Our Lord, and the two young men who accompanied Abraham are a
symbol of the two thieves who were crucified with Our Lord.
868
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And the three days are a symbol of the three days which the Jews formed the
plan of the killing of Our Lord, from Wednesday until Friday.
And they saw the place from afar; this even shows the way to the work which
was completed in a distant age, and the mount on which he sacrificed Isaac.
And God instituted in Abraham‘s understanding and he asked of him a question
of his understanding, and there are those who said he was led to this place so
that he saw the fire being established, a symbol of the column which reaches
from the earth to heaven873. And there are those who say he saw a column
being established a symbol of the Wood(ዔፀə) of the Cross. And his ordering
the two young men that they stay at a distance this causes to understand that
they will not abandon the child, and they will not abandon him at the time of his
sacrifice, and the child demanding about the lamb of sacrifice because it was
Abraham‘s habit when he wished to sacrifice to take his son with him, to
accustom him to delight in sacrifice.874
Ephrem, in typically poetic form, recalls the journey to Mount Moriah with oblique
references that are quite distinct from the verse-by-verse analysis of the andəmta. The
following two short quotations do, however, do refer to the journey to Mount Moriah.
Hymns on Virginity, VIII:16 equates the wood of the sacrifice that Isaac bears refers to the
Cross, ‗....in Abraham your joy, Isaac bore Your cross...‘875. Hymns on the Nativity, VIII:13,
referring to the same biblical passage, connects the wooden burden with the Cross, and his
bonds and pain to the nails:
When Sarah sang lullabyes to Isaac
As to a servant who bore the image
Of the King, his Lord: upon his shoulders
The sign of the cross, also upon his hands
Bonds and pains, a symbol of the nails.876
Ephrem, writing in his prose Commentary on the Diatessaron XXI:9, interprets Abraham’s
trial as an event that clarifies the potency of wood, and links it with water:
From Abraham [onwards], the symbol of the wood and the lamb began to be
delineated. For Isaac was a symbol of the lamb [caught] in the tree. While
Jacob showed [that] the wood can vivify water. Wood therefore was worthy
that he be suspended from it, since no bone in him was broken. The fruits of the
earth are stimulated by wood, and the treasures of the sea are grasped by
means of wood. So too, in the case of the body and the soul.877
The journey to Moriah also features in Jacob of Serugh, Homily LXXX, The Mysteries, Types
and Depictions of Christ. Jacob interprets the three day journey made by Abraham and Isaac
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as symbolising the three days between the death and resurrection of Christ as does the
andəmta:
Isaac was attended by his father for three days,
To draw an image of the death of the Son.
On the third day he conquered death and escaped,
Like the Son who on the third day rose from the dead.878
The Ge’ez andəmta speculates as to whether or not Sarah knew about God’s command to
sacrifice Isaac. One view expressed is that Sarah was not told, because of her feminine
frailty, a view shared by Jacob of Serugh879. A second view, that Sarah shared in the event,
which is attributed to ‘əlfadəs the Hermit’880 has a counterpart in Ephrem, who considered
that if she had been told ‗she would have persuaded him to let her go and participate‘881.
The second set of interpretations in the Genesis 22:13 andəmta relate to the sacrifice itself.
The ram substituting for Isaac is a symbol of Christ substituting for believers. Further
details, however, point clearly to a Judaeo-Christian and ‘Ephremic’ thought world. The
Wood of the Thicket symbolises Mary bearing Christ in virginity, and there is a brief
reference to the Wood of the Thicket being a ‘vine’ in the Amharic translation of the verse.
This connects Mary with a vine, which relates subtly to the idea of Christ as the Grape 882.
Additionally the Wood of the Thicket is interpreted as the Cross, whose potency is
emphasised by being called the Wood of Atonement:
(Amharic) When Abraham looked around behold he saw a sheep whose two
horns were caught in a vine which is called the wood of the thicket.
….
ANDM: The ram is a symbol of the Lord, Isaac is a symbol of the believers.
The ram became a substitute for Isaac, and the Lord became a substitute for
believers. That they say the ram descended from heaven, the Lord was to
descend from the heaven of heavens. That they say it was found from the Wood
of the Thicket, that he would be born from sealed virginity, from Our Lady. It is
a symbol that because he came from the flock of Abraham, he would be born
from the tribe of Abraham.
ANDM: The Wood of the Thicket is a symbol of the cross: meaning The Wood of
the Thicket in order to mean the Wood of Atonement.883
The Kəbra Nagaśt adopts a similar line of interpretation, where in chapter 96, ‗Concerning
the prophecy of Christ‘ the figures of Abraham and Isaac are the Father and the Son and the
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whole sacrificial event is interpreted as symbolic of the crucifixion. The location of the
event has, however, has been inexplicably transplanted from Mount Moriah to Mount
Carmel:
When Abraham took his son up Mount Carmel He caused a ram, redemption for
Isaac, to come down from the heavens and Isaac was not sacrificed but the ram
which came down from the heavens was sacrificed, because Abraham is
interpreted as God the Father, and Isaac is interpreted as the likeness of Christ,
the Son, and when He came down from the heavens for the salvation of Adam
and his children his divinity which came down from the heavens was not
sacrificed but His flesh with which He clothed himself for our sake, that earthly
one with which He clothed himself from Mary [was sacrificed]...884
Like the andəmta the Kəbra Nagaśt, in chapter 112 also features Isaac commanding his
father to bind him885. Chapter 104, More Concerning the Ark and the Talk of the Wicked in a
passage demonstrating the potency of wood in salvation also describes the Wood of the
Thicket as a means of salvation, ‗and He saved Isaac a by means of the sheep caught in a
thicket of wood‘886. This event will be revisited later in a discussion of how the Kəbra
Nagaśt unites the major biblical covenants through the material of wood887.
The origin of the ram is also important in the interpretations. The andəmta on Genesis 22:5
gives two options, one attributing miraculous origins to the ram, and another stating that it
was from Abraham’s flock:
ANDM: The ram is a symbol of the Lord, Isaac is a symbol of the believers.
The ram became a substitute for Isaac, and the Lord became a substitute for
believers. That they say the ram descended from heaven, the Lord was to
descend from the heaven of heavens. That they say it was found from the Wood
of the Thicket, that he would be born from sealed virginity, from Our Lady. It is
a symbol that because he came from the flock of Abraham, he would be born
from the tribe of Abraham.888
Ephrem, Commentary on Genesis 22:13, deals with the sacrificial scene. Using the multiple
meaning of the word tree, the wood of the thicket is connected with the Cross and the ram
with Christ in the same manner as is found in the andəmta and Kəbra Nagaśt:
The question that Isaac had asked about the lamb attests to the fact that there
had been no ram there. The wood that was on Isaac‘s shoulders proves that
there had been no tree there. The mountain spit out the tree and the tree the
ram, so that in the ram that hung in the tree and had become the sacrifice in the
place of Abraham‘s son, there might be depicted the day of Him who was to
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hang upon the wood like a ram and was to taste death for the sake of the whole
world. 889
Ephrem is clear that the ram had miraculous origins, which he sees as proven by Isaac’s
question about the lamb. He also attributes miraculous origins to the wood. Jacob of Serugh
also upholds the miraculous view with Abraham being specifically instructed, ‗do not slay
Isaac who was born in intercourse; sacrifice instead the lamb born out of intercourse‘890, in
a clear allusion to the Virgin Birth. Discussing these two contrary views in Syriac literature
Brock has commented that:
It was probably typological reasoning that gave rise to the opinion...that only
the ram had a miraculous birth. Yet further reflection on the unsuitable
implications of such typology, as far as Antiochene theology was concerned, led
late East Syrian writers to reject the entire tradition, and to assert instead that
an angel took an ordinary ram from Abraham‘s flocks...‘891
The presence of two contrary views in the andəmt892 suggests that both East and West
Syriac interpretations were utilized.

Moses
Moses is another major figure of the Old Testament, with five major events from his life
providing being exploited symbolically because of their connections with potent wood893: the
crossing of the Red Sea (Exodus 14) ; the bitter water at Marah made sweet (Exodus 15); the
rock producing water and the battle with the Amalekites (both Exodus 17); as well as the
budding of Aaron’s staff (Numbers 17). Justin Martyr’s Dialogue with Trypho LXXXVI
provides early testimony of the interpretation of several of these events, ‗Moses was sent
with a rod to effect the redemption of the people; and with this in his hands, at the head of
the people, he divided the sea. By this he saw the water gushing out of the rock; and when
he cast a tree into the waters of Marah, which were bitter, he made them sweet‘894 with the
crossing of the Red Sea also being dealt with in the Dialogue with Trypho CXXXVIII895.
Discussing this episode, Daniélou considered that Justin was reproducing a more ancient
Judaeo-Christian testimonia, suggesting that since they seek to emphasise the potency of
wood connected with water, ‗that there had been a search for passages which might pre889
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figure the present operation of the Cross as the active dunamiõ in baptism‘896.

This

testimonia penetrated both the ‘Ephremic’ and Ethiopic traditions.

Crossing of the Red Sea (Exodus 14)
The Dəggwā makes a brief mention of Moses signing the Cross when he is about to cross the
Red Sea in the Meskerem 17 Dəggwā, which celebrates the finding of the true Cross, and
interprets Joshua crossing the Jordan in the same manner:
In the Sea of Eritrea897 Moses made the sign of the Cross
Awsey898 struck the water of the Jordan899
Surprisingly this significant event is mentioned neither in the andəmta nor the Kəbra Nagaśt,
however Ephrem makes the same allusion in the Commentary on Exodus XIV:3:
The Lord said to Moses: ‗.....Lift up your staff,‘ which is a sign of the cross,
‗and strike the sea, and divide it.‘900
The same symbolism appears in Jacob of Serugh’s Homily LXXX on The Mysteries, Types
and Depictions of Christ:
Moses was carrying the rod of his mysteries all along his way,
And in the shadow of the crucifixion he did glorious things.
He made the sea a dry land by the Cross which was formed on it,
And by that he opened a great road for the forces.901
The Dəggwā coupling of the signing of the Cross with the crossing of the Jordan under
Joshua’s leadership, Joshua 3-4 is not found in Ephrem, but does occur in Aphrahat’s
Demonstration IV, on Prayer:
‗He crossed the Jordan only with his staff‘, a wonderful symbol he held in his
hand beforehand – the sign of the Cross of the Great Prophet.902
Commenting on this, Cyril Aphrem Karim claims that, ‗Aphrahat then, must have borrowed
it from a Jewish tradition, or added it depending on the similar story of Moses dividing the
Red Sea by his staff‘903. The association with Moses’ staff is clear from the mention of ‗the
Great Prophet‘ a connection also made in the Dəggwā.
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Waters at Marah (Exodus 15:22-37)
The event when Moses is instructed by God to use a piece of wood to sweeten bitter water
for the Israelites to drink at Marah is expounded in the andəmta on verse 25:
Exodus 15: 25:
(Ge‘ez) And Moses wailed to the Creator, and the Lord showed him a [piece of]
wood(ዔፀə), and he put it in the water, and the water was sweet, and there is
showed them righteousness/justice and judgement and he counselled him
(Amharic) When Moses heard that then he called out and begged the Creator,
the Lord. The Creator, The Lord showed him a bitter wood called ebony, and
straight away he told him, ‗cut it and throw it into it [the water]!‘ He cut the
ebony wood and threw it into the water, and the water became sweet.
Righteousness and judgement are one group, in that place He revealed true
judgement to him. ANDM: ‗Do not worship righteousness‘ and the precept of
the nine laws He revealed to him. By this everything is challenged. This is a
symbol. The earth of Adam, the bitterness of the water, of the recompense of
the curse. Moses is a symbol of the Lord, the people of the believers, the wood
a symbol of the Cross. As the bitter water was made sweet with bitter wood, the
recompense for the curse which came by the Tree of Knowledge is by the wood
of the Cross it is a symbol of its destruction. 904
This rich andəmta further extrapolates the symbol by linking the bitterness of the water with
the curse on humankind. The specific mention of ebony, considered a bitter wood, to
represent the Cross, represents the bitterness of the suffering of the Cross. The recompense
of the curse put on Adam also indicates global redemption, in keeping with the JudaeoChristian approach.
The account in the Kəbra Nagaśt, Chapter 98, differs slightly in its attribution of potency, as
it interprets Moses as making the sign of the Cross rather than attaching significance to the
wood itself; and no mention is made of the intrinsic bitterness of the wood. The sign,
however, is directly linked to the lifting of the curse, with the same global redemptive
implications:
And again when Israel went out from Egypt they went up to bitter water, and
lacked something to drink due to the bitterness of the water, and first of all they
murmured because of the bitterness of the water, and God said to Moses, ‗Lift
up your rod, and cast it into the water, and sign it to the right and the left with
the sign of the Cross!‘ And pay attention to this, if God said, ‗Let it be sweet!‘
then would it not have become sweet? But he showed that it is by the sign of the
Cross that all becomes good, and bitter water will become sweet, and all
polluted things become good and fair by the power of His Cross.905
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Ephrem, in Commentary on Exodus XVI:1 interestingly concurs with the andəmta in his
interpretation, directly connecting the potency with wood rather than the signing of the
Cross906:
Once they crossed the sea, God decided to test them by depriving them of water.
At Marah they complained about [the lack of] water. God showed Moses a
piece of wood. When he threw it in the water, the water became sweet. The
wood is a type of the cross which sweetened the bitterness of the nations. 907
Bitter wood emphasising the bitterness of mankind without redemption is a motif in Jacob of
Serugh, Homily LXXX, The Mysteries, Types and Depictions of Christ:
The wood which he threw in the water of Marah was it not a figure of the cross
which sweetened the bitterness of the whole world?908
Both the Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’ sources draw symbolic significance from the potency of
wood in connection with water. This typology accords with Daniélou’s observation that it is
typically Judaeo-Christian to draw unusual significance from events where wood and water
are linked, as the symbolism emphasises the potency of the Cross in baptism909.

Rock producing water (Exodus 17:1-7)
In Exodus 17:1-7 Moses strikes a rock with his rod to produce water, providing a further
opportunity to express symbolism associated simultaneously with water and wooden
material. Neither the Dəggwā nor the andəmta make reference to this, but the Kəbra Nagaśt
Chapter 98 employs symbolism both in the shape of the Cross, signed by Moses as he struck
the rock to produce water, and in the potency of the wood of Moses’ rod.
‗And again when God brought the Israelites out of Egypt they thirsted for water
in Kadesh and they complained and they wept before Moses, and Moses went
before God and told this to God. God said, ‗Take your rod and strike this hard
stone!‘ Moses struck it lengthwise and breadthwise in the likeness of the sign of
the Cross, and the water flowed out [in] twelve rivers. And their people and
their livestock drank from it and were satisfied with drink, and having drunk
that rock followed after them. The rock is to be interpreted as Christ, and the
rivers the Apostles, and what they drank is the teaching of the Apostles, and the
rod is the Wood(ዔፀə) of the Cross....,..... 910
Ephrem applied the same symbolism in several of his works, notably the Hymns on
Paradise, V:1 where he associates water from the rock is associated with the general idea of
redemption that is linked to the Cross.
I considered the word of the Creator
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comparing it
to the rock that marched
with the people of Israel in the wilderness;
it was not from the stores of water
contained within it
that it poured out for them glorious streams:
there was no water in it,
yet oceans sprang forth from it.
Like the Word, it led
the Hebrews out of nothingness.911
1

In Armenian Hymns, XLIX:8 Ephrem articulates a more direct link with the Cross.
For the People water gushed forth from the rock
and they drank and were strengthened,
but from the Tree that was on Golgotha
for the Peoples a fountain gushed forth.912
4

The Battle with the Amalekites (Exodus 17)
The Israelites’ battle with the Amalekites during which Moses prays on a mountain,
supported by Aaron and Hur provided another popular source of symbolic interpretation.
This interpretation featured in early Judaeo-Christian literature913, but these interpretations
are distinct from those seen in this study; Barnabas, Irenaeus and Tertullian mention only
Moses as significant914, and Justin has Joshua as signifying Christ on the Cross915. It is
unlikely, however, that Ephrem or the Ethiopic writers knew any of these sources. More
probable is that the root of its inspiration lies in the Odes of Solomon XXVII916, an ancient
witness to the standing prayer posture representing the Cross.
The andəmt on Exodus 17:8-16 interprets the trio of Moses, Aaron and Hur standing on the
hill, with Moses reaching out his hands in prayer as symbolic of the scene at Golgotha where
Christ stretched out his hands on the Cross with the two thieves on either side. As with
Abraham’s trial it is not only the sign or material of the Cross that is interpreted
symbolically, but significance is attached to the location of the event on a mountain. In
Exodus, Moses extends his hands in prayer until sunset, seen by the andəmta as signifying
the darkness that fell on the earth during the crucifixion. The unnamed mountain on which
the three figures stand is also linked to Golgotha, the Place of the Skull.
911
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(Ge‘ez) And Moses built an altar to God and called it place of forgiveness and
said, ‗Because with a concealed hand God will make war on Amalek for all
generations.‘
(Amharic) This was stacked up in [his] mind. For the Father, for He who will
judge; for women for the bride of the sheep; for the priests, for the children of
Aaron; for Israel for the upright in heart, that they said, he said it. For the
perfect relative of Israel, the Amalekites, God destroyed with His hidden (with
his subtle) power He destroyed them. Because this was done for him, Moses
built an altar to the LORD (with stones). He gave it the name The Lord‘s
Comfort. He said for all generations for the Amalekites are Esau‘s
descendents.
ANDM: To the relative of Amalek, he says, ‗by a relative‘ for by a relative, by
Joshua, He will destroy them.
ANDM: To all generations he says, for by Joshua He will destroy them, he
called Joshua all generations. He is from the tribe of Ephrem and this is a
symbol. Moses is a symbol of the Son of God, Joshua is a symbol of Adam,
Israel of the souls, the Amalekites of the demons, the mountain is a symbol of
the Place of the Skull. The stones917 are a symbol of the Cross, Aaron is a
symbol of the thief on the right, Hur is a symbol of the thief on the left. When
Moses flexed his arms Israel gained their victory. The Lord reached out his
hands on the Cross until he was lifted up. Spiritual Israel fell into the bottom of
Sheol and was trampled by the feet of demons, it is a symbol of their existence.
When Moses reached out his hand, the Amalekites were defeated this is a
symbol of the Lord on Friday, reaching out his hands on the Cross, when he
was crucified the demons were defeated. Until the sun set, for the whole day
Moses reached out his hands, it says. The Lord reached out his hands on
Friday from the sixth until the ninth hour, for when he was crucified it became
dark, (Ge‘ez) and from the sixth until the ninth hour the whole world was dark
as it says. The demons for the generation of generations he said to them,
naturally – (Ge‘ez) and this kind will not come out without fasting and prayer‘
as it says.
ANDM to all generations it says. It is by the relation of Christ.
ANDM By all generations it says – By Christ he destroyed them. Christ has
relations by his putting on flesh!918
The Kəbra Nagaśt chapter 98, ‗Concerning the Rod of Aaron‘

features a similar

interpretation along with a set of other Old Testament events that are all interpreted in
relation to the Cross. There are only minor differences from the andəmta account, for
instance here the Amalekites signify Satan specifically rather than the demons.
And when Amalek with Israel, Moses went up a mountain, and Aaron with him,
they went up to pray, because Amalek was strong, and God ordered Moses,
saying, ‗Stretch out your hand until Israel receives power‘ and it says in the
Law that the hand of Moses was held out until sunset, but the Moses‘ hands
became heavy, and when he tired he dropped his hands which he had spread
out, and Israel stopped prevailing and their enemies overcame them. And when
he put up his hand and stretched out straight Amalek was overcome, and Israel
routed them and they overcame their enemy Amalek. And when Aaron and Hur
The Amharic word አብ is written here, which appears to be a misprint, as it makes little sense. The
only part of the picture lacking a symbolic interpretation is the stone altar, so it has been corrected it to
አእባኑ, ‘a‘əbn the Ge’ez for ‘stones’, which is consistent with the interpretation in the Kəbra Nagaśt
that follows. See Bezold: 140b 5.
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saw they piled up stones on Moses‘ right and on his left and they rested Moses‘
hand on the stones which they piled up, and Aaron on his right, and Hur on his
left and they held up Moses on their shoulders so that his hands might not drop
from their stretching out.
And I will explain this to you: the fight of Amalek with Israel is the fight of
believers with demons, and before Christ was crucified they overcame the
former, and when he stretched out his hand on the wood of the Cross because of
the sin of Adam and his children, and when he stretched out his hand and his
palm was pierced those marked with the sign of the Cross overcame them. The
stretching out of Moses‘ hand is interpreted as the crucifixion of Christ, and the
stone which Aaron and Hur piled up are interpreted as the wood(ዔፀə) of the
Cross and the nails, and Aaron is interpreted as the thief on the right, and Hur
as the thief on the left, and Amalek is to be interpreted as the demons, and the
king of Amalek is to be interpreted as Satan, and when they were overcome, [it
was] by the resurrection of Christ and by His Cross we overcame the demons
and Satan.919
Ephrem’s Commentary on Exodus XVII:2 shows a striking correlation with the Ethiopic
accounts, but expounds the additional idea that the miracle is linked with Moses’ use of his
rod:
After these things, Amelech came to do battle with them. Joshua went out to
meet him, while Moses went up the mountain with the staff of God in his hand.
Moses held the staff only at the time of mighty works and wonders, so that you
should know that it is a type of the cross, whose power effects all wonders.
Aaron and Hur, who, as they say, was the brother-in-law of Moses, went up
with Moses. [As long as] he kept his hands aloft, Israel had the advantage, and
waged war against the boldness of the nations that threatened to wage war with
the people. And when [Moses] lowered [his hands], the nations gained the
advantage over those who constantly complained against the Lord and Moses.
With Moses‘ hands raised up, and with the staff lifted at his side, the sign of the
cross was seen clearly in him. Joshua contended on the plain, and Moses
[contended] on the mountain. When the people saw that he rested his hands,
they became frightened [and started] to retreat before their enemies, but when
he raised them, they were encouraged to advance against their adversaries.920
Jacob of Serugh embellishes the account further, with the seventeen pages of his Homily
CLVIII, Moses‘ Extended Hands During Battle devoted to this battle921. His account
contains many more details than any of the above, but the important correspondences are: the
whole event clearly portrays the crucifixion; the mountain is named as Golgotha, as in the
andəmta; the trio on the mount is associated with Christ and the two thieves who were
crucified with him:
Until now these were said in a symbolic way,
But here, Moses has openly painted the crucifixion.
...
The meek one ascended to the high mountain to mark the mystery
Taking up with him Aaron and Hur,
919
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To resemble the three Crucifixes on Golgotha.
He put on his breast a cross of power and extended his hands
So that by his appearance he will literally paint the Son...
...
The miserable Amalek did not know where to fight,
The cross is against them and they are hoping for victory.
...
Had the blind touched Moses while he was standing,
He would have learned that it was really the crucifixion.
Had the deaf seen him, he would have understood it by sight...
...
When he painted the image of the crucifixion, Amalek was defeated...
...
The glorious Aaron and the noble Hur came closer to him,
To serve the old man‘s hands which were trembling.
They too, extended their hands in the form of crucifixion,
In order that the Trinity on Golgotha be not annulled.
In their desire to serve the hands of Moses
They lifted up their hands, to left and right.
Whoever looks at the hill of Moses and the Golgotha of the Son,
And exchanges their crosses, he will find
Three in Moses‘ case, and three in the Son‘s case.
There it is the shadow, and here is the body which reveals reality
...
The mystery of the servant worked only in one valley,
While the truth of the Lord established its reality in the four sides.922
Jacob of Serugh’s account is much more elaborate, but its core symbolism is the same as that
in the andəmt, the Kəbra Nagaśt and Ephrem.

The staff of Moses and the budding of Aaron’s staff (Exodus 4, 7, 10, 17;
Numbers 17)
Kəbra Nagaśt chapter 98 – which was written in the last phase of this work’s redaction923 –
provides a particularly important source on the function of Moses’ staff during its account of
various episodes that occurred during the flight from Egypt and the crossing of the Red Sea:
Moses striking the water with his rod and turning it into blood, Exodus 7:19924; Moses
waving his staff and the land becoming dark (Exodus 10:22); Moses staff becoming alive
(Exodus 4:2-3); Moses striking a rock to produce water (Exodus 17:1-17):
And the rod of Moses with which he performed the miracle is to be interpreted
as the wood(ዔፀə) of the Cross by which He saved Adam and his children from
the punishment of devils, and just as Moses struck the water with it, and turned
it into blood and slew their fish, likewise Christ, with his Cross slew death, and
brought them out from Seol. Also just as Moses waved his rod in the air, and
the whole land of Egypt became dark for three days and three nights, a
darkness that could be felt so that they could not rise from their couches,
likewise Christ was crucified on the Wood(ዔፀə) and lit the darkness of the
922
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hearts men, and He rose from the dead on the third day and the third night.
Also just as the rod of Moses became changed and transformed by the word of
God, being dry it became living, and also being alive it became dry, likewise
Christ by the Wood(ዔፀə) of the Cross made life for Christian people, to those
who believed in Him, and caused them to drive away the spirit of devils by the
sign of the Cross, because the devils and the Christians were changed, those
that were spiritual became reprobates, and by transgressing the command of
their Lord became exiles by the power of the Cross, and we became spiritual by
taking up his flesh and his blood in the place of the exiled spiritual beings, and
we became glorious, those who believed in His Cross, and in His holy
resurrection. Also just as Moses struck the mountains and brought forth
punishment, by the command of God he stretched out his hand with his rod,
likewise Christ drove out the demons from men, by the power of the Cross, He
stretched out his hand on the Wood(ዔፀə) of the Cross. When God said to
Moses, ‗Strike with your rod!‘ this means, ‗Make the sign of the Cross of
Christ!‘ And when God said to Moses, ‗Stretch out your hand!‘ this means that
by the stretching out of His hands Christ saved use from the servitude of the
enemy, and He gave us life by the stretching out of his hand on the
Wood(ዔፀə) of the Cross.925
In each instance, the staff dispels potency through its conveyance as a ‘sign of the Cross’.
Although this symbolism does not occur in either Ephrem or the Dəggwā, both works do
mention the miraculous blossoming of the rod of Moses’ brother Aaron, during their
affirmation of Aaron’s authority in Numbers 17. This theme is extrapolated in the Nahāse
16 Dəggwā to encompass the Virgin Mary, the blossoming without water symbolising the
virgin birth, with Christ as the blossom926, and in this context the Rod is interpreted in a
different manner, since the blossom of the Rod is taken to symbolise the fruit amongst the
Gentiles:
Mary, our mother, and mother of our Lord,
the Holy Word dwelt in her, Christ.
The Rod of Aaron which blossomed
and in her he worked a miracle amongst the Gentiles,
because she is a symbol of the Cross.927
Both the Kəbra Nagaśt, chapter 98, and this Dəggwā represent the global redemption of the
Cross through the inclusion of the Gentiles, in keeping with Judaeo-Christian symbolism.
The andəmta makes this same association in its interpretation of Numbers 17:8:
(Ge‘ez) And when it was the next day, Moses and Aaron went into the tent of the
tabernacle
(Amharic) And the next day it was like this: Moses and Aaron went into the tent
of the tabernacle
(Ge‘ez) And behold the rod of Aaron had blossomed for the House of Levi, and
produced leaves, blossomed flowers, and bore almonds
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(Amharic) Behold the rod Levi, Aaron‘s rod had blossomed, it produced
flowers, it produced almonds, nuts928, and orange. ILLUSTRATION: for that
time the office was given to him, being done like this he caused them to be
distinguished. For later, however, it is a symbol. The rod is a symbol of Our
Lady, the fruit of the Lord. ANDM: the rod is a symbol of the Lord, the fruit is
a symbol of his virtue. ANDM: the rod is a symbol of the cross, the fruit is a
symbol of its value – of his flesh and his blood it is a symbol.
The Kəbra Nagaśt, chapter 98, interprets the Rod of Aaron in the same manner; its
blossoming without water being taken as a symbol of Mary’s virginity. In chapter 114 the
Rod of Aaron is cited as a witness against the Jews, ‗And the rod is Mary, which without
water burst into bloom, and she without the seed of man she gave birth to the Word of
God‘929;And they will show to the Jews ….the rod of Aaron which blossomed like Mary‘930.
Ephrem also attests the same specific connection between the staff of Aaron and Mary’s
virginity in Hymns on the Nativity I:17, ‗The staff of Aaron sprouted, and the dry wood
brought forth; His symbol has been explained today – it is the virgin womb that gave
birth‘931.

Wood and the Uniting of the Covenants in the Kəbra Nagaśt
The Kəbra Nagaśt expounds a threefold salvation plan expressed through three items: the
Ark of the Covenant, the wood of the Cross, and the Pearl932. These three items are entrusted
to three royal lines: David, also known as Menilik, in Ethiopia, Adramis in Rome, and
Rehoboam in Israel respectively, under the guardianship of three archangels: Michael, Uriel
and Gabriel. The focus of the Kəbra Nagaśt is on the Ark of the Covenant, but attaches
great importance to wood of the Cross because of the unifying theme of potent wood. As the
aforementioned episodes in the lives of Noah, Abraham and Moses have indicated, there is a
continuity of the Judaeo-Christian idea of the potency of wood in salvation in both the
Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’ literary traditions, and the Kəbra Nagaśt has extrapolated this
symbolism. It seeks to attach potency to wooden materials, but also identifies wood as the
fabric connecting all the biblical covenants that God made with Noah, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob
and Moses in the Old Testament with the New Covenant of Jesus Christ. In the development
of this idea, however, particularly relating to the Ark of the Covenant, the Judaeo-Christian
tendency to link wood with water, and ab extensione to baptismal symbolism, is not evident.
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It may be suggested that this unifying of the covenants is a later development, supported by
the earliest sections of the Kəbra Nagaśt, dated to the sixth century CE, in which there are
two references to the potency of wood933. The remaining passages all come from the
sections of the Kəbra Nagaśt that probably originated from the time of the latest recension in
the thirteenth century CE934.
The Kəbra Nagaśt, chapter 68, which probably dates from the sixth century CE935, states,
‗Uriel will protect the wood(ዔፀ ə) of the thicket which will be the Cross of the Saviour‘936.
The Kəbra Nagaśt claims that the ‗wood(ዔፀə) of the thicket‘, the bush wherein the ram
that was a substitute for Isaac was caught, was protected by Uriel, and supplied the material
for the Cross on which Christ was crucified. Interestingly, Uriel’s guardian rôle is not
mentioned again937. In a passage dated to the thirteenth century CE938, however, the Kәbra
Nagaśt proffers a specific claim that the wood of the Cross is ‗the third salvation which was
sent to the earth‘ and the final piece in God’s salvation plan939.

In chapter 98, again

probably dating from the latest recension940, the Cross assumed a variety of roles. In what
might be considered to be a secular interpretation, it was the source of honour for the King of
Rome941; as well as being the means by which God ‘saved Adam and his children from the
torture of devils‘ 942the means by which ‗Christ slew death and brought them [Adam and his
children] out of Sheol‘ 943 and the means by which Christ ‗lit up the darkness of the hearts of
men‘ 944. It was also attributed to be the source of life for Christians945.
The Kəbra Nagaśt, chapter 113, concludes the book and probably dates from the latest
recension946. In this chapter, without any explanation, the Wood of the Cross, previously
identified as the source of honour for the King of Rome 947, is replaced by another motif: the
nails of the Cross that were made into a bridle

948
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Jews, who crucified Christ, until his return949. Glen Bowersock950 has connected this with a
fragment of an apocalypse written in Edessa towards the end of the seventh century CE,
containing this same unusual bridle made from the nails used in the crucifixion 951. This
connection most probably suggests that this portion of the Kəbra Nagaśt was borrowed from
this Edessene apocalypse, although it is just possible that earlier versions of the Kəbra
Nagaśt could have reached Edessa.
The Kəbra Nagaśt features God’s covenants with the Patriarchs, arguing that they are unified
through the medium of wood and its connection with salvation. The covenant with Noah is
elaborated specifically in chapters 9 and 10; that with Abraham in chapter 14, which hints at
its renewal with Isaac and Jacob. Each of these chapters comes from a section that is
thought to have been composed at the time of the latest recension of the Kəbra Nagaśt952.
The covenant with Moses runs through many chapters in the work because of the Ark’s place
in the Kəbra Nagaśt953.
It broadens the significance of the Ark beyond the Mosaic Covenant, however, through
association with other biblical covenants, especially that which was made with Noah after
the flood. This is consistent with the idea, already discussed in chapter 3, of the symbolic
connection of the Arks in Ethiopic literature. The Kəbra Nagaśt, however, distorts the idea,
linking various ideas with the covenant made with Noah, but not focusing on his Ark.
Whilst the Kəbra Nagaśt elevates the importance of the Ark of the Covenant, it still cements
its place in a connected set of covenants.
Thus it embroiders the Biblical account of the covenant made with Noah in order to link it
with the Ark of the Covenant954. Kəbra Nagaśt, chapter 9955, recalls God's promise to Noah
in Genesis 9:11 that He would never destroy the earth again. Chapter 10 then develops this
link with the Ark through the appearance of the rainbow:
And I swear by myself and by Zion, the Ark of My Covenant, which I have
created as a mercy-seat and for the salvation of men, and in the last days I will
make it descend to your seed, and I will delight in the sacrifices of your children
on the earth, and the Ark of My Covenant will be with them forever. And when
clouds come, so that they will not fear, and so that it will not seem to them a
flood [is coming], I will cause to descend from My dwelling place of Zion the
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Bow of My Covenant, that is to say the rainbow which will surround the Ark of
My Law956
The rainbow is the seal of God's covenant with Noah957, but it is also connected here with the
Ark, which it surrounds, in an apparent interpretation of Revelation 4:3 where a rainbow
surrounds the throne of God in heaven.
Kəbra Nagaśt, chapter 14 , deals with the second covenant made with Abraham, where it is
linked directly with the sending down of the Ark, and the coming of Christ:
Do not fear. From this day you are my servant, and I will establish My
Covenant with you and with your seed after you and I will multiply your seed,
and I will make your name very great, and I will cause the Ark of My Covenant
to descend on the earth seven generations after you and it will go around with
your seed and it will be salvation for your race, and afterwards I will send My
Word for the salvation of Adam and his children forever.958
Here the status of the Ark is elevated by its association with the Mosaic Covenant, but also
with the ones previously made with Noah and Abraham. In this quotation, the Ark of the
Covenant is mentioned explicitly, but all three elements of the salvation plan are present.
The Pearl is implicit in the seed of Abraham, the Ark and the Cross are implied in the
coming of salvation through Christ.
The broader covenantal theme returns much later in the Kəbra Nagaśt when the idea that all
of the covenants are linked by items of wood is addressed. Thus chapter 100, in relation to a
discussion of Noah, his Ark and the flood, states:
Listen, I will explain to you, when God commanded He could have given him
[Noah] wings like an eagle, and He could have transported him to the land of
the living together with all his household, until His anger over sinners who had
not believed in the word of God and the word of their fathers cooled; or He
could have lifted him into the air; or He could have commanded the water of the
Flood like a wall, not to approach one mountain on which he put Noah and his
children, and the animals and beasts which He wanted, in order that it (the
Flood) did not submerge them. Know this, however, that God was pleased that
the salvation of His creation was through wood(ዔፀə) which was sanctified,
these are the Ark (of Noah) and the wood(ዔፀə) of the Cross.959
Here only Noah’s Ark and the Cross are mentioned, which are the first and the last in a
longer list contained in chapter 104 where God made a covenant or promise in relation to
salvation connected with wood:
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And concerning the Ark of the Covenant He saved Noah with the Ark; and He
spoke with Abraham in the Trees of Manbar960, which is wood(ዔፀə) which
will not rot; and He saved Isaac a by means of the sheep caught961 in a thicket
of wood(ዔፀə); and He made Jacob wealthy with three rods of wood(ዔፀə)962
which he lay in watering troughs; and through the top of Jacob‘s staff Joseph
was blessed963; and He said to Moses ―Make the Ark from wood(ዔፀə) which
will not rot, in the likeness of Zion, the Ark of the Covenant‘; and when David
took her (the Ark) from the country of Samaria he placed the Ark of the Law in
a new case964 and rejoiced before it; because He had declared the Ark as
salvation from long ago, and many miracles and wonders were done by it by its
form and likeness. Listen to me and I will reveal precisely to you how God gave
salvation through the wood(ዔፀə) of the His Cross, and through the Ark of His
Law, from the beginning to the end. And through wood(ዔፀə) salvation came
to Adam because Adam‘s first transgression was by means of wood(ዔፀə), and
from long ago He instituted salvation for him through wood(ዔፀə) because He
alone is Lord, Creator, Giver of life and death, and everything is done through
his Word.965
In this passage the theme of salvation and wood is united through the promises made to a
concatenation of Old Testament figures: Noah, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, Moses and
David that link them also with the wood of the Cross, making it plain that salvation through
wood is the overarching theme of God’s salvation plan.

The writer also extends his

argument to Adam, arguing that it was through wood, i.e. The Tree of Knowledge, that he
and his race both fell and were redeemed.
The theme of the salvific qualities of wood can also be detected in the older parts of the
Kəbra Nagaśt. The Sheba legend, Hubbard’s Part I chapters 1-63A, 84-94, 113-117966;
emphasises the incorruptibility of the wood with which the Ark of the Covenant was to be
made; making a clear reference to the LXX which stipulated that the Ark was to be made
with ‗incorruptible wood‘967, rather than ‗acacia wood‘ as decreed in the Hebrew Old
Testament968. The writer may have used this motif of an incorruptible medium to trace a
connection between all of God’s covenants, that are elucidated in chapters 100 and 104.
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Although not explicit in this episode, the Kəbra Nagaśt may have used this emphasis on the
incorruptibility of wood to reinforce its presentation of the eternal nature of the Ark of the
Covenant. Ultimately the significance of this incorruptible wood is articulated in chapter 98
which states that ‗the wood(ዔፀə) which will not rot is to be interpreted as Christ Our
Saviour‘969, referring, of course, to the incorruptibility of His flesh.
The Kəbra Nagaśt affirms the argument of chapter 104, the uniting of many covenants, by
attributing it to ‗Archbishop Cyril‘970. Budge claims this to be Cyril of Alexandria, and the
chapter an unidentified homily by him971. Cyril is quoted as talking of the Jews as blind
hearted because they did not understand the significance of the Ark972, an assertion repeated
in chapter 105, because the Jews did not follow Abraham in partaking of the sacraments as
given by Melchizedek973. This rebuttal of the Jews is ‗a common patristic attitude toward
the Jews, such as is found in the writings of Cyril of Alexandria and Chrysostom‘974 but is
also in keeping with many early Judaeo-Christian writers975. Ethiopian tradition claims this
Cyril is an Ethiopian bishop and provides no further identification976, but the theme that
salvation is connected with wood is traceable to another writer of the same name, Cyril of
Jerusalem977:
In Noe‘s time salvation and the beginning of a new generation came to men
through wood and water; the dove returned at evening carrying a bough of an
olive tree 978
Cyril of Jerusalem’s concept, possibly reiterated in the Kəbra Nagaśt, may derive from a
variant reading of Psalm 96 (95):10 in the LXX , occurring in a manuscript dating from the
sixth century CE:
‗eipate en toij eqnesin ‘O kurioj ebasileusen apo xulou’
‗Say among the nations, ―The Lord Reigns from wood‖‘979
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Daniélou considers this variant reading to be a Jewish Christian interpolation into this
psalm980. In the Dialogue with Trypho LXXIII Justin Martyr says, ‘And from the ninety-fifth
Psalm they [the Jews] have taken away this short saying of the words of David: ―From the
wood‖‘981, showing that the reading was known as early as the second century CE, but is not
found in the Ge’ez version982.
Continuing the idea of the potency of wood, the Kəbra Nagaśt, chapter 104, dating from the
time of the latest redaction983, mentions the construction of Ethiopian churches from wood
which, ‗when they are consecrated the Holy Spirit descends on them and changes the
wood(ዔፀә) to be spiritual‘984. The structure of the church, through sanctification appears
to be linked with wooden objects that bring about salvation, an interpretation consistent with
the connection made in chapter 100 between sanctified wood and salvation985.

The Significance of Interpretations Relating to Wood
Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’ literature express the potency of the Cross consistently with Jean
Daniélou’s four categories of Judaeo-Christian Cross symbolism.

The multi-semiotic

application of both Ethiopic and Syriac terms for Cross, which can also mean ‘tree’ or
‘wood’, gives a wide scope for the application of this symbolism, and all four of these
symbolic interpretations have been identified in both traditions.

In Ethiopic literature,

symbols of wood and of the vivifying action of the Cross are combined with striking results:
the wooden fabric of Noah’s Ark is taken as evoking the Cross, but the combination of water
with wood is also used to express the vivifying action of the Cross in baptism. This
combination of symbols that is characteristic too of the Odes of Solomon XXXIX986 bears
witness to the ancient Judaeo-Christian foundations of this interpretation.
Although Cross symbolism is widespread, already occurring in early writers such as Justin
Martyr, certain features differentiate Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’ material.

Both have a

tendency to equate the symbolism beyond the Old Testament context, offering a New
Testament interpretation: hence the proximity of Mount Moriah (the scene of Abraham’s
trial) with Golgotha (the site of the crucifixion); and the identification of the mountain upon
which Moses prayed in Exodus 17, as Golgotha. That the process was organic and ongoing
is illustrated in the andəmt interpretation of the origin of the ram that was provided in
Isaac’s stead.

These draw simultaneously on East Syriac sources that give a rational
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explanation for its provenance from Abraham’s flock; and West Syriac traditions that claim a
miraculous origin. The East Syriac traditions may have resulted from the incorporation of
the commentaries of the eleventh century CE ibn a-Tayyib987 from the Church of the East.
In their application of this symbolism, the different details that arise show the scope for
individual interpretation. The sweetening of the water of Marah is taken as a sign of the
potency of wood in both the andəmt and Ephrem, whereas the Kəbra Nagaśt interprets it as
physically making a sign of the Cross. Whilst there is broad agreement on the interpretation
of Moses holding out his hands in the shape of the Cross in his prayer during the Israelites’
battle with the Amalekites988, Ephrem adds the detail that Moses’ use of his wooden staff
conveyed further potency. This seems to indicate, in line with the conclusion of chapter 3,
that the interpretations belong to the same thought-world, without being constrained by
identical interpretations of specific events.
The conventional significance of wood that is primarily connected with the Patriarchs, with
whom God made or reiterated covenants in the Old Testament, is extrapolated in the sections
of the Kəbra Nagaśt that were written during its latest recension that sought to unify all
biblical covenants through wooden material. The Kəbra Nagaśt makes very limited use,
however, of symbolic interpretations of Noah’s Ark, a trend that is consistent with the
conclusions of chapter 3 that this text seeks to attach an elevated significance to the Ark of
the Covenant, and unlike Yared, avoids merging the symbolism of the two Arks. These
developments associated with later material in the Kəbra Nagaśt demonstrate how the
Ethiopic tradition has developed and refined its own expression of these symbols.
In contrast with the Kebra Negast and andəmt this type of Cross symbolism is almost
absent in the Dəggwā. The Meskerem 17 Dəggwā does incorporate one such interpretation,
which seems to link the Church being ‗the dwelling place of the glory of God‘ and the
‗Perfect Tabernacle‘ through the action of signing of the Cross over it. These ideas are
rooted in the association of the Ark with divine immanence and indwelling989, but are also
extrapolated to incorporate the potency of the sign of the Cross. The Church becomes the
dwelling place of God through the potency of wood that is naturally linked to the divine
presence and the person of Mary as discussed previously990. This concept extends the
symbolism of the vivifying action of the Cross. Moses is also understood to have made the
sign of the Cross before traversing the Red Sea. Nevertheless, the Dəggwā does not appear
to utilise the symbolism in relation to the actions of the Patriarchs to the same degree as that
found in the andəmt and ‘Ephremic’ literature. The broader use of this symbolism might
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emerge in a comprehensive study of the Dəggwā, but the evidence to date indicates that the
application of this symbolism to the deeds of the Patriarchs is a later development in the
Ethiopic tradition.
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Chapter 5: Visions of Paradise and the Heavenly Eucharist.
Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’ literature make an integral connection between Paradise and both
the Ark and the Cross. The sources build a sacramental representation of Paradise from the
Torah, and from later prophetic books, drawing also on Judaeo-Christian ideas. Their
particular focus is primarily on the structure of the Ark of the Covenant and the Tabernacle
derived from the account of the Sinai theophany, extending the imagery connected with the
Ark and the Cross to Paradise as the focus of eschatological hope. Not only does the Ark
represent divine indwelling and immanence, as demonstrated in chapter 3, but it actually
manifestly brings about these phenomena through the Eucharist, and it connects the Church
with the reality of an eternal paradisal feast. This feast is understood to be on fruit from the
Tree of Life, which is also connected with the Cross. Daniélou remarks that this connection
between the Church and Paradise features strongly in Judaeo-Christian texts such as the
Odes of Solomon, and comments that the continuation of this particular theology that
connects Paradise with the Church recurs in Ephrem, but later was strongly characteristic
only of Eastern Syria991.
The source for ideas about Paradise is rooted in the Genesis creation account, which
describes the Garden of Eden. In this early account, however, there appears to be no concept
of this as a place for the elect to return to after Adam’s fall. ‘Paradise’ is a loan word from
Persian meaning ‘verdant garden’992, which the Septuagint used in order to translate the
Hebrew for garden. This word became a technical term for the place for the elect, although
the original Hebrew had no such connotation993. During the Second Temple Period Greek
and Persian ideas of the immortality of the soul and of the paradisal dwelling place of
immortals994 laid the foundation for the interpretations found in the Jewish texts 1Enoch,
Jubilees995, as well as in the New Testament996. 1Enoch and Jubilees were used as sources
for numerous Jewish Christian texts997, and for later Christian apocalyptic literature such as
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the second century CE 2Baruch998, as well as in the Jewish mystical traditions, particularly
merkabah mysticism999,1000.
1Enoch and Jubilees are canonized in the Ethiopic Bible providing firm evidence for the
transmission of ideas into Ethiopian tradition. In the Ethiopic as well as the ‘Ephremic’
literature, the understanding of Paradise draws on these Second Temple ideas, with the
additional perception that the layout of Paradise is intimately connected with the revelation
to Moses during the Sinai Theophany. The interpretation appears is also coloured, however,
by books such as 1Enoch. The Tabernacle, whose design was shown to Moses at Sinai, is
understood in Hebrews 8:5 to be after the pattern of the heavenly Tabernacle, with its three
divisions signifying a similar division in heaven. The three divisions of the Tabernacle are:
1. The innermost Holy of Holies, or Most Holy Place, where the Ark was to be
placed1001.
2. The Holy Place separated by a veil from the Holy of Holies1002.
3. The outer division, for the altar, called the Court of the Tabernacle1003.
The accounts of the building of Solomon’s Temple in 1Kings and 2Chronicles essentially
outline the same structure: the innermost place called the Holy of Holies1004, also called the
‗Inner House‘1005; the next division is the Holy Place1006; and then an outer porch on the
eastern side corresponding to the outer Court of the Tabernacle1007,1008.
The connection between the earthly Tabernacle or Temple and its counterpart in heaven is
stressed little in the biblical literature until the early sixth century BCE when due to the
deportation of the Israelites to Babylon by King Nebuchadnezzar they were physically
removed from the Temple1009. This context framed Ezekiel’s visions of a heavenly temple in
Ezekiel 40-46 , which mentions the ‗holy of holies‘ for the first time after the Sinai
theophany and the 1Kings and 2Chronicles accounts of the building of Solomon’s Temple.
In these chapters, Ezekiel is taken in a vision to Israel and is shown a new temple, sitting on
998
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a high mountain (Ezekiel 40:2)1010. The Temple and its surroundings are surrounded by a
dividing them from the surroundings. Within the wall are outer inner courts containing the
temple building. The Temple contains a nave and a holy of holies, or most holy place, being
described as the place for God’s throne1011. The components of the Tabernacle are all
present here, although there are more divisions.
The understanding of Paradise is also linked with Ezekiel’s visions of the Chariot Throne of
God in Ezekiel 1:15-16, 22-26, 28. Rather than being located on a hill the chariot is wheeled
and mobile, showing that this sacred space can be simultaneously located and portable,
allowing God to be present on the high mountain, an idea with ancient Mesopotamian
roots1012, whilst being omnipresent1013. Another feature of Ezekiel’s first vision is the fiery
cloud in Ezekiel 11014 that evokes the Sinai Theophany.

Ezekiel’s visions are largely

replicated in Revelation 4:1-111015.
Yared, in the Dəggwā passages relating to the Ark1016, connected the Sinai theophany with
Zechariah’s vision of a golden lampstand with seven lamps (Zechariah 4:2), implicitly
interpreting this as a reference to Paradise. This is paradoxical since Zechariah’s vision
mentions neither the Temple, nor a threefold division. Apart from being part of the furniture
of the Tabernacle1017 and the Temple1018, mentions of a lampstand in the Old Testament
appear only in Zechariah 4 and Daniel 51019. Although the direct reference to Paradise is not
clear, the lampstand appears to be a symbol of divine immanence, since Zechariah interprets
the lamps on the lampstand as the eyes of God1020. This understanding is consistent with
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4Esdras 10:421021 which describes God’s departure from the Temple with the phrase ‗the
light of our lampstand has been put out‘.
The biblical accounts form the basis for an understanding of the layout of Paradise, although
interest in this appears to have been dormant for many centuries after the visions of Ezekiel
and Zechariah were recorded. In exactly which period interest in Paradise and its layout
arose again is not known1022 but, as mentioned above, further elaborations on this subject are
found in 1Enoch and Jubilees and it is these two books which will assist in developing the
background to the understanding of Paradise found in the Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’ literature.
1Enoch, translated by Charles1023 and by Knibb1024, is only known in its complete form in
Ethiopic. Scholarly opinion is that it was translated after the introduction of Christianity in
the fourth century CE, but before the end of the Axumite period in the sixth century CE, with
Greek and possibly Aramaic texts utilised in translation1025. There is no extant version of it
in Syriac, but Brock has shown evidence that at least excerpts may once have been
known1026.

The origins of 1Enoch are obscure and the current text has a complex

transmission history1027. The relevant sections of the book for this study, however, are
located in the Book of the Watchers, which comprises 1Enoch 1-36, that was completed in
the middle of the third century BCE1028.

1Enoch was a very influential book in the

development of Jewish mystical thought, and in particular on the development of the
perceptions of the location and structure of Paradise1029.
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The book of Jubilees was originally written in Hebrew1030, but is now only known in full in
the Ethiopic version1031. Evidence shows that the Hebrew original was translated into Greek,
and thence into Ethiopic and Latin, with the possibility of a Syriac translation from the
Hebrew1032. Based on internal evidence, Charles argued for a dating between 135 and
105 BCE1033, whereas more recently VanderKam prefered a date between 163-1 and
152 BCE1034. Goldstein has opted for a slightly earlier date of 175-167 BCE, and identifies
the author as being a spiritual and even physical ancestor of the Qumran sect 1035. The book
is based on the books of Genesis and Exodus, although it starts not with the creation story
but with a general introduction that identifies the Sinai Theophany and Moses as the sources
of the inspiration. Thus it is the earliest known source giving Moses as the author of Genesis
and the narrative of Exodus1036. The story is ‗encased in a theological chronology‘1037
breaking up history into ‘weeks of years’ and ‘jubilees of years’1038.
The Syriac Apocalypse of Baruch1039 is a second century CE Syriac text, with theological
connections to 4Esdras1040. The text asserts that it was written in Palestine, but ‗there is no
compelling evidence concerning location‘1041. The Syriac is a translation from a Greek,
although Charles, the author of the English translation, regarded it of Hebrew origin on the
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basis of its affinity with 4Esdras, and textual analysis1042. Bogaert1043 as well as Toy and
Ginzberg1044, identified in it an eschatological dichotomy, with contrasting national
messianic and more transcendent expectations, the latter being more important, with the
opening of the book 4:2-7 expressing hope in a heavenly Temple, but later in 6:7-9 this is
transferred to hope in a reconstructed earthly Jerusalem. This is similar to the conflict
between what Daniélou perceives as material and earthly Judaeo-Christian eschatology
focussing on reconstructed Jerusalem and a more transcendent eschatology that had
associations with Greek thought1045. Other scholars see this dichotomy arising within Jewish
mystical movements, and associate it with developments following the destruction of the
First and Second Temples that encouraged a focus on revelations given to the prophets about
Paradise1046. The dichotomy also points to some of the material in the book originating from
before the destruction of the Second Temple, and other material from afterwards, placing its
date in the late first century CE, shortly after the destruction of the second temple1047.
Charles identified some sixty-six passages of 2Baruch with connections to 4Ezra1048,
suggesting strong links between the two, but he rejected any suggestion that they were
written by the same person1049. He was uncertain as to which of 2Baruch and 4Ezra was
written first, offering persuasive arguments for either case1050.
The ideas of the structure of Paradise in 1Enoch are clearly connected with Ezekiel’s vision,
although in the former 1Enoch there is no confusion as to whether the vision is of a future
place in this world, or in Paradise. Enoch’s vision is clearly located outside this world, or at
least on its periphery describing places that are inaccessible to humankind. By contrast
Ezekiel’s vision, which was influential for accounts of visionary journeys in the Second
Temple period texts, focuses on the Temple mount and Jerusalem, 1Enoch greatly extends
this idea, incorporating references to places in Upper Galilee, notably Hermon and Dan1051,
extending the concept of sacred space to include such areas inhabited by common people1052.
In the second part of the Book of Watchers the vision is of places that are on the edge of the
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known world, and it is in the mountains located in these places that Paradise is to be
found1053.
1Enoch 14 reproduces the same basic idea of a threefold division of Paradise identified in
Ezekiel, etc. First there is an outer wall around the Garden dividing an outer world from an
inner one: ‗And I proceeded until I came near to a wall which was built of hailstones, and a
tongue of fire surrounded it, and it began to make me afraid‘1054 the presence of fire also
evoking the Sinai Theophany. Inside this wall there is a large house: ‗And I went into the
tongue of fire and came near to a large house which was built of hailstones, and the wall of
that house (was) like a mosaic (made) of hailstones, and its floor (was) snow‘1055. There is
then a second house seen from inside the first, which contains the throne of God 1056: ‗And
behold, another house.....And I looked and I saw in it a high throne, ....And He who is great
in glory sat on it,‘1057, in a reference which evokes Ezekiel 1.
In a further description of Paradise, found in 1Enoch 24-25, a tree covered mountain that has
the Tree of Life at its middle is also identified with the Throne of God. In a threefold
division, the land outside the mountain range is the outer area, the inner area is represented
by seven mountains, with one special mountain at their centre:
And (there was) a seventh mountain in the middle of these, and in their height
they were all like the seat of a throne, and fragrant trees surrounded it. And
there was among them a tree such as I have never smelt, and none of them nor
any others were like it: it smells more fragrant than any fragrance, and its
leaves and its flowers and its wood never wither; its fruit (is) good, and its fruit
(is) like the bunches of dates on a palm. And then I said: ‗Behold, this beautiful
tree! Beautiful to look at and pleasant (are) its leaves, and its fruit very
delightful in appearance.‘ And then Michael, one of the holy and honoured
angels who was with me and (was) in charge of them, answered me.1058
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The Book of Jubilees also identifies the Garden of Eden, which is also the future paradise of
the righteous, with the heavenly sanctuary. In a brief statement Jubilees 8:19 mentions the
Garden of Eden as the ‗holy of holies‘, and also calls it the ‗dwelling of the Lord‘:
He [Noah] knew that the Garden of Eden is the holy of holies and is the
residence of the Lord; (that) Mt. Sinai is in the middle of the desert; and (that)
Mt. Zion is in the middle of the navel of the earth. The three of them – the one
facing the other – were created holy (places).1059
2Baruch does not specify the divisions of Paradise, but maintains the idea that the Ark and
other furniture in the Tabernacle are replicas of heavenly things, akin to Hebrews 8:5 and
9:23. In Exodus 25:40 Moses is warned that the furniture is to be made according to the
plan that God gave Moses on Mount Sinai. 2Baruch states that Moses was given a vision of
Paradise1060, and also demonstrates the perception of Paradise as a pre-existent reality that
Daniélou has pointed out as being typical of Judaeo-Christian thought1061:
And the Lord said unto me: ‗This city shall be delivered up for a time, And the
people shall be chastened during a time, And the world will not be given over to
oblivion. Dost you think that this is that city of which I said: "On the palms of
My hands have I graven you"? This building now built in your midst is not that
which is revealed with Me, that which prepared beforehand here from the time
when I took counsel to make Paradise, and showed Adam before he sinned, but
when he transgressed the commandment it was removed from him, as also
Paradise. And
after these things I showed it to My servant Abraham by night among the
portions of the victims1062. And again also I showed it to Moses on Mount Sinai
when I showed to the likeness of the tabernacle and all its vessels. And now,
behold, it is preserved with Me, as Paradise. Go, therefore, and do as I
command you.1063
This passage resonates with the opening of the Kəbra Nagaśt where the members of the
Trinity gather to discuss salvation, a passage which also links this place with the revelations
that were given to Abraham and in particular to Moses1064. Later in 2Baruch the following
reference to the Heavenly Zion is found:
‗

And the bright fourth waters which you have seen are the advent of Moses and
Aaron and Miriam and Joshua the son of Nun and Caleb and of all those like
them. For at that time the lamp of the eternal law shone on all those who sat in
darkness, which announced to them that believe the promise of their reward,
and to them that deny, the torment of fire which is reserved for them. But also
the heavens at that time were shaken from their place, and those who were
under the throne of the Mighty One were perturbed, when He was taking Moses
1059
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unto Himself. For He showed him many admonitions together with the
principles of the law and the consummation of the times, as also to you, and
likewise the pattern of Zion and its measures, in the pattern of which the
sanctuary of the present time was to be made.1065
In this passage, the connection made specifically to ‘Zion’ resonates with the Ethiopic
material. The pattern is not only of a heavenly sanctuary but of a place called ‘Zion’ which
was revealed to Moses. It is this very idea that Yared conveys when he says of Zion, ‗Moses
also saw her on the mountain‘1066. The literary affinities that exist between 2Baruch and
4Esdras1067 indicate that the former does not constitute an independent source for the idea of
the Heavenly Zion.
The Jewish mystical literature, discussed later in this chapter1068, draws on 1Enoch to
maintain the idea of the division of heaven, although in some later literature the threefold
division develops into a more elaborate sevenfold schema1069.
The Judaeo-Christian perception of Paradise envisages a pre-existent eschatological reality
guarded by God, concepts that are articulated in 1Enoch, and 2Baruch:
Thus the holy city, like Paradise, belongs to those realities which were first to
be created, and which God holds in safe keeping in his presence. This is exactly
the case with Paradise in 1Enoch.....Thus the Son of Man, Paradise and the
Holy City all belong to a group of realities created in the very beginning, the
memory of which was to be persevered in Jewish tradition: ‗Seven things were
created before the creation of the world: the Law, Repentance, Paradise, Hell,
the Throne of Glory, the Sanctuary and the Name of the Messiah‘ The preexistence of the Sanctuary is manifestly a Jewish apocalyptic theme which
Christian apocalyptic later applied to the Church.1070

The Tree of Life
1Enoch also features a high mountain, on which is located a significant tree, which is
connected with the Tree of Life. The Tree of Life, originally planted in Paradise1071, and the
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cause of Adam and Eve’s expulsion from Paradise1072, is only mentioned in the Bible in the
Genesis account and in Revelation1073, where it is again located in Paradise, with its fruit
serving as food that is a reward for the faithful1074, and also having with therapeutic
properties1075. References to the Tree of Life as the source of sustenance in Paradise are
sparse in the Church Fathers, but do occur in 1Enoch, where the following quotation talks of
a fragrant tree in Paradise, which is to be given as food for the elect. In doing so it bears a
startling resemblance to the Eucharistic ideas expressed in the literature used in this study:
And said to me: ‗Enoch why do you ask me about the fragrance of this tree, and
(why) do you inquire to learn?‘ Then I, Enoch, answered Him, saying: ‗I wish
to learn about everything, but especially about this tree.‘ And he answered me,
saying: ‗This high mountain which you saw whose summit is like the throne of
the Lord, is the throne where the Holy and Great One, the Lord of Glory, the
Eternal King, will sit when he comes down to visit the earth for good. And this
beautiful fragrant tree - and no (creature of) flesh has authority to touch it until
the great judgement when he will take vengeance on all and will bring
(everything) to a consummation for ever - this will be given to the righteous and
humble. From its fruit life will be given to the chosen; towards the north it will
be planted, in a holy place, by the house of the Lord, the Eternal King.1076
The symbolism of the Tree of Life needs special attention since, although it features in the
schemes for the layout of Paradise, in the Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’ literature it is connected
with the Cross. The andəmta on 1Enoch makes this connection explicit, stating that the Tree
mentioned in 1Enoch 25 is the Cross which will give life to the elect1077. 1Enoch appears to
be the primary source of this understanding of the paradisal feast, leading Charles to suggest
that the imagery of Revelation is linked to 1Enoch1078. In Jewish mystical thought, inspired
by 1Enoch, what is now and fallen is linked with the Tree of Knowledge, whereas direct
contact with God in the future is connected with the Tree of Life1079. 1Enoch’s perception of
the mountain of paradise, on which is found both God’s throne and the Tree, describes it
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as‗burning day and night‘1080 thus evoking the Sinai Theophany1081, as Coblentz Bautch,
stated, ‗whilst this particular [Enochic] tradition with allusion to a tree of life might bring to
mind first the garden in Eden of Genesis, the Enochic authors also seem to have in mind
Sinai traditions from Exodus‘1082. This unique association between the Tree of Life and the
Mosaic understanding of Paradise also occurs in the Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’ literature
intimating potential influence from Jewish mystical traditions.
The Judaeo-Christian Odes of Solomon provide a further important source of understanding
of the place and function of the Tree of Life1083. Daniélou articulates a seminal connection
between them and the ‘Ephremic’ understanding of Paradise, stating that ‗the Odes attach
great importance to descriptions of Paradise‘ and ‗this theology of Paradise was to remain a
characteristic of Eastern Syria; it recurs in Ephraem‘1084. The Odes’ complex imagery
involves many oblique references to trees, and nourishment. Thus Ode I mentions that the
Lord’s fruits bring salvation:
The Lord is on my head like a crown,
And I Shall never be without Him.
Plaited for me is the crown of truth,
And it caused Thy branches to blossom in me.
For it is no like a parched crown that blossoms not;
But Thou livest upon my head,
And have blossomed upon me
Thy fruits are full and complete;
They are full of Thy salvation.1085
Ode XI’s specific reference to Paradise, in what appears to be an account of a heavenly
ascent, is one of the earliest references in Christian literature to it being a place of
eschatological hope1086. The description of Paradise as a place rich with fragrant fruitbearing trees providing nourishment for the elect resembles 1Enoch 25:
And He took me to His Paradise,
wherein is the wealth of the Lord's pleasure.
I beheld blooming and fruit-bearing trees,
And self-grown was their crown.
Their branches were sprouting
And their fruits were shining.
From an immortal land were their roots.
1080
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And a river of gladness was irrigating them,
And round about them in the land of eternal life.
Then I worshipped the Lord because of His magnificence.
And I said, Blessed, O Lord, are they
Who are planted in Thy land,
And who have a place in Thy Paradise;
And who grow in the growth of Thy trees,
And have passed from darkness into light.
Behold, all Thy labourers are fair,
They who work good works,
And turn from wickedness to Thy pleasantness.
For they turned away from themselves the bitterness of the trees,
When they were planted in Thy land.
And everyone was like Thy remnant.
Blessed are the workers of Thy waters,
And the eternal memorial of Thy faithful servants.
Indeed, there is much room in Thy Paradise.
And there is nothing in it which is barren,
But everything is filled with fruit.
Glory be to Thee, O God, the delight of Paradise for ever. 1087
Although the Eucharist is not mentioned, the implication of this Ode is that the fruits of
Paradise are eternal food for those who enter. Jewish literature in the early Christian era
maintained the idea of the elect being nourished by the Tree of Life, a concept that probably
drew on 1Enoch1088. 4Esdras 8:52 mentions the Tree being shown to Ezra, implying that it is
planted for the future sustenance of the elect1089. The rabbinic literature also alludes to a
heavenly meal, which signifies the breaking down of boundaries between mankind and God,
where the participants were understood to feast on the shekinah itself. These ideas probably
derived from an exegesis of Exodus 24:11, where the chief men of Israel see God on Sinai
and eat and drink, but no direct connection is made with the Tree of Life1090.
The location and the function of the Tree are closely linked in 1Enoch, 4Esdras, Revelation
and the Odes of Solomon. Its imagery shows a transition beginning in the Jewish literature,
progressing in Revelation and transferring into an early Judaeo-Christian source. This
sequence perhaps underpins the conjecture that the transmission of these ideas into JudaeoChristian literature was not through direct contact with Jewish writers. Instead, a shared
intellectual environment stimulated both Jewish and Christian writers in the early centuries
CE to produce a variety of interpretations.

The Judaeo-Christian literature sought to
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associate the Tree of Life with the Cross, employing the multi-semiotic meaning of words
connecting the Tree, wood, and the Cross1091.

The Throne of God
The throne of God is another important feature located in Paradise. The concept of the
Chariot Throne of God was developed in the Jewish merkabah mystical system1092, from
several foundational Old Testament texts, including Exodus 25, Ezekiel 1, and 1Chronicles
28:181093. Details of the design for the Ark of the Covenant are given in Exodus 25:18-21.
There is no specific mention of a chariot, but the construction is described like a seat or
throne with the mercy seat on top, flanked by Cherubim. The same information is given in
1Chronicles 28:18 regarding the design of Solomon’s Temple, which is now described as
‗the golden chariot of the cherubim that spread their wings and covered the ark of the
covenant of the LORD‘. God’s throne in the Temple appears again in Isaiah 6:1 ‗I saw the
Lord sitting on a throne, high and lofty; and the hem of his robe filled the temple‘ here
accompanied by Seraphim. As Jon Levenson pointed out, and important feature of Isaiah’s
visions is that, ‗Isaiah is privileged to see the difference between the earthly antitype and the
heavenly archetype disappear: iconography becomes the reality it symbolizes‘1094. This
merging of identity is also characteristic of the Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’ literature, where it is
frequently unclear whether a passage is referring to this world or to Paradise. The vision in
Ezekiel 1 of a fantastic wheeled vehicle surrounded by winged creatures1095 completes the
final part of the Old Testament picture of the Chariot Throne. The graphic imagery evokes a
chariot, but the interpretation is only made explicit in Sirach 49:8 which explains that ‗it was
Ezekiel who saw the vision of glory, which God showed him above the chariot of the
cherubim‘ identifying the mysterious vehicle with a chariot, and the creatures with the
Cherubim. Sirach’s interpretation implies that God’s throne in Ezekiel’s vision is mirrored
by the Ark on its chariot throne surrounded by cherubim in the Temple or Tabernacle1096.
The Old Testament references to the Chariot Throne of God, particularly in Exodus 25,
1Chronicles 281097 Ezekiel 1 also point to a further highly significant connection. These
passages, in particular Ezekiel’s vision of the chariot throne of God, provided the primary
inspiration for the Jewish merkabah mystical tradition1098, that was also associated with the
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mystical ascent of Enoch as described in 1Enoch 14 and 151099 and with Moses’ vision on
Sinai1100. Gershom Scholem dated the merkabah texts to the late talmudic and post-talmudic
period1101, after the late fourth or early fifth centuries CE1102. His views prevailed in the
study of Jewish mysticism throughout the second part of the twentieth century1103, but were
revised in light of the discovery, in 1947, of the Dead Sea Scroll literature, which placed the
origin of merkabah texts in the last few centuries BCE1104. In particular the Songs of the
Sabbath Sacrifice (Shirot ‗Olat Hashabat)1105, a previously unknown text, was considered to
be ‗part of an ancient priestly library that revealed the mystical-liturgical-angelic
foundations of the merkabah tradition and illuminated its links to Ezekiel‘s vision and to
priestly-angelic ritual‘1106. On seeing the text of the Songs, Scholem himself acknowledged
that ‗these fragments [of Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice] leave no doubt that there is
connection between the oldest Hebrew Merkabah texts preserved in Qumram and the
subsequent development of Merkabah mysticism as preserved in the Hekhalot1107 texts‘1108.
This radical shift in the dating of the antiquity of merkabah literature has direct implications
for this study on ‘Ephremic’ and Ethiopic literature. Whereas Scholem’s original dating
would provide little bearing on the development of Ethiopic literature, and would be of no
significance to Ephrem, the revised dating opens up two possible trajectories: one indirect
and one direct. The subsequent development of the Jewish mystical traditions in the early
centuries CE may have arisen in an environment that led to it exhibiting similarities and
shared influences with the Syriac and Ethiopic Christian traditions. On the other hand, that
the merkabah tradition may itself have been a direct influence on these Christian traditions.
Merkabah texts exhibit several distinctive characteristics, which are also present in the
Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’ traditions. Firstly the reference to Ezekiel’s vision of the chariot
1099
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throne of God, which is seen in both the Dəggwā and in Ephrem1109. Secondly, as Rachel
Elior states, ‗they are replete with references to angels and cherubim fulfilling a liturgical
role‘1110, characteristics also shared with the Dəggwā and Ephrem’s hymns. Thirdly, the
merkabah texts have a distinct chronological framework, based on the calendar attributed to
Enoch, with its divisions of Sabbaths and seasons1111. This characteristic emerges also in the
Dəggwā in its overall statement of purpose: ‗for the feasts and Sabbaths, and the season of
flowers1112 and the harvest season1113, of the rainy season1114 and the dry season1115‘1116. The
Dəggwā contains all the prescribed songs for all seasons, for all festivals, and all common
days of worship. This arrangement was possibly also true of Ephrem’s hymns in their
original format, although the versions now available group his hymns thematically rather
than based around the liturgical calendar1117. Fourthly the rabbinic idea of the merkabah in
talmudic and midrashic literature, is identified with the chariot vision in Ezekiel 1 as well as
with the Sinai theophany, and hence with the revelation of the Torah1118. In this light, Peter
Schäfer has explained, ‗we are dealing with a [rabbinic] tradition that associates the
―original‖ revelation of the Torah on Mount Sinai with any successful interpretation of the
Torah (in the widest sense of the word)‘1119. This propensity to associate revelations with the
Sinai Theophany is also a feature of the ‘Ephremic’ literature and the Dəggwā1120. These
four elements suggest that the Dəggwā and ‘Ephremic’ literature display significant parallels
with merkabah texts, perhaps indicating that the traditions evolved out of similar Judaic
interpretative traditions.
Morray-Jones’ detailed study of the rabbinic maaseh merkabah
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more direct interaction, leading him to conclude:
...the data suggests that esoteric traditions associated with the vision of God‘s
kabod1122, including the mystical practice of ―heavenly ascents‖ were inherited
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from apocalyptic circles and enthusiastically developed by some Tannaim but
opposed by others, mainly because these traditions were also being developed
by groups whom they regarded as heretical (including Christians and
Gnostics).1123
He identified specific Jewish texts connected with the merkabah tradition, which Christians
interpreted as referring to the person of Christ, an interpretation that Jews would have
considered controversial1124. In the book of 3Enoch1125, the man Enoch is transformed into a
glorious figure, who is directly associated with the kabod and functions as an intermediary
power in heaven, along with YHWH, in a manner reminiscent of Christian writings:
I was enlarged and increased in size till I matched the world in length and
breadth. (9:2)
...the Holy One, blessed be He, fashioned for me a majestic robe, in which all
kinds of luminaries were set, and He clothed me in it. He fashioned for me a
glorious cloak in which brightness, brilliance, splendour, and lustre of every
kind were fixed, and He wrapped me in it. He fashioned for me a kingly
crown... and He called me ‗The Lesser YHWH‘ in the presence of His whole
household in the height, as it is written, ‗My name is in him‘. (12:1-5)
When the Holy One, blessed be He, took me to serve the Throne of Glory, the
wheels of the Merkabah and all the needs of the Shekhinah, at once my flesh
turned to flame, my sinews to blazing fire, my bones to juniper coals, my
eyelashes to lightning flashes, my eyeballs to fiery torches, the hairs of my head
to hot flames, all my limbs to wings of burning fire, and the substance of my
body to blazing fire. On my right – those who cleave flames of fire-on my left –
burning brands – round me swept wind, tempest and storm; and the roar of
earthquake upon earthquake was before and behind me. (15:1f)1126
Morray-Jones opined that, ‗this seems to be a theologically sanitized version of a tradition
according to which the ascending hero becomes identified with the kabod‘, i.e. God’s
glory1127, and as such could be Christ, incorporating both human and divine nature. The
same interpretation may occurs in Pauline and Johannine New Testament literature where
Christ himself becomes directly associated with God’s glory, viz: John 1:14, a text already
associated in this study with the shekinah, ‗And the Word became flesh and lived among us,
and we have seen his glory, the glory as of a father's only son, full of grace and truth‘ ;
2Corinthians 4:4, ‗In their case the god of this world has blinded the minds of the
unbelievers, to keep them from seeing the light of the gospel of the glory of Christ, who is the
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image of God‘ ; and Colossians 2:9, ‗For in him the whole fullness of deity dwells bodily‘.
The following passage from Hebrews 1:2-4 seems to emphasise all of these elements:
…

but in these last days he has spoken to us by a Son, whom he appointed heir of
all things, through whom he also created the worlds. He is the reflection of
God's glory and the exact imprint of God's very being, and he sustains all things
by his powerful word. When he had made purification for sins, he sat down at
the right hand of the Majesty on high, having become as much superior to
angels as the Name he has inherited is more excellent than theirs.
The aforementioned passages from 3Enoch 9, 12 and 15 also have a name-theology, that
associates Christ with the name YHWH in a similar manner to Hebrews 1. Discussing this
theology, Daniélou considered it to be:
... connected with the stream of Jewish apocalyptic, but it is important to notice
that the documents in which the Name assumes the character of a true
hypostasis are fairly late, the most notable examples being III Enoch and the
Apocalypse of Abraham.1128
This name-theology is also subtly evident in the Odes of Solomon XXII:6: ‗Thou wert there
and helped me, and in every place Thy name surrounded me‘1129 where the ‗name‘ is
associated with the presence of Christ.
Morray-Jones1130 argues that it is this very similarity with Christian thought regarding the
theology of the Name, and the glory or kabod of God associated with the developments of
the merkabah tradition that led some Jewish authorities to be cautious of the tradition. It
seems possible that developments in merkabah mysticism and those in the Syriac and
Ethiopic Christianity regarding the interpretation of paradisal visions drew simultaneous
inspiration from a common environment; there may have been some direct interaction.
Both Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’ traditions appear to draw heavily on the ascent tradition.
Hymns on Paradise V:5 contains a rare description by Ephrem that appears to be an ascent to
Paradise:
Both the bridge and the gate of Paradise did I find in this book.
I crossed over and entered;
My eye indeed remained outside but my mind entered within.
I began to wander amid things not described....1131
Some important pieces of background information about Yared also indicate that it was
understood that he took part in a heavenly ascent1132, connecting him with this same
tradition.
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In the following sections, therefore, this chapter seeks to outline the Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’
understanding of Paradise, seeking to demonstrate how this Judaeo-Christian perception of
Paradise has shaped that of the ‘Ephremic’ and Ethiopic traditions. Firstly, the perception of
Paradise as a pre-existent eschatological reality will be outlined, demonstrating how it
correlates with the Jewish thought of the early centuries CE. Secondly, the geography of
Paradise, including its location relative to this world and its threefold division as described in
the Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’ literature will be presented, leading to conclusions regarding the
design of Ethiopic churches. Thirdly Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’ descriptions of the Chariot
Throne will be used to link Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’ literature with the merkabah mystical
tradition. Fourthly, the function of the Tree of Life as the prototype for the Eucharist feast,
both in this world and in Paradise will be discussed, again linking it with the Enochic
literature. Finally, the manner in which these ideas have developed in the andəmt and in
the Kəbra Nagaśt will be discussed, to demonstrate how paradisal understanding has
developed in tandem with the increasing focus on the Ark of the Covenant demonstrated in
chapters 3 and 4, resulting in the Ark being perceived as a concrete reality that brings
salvation, rather than merely as a symbol.

The Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’ View of Paradise
Ethiopic tradition preserves the Jewish-Christian idea of Paradise as a pre-existent
eschatological reality. The ome deggw, in the reading for Mondays, makes an oblique
reference to Zion as a heavenly place, implying that Zion was made shortly after the
establishment of Heaven, but before other things in the creation. Yared also connects Zion
with the vision of the Tabernacle shown to Moses on Mount Sinai in Exodus 24); with
Jacob’s vision of a heavenly ladder in Genesis 28:10-22); and with Psalm 132 (131):8-14
where God tells David of Zion, His eternal resting place. Each of these is presented as a
vision of Paradise, and the Zion mentioned in this Dəggwā is not on earth but in heaven:
Before Zion He established Heaven,
and then He showed Moses the service he should perform for the Tabernacle.
Jacob also said, ‗I saw a heavenly ladder, and the house of God is built here,
the sanctuary was built in the highest heaven.
David also said: This is my resting place forever, in this place I will dwell,
because I have chosen her.1134
Chapter 1 of the Kəbra Nagaśt also talks of the creation of the Heavenly Zion before the
creation of man, so the model for the Ark is such a pre-existing reality:
For the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit in unison and with agreement and
with equality made the Heavenly Zion as the dwelling place of their glory. And
See discussion in chapter 2, page 33. For a critical edition of the ገዴሇ ያሬዴ, gadla yred, or The
Acts of Yared see Conti Rossini Gadla Yared.
1133
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then the Father said to the Son and to the Holy Spirit, ―Let us make man in our
image and in our likeness,‖1135
The connection between the Paradise of the elect and the Garden of Eden is enhanced in the
Syriac tradition by the Peshitta translation of Genesis 2:81136, and in the Targumim, as Brock
has pointed out:
The Septuagint (followed by all the standard modern translations) renders the
Hebrew miqqedem as ―to the East,‖ the Peshitta and the two Targum
traditions, Palestinian and Babylonian, take the word as having temporal,
rather than spatial reference, ―from the beginning,‖ that is, belonging to
primordial or sacred time.1137
This ontological perspective is reflected in Ephrem’s Commentary on Genesis 2:5 where the
text reads, ‗the Lord had previously planted Paradise in Eden and there He placed Adam
whom He had fashioned‘1138. Ephrem elucidates that, ‗Eden is the land of Paradise and
[Moses] said previously because God had [already] planted it on the third day‘1139.
Although this idea clearly underlies Ephrem’s perception of Paradise, it is not explicit in the
hymns. Hymns on Paradise VIII:9 articulates that the original garden from which Adam
was expelled is the same as the one to which he and others will return:
When Adam was in all things complete,
Then the Lord took him and placed him in Paradise.
The soul could not enter there of itself and for itself,
But together they entered body and soul,
Pure and perfect to that perfect placeAnd together they left it, once they had become sullied.
From all this we should learn that at the Resurrection they will enter again
together.1140
Yared emphasises the pre-existent eschatological nature of Paradise through connections
forged with major prophetic visions and revelations. This association of a diverse set of
revelations to prophets such as Moses, Zechariah, Ezekiel and Ezra implies a continuity of
God’s revelations of Paradise from Genesis to Revelation, and is a logical development of
the understanding that the original Paradise and the Kingdom of Heaven are one and the
same. The Hidar 21 Dəggwā interprets Ezra’s heavenly vision of Zion, the weeping woman,
as Mary and as the Church. This is not, however, the humble Mary on earth, neither is it the
church on earth, rather it is a heavenly exalted Virgin, and a heavenly Church or at least a
Church mysteriously connected with Paradise. Ezra’s vision is linked to New Testament
revelations, in the form of Mary and the Church:
1135
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Ezra saw her in the form of a woman,
And when he saw her
She was not a woman
But a shining constructed city.
Zechariah saw the lampstand1141
The same Dəggwā shows how Zion, the heavenly place that was revealed to Ezra was also
shown to the high priest Zechariah, and to Moses at Sinai, when the design of the Ark and
the Tabernacle was also revealed to him:
And the blessed high priest who saw the lampstand,
Moses also saw her on the pure mountain,
and Ezra saw her in the form of a woman. 1142
Yared’s paradisal interpretation the other prophets’ visions is developed further in the Hidar
21 Dəggwā:
The lampstand of Zechariah,
Pure bridal chamber,
freedom of all who live.
To tell of her greatness
It is proper to sing hymns.
He will bring her prayers for us
To the tranquil place and the harbour.
Of Zechariah the stand of gold
Of Ezekiel the prophet, the closed East [door],
Pearl shines for your foundation.1143
…..
Joshua‘s testimony of the column1144,
The fleece of David1145,
Elisha‘s the water pot
Of Zechariah the priest, the lampstand.
I will tell of the greatness of Mary
Wood which flames will not consume, which Moses saw.
Lampstand, which
The hand of a craftsman did not make.
Behold, in our midst, our mother, Zion!
Zechariah saw the lampstand all of gold and jacinth
One her right and on her left olive branches
Of the Holy Church.1146
......
Pure bridal chamber,
Perfect Tabernacle,
Dwelling place of divinity,
Adorned with holiness,
1141
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Sealed in virginity.
She is wrapped in golden clothes,

In a single piece.
This is Mary
Whom the holy prophets likened to
The Ark of Noah
Which has manna concealed inside her.
Wondrous white fleece of David,
Lampstand of Zachariah the priest,
Closed paradise,
Sealed pit,
Whom the prophets saw in golden clothes in one piece.1147
The symbols that have been employed include both Arks, and the lampstand of Zechariah, as
well as the closed East door in Ezekiel’s vision of the temple in Ezekiel 44:1, the fleece of
Gideon, the water pot of Elisha. All of these symbols have previously been identified with
the Incarnation1148. Yared assimilates all of them, interpreting them as representing the same
Heavenly Tabernacle in Paradise. The presence of manna in the Ark here points to the
Eucharist, and so to the ultimate revelation, the Incarnation. Its presence in Paradise alludes
to the paradisal feast.
The Nahse 16 Dəggwā makes a further reference that explicitly connects Mary, the
Tabernacle and Paradise. Here, after her assumption, Mary resides in Paradise, veiled in the
‗inner place‘ by angels, and is called ‗the Holy of Holies‘:
She is the Wood of the Bush,
Whom truly they call Holy of Holies.1149
The later printed version of the Dəggwā expresses it thus:
The angels surround her in the inner place,
the Veil for Holy Mary,
the Prophets and Apostles, and Martyrs rest in her,
the Holy Church,
they call you Holy of Holies,
the dwelling place of the Most High.1150
The Dəggwā does not articulate the location of Paradise, but the Nahāse 16 Dəggwā also
describes Mary as ‗My Lady, treasury of the Word, the halo of the moon, the warmth of the
sun‘1151; the same motif features in Ephrem, Hymns on Paradise I:8, where he compares
Paradise itself to ‗that halo which surrounds the moon‘1152. Kronholm interprets this allusion
as reflecting Ephrem’s idea that Paradise is ‗highly spanning the terrestrial world‘1153,
1147
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reiterating the idea of Paradise being situated on a high mountain that occurs in Ezekiel and
1Enoch. Ephrem perceives this high mountain as being far above any other on earth, as he
states in Hymns on Paradise I:4:
With the eye of my mind I gazed upon Paradise;
The summit of every mountain is lower than its summit,
The crest of the Flood reached only its foothills;
These it kissed with reverence before turning back
To rise above and subdue the peak of every hill and mountain
The foothills of Paradise it kisses while every summit it buffets.1154
Ephrem further illustrates this perception by comparing Paradise to a crown or wreath of
gold encircling the whole of creation1155 , or a belt around the world, standing alongside the
heavenly beings

1156

. Hymns on Paradise I:8 provides a third image when Paradise is

described as ‗being circular too, having both sea and dry land encompassed within it‘1157.
The description of the heavenly vision of Zechariah as ‘perfect Tabernacle’ in the
aforementioned Hidar 21 Dəggwā implies a threefold division present in Paradise, perhaps
simulating Moses’ Tabernacle. The Dəggwā provides no further details of the divisions of
Paradise, but discussion of the ‘Ephremic’ material demonstrates that the layout of Ethiopian
churches is connected with the understanding of the blueprint of Paradise. The Ethiopic
material makes one clear correlation between the symbol of Paradise and the division of its
structure. The Genesis 8:19 andəmta equates the threefold vision of Noah’s Ark with the
division of the church1158.
ANDM: the boat is a symbol of the Church, and her being in three divisions is a
symbol of the three divisions of the church. Noah together with his children is a
symbol of the believers.1159
Recalling that the Hidar 21 Dəggwā compares the Tabernacle and St Mary with Noah’s
Ark1160 showing the association between the Ark’s structure, the Tabernacle’s structure and
the layout of Paradise:
This is Mary
Whom the holy prophets likened to
The Ark of Noah
Which had manna concealed inside her.
Wondrous white fleece of David,
Lampstand of Zachariah the priest,
Closed paradise,
1154
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Sealed pit,
Whom the prophets saw in golden clothes in one piece.1161
Ephrem develops a more complete picture of the Heavenly Tabernacle, and its relationship
with the Arks in Hymns on Paradise than occurs in the Dəggwā but its symbolism is closely
related. Hymns on Paradise I:1 clearly shows his understanding that Moses’ vision on Sinai
was that of Paradise, in the same way as Yared has done:
He, the master of the Hebrews,
Has instructed us in his teaching –
The Law1162, which constitutes
a very treasure house of revelations,
Wherein is revealed the tale of the Garden –
Described by things visible,
but glorious for what lies hidden.1163
In the fourth of the Hymns on Paradise IV:2 the Garden of Eden itself is perceived as a
Heavenly Tabernacle:
Adam in all his filth sought to enter
that Holy of Holies which loves only those who resemble it;
And because he made bold to enter that inner tabernacle,
God did not allow him to enter the outer one either
When that sea full of life saw a corpse in its midst,
It did not leave it there but cast it forth.
RESPONSE: Deem me worthy that through Your grace we may enter Your
Paradise.1164
This hymn describes the Fall of Adam, whose sin was to seek to enter the ‗Holy of Holies‘ or
‗inner tabernacle‘, when he ate from the Tree of Knowledge, and then sought to eat from the
Tree of Life. The Tree of Life was perceived as located in the ‗inner tabernacle‘ and the
‗outer‘ was the broader garden where Adam had already been. Having failed to obey God's
command, Adam was prevented from entering the inner place, wherein he would find eternal
life1165, by partaking of the Tree of Life1166. Hymns on Paradise, IV:4 describes Paradise in
more elaborate terms than Yared1167:
Adam had been most pure in that fair Garden,
But he became leprous and repulsive
Because the serpent had breathed on him.
The Garden cast him from its midst;
All shining, it thrust him forth.
The High Priest, the Exalted One, beheld him cast out from Himself:
1161
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He stooped down and came to him,
He cleansed him with hyssop,
And led him back to Paradise.1168
Paradise is presented in the form of the Temple or Tabernacle, with Christ as the ministering
High Priest. The Holy Place from which Adam is driven out is the place where God dwells,
in the person of Christ the High Priest. The only person permitted to enter the Holy of
Holies in the Tabernacle was Aaron or later the High Priest, as described in Leviticus 16:234. Ephrem specifically envisages a symbolic correspondence between the heavenly original
and the earthly replica. Christ was ministering in the holy place from the beginning, wishing
to bring eternal life, and it is he who sanctifies the unclean Adam through the Incarnation,
bringing him back to Paradise. Although the connection is not made directly in this verse,
the extension is logical within the framework of thinking, with the aim of bringing together
the Heavenly Tabernacle1169 and the Heavenly Eucharist1170.
Significantly Ephrem also describes the inner part of Paradise itself as

 ܭmaqdə‘ or
ܳ ܡ,
ܪܕܫܐ

‗sanctuary‘, making a direct connection with the Tabernacle. Thus Hymns on Paradise III:5:
When the accursed one learned
How the glory of that inner Tabernacle
As if in a sanctuary,
Was hidden from them,
And that the Tree of Knowledge,
Clothed with an injunction
Served as a veil
For the sanctuary.....1171
Ephrem, based on his understanding of Hebrews 8:5 and 9:24, verses that describe the
earthly Tabernacle as a mirror image of the heavenly one, assumes a direct connection
between the layout of the earthly Tabernacle or sanctuary and the layout of Paradise.
Consequently he chooses several significant words associated with the Tabernacle when he
is talking about Paradise1172. In the previous quotation from Hymns on Paradise III

ܳ ܭܡ
ܪܕܫܐ

məqdə is used for ‗sanctuary‘, a word also occurring in the Peshitta version of Exodus

ܶ ܳ ܭ
ܳ ܘܐ
ܳ ܫܪܐ ܭ
‗ ܘܢܥܒܕܘܢ ܡܪܕܫܐand have them make me a sanctuary, so that I may
ܳ ܭ
1173
dwell among them‘ . Hymns on Paradise III:6 employs  ܡܬܟܣܐmakən, ‘tent, tabernacle,
25:8 ܒܝܣܮܗܘܢ

habitation’1174 in the phrase ‗inner Tabernacle‘ to describe the innermost place of Paradise.
The application of this word, a cognate of the root

!K'v,,

from which

!K'v.mi,,

mikn,
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‘dwelling place’ is also derived, again evokes the rabbinic idea of the shekinah, the inner
place being the most holy place where God himself dwells:
Their eyes were open –
Though at the same time they were still closed
So as not to see the Glory
Or their own low estate,
So as not to see the Glory
Of that inner Tabernacle....1175
Ephrem’s hymns, on occasion, designate the divisions of Paradise as ‗inner Tabernacle‘ and
‗outer Tabernacle‘ with a further area outside designated as the ‗hedge‘ or ‗fence‘1176 thus
indicating a threefold division. References to all three divisions are found in Hymns on
Paradise IV:7:
The tongue cannot relate the description of innermost Paradise,
Nor indeed does it suffice for the beauties of the outer part;
For even the simple adornments by the Garden‘s fence cannot be related in an
adequate way.1177
The first term recalls the Nahse 16 Dəggwā wherein Mary is described as residing in the
‗inner place‘1178. Elsewhere in Ephrem, however, the outer area of the tabernacle is called

ܳ

ܽ  ܶܒܬܝbeyt qudə or just ܘܕܫܐ
ܳ  ܽܩqudə, ‗the holy place‘ or ‗sanctuary‘ as occurs

the ܩܘܕܫܐ

in the quotation above from Hymns on Paradise III:51179. The inner veiled part of Paradise
designated

ܳ ܩܕܘܫ ܽܩ
ܽ qədu qudə‘, or ‗holy of holies‘, in Hymns on Paradise IV:21180
ܘܕܫܐ

and also in Hymns on Paradise III:14:
In the midst of Paradise God had planted
The Tree of knowledge
To separate off, above and below,
Sanctuary from Holy Holies.1181
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Peshitta for the Hebrew

I show you concerning the pattern of the tabernacle and of all its furniture, so you shall make it‘
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worship in a sanctuary that is a sketch and shadow of the heavenly one; for Moses, when he was
about to erect the tent, was warned, ―See that you make everything according to the pattern that was
shown you on the mountain‖‘ Kronholm: 72.
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Later in verse 17 the two sanctuaries are mentioned, revealed to Moses during the Sinai
theophany:
The symbol of Paradise was depicted by Moses
Who made the two sanctuaries, the sanctuary and the Holy of Holies;
Into the outer one entrance was permitted,
But into the inner only once a year.
So too with Paradise, God closed off the inner part,
But He opened up the outer wherein Adam might graze.1182
Hymns on Paradise, III:16

describes the inner Tabernacle as ‗veiled‘ or ‗hidden‘, its

terminology perhaps recalling the Nahse 16 Dəggwā which describes Mary, the ‗Holy of
Holies‘ as being ‘protected‘ by angels1183.
Adam‘s keeping of the commandment
Was to be his censer;
Then he might enter before the Hidden One
Into that hidden Tabernacle.1184
Furthermore, in Hymns on Paradise, II:12, Ephrem regards Noah’s Ark as having this same
threefold division as does the andəmta on Genesis 8:19, and as is implied by references to
the Tabernacle in the Dəggwā1185:
Noah made the animals live in the lowest part of the Ark;
In the middle lodged the birds,
while Noah himself, like the Deity resided on the upper deck.
On Mount Sinai it was the people
Who dwelt below,
The priests round about it,
And Aaron halfway up,
While Moses was on its heights,
And the Glorious One on the summit.1186
The Dəggwā and Ephrem share the same view of the threefold division of Paradise, using
similar or sometimes identical terminology to describe each division, and connecting this
understanding with the Sinai Theophany.
Another parallel that emerges with the ‘Ephremic’ literature is the connection made by the
Dəggwā between Paradise and the Church, as illustrated in the Hidar 21 Dəggwā:
Zechariah saw the lampstand all of gold and jacinth
One her right and on her left olive branches
Of the Holy Church.1187.
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In Hymns on Paradise VII:7 Ephrem writes:
God planted the fair Garden,
He built the pure Church; upon the Tree of Knowledge
....
In the Church He implanted the Word which causes rejoicing with its
promises.1188
Ephrem intertwines the concepts of the Garden and of the Church as in the Dəggwā, so just
as the Ark is sometimes located in this world, and sometimes in Paradise so the earthly
Temple and Church merge with the sacred place in Paradise.
Hymns on Paradise, VII:10 implies that the presence of God is experienced in the same way
in the Church as it was in Paradise before the fall:
The effortless power, the arm which never tires,
Planted this Paradise, adorned it without effort.
But it is the effort of free will that adorns the Church with all manner of fruits.
The Creator saw the Church and was pleased;
He resided in that Paradise which she had planted for His honor,
Just as He had planted the Garden for her delight.1189
The Church freely choosing to obey and restored through salvation, now recreates Paradise,
and God resides in this place.
The study of Ark imagery in chapter 3 ended with a small set of symbolic interpretations
from the Dəggwā that associate Mary with a Chariot1190. In the context of the symbolism
analysed in chapter 3 this was understood to be a symbol of conveyance, bearing the divine
presence to the Church, as in the Nahāse 16 Dəggwā where Mary is compared to the chariot
of Aminadab, which carried the Ark to Jerusalem (1Chronicles 13:7):
Her mouth is like apple, like the skin of a pomegranate,
I compared her to the Chariot of Am[in]adab,
Her neck is like the Tower of David
Her tablets [are] of the Law,
Glory surrounds her.1191
This interpretation appears to be uniquely Ethiopian, but other chariot imagery, to which this
example is clearly linked, associates Mary with the Ezekiel’s vision of the chariot throne of
God (Ezekiel 1). The later printed version of the Hidar 21 Dəggwā combines this vision
with Zechariah’s visions of the lampstand:
Zechariah saw the lampstand,
which was all of gold on the right and on the left were the branches of olive
trees,
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which had seven lights and seven covers on her.
This is the Holy Church,
and as for this it is the seven eyes of the Father
who sits above the chariot of the Cherubim.1192
Recalling that the lampstand and the Church are connected with Mary, the reference here is
to the ‗Holy Church‘ that rides above the chariot. The Nahāse 16 Dəggwā also refers to
Mary’s spirit being carried to heaven on a chariot:
The years of the Virgin were eighty [she passed] from this world,
And after her assumption,
On a chariot1193
These examples all have one idea in common: that the distinction between heaven and earth
disappears. This approach is also adopted by Ephrem, when he compares Mary with the
chariot throne of God (Ezekiel 1) in Hymns on Mary VII:4-5:
...let Ezekiel come and see You on my knees;
Let him kneel down and worship You, and acknowledge
It was You he saw there lifted up by the cherubim
Above the chariot, and let him call me blessed
Who carry you now.
The very chariot stops amazed
That I carry its Master;
The cherubim cry out with trembling:
‗blessed is Your splendour in Your place‘
-that place is with me, my bosom is your home!
Your radiance rests on my knees,
The throne of Your Majesty is held in my arms.
Instead of chariot wheels,
My fingers clasp You. I too will cry out
‗blessed are You in Your place‘.1194
The Nahse 16 Dəggwā employs the same symbolic link between Mary and the throne of
God in its description of Mary as ‗the throne of the Cherubim‘ and ‗dwelling place‘
terminology that directly associates her with the Chariot Throne of God:
For myself and by my own hand I created the Virgin
from whom I was incarnated said God.
The throne of the Cherubim of the highest heaven
His dwelling place which word cannot tell dwelt on her.1195
The Dəggwā makes the particular association with the Chariot of Aminadab, with Mary
being either the chariot itself, or being borne on the chariot. Both of these are symbols of
Mary bearing divine presence, and the specific connection with the Chariot of Aminadab
Yared መጽሐፈ ዴ ዖቅደስ ያሬዴ: 141 a 11-15.
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serves to link the chariot clearly with the Ark, rather than any other chariot mentioned in the
Old Testament. These symbols, however, do not relate only to the idea of bearing divine
presence, since Mary is portrayed in this Dəggwā as a vision of Paradise itself. This imagery
is explored, in the following section, in connection with the Ark, to impart a more
comprehensive understanding of the Ethiopic perceptions of the Ark’s significance.
The connection between Mary and the Ark as a symbol of the shekinah, the divine presence,
expressing the paradox of God being contained in the Incarnation has already been
discussed1196. A further significant aspect is articulated in the Hidar 21 Dəggwā where
Mary, as the Ark, bears manna to the faithful, imagery that is connected to the Eucharist:
This is Mary
Whom the holy prophets likened to
The Ark of Noah
Which had manna concealed inside her.
Wondrous white fleece of David,
Lampstand of Zachariah the priest,
Closed paradise,
Sealed pit,
Whom the prophets saw in golden clothes in one piece.1197
The phrase ‗manna concealed inside her‘ is an allusion to Revelation 2:17 ‘To everyone who
conquers I will give some of the hidden manna’. The ‗hidden manna‘ is Christ’s body,
which he identified himself in John 6:51 as the ‗living bread that came down out of the
heaven‘ , an allusion both to manna which came down from heaven1198 and also to salvation
and eternal life. The Nahāse 16 Dəggwā also refers to manna placed inside the Ark1199 to
illustrate Mary’s rôle in bearing Christ. This Dəggwā also expresses the idea of Mary
bearing salvation to the faithful in various ways: Mary reflects Paradise, and her fruit,
Christ, is eaten through the Eucharist. The divine presence in the Eucharist is emphasised
through a repetition of the idea of divine indwelling, expressed through the symbolism of the
burning bush. Two further symbols, Mary as the ‗Golden Basket‘ and the ‗vessel of Manna‘,
lead naturally to the Eucharist. The Gee’z phrase for the ‗Golden Basket‘ is መሶበ ውርቅ,
masoba wərq. The masob is a basket used for eating food, or the basket used for the
Eucharist. The ‗Golden Basket‘ is the golden urn mentioned in Hebrews 9:4 as containing
the manna in the Ark:
My Lady, treasury of the Word,
Halo of the moon,
Warmth of the sun,
Those who eat your fruit will gain wisdom,
You, the Wood [of the bush]
1196
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Who gives understanding.
….
Ark of the sanctuary, Halleluiah
The bride of the King
Mary, the new boat
The dry earth of Isaiah
She is the dwelling place of the Holy Spirit.
My Lady, Mary,
Golden Basket of manna.
Whom the great prophet, saw on Sinai1201
In this symbolic interpretation Mary brings heavenly bread, the flesh of Christ, to believers
in the Eucharist, just as the Ark contained the manna, bread that came from heaven. The
Eucharist is to be a continual remembrance of Christ1202, and the manna in the Ark likewise
symbolises salvation1203. In this way Yared links the Eucharist, the Ark, and the Incarnation
through the association of various symbols.
Ephrem also articulates the connection between the manna which was placed in the Ark and
the person of Christ in Hymns on the Nativity, IV:88-91.
The bread that the first-born broke in the desert
Was consumed and passed away, although He multiplied it greatly.
Once again He has broken new bread
That ages and generations will not consume.
They consumed the seven loaves of bread that He broke,
And they finished also the five loaves of bread that He multiplied.
The one loaf of bread that He broke conquered the creation;
For however much it is divided it multiplies all the more.1204
And also in Hymns on Faith, LXXXI:8:
Like Manna which of its own sufficed to fill the People,
In place of other foods, thanks to its tastiness,
So too has the Pearl filled me, replacing books and the reading and
commenting on them.1205
The breakdown of the distinction between heaven and earth is important in this imagery, and
is connected with two realities. Firstly, the reference is to the partaking of the Eucharist in
the Church, which is a mystical link to Paradise, during which the faithful experience the
presence of God in the same way as Adam and Eve before the Fall. Secondly, it may also
refer to the Paradisal Feast, or heavenly Eucharist of which the faithful will partake for
eternity. Recalling that the Ark itself is a mystical link between heaven and earth, these two
realities merge into one.

This leads on to the next symbol, which also has a strong
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connection with the understanding of the Eucharist and the heavenly feast, namely the Cross
itself.

The Tree of Life
The crucifixion and the Cross are frequently mentioned in the Dəggwā. Various honours are
given to the Cross, and praise for it is given to God, but these are not always associated with
any symbolic interpretation. One set of images of particular relevance, however, occurs in
the Dəggwā for Meskerem 17, the festival of the finding of the True Cross, where Yared
compares the Cross with the Tree of Life, also calling it the Tree of Salvation. The Cross is
also symbolised as the key with which God unlocked Paradise again. Both of these themes
are reiterated in the ‘Ephremic’ literature. Paradisal allusions are found in the following
phrases, which are repeated at various points in the Dəggwā mentioned:
The Cross is the Tree of Life
The Cross is the Tree of Salvation.
The Cross of the Word
Tree of Life1206
….
Praise the God of Gods
Praise the Lord of freedom
Because He is the God of mercy
With His Cross He opened Paradise
With His Cross He opened Paradise
With His Cross He worked salvation
This is the Cross
Our salvation, our strength and our fortress
May it always be with us.1207
….
From the root of Jesse
Honoured fruit shot forth
For our sakes the Tree of Life was planted,
And on it Christ was crucified.1208
The multi-semiotic meaning of ዔፅ, ‗ə, and

ܳ  ܭܩ,
ܝܦܐ

qays1209 that covers the nouns tree,

wood and cross in English is shared by the the ‘Ephremic’ and Ethiopic literature alike. The
Tree/Cross that was the means of the fall of mankind in Eden, paradoxically becomes the
means of his redemption. Ephrem emphasises this connection in Nisibene Hymns XXXVI,
where Death proclaims, ‗How can your cross conquer me, seeing that it was through the
wood that I was victorious and conquered at the beginning?‘ 1210. Alternatively Ephrem uses

ܳ  ܭܩ, qays, in Hymns on the Nativity IV:110
ܝܦܐ

to explain that believers were delivered by

the same material that caused their fall, ‗By the wood with which he killed us, we were
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delivered‘1211. The Kəbra Nagaśt extrapolates this idea when uniting the biblical covenants
made with Noah, Abraham, Moses and ultimately the New Covenant in Jesus Christ through
the agency of potent wood1212.
The Dəggwā and Ephrem express the idea of the Cross being the key, the means of
admission to Paradise, as expressed in the Meskerem 17 Dəggwā:
Praise the God of Gods
Praise the Lord of freedom
Because He is the God of mercy
With His Cross He opened Paradise
With His Cross He opened Paradise
With His Cross He worked salvation
This is the Cross
Our salvation, our strength and our fortress
May it always be with us.1213
Likewise, the same idea emerges in Ephrem’s Hymns on the Resurrection II:1:
Your law has been my vessel
revealing to me something of Paradise,
Your Cross has been to me the key
which opened up this Paradise.
From the Garden of Delights did I gather
and carry back with me from Paradise
roses and other eloquent blooms
which are here scattered about for Your feast
amid songs as they flutter down on humanity.
Blessed is He who both gave and received the crown!1214
Furthermore, once in Paradise, the Cross is also the means of sustenance for believers, a
theme followed in the andəmta, which clearly identifies the Tree of Life and the Cross as
symbolically connected, and identifying the fruit of this tree with the Eucharist:
Genesis 2:9
(Ge‘ez) And God caused to grow from the earth every beautiful tree which was
good for eating and for looking at.
(Amharic) Again God made these plants which when they see and eat make
them glad He made these plants. ILLUSTRATION: and if they ask why does it
say their growth was on the Tuesday of the Creation? That which is good to eat
to say it was repeated. ANDM to bring in that it is called the Tree of Life.
(Ge‘ez) And the Tree of Life he planted in the middle of the garden.
(Amharic) He made the Tree of Life so that it would be found in the middle of
the garden.
(Ge‘ez) The Tree which shows and causes understanding of good and evil
(Amharic) He made the Tree of Knowledge1215 which if they eat it causes evil to
be known and if they do not eat it causes good to be known that it might be
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found. ANDM He caused the Tree of Knowledge to be found which, if they eat
its gourd/fruit makes good to be known. Adam and Eve after they went out of
Paradise, having seen their former honour and their later disgrace, ‗If we did
not eat this Tree of Knowledge how were we to live in disgrace (or live at
all)?‘1216 they said. EXPLANATION: The Tree of Life, and the Tree of
Knowledge were they not found on the third day? So if they ask why did He
make them found now: they were found on the third day, but now he said this to
Adam: ‗Eat this, Do not eat this!‘ For He established a rule for him, if he sees
this, He will reply telling him. HISTORY: Three trees were given to Adam.
One for him to guard, one for him to eat, and one to renew him after living for a
thousand years. When he ate the one which He said not to eat, the tree by
which he would be renewed was removed. In place of the Tree of Life which
would renew him today His flesh and His blood have entered into us. We
receive his flesh and blood and we are renewed in our sonship (in Christ) and
we become those who will enter the Kingdom of Heaven. 1217
In the connection that is made between the Eucharist and the Tree of Life, the fruit of the
latter is now replaced by the elements of the Eucharist, with the underlying interpretation
being that Christ represents the fruit of the Tree, and that Mary herself is the Tree. The
Eucharist is implicitly the fruit of the Tree of Life in Paradise.
The andəmta on Genesis 3:22 compares Adam’s reaching up to take fruit with the reaching
out of Christ’s hands on the Cross, this being a recurrence of the theme of reaching out
symbolising the Cross1218. The taking of fruit from the Tree of Life, and new life in Christ
are the same thing.
Genesis 3:22
(Ge‘ez) And God said, ‗Behold Adam has become like one of us, he knows good
and evil.‘
(Amharic) God said thus, ‗Adam knows the difference between good and evil,
and has become like one of us‘ he said, he is laughing at us on the side
(Ge‘ez) from now he might, perhaps, lift and reach out his hand and take from
the tree of life and eat, and he will live forever.
(Amharic) And perhaps today might life up his hand and eat from the tree of life
and might remain living, he said. And finally he put him out [of the garden].
ANDM: (Ge‘ez) And God said in reply, ‗Adam knows good and evil, and has
become like one of us.‘ Now Adam might lift up his hand and take from the tree
of life, and eat and live forever‘ he said. Put him out, you said, tie him up!
ANDM: Adam, flesh knows knowledge attributed to God alone, he has become
like a son of ours, he will reach out his hands on the Cross, be crucified.
Having received the suffering of the Cross he will live by resurrection.
(He will live) believers will live forever
ANDM: Adam having given birth to a true believer (he has become like one of
us), in his childhood he will become a part of us (and from today) now by his
1215
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wisdom he will reach out and he will repent, he will receive the flesh and blood
[of the Eucharist] and he will live forever.1219
In the Numbers 17 andəmta the blossoming of Aaron’s Rod is interpreted as symbolically
connected with the Eucharist, the fruit of the Tree of Life:
Numbers 17: 8
(Ge‘ez) And when it was the next day, Moses and Aaron went into the tent of the
tabernacle
(Amharic) And the next day it was like this: Moses and Aaron went into the tent
of the tabernacle
(Ge‘ez) And behold the rod of Aaron had blossomed for the House of Levi, and
produced leaves, blossomed flowers, and bore almonds
(Amharic) Behold the rod Levi, Aaron‘s rod had blossomed, it produced
flowers, it produced almonds, nuts1220, and orange. ILLUSTRATION: for that
time the office was given to him, being done like this he caused them to be
distinguished. For later, however, it is a symbol. The rod is a symbol of Our
Lady, the fruit of the Lord. ANDM: the rod is a symbol of the Lord, the fruit is
a symbol of his virtue. ANDM: the rod is a symbol of the Cross, the fruit is a
symbol of its value – of his flesh and his blood it is a symbol.1221
This is a further interpretation of Aaron’s Rod, discussed earlier as wood representing the
Cross1222. Now the fruit of the Rod symbolises Christ, fruit which is also the Eucharist
consumed by believers, symbolism that may be connected with the characterisation of Christ
as the grape, and Mary as the vine in Syriac literature1223. The andəmta makes much of these
symbols, but they are not alluded to by the Kəbra Nagaśt where the focus is primarily on the
potency of the Ark of the Covenant.
Ephrem specifically portrays Christ as the fruit of the Tree of Life in Paradise in Hymns on
the Resurrection, I:6:
From on high He flowed like a river,
from Mary He stemmed as from a root,
from the Cross He descended as fruit,
as the first-fruit He ascended to heaven.
Blessed is His will!1224
In a more oblique reference in Hymns on Faith VI:6, Ephrem employs the Tree of Life to
represent Christ himself rather than its fruit.
It was His Son Himself Who set and planted it:
By the Tree of Life1225 alone,
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The Planter shadowed out His own Likeness.1226
Ephrem’s first Hymn on the Resurrection, which presents many paradoxes of the incarnation,
has assembled miscellaneous ideas about Christ, in two verses which link Mary and the
Cross Hymns on the Resurrection I:6,9. The first verse below, in a reference to Isaiah 11,
symbolises Mary as the root of Jesse with Christ as the shoot. The second verse makes the
link between Mary’s bearing of Christ and the Cross, in a manner that is reminiscent to the
Ark as a symbol of divine indwelling:
From on high He flowed like a river,
From Mary He [stemmed] as from a root,
From the Cross He descended as fruit
As the firstfruit He ascended to heaven.
Blessed is His will!1227
Mary carried Him as a child,
The priest [Simeon] carried Him as an offering,
The Cross carried Him as one slain,
Heaven carried Him as God.
Praise to His Father!1228
Ephrem further associates Christ with the Tree of Life in Hymns on the Fast III:3, where he
cites the Tree of Knowledge as the cause of the Fall but simultaneously as a tree which
points to the Tree of Life, and to its fruit:
Who is there who can expound concerning that Tree which caused those who
sought it to go astray?
It is an invisible target, hidden from the eyes, which wearies those who shoot at
it.
It is both the Tree of Knowledge, and of ignorance:
It is the cause of knowledge, for by it a person knows
What is the gift that was lost, and the punishment that took place.
Blessed is that Fruit which has mingled a knowledge
Of the Tree of Life into mortals.1229
A similar idea is expressed in the following quotation from Nisibene Hymns XLI:13 that
links the fall through the Tree of Knowledge with redemption through the Cross/Tree of
Life1230:
A tree caught Adam for me,
Blessed in the cross which has caught the son of David for me!1231
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In Hymns on Paradise VI:7 Ephrem articulates the connection between the Tree and the
Eucharist, as well as that between the Church and Paradise.
In the Tree of Knowledge
He established the commandment
He rejoiced, but they did not respond;
He warned, but they did not fear.
In the Church he set the Word,
Which causes joy by its promises
And fear by its threats.
The Assembly of the Saints
Is a symbol of paradise.
The Fruit of him who gives life to all
Is picked in her every day.
In her, my brethren, are pressed
The grapes of him who is the Medicine of Life.1232
The following brief quote from Hymns on the Pearl IV:1 also makes the same point:
The thief gained the faith which gained him, and brought him up and placed
him in paradise. He saw in the Cross a tree of life; that was the fruit, he was
the eater in Adam‘s stead.1233
A closely related symbol that Murray claimed was ‗virtually limited to the Syrians‘1234 is
Christ as the Grape1235, identifiable in Aphrahat and in Ephrem. Murray considers the Syriac
symbol of Christ as the Grape to have a robust connection with the Tree of Life symbols1236,
with Christ as the fruit:
‗Paradise is the type, as well as the eschatological goal, of the Church. The
Tree of Life in it is the type of Christ as source of the Church‘s life, with
reference both to the Eucharist and to the sacraments involving anointing,
especially the pre-baptismal ‗signing‘... This means that the ―Tree of Life‖ is
represented simultaneously as vine and as olive‘1237
This Eucharistic symbol, found in the Ethiopic literature only in the Hidar 21 Dəggwā,
addresses Mary as, ‗My Lady, grape vine who bore fruit‘1238 also occurs in the previously
quoted Hymns on Paradise VI:7, as well as in Eucharistic imagery of Hymns on the Nativity
III:15:
Blessed be the Shepherd, who became the Lamb for our atonement!
Blessed be the Vineshoot, which became the Chalice for our salvation!
Blessed be the Grape, the source of the Medicine of Life!
1231
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Blessed be the Farmer, who became the wheat which was sown and the sheaf
which was harvested.1239
In this example, Murray states that ‗the Grape is seen as a source of the Eucharist which
feeds the Church, and at the same time it is closely linked with other elements in the complex
of vine-symbolism which have a directly communal reference.‘1240
In keeping with the Dəggwā, Ephrem perceives Paradise as having a threefold division, as
shown in the following quotation from Hymns on Paradise III:3, 5, 7, where this idea is
amalgamated with the Tree of Life, which is planted in the innermost place, that is the Holy
of Holies:
In the very midst He planted the Tree of Knowledge,
Endowing it with awe, hedging it in with dread,
So that it might straightway serve as a boundary to the inner region of
Paradise.
Two things did Adam hear in that single decree:
That they should not eat of it and that, by shrinking form it,
They should perceive that it was not lawful to penetrate further, beyond that
Tree
When the accursed one learned how the glory of that inner Tabernacle,
As if in a sanctuary was hidden from then
And that the Tree of Knowledge, clothed with an injunction,
Served as the veil for the sanctuary,
He realized that its fruit was the key of justice
That would open the eyes of the bold – and cause them great remorse
But when Adam boldly ran and ate of its fruit
This double knowledge straightway flew toward him,
Tore away and removed both veils from his eyes:
He beheld the Glory of the Holy of Holies and trembled;
He beheld, too, his own shame and blushed, groaning and lamenting
Because the twofold knowledge he had gained had proved for him a torment.1241
Furthermore the Tree of Life is linked to the Eucharist in Hymns on Paradise VI:7, 8. Here
the fruit of the Tree is implicitly the communion, the flesh of Christ himself:
God planted the fair Garden, He built the pure Church;
Upon the Tree of Knowledge He established the injunction.
He gave joy, but they took no delight, He gave admonition, but they were
unafraid.
In the Church He implanted the Word
Which causes rejoicing with its promises, which causes fear with its warnings:
He who despises the Word, perishes, he who takes warning lives.
The assembly of saints bears resemblance to Paradise:
In it each day is plucked the fruit of Him who gives life to all;
1239
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In it, my brethren, is trodden the cluster of grapes, to be the Medicine of Life.
The serpent is crippled and bound by the curse,
While Eve‘s mouth is sealed with a silence that is beneficial
-but it also serves once again as a harp to sing the praises of her Creator.1242
The symbolism in Ephrem’s hymns is richer than the Dəggwā when comparing the Eucharist
with the fruit of the Tree of Life. By contrast, the Dəggwā‘s preference lies in manna borne
in the Ark. Ephrem and the Dəggwā, however, do use related ideas as they both depict the
Ark and the Tree of Life as being symbolically present in the Holy of Holies in Paradise.
The ‘Ephremic’ literature also extrapolates the symbolic connection of the Eucharist with the
shekinah. Hymns on Faith, X:12 and Hymns on Faith, X:8 associate divine dwelling with
the bread and wine of the Eucharist: ‗The Fire of compassion descended and took up
residence in the Bread‘1243, and ‗In Your Wine there resides the Fire that is not drunk‘1244.
The Armenian Eucharistic Hymns XLVII:27-30 extent this concept to the communicant, just
as the Ethiopic version of 1Peter 2:5 & 9 employs ታቦት, tbot to refer to believers1245:
The Medicine of Life flew down from on high to reside in those worthy of it.
Let us make holy our souls and thoughts in honour of His glory.
We hold God in our hands: let there be no blemish in our bodies.
Once He has entered, He takes up residence with us, so let us make ourselves
holy within.1246
Ephrem creates a further link between God residing in Mary’s womb, and in the believer in
Hymns on the Nativity, IV:130:
The Holy One dwelt in the womb in a bodily manner,
And behold, He dwells in the mind in a spiritual manner.1247
Through the association with the shekinah, Ephrem closely associates the Ark, the Eucharist
and the Incarnation in a similar manner to that found in Yared, expressed through the
imagery of manna borne in the Ark1248.

Developments in Later Ethiopic Literature
The Dəggwā presents the view of heaven in terms of the visions of the prophets Ezra,
Ezekiel, Zechariah, and Moses. The focus this Dəggwā is the Zechariah 4 vision of a
lampstand. The andəmta on Zechariah 4:3 explains that:
the lampstand [is a symbol of] Our Lady, the gold of her purity and her
holiness, the bowl for the wick of her womb, the cover of her virginity, the fire
of divinity, the wick of the Incarnation, the oil of the Holy Spirit....1249
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The interpretation is refers specifically to Mary, and lacks the wider perspective wherein this
vision is related to the Heavenly Tabernacle and to Paradise.
Similarly the interpretation of Ezekiel’s vision is that of the heavenly temple (Ezekiel 4044), with the specific mention of the ‗closed East gate‘ occurring in Ezekiel 44:1-4. The
extended andəmta on Ezekiel 44:2, specifically interprets the sign of closed gate in the
following manner:
Its fulfilment [the vision‘s], however – she became pregnant without a seed, so
that he be born with sealed virginity, it proves that his mother would live
without being opened after his birth.1250
Again the interpretation refers specifically to Mary, with no reference to either the Heavenly
Tabernacle or to Paradise in this lengthy andəmt.
The andəmta on Exodus 25:201251 explains the interpretation of the Ark of the Covenant, a
further passage focussing specifically on the person of Mary:
This is a symbol:
The tbot of Our Lady;
The gold of her purity and her holiness;
The river of her mind;
The hammered gold [is a symbol of ] the furore of the Spirit, for as that furore
will not be settled the spiritual furore from the mind of Our Lady will not
disappear;
The stand underneath is the purity of woman [Mary],
The place where [the wings of the cherubim] meet above [is a symbol of] the
purity the father,
The two wings of Hanna and Joachim1252;
That which is put between [them] of Our Lady, being in between them, it is a
symbol of her being found from the union of Hanna and Joachim;
The two cubits and a span length are the years from Adam to Noah, if they are
counted they are two thousand two hundred and fifty six years, in two thousand
two hundred and fifty six years the Tbot of Noah was found as a sign of the
Virgin;
The cubit and a span width are the years from Noah to Moses, if these are
counted there are one thousand six hundred and twenty two years, in one
thousand six hundred and twenty two years the Tbot of Moses was found as a
symbol of the Virgin;
The height of a cubit and a span are the years from Moses to the True Virgin, if
they are counted they come to one thousand six hundred and twenty two years,
in one thousand six hundred and twenty two years the Tbot of Noah, a symbol
of the Virgin, and the Tbot of Moses, a symbol of the Virgin, because they are
her symbol, in five thousand five hundred years the True Virgin was found, and
this is a symbol;
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The four rings, for she is pure in four ways, in sight, in touch, in hearing and in
thinking;
The two poles [are a symbol of] fraternal love and the love of God
ANDM of Joseph and Salome, for during her exile they went with her
ANDM of Orni and Sophia they are a symbol: for Basil said, ‗do not abandon
the things which I have vowed, while you are with me‘
Over the place where they join the cherubim, carve them like two chickens will
fight each other meaning each year the High Priest enters from the place of
entreaty from the precious stones (the Urim and the Thummim) having heard
the word, he came out; Our Lady from her guardian angel, with Gabriel having
heard, she gave birth to the incarnated Word who taught with human words,
this is a symbol.1253
The andəmta on Exodus 27:21, describing the details of the construction of the Tabernacle,
offers no detailed explanation of this, but does allude to Yared’s oblique reference to the
Heavenly Zion in the ome Dəggwā:
God, in order to prove that in the nature of His wisdom He made heaven and
earth, likewise that He gave his wisdom and grace to men he dwelt in Bezalel
and Oholiab and made the Tabernacle. Before Zion he established the
heavens, and secondly he showed to Moses that he might perform the service
for the Tabernacle he says.1254
This andəmta appears to lack the interpretation of the heavenly church, and Paradise.
When Moses commands Aaron to put manna into the Ark as a memorial (Exodus 16:33), the
andəmta on the verse 34 interprets this as referring to the Eucharist:
Exodus 16:34
(Ge‘ez) and Aaron placed it before the testimony, so that it be preserved.
Aaron having heard Moses‘ word to keep it for the time of their grandchildren
he took it [the Manna] and placed it before the Tabernacle of the Law. This is
a symbol: that the current generation judge against them by the fathers means
of judgement: they denied Him when He fed them with this measure of manna?
Saying this, [the interpretation is]
ANDM: when He fed you with this which resembles manna, how did you deny
Him? Saying this, they might judge against them by the means of judgement.
The fulfilment is, however, the Golden Basket [is a symbol] of Our Lady, the
gold of her purity and her holiness; manna [is a symbol] of the Son of God,
which is without age. That [manna] when it remains for many ages without
changing, it is a symbol of the unchanging of his divinity when the Lord he
became a man.
This is a straightforward interpretation of the symbolism of the Golden Basket, and the
manna, consistent with Yared, although the heavenly component is lacking. Whereas Yared
emphasised the bearing of manna, and the believer’s consumption, in the andəmta the
emphasis has shifted to Mary, and no mention is made of the Eucharist.
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The previously discussed connection between Zion, Mary and the Ark in the Kəbra
Nagaśt1255 was extrapolated in the Dəggwā to incorporate Ezra’s vision of a weeping
woman, which 4Esdras revealed as Zion. The Kəbra Nagaśt extensively employs symbolic
links also elaborating Yared’s theme of the Heavenly Zion, created before the world, but
now the Godhead chose to let its glory dwell there, an idea resonating with 2Baruch 1256. The
relevant passages arise primarily in the sections of the Kəbra Nagaśt that are woven around
Sheba Legend at the time of the latest recension in the late thirteenth century CE1257.
The phrase ‘Heavenly Zion’ mostly refers to the Ark made by Moses1258, as the inside of this
replica is mysteriously connected with this first Zion. In three instances, however, the
Heavenly Zion is described as the place where the members of the Trinity have a dialogue
before the Creation, forming their plan for the salvation of Adam and his race.
The first of these is at the very opening of the Kəbra Nagaśt:
‗The explanation and pronouncement of the 318 Orthodox ones concerning
honour, greatness and glory, and how God gave them to the children of Adam,
and especially concerning the greatness and honour of Zion, the Ark of God‘s
Law, of which he is the maker and the fashioner, in the fortress of His temple,
before all creation, both angels and men. For the Father, the Son and the Holy
Spirit in unison and with agreement and with equality made the Heavenly Zion
as the dwelling place of their glory. And then the Father said to the Son and to
the Holy Spirit, ―Let us make man in our image and in our likeness,‖ and they
were in accord and they agreed on this plan. And the Son said, ―I will put on
the flesh of Adam,‖ and the Holy Spirit said, ―I will dwell in the heart of the
prophets and the saints,‖ and this agreement and covenant was made in Zion
the dwelling place of their glory. And David said, ―Your agreement was
remembered which you made before the creation for the salvation of the rod of
your inheritance, in Mount Zion in which you dwell.‘ 1259
The second occurs in chapter 10, ‗And I swear by myself and by Zion, the Ark of My
Covenant, which I have created as a mercy-seat for the salvation of men, and in the last days
I will make it descend to your seed‘1260. Here the reference is to an Ark of the Covenant
existing before the Ark made by Moses. The Trinity then send this Ark down to men on
earth as part of the Mosaic Covenant. This Heavenly Zion has a heavenly mercy-seat1261.
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The third mention of the Heavenly Zion is in Chapter 17, ‗in the beginning He established
heaven and He decided that she [Zion] should be the dwelling place of his glory on earth‘1262
so ‗He decided He would cause her to descend to earth, and granted to Moses to make a
likeness of her‘1263. In this instance the boundary between the pre-existent Heavenly Zion,
and the Ark made by Moses is obscure. Now, mystically, the Heavenly Zion is God’s
dwelling place on earth, and so is part of the Ark made by Moses.
The descent of Zion mentioned in these two short excerpts is clearly linked to the ‘coming
down’ of the New Jerusalem in Revelation 21:10: ‗And in the spirit he carried me away to a
great, high mountain and showed me the holy city Jerusalem coming down out of heaven
from God.‘1264 It is not, however, limited to this as Moses is asked to make a likeness of her,
referring to the Ark of the Covenant, rather than to a city or place.
A close reading of the Kəbra Nagaśt shows that it is unclear sometimes whether it is
referring to the heavenly Ark, or that of Moses. The following description in chapter 17 is
one example, where the inside of the Ark made by Moses is connected with the Heavenly in
the following manner:
‗And inside the heavenly spiritual [Ark] 1265 is beautiful and the work is
wonderful, and she resembles jasper and sparkling stone and topaz and pearl
and crystal and light, and she shines in the eyes, and she takes away and
confuses the heart (mind), she was made by the mind of God and not by the
hand of the craftsman of a man, but He Himself made her as the dwelling place
of His glory. And it is spiritual and full of mercy, and it is heavenly and full of
light, and it is a free thing and the dwelling place of the Godhead, who dwells in
Heaven, and who moves about on the earth, and who dwells together with man
and angels, the city of men, salvation and a dwelling for the Holy Spirit.‘ 1266
Now the Ark of the Covenant is more than a replica of the Heavenly Zion, it is a direct link
to the heavenly place. Whilst elaborated in greater detail, the understanding is based on
Yared's statement that ‗Before Zion he established the heavens‘ as has been discussed
above1267.
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Again, in chapter 10, the implication is that rather than the Ark of Moses being a mere
replica, it is the heavenly Zion descended to earth:
‗And I swear by myself and by Zion, the Ark of My Covenant, which I have
created as a mercy seat and for the salvation of men, and in the last days I will
make it descend to your seed, and I will delight in the sacrifices of your children
on the earth, and the Ark of My Covenant will be with them forever.‘1268
The importance of the earthly Ark linked to the heavenly Zion in the plan of salvation is
stressed by its eternal nature. In chapter 17, God’s plan to make another Zion His earthly
dwelling place, that is the Ark made by Moses, is developed:
‗And with regard to Zion the Ark of the Law of God, in the beginning He
established heaven and He decided that she [Zion] should be the dwelling place
of his glory on earth. Having decided this, He made her come down to the
earth, and He granted to Moses to make a likeness of her, and He said ―Make
an Ark from wood which will not rot and overlay it with pure gold, and place
inside Her the Word of the Law which is the Covenant which I wrote with my
own finger in order that they might keep My Law, the two tablets of the
Covenant. And inside the heavenly spiritual [Ark] is beautiful and the work is
wonderful, and she resembles jasper and sparkling stone and topaz and pearl
and crystal and light, and she shines in the eyes, and she takes away and
confuses the heart (mind), she was made by the mind of God and not by the
hand of the craftsman of a man, but He Himself made her as the dwelling place
of His glory. And it is spiritual and full of mercy, and it is heavenly and full of
light, and it is a free thing and the dwelling place of the Godhead, who dwells in
Heaven, and who moves about on the earth, and who dwells together with man
and angels, the city of men, salvation and a dwelling for the Holy Spirit. Inside
it is the Golden Gomor1269 containing the Manna which came from heaven, and
the Rod of Aaron, which blossomed after it was dry, without anyone watering
with water, and this broke in two places and became three rods, whilst being
one.‘1270
This description of the Ark suggests links with three biblical references:
1. Ezekiel 28:13, describing the adornment of humans with precious stones in the
Garden of Eden before the fall;
2. Revelation 4:3, describing John's vision of the last days, and the appearance of the
one seated on the throne in Heaven surrounded by a rainbow;
3. Revelation 21:10-11, describing the heavenly Jerusalem adorned with jewels and
precious stones.
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These also equate with Yared’s Teaching of Zechariah, whose golden lampstand’s walls and
sides are described variously as: pearl1271, jasper, jacinth, although in the book of Zechariah
itself only the gold of the lampstand is mentioned (Zechariah 4:2).
The Kəbra Nagaśt applies such references to the Ark to link together:
1. The dwelling place of man in Eden before the Fall,
2. The dwelling place of man in heaven after the Second Coming,
3. The beginning and the end of time,
These three emphasise the eternal nature of the Ark, and the sacramental nature of Eden
before the Fall. The persistence of the Ark of the Law of God until end of the world is
hinted at in this passage, an idea which re-emerges in chapter 114, where the return of the
Ark to the Mount Zion is part of the culmination of God’s salvation plan as presented in
Revelation 14:
And the Ark of the Law of God, the Holy Zion will remain here until that day
when Our Lord will dwell on Mount Zion, and Zion will come and appear to all
the worthy and pure, …..and Enoch and Elijah who are living to be witnesses,
and Moses and Aaron from the dead, they will live with everyone, and they will
open her (Zion‘s) seals and they will reveal the Jews, the crucifiers and they
shall reproach them and accuse them because of all of their violation of the
Word of God, and they will see what He wrote for them with His hand - the
Words of His Commandment; and the Manna with which he fed them without
toil, along with its measure the Gomor; and the spiritual Zion which came down
for their salvation; and the rod of Aaron which blossomed in the likeness of
Mary.1272
The Ark of the Law of God and its contents have become witnesses against those who
crucified Christ, since together they show different ways in which God provided for the
Jews, and yet they still crucified Christ. The placing of the Ark at the last judgement again
affirms its place in the New Covenant of Jesus Christ. There is a small departure from the
Dəggwā here, and some ideas in the earlier parts of the Kəbra Nagaśt, since now the
Heavenly Zion and the Ark of the Covenant, Zion, which is present on earth, appear to be
distinguished.
Completing the picture of the Ark made by Moses in the Kəbra Nagaśt, Chapter 104 affirms
the place of the Ark in Christian worship, embedding it in the New Covenant of Jesus Christ:
And He makes righteous the one who worships in purity in the pure Ark of His
Law; because it is called ‗mercy seat‘, and also it is called ‗refuge‘ and it is
called ‗place of sacrifice‘ and it is called ‗place of forgiveness of sin‘, and it is
called ‗salvation‘ and it is called ‗gate of life‘ and it is called ‗glorification‘
and it is called ‗city of refuge‘, and it is called ‗boat‘ and it is called ‗anchor of
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salvation‘, it is called ‗house of prayer‘ and it is called ‗place of forgiveness of
sin to one who prays in purity in it‘, in order that people may pray in purity and
they might not defile their flesh, because God loves the pure, because He is the
dwelling of the pure. To those who enter into His dwelling and are held by the
Holy Ark and who pray to him with all their hearts, He will hear them and He
will save them from the day of their adversity, and He will do their will because
He made the Holy Ark in the form of His throne.1273
Whilst salvation has come through the aegis Christ, the Ark is seen as key to God’s salvation
plan as the means through which forgiveness is granted and salvation received. In the
Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church the Ark is the place where forgiveness is granted, and
where people can communicate with God in a special way. This seems to be a departure
from the symbolism of the earlier literature, since here the Ark is no longer a symbol, but it
is the very place where salvation is to be found. The Ark itself is to be a witness at the Last
Judgement, and the physical Ark present in a Church is the mediator of salvation, through
the Eucharist.
Whilst the Kəbra Nagaśt has a clear heavenly vision of the Tabernacle, which is eternal, and
relates to salvation, it has lost the breadth of expression found in the Dəggwā, which relates
the ideas to a broad set of biblical visions. This is consistent with the idea that the Kəbra
Nagaśt in its latest recension has a specific purpose to elevate the status of the Ark in relation
to salvation, emphasising its potency. This focus is consistent with 2Baruch1274, which only
mentions Moses’ vision in relation to the Heavenly Tabernacle.
The culmination of the Ark imagery in the Kəbra Nagaśt occurs in chapters 103 and 1041275,
which interweave the understanding of the Ark with New Testament themes, in particular the
Eucharist reflecting the practice of the Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church today. Chapter
103 starts:
And the Ark is the horns of the altar where the holy priests offer sacrifice, and
who place on it the table, the likeness of the grave, in Golgotha, in which he
was buried, and what is on top of the table is the likeness of the first offering,
that is the flesh of Emmanuel, Akratos1276 pure, who has not in Him mixing,
which our Saviour took from Mary, of which he said to his holy Apostles, ―Eat
my flesh and he who does not eat my flesh does not have a portion with me, and
does not have everlasting life, and he who eats my flesh, if he dies, he will live
forever, and he is joined in my body and my blood, and he has become my heir,
and he will say to my Father, ‗You! Our Father who is in heaven‘, and the
Father will answer him, saying ‗You! My son!’ And the crown which is above
the offering [Eucharist] is the likeness of the stone with which the Jews sealed
up the grave. And when the priest says 'Send the Holy Spirit!' the Holy Spirit
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will be sent, and it will become fully the flesh of our Lord, and when we have
received we will become participators of the flesh and blood of our Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ, Son of the Living God and the Holy Spirit, from now for
eternity. Speak then to each other so that the Jews, who are blind in heart, may
not boast over us, who are our enemies and the enemies of the Lord our
God.1277
The Dəggwā and andəmta have equated the Ark and the manna inside it with the heavenly
Eucharist. The Kəbra Nagaśt now makes the same link with the Ark found in each a church,
which is the place where the Eucharist is prepared and is transformed into the flesh and
blood of Christ. The Ark of the Church ministers heavenly bread in the form of the
Eucharist.
The Eucharist is not explicitly mentioned in chapter 104, but the spiritual function of the Ark
described in the following passage makes clear the function that it has in the process of
partaking in the Eucharist, with a long list of titles given to the Ark:
And He makes righteous the one who worships in purity in the pure Ark of His
Law; because it is called ‗mercy-seat‘, and also it is called ‗refuge‘ and it is
called ‗place of sacrifice‘ and it is called ‗place of forgiveness of sin‘, and it is
called ‗salvation‘ and it is called ‗gate of life‘ and it is called ‗glorification‘
and it is called ‗city of refuge‘, and it is called ‗boat‘ and it is called ‗anchor of
salvation‘, it is called ‗house of prayer‘ and it is called ‗place of forgiveness of
sin to one who prays in purity in it‘1278, in order that people may pray in purity
and they might not defile their flesh, because God loves the pure, because He is
the dwelling of the pure. To those who enter into His dwelling and are held by
the Holy Ark and who pray to him with all their hearts, He will hear them and
He will save them from the day of their adversity, and He will do their will
because He made the Holy Ark in the form of His throne.1279
This list, which resonates with that given in the Dəggwā, connects the Old Testament ideas
of the Ark as a mercy-seat, a refuge, and a place where the sacrifice for sin was made under
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Bezold: 150a 15-b 19; Budge The Kebra Nagast: 195-6.
These titles for the Ark derive mostly from the Old Testament: The ‘mercy-seat’ is associated
with the Ark, see Exodus 25:17; Isaiah 14:32 refers to Zion as 'refuge' and this may be the source also
of the title ‘city of refuge‟, which could also be a more metaphorical interpretation of the cities of
refuge set up under the Mosaic Law; ‘place of sacrifice’ connects with the sacrifice of atonement
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expressed in the Kəbra Nagaśt; ‘boat’ probably relates to the description of the Ark as 'the belly of a
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association of the Ark of the Covenant with Noah’s Ark.
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the Mosaic Covenant with Mariological symbolism, as well as New Testament.

This

imagery makes a permanent place for the Ark in Ethiopian Christian worship, and in
particular in the Eucharist.
The Kəbra Nagaśt only offers oblique references to the link that exists between the original
Ark and its representation or replica that found in each Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido
Church building. First, at the end of chapter 100, during an explanation of the connection
between salvation and wood: ‘(God) said (to Noah) that which will save you, that is the Ark
of the Church’1280. Secondly in the final sentence of chapter 102 before the two chapters
devoted to the Eucharist: ‘the likeness of the throne of Holy Jerusalem is the Ark of the
Church.’1281. These two brief references to ‗the Ark of the Church‘ indicate that the Kəbra
Nagaśt associates the tābot in each Church with the original Ark, that is kept according to
Ethiopian tradition in Axum. The implication of this is that the theological understanding
developed in the Kəbra Nagaśt also applies to these replicas.

Significance
Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’ literature portray the Ark as an eternal symbol present at the
Creation, and the eschaton. The Garden of Eden was established to mediate life through the
Tree of Life. After the Fall, God’s plan was to recreate this Paradise, accomplished through
the mediation of Christ, firstly physically through Mary bearing Christ in the Incarnation,
and then metaphysically through the Eucharist. The Eucharist is associated with symbols of
Paradise, namely the Ark(s) and Mary in heaven. The eternal nature of the Ark, and the
Tabernacle, is stressed through their connection with Paradise, which they replicate. The
model for the threefold division of the original Temple in Jerusalem, and now the Church, is
the Garden of Eden, which Ephrem and the Ethiopic writers perceive as having the same
threefold division.
This threefold division is reflected in the physical layout of Ethiopian churches that are
divided into three parts: the ቅነ መሕላት qəne malet, the place where hymns are sung; the
ቅዴስት qəddəst or ‘holy place’, reserved for priests and the administration of the Eucharist;
and the መቅዯስ maqdas or ቅደሰ ቅደሳኑ qəddusa qəddusn, or ‘holy of holies’, where only
senior priests are admitted, and where the tābot stands1282.
Rather than deriving inspiration for their architectural blueprint from the Hebrew Temple, as
Ullendorff proposed1283, the construction of Ethiopian churches simulates the idea that the
earthly Tabernacle and Temple, as well as Noah’s Ark, mirrored a heavenly place. Inn this
way a connection is maintained between the Temple in Jerusalem and Ethiopian churches,
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but they share the same inspiration, rather than a linear derivation. In this context, Ephrem’s
description of the threefold division of the Heavenly Tabernacle is striking, intimating a
close connection between the Ethiopic perception of Paradise and the Judaeo-Christian
milieu of the Syriac speaking church. It may even be possible that Ephrem’s description of
Paradise, which is reiterated in the Dəggwā is the inspiration for the round shape of
Ethiopian churches1284.
A further correlation occurs with the symbolic understanding of the Ark, which has been
shown to be the bearer of manna, symbolising the Eucharist. In Ethiopian churches the
ታቦት, tbot is the place in the church where the Eucharist is prepared, and it is located in the
holy of holies, as is the Tree of Life in Paradise. Therefore, the Ark of the Church also
makes the mystical connection with the heavenly Eucharist. Furthermore, the topographical
location of Ethiopian churches on the top of hills may be significant, since in the Enochic
and Ezekielic perception Paradise is located on a high mountain. Apart from giving a robust
theological significance to the Ark, the symbolism articulates why in Ethiopian churches the
Ark is such a focus of Christian worship. The Ark is an eternal mediator of salvation,
through the symbolism of divine indwelling, and through this connection with Paradise.
Finally, the Cross is symbolised in both the Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’ traditions as the Tree of
Life, the source of the fruit used in the heavenly Eucharist, and residing in the most holy
place at the centre of the Garden. The traditions are not simple copies of each other, instead
they share intimately a symbolic framework of understanding this wide range of images.
This symbolism is developed by the andəmt and Kəbra Nagaśt. Whereas Yared has
stressed the Ark as a symbol of the paradox of divine indwelling, and through its association
with Mary as a mediator of salvation to believers through the Eucharist, the andəmt focuses
more specifically on the connection between Mary and the Ark. The interpretation of the
Kəbra Nagaśt is more material: now the Ark of the Church is the mysterious link to the
Heavenly Tabernacle.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Recommendations
‹‹ሰሊም ሇኪ፣ ቅዴስት ቤተ ክርስቲያኑ፣ አምሳሇ ሰማያዊ ኢየሩሳላም››
‘Peace be to you, Holy Church, a symbol of the Heavenly Jerusalem’
This simple prayer repeated by devout Ethiopian worshipers as they make the sign of the
Cross on themselves and enter the grounds of a church simply embodies the significance of
the symbols discussed in this study. In a rural church, the worshipper will have climbed a
tree covered hill to the gate to say this prayer. Then, they enter the outermost of the three
divisions of the Church, whose layout is a mirror image of Paradise. Their path leads to the
central most holy place, from where he or she receives the nourishment of the flesh of Christ,
from the Golden Basket taken from the Ark, otherwise understood to be the fruit of the Tree
of Life. In the background the mysterious chant of the Dəggwā is heard, and their humble
posture indicates that they sense that they are approaching the ‗dwelling place of divinity‘.
A synthesis of this study’s analysis of the Ark, the Cross and Paradise leads to the conclusion
that they are united in symbolising the immanent presence of God. Divine immanence
characterised the function of the Old Testament Ark, but the finding of this study contrasts
with those offered by Ullendorff, who maintained the rôle of the Ark in Ethiopian Christian
worship was in primary correspondence with its Old Testament forms. Instead this study has
demonstrated how the symbolism of the Ark in Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’ literature could be
combined with that of the Cross and Paradise, to convey the immanent presence of God, that
is often expressed through the Eucharist. Divine immanence is also directly linked to the
Incarnation hence particularly in the Ethiopic repertoire, a direct connection is made between
Mary and the Ark, both of which are conceptualised as the ‗dwelling place of divinity‘. This
concept lies at the root of the Ethiopian devotion to Mary, whilst the theological
understanding of the Ark is rooted in the Syriac Judaeo-Christian perception of Paradise.
Paradise is the key to the interconnection between the symbols: the threefold breakdown of
the Tabernacle centred on the Ark is understood, in Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’ literature, to
reproduce the threefold division of Paradise. Paradise and its replica each have a source of
eternal nourishment located at their central, most holy place, the paradisal feast being
represented by the manna concealed inside the Ark. The Eucharistic function of the Ark is
articulated by Ephrem and Yared, but is expressed more robustly in the Kəbra Nagaśt, which
extrapolates the symbolism to a physical reality, through its intimation of the presence of a
tābot replicating the Ark in every Ethiopian Orthodox Church.

In the contemporary

Ethiopian Orthodox liturgy, this replica is the place where the elements of the Eucharist are
prepared, and transformed, an idea that dates - at least - from the time of the latest recension
of the Kəbra Nagaśt. The Tree of Life is an additional symbol of eternal nourishment, being

ܳ ܭ

symbolically linked to the Cross through the multi-semiotic application of ዔፅ, ‗ə, or ܩܝܦܐ,
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qays. Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’ texts express the Cross as symbolising divine immanence,
as does the Ark through the Eucharist, deriving from the understanding of this paradisal feast
on the fruit of the Tree of Life. The interweaving of these symbols leads to a further idea
shared in the Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’ sources, that the Church is mysteriously linked to
Paradise, the door to which has been opened by the Cross. These combined results lead to
the overall conclusion that there is a deep imprint of the ‘Ephremic’ interpretative tradition
in Ethiopic literature.
Although Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’ literature celebrate a close correlation of symbols, there
are also significant differences. In their dynamic interaction with Syriac literature, over and
above making duplicate copies, Ethiopian scholars formulated interpretative techniques and
developed their own intrinsic traditions. The Ark symbolism was enduring and was not
static; in the Dəggwā it is portrayed as a symbol of divine immanence and indwelling. It
does not stand alone, however, but is primary amongst a rich repertoire of Old Testament
symbols (including Zechariah’s lampstand, Ezekiel’s sealed east door, Gideon’s fleece,
Isaiah’s swift cloud, Elisha’s pitcher, and Moses’ burning bush) that point to the Incarnation
and convey the concept of divine immanence and indwelling. Similarly, Ephrem made
extensive references to the Ark as a symbol of divine immanence in his rich collections of
hymns. By way of contrast, Jacob of Serugh employed many of the subsidiary symbols to
intimate the Incarnation, and hence divine immanence, rather than the Ark. This trend is
consistent with the approach adopted by later Ethiopic works: the andəmt and Kəbra
Nagaśt, although it is important to note that in these texts the Ark of the Covenant assumes a
special significance.
Contrasting with its rich application of Ark symbolism is the restricted usage of Cross
symbolism in the Dəggwā.

The multi-semiotic application of

ܳ  ܭܩ,
ܝܦܐ

qays and the

association between outstretched arms in a standing posture with the Crucifixion can,
however, already be traced back to Judaeo-Christian writings from the first centuries CE,
most notably the Odes of Solomon. Ephrem also assimilated these symbols, exploiting them
in his interpretations of Old Testament events involving wood, and in other situations that he
interpreted as Old Testament Patriarchs making of the sign of the Cross. Likewise, the
andəmt and the Kəbra Nagaśt have incorporated many such motifs. By using the medium
of wood to connect all the biblical covenants, a sequence that culminates in the Cross, the
Kəbra Nagaśt makes consummate use of this imagery. Its extrapolation from the symbolic
to the physical in the claim that the Cross was made from the ‘wood of the thicket’ in which
the ram - Isaac’s substitute - was trapped, perhaps best epitomises the innovative application
of this symbolism in the Ethiopic tradition.
The andəmt commentaries maintain the expression of divine immanence and indwelling
associated with symbols such as Zechariah’s Lampstand, with a specific focus on the
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Incarnation, but they isolate the symbolism of the tābot and its connection with Mary. This
is further extrapolated in the Kəbra Nagaśt, which develops its political theme of the tābot
legitimising the ‘Solomonic’ line of Kings, and being a source of honour for Ethiopia. A
more subtle trend emerges in the eschatology connected with the Ark of the Covenant in
which the idea of divine immanence and indwelling becomes overshadowed by the portrayal
of the Ark of the Covenant as the actual mediator of salvation, and the actual ‗dwelling place
of divinity‘ mystically connected with Paradise, and the focus of eschatological hope.
Paradisal symbolism evolves to incorporate the Ark in an eschatology that is predominantly
centred on this world.

This idea is chiefly expressed in the sections dating from the

thirteenth century recension of the Kəbra Nagaśt. Symbolic interpretations that had a
paradisal perspective in the Dəggwā lose this in the andəmt, where they refer instead to
Mary. This trend is accompanied by the development of the function of the Ark in the
Eucharist; the Kəbra Nagaśt being the only text that specifically articulates the tābot in each
church as the place where the transformation of the elements of the Eucharist takes place.
The implications of the deep and evolving ‘Ephremic’ imprint on Ethiopic literature address
three significant areas:


the understanding of the extent of and periods of Syrian influence;



the nature of ‘Judaic’ influence;



indigenous innovation in the application of symbolism.

In its analysis of the Ark, the Cross, and Paradise symbolism in Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’
literature, this study has considered the question of the imprint of Syrian literature, primarily
via the ‘Ephremic’ tradition, on the distinct trajectory of Ethiopic Christianity.

The

pronounced correlation between the earliest Ethiopic work, the Dəggwā and Ephrem’s
manifold writings suggests an early date for Syrian influence, stemming from the sixth
century CE arrival of the ‘Nine Saints’ or possibly even beforehand. Whilst it is difficult to
discern when ‘Ephremic’ influence actually penetrated Ethiopia, rather than confining the
so-called Syrian influence to the restricted period of the Syrian ‘Nine Saints’, it is clear that
its input continued over a much longer period, spanning six or seven hundred years, up to the
thirteenth century, when the final recension of the Kəbra Nagaśt was compiled. It is in the
passages dating from the time of the final recension of the Kəbra Nagaśt, that the Cross
symbolism reaches its apogee, suggesting that this development may have been stimulated
by the influx of Arab-Christian works, with Syriac origins, into Ethiopia in the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries CE. Although little work has been done on the transmission history of
the andəmt, its imagery is rich and varied absorbing and incorporating over the centuries a
diverse array of sources - both East Syrian and West Syrian - over the centuries, the most
notable being the works of the eleventh century CE writer, ibn a-Tayyib.
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What is also apparent in the transmission of symbols is the dynamic evolution of symbolism
within Ethiopic literature. The Ark, the Cross and Paradise each incorporate Judaic themes,
but over and above any linear progression from Judaism to Christianity, their application
points to an intellectual symbiosis linking Ethiopic, ‘Ephremic’ and Judaic scholars. The
literature associated with Yared betrays his particularly close attraction towards Paradise: his
gadəl recalls his ascent to Paradise, and claims that his music reproduces the very sounds
that he heard there. The threefold division of the mountain of Paradise (Ezekiel 1 and 44),
articulated by the division of the Tabernacle in Exodus 25-27, ultimately connects the Ark of
the Covenant with the perception of Paradise, and the Eucharistic function of the Tree of
Life found in 1Enoch. Whilst these features may have influenced the location and layout of
Ethiopic churches, it is possible that 1Enoch was known outside Ethiopia in the early
centuries CE, raising the corollary of its rôle in the development of Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’
perceptions of Paradise, although there is no textual evidence for this. Yared’s special
affinity for the connection between the Cross and the Tree of Life is based on the idea of the
Tree of Life feeding the elect for eternity found in 1Enoch 25, and this connection may be
one reason for its unique incorporation into the Ethiopic canon.
Further observations collectively intimate complex interactions with Judaic movements of
the first centuries CE, particularly merkabah mysticism, and with the texts that were
translated into Ge’ez during this early period. The Ethiopic application of the unique epithet
‘Zion’ to Mary and the interpretation of the Ark may be derived from an interpretation of the
second century CE Jewish-Christian 4Esdras. The core symbolism of the Ark, i.e. of divine
immanence and indwelling, resonates with the rabbinic idea of the shekinah. 1Enoch was
also a foundational text in merkabah mysticism, which incorporates a similar paradisal
understanding. Appropriately, merkabah mysticism regards the Sinai Theophany as central,
as do both Ethiopic and ‘Ephremic’ traditions, and it has a fascination with heavenly ascents,
a feature observed in the hagiographic accounts of Yared that may also have infiltrated the
writings of Ephrem, and especially Jacob of Serugh1285. Research on merkabah mysticism
has demonstrated a close association with Christian ideas that may have led some Jewish
scholars to criticise its development. As such, these trends in merkabah mysticism provide
strong evidence for a dynamic interaction between Judaic and Christian thought.
The significant trend from the Dəggwā contemplating Paradise, situated apart from this
world, to the Kəbra Nagaśt with its primary eschatological reality in this world reflects the
tension observed in Judaic eschatology. Chapter 3 discussed the two trends in Judaism, one
with an eschatological focus on Jerusalem, and another on a heavenly place, with the
heavenly focus deriving from the destruction of the First and Second Temples, and the
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Babylonian exile. This trend emerges after the period of Zague rule, when the ‘Solomonic’
dynasty sought validation. It seems that the potent symbol of the Ark, embedded in the
Ethiopian psyche, provided the means for the new rulers to make Ethiopia Paradise on earth,
the promulgation of such an idea becoming one purpose of the last recension of the Kəbra
Nagaśt. It is not clear whether the political or theological aims led the trend, but with the
growing importance of the Ark, which took on a similar significance to the Temple in
Judaism, the idea of an eschatology focussed on this world seems to have developed. The
Ark as a ‗dwelling place of divinity‘ endures throughout Ethiopian Christian history, but its
inherent potency has facilitated the shifting employment of the symbol.

Saint Yared

employed it to incite awe at divine immanence associated with the Incarnation; later it
became the physical realisation of eschatological hope; and Ethiopian rulers exploited its
potency to validate a political dynasty that endured into the twentieth century CE.
In inheriting the Jewish Scriptures, the Syrian and Ethiopian Churches stand with the rest of
Christianity in their Judaic heritage. Sebastian Brock has identified the Judaic sub-stratum
within Syriac Christianity, not only in the Peshitta’s utilisation of a Targumic exegesis to
describe the presence of God, but also in Ephrem’s employment of various themes from the
Jewish Targumim and Midrashim literary traditions. Roger Cowley commented that similar
Targumic and Midrashic elements are thought to have been identified in the andəmt,
although the current state of research on this corpus does not allow clear conclusions1286.
The influence of 1Enoch, which is extant in its complete form only in the Ethiopic canon, is
manifest, going beyond the mere adoption of the text. This suggests that Ethiopic scholars
adopted concepts associated with merkabah mysticism in a dynamic interaction with this
tradition.

The shared legacy of Jewish literature combined with an affinity for the

‘Ephremic’ approach to symbolic theology leads to the conclusion that Ethiopic Christianity
has an inherent place within the Judaeo-Christian tradition of the early centuries CE. The
corollary of this is that elements of Ethiopian Christianity that have been previously
identified as ‘Judaic’ may have arisen from the interaction with Later Judaism characteristic
of Judaeo-Christianity.

Recommendations
This study represents only a sounding of selected symbols within the Dəggwā, the andəmt
and the Kəbra Nagaśt. There is much scope for further research, particularly as the text of
the Dəggwā and much of the andəmt remains unstudied by Western scholars. There is also
a pressing need for critical study of the Dəggwā to identify its textual history and to isolate
any revisions of the text. A study of biblical allusions and quotations in the Dəggwā would
be revealing, as they would shed light on the controversial issue of the influences on the
Ethiopic Old and New Testaments - providing the potential to identify material obscured by
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later revisions of the Ethiopic biblical text. Furthermore, the spiritual vision expressed in its
hymns needs a more extensive investigation in order to formulate a more complete picture of
Yared’s thought-world.
By comparison, the ‘Ephremic’ material has been the subject of much research. Sebastian
Brock has made significant developments in the understanding of ‘Judaic’ influences in the
‘Ephremic’ tradition: for instance pointing out that the Palestinian Targum tradition
expressed God’s presence revealed ‘over’ rather than ‘to’ people, a usage reflected in the
Peshitta. Appendix C has noted several instances where the corresponding Ge’ez preposition
is used to convey the divine presence in the Dəggwā, suggesting that such influences may be
more widely used within this early source. An investigation exploring the possibility of such
influence arising from direct interaction with Jewish scholars, through the influence
‘Ephremic’ tradition, or independently would be fruitful.
The andəmt also offers further potential to reveal its sources and to diagnose trends in
symbolic thought. The few extant Ge’ez andəmt might also be incorporated into such
studies, in the light of their potential to identify earlier sources that were used. Since the
andəmt frequently records multiple readings, and textual variants it presents a valuable
resource in understanding the transmission history of the Ethiopic biblical text. In short, the
andəmt’s wide-ranging symbolic interpretations of almost every biblical text offer many
possibilities to reveal aspects of the history of the formation of the Ethiopic Christian
tradition.
One of the symbols of Kəbra Nagaśt that has been laid aside in this study is that of the Pearl.
After the Ark and the Cross, it is the third component of the Kəbra Nagaśt‘s salvation plan and in this capacity is also mentioned in the Dəggwā. Ephrem’s Hymns on the Pearl offer an
obvious point for comparative symbolism, but initial soundings show major differences. The
Ethiopic Pearl refers to Mary, whereas the ‘Ephremic’ tradition refers instead to Christ. This
interesting evolution of Pearl symbolism would be consistent with the idea that the Pearl
represents pure human nature shared by Mary and Christ, an idea that is somewhat at odds
with Ephrem’s understanding of the Pearl representing the fusion of humanity and divinity in
Christ. A study tracing the evolution of the interpretation of the Pearl in both Ethiopic and
‘Ephremic’ literature might identify the points of departure.
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Appendix A.

Ezra’s Vision of a Weeping Woman.

Ezra’s Vision of a Weeping Woman
And she said to me, ‗I will not do so, I will not go to my country, rather I will
die here.‘ And again I spoke to her, and said thus, ‗Do not do this thing, say
‗yes‘ to me, yourself suffer like Zion, and be consoled because of the city of
Jerusalem. Do you not see how our sanctuary is destroyed, how our altar is
broken? Do you not see how our thanksgiving has disappeared, how our praise
has stopped, the chanting of our crown has fallen, how the light of our lamp has
disappeared, how the Ark of our covenant has been captured, how our holy
things have been turned upside down, how our name has been defiled, how our
lords have been humiliated, how our priests have been burned, how our Levites
have suffered adversity, how our virgins have been killed, how our wives have
been taken away by force, how our righteous men (or holy ones) have been
dragged along the ground, how our young men have been enslaved, how our
sons have been taken away by force, how our warriors have been made weak?
More than all this, Zion has disappeared, and her honour has gone with her, we
have fallen at the hands of our enemies. Stop this, for the Most High and
Mighty to forgive you, and for God to give you rest from your exhaustion,
abandon your great mourning!‘
Afterwards, when I said this to her, suddenly her face shone more than the sun,
her appearance flashed like lightning, and I was afraid to approach her, my
mind was terrified, after this while I was thinking what this meant, she startled
me. She cried out with a loud voice, a frightening voice which made the earth
tremble. When I looked at her, behold she was no longer a woman, but rather
she was an honoured constructed city, I saw the place where her deep
foundations were. I was afraid, and cried out with a loud voice. I spoke thus,
‗Where is Uriel, the angel who came to me before, where are you? Why have
you made me enter many trials, why have you made my end in emaciation, why
have you made my prayers to be a reproach?
The Interpretation of the Vision
....The woman whom you saw before as a mourner, the one whom your started
to console she is not now a woman as you saw her, rather she is a constructed
city. She has told you about the affliction of her son. The woman whom you
saw today she has become like a constructed city, and county, she whom you
see is Zion. She who said that she had been barren for thirty years it is this, for
there were three thousand years in the world before sacrifices were offered.
After three thousand years Solomon built the city, and offered offerings. It was
in that place that the woman gave birth. She who said, ‗this son I raised with
great effort‘ this was the period of time she lived in Jerusalem. She who said,
‗this child when he entered his wedding chamber he fell and died, we suffered
this affliction‘ this is the destruction of Jerusalem. You who saw how she wept
for her son, and you who stared to console her that woman is Jerusalem.
Because you were completely grieved because of her, and because you were
deeply troubled in your mind when you saw her now the Most High God has
shown you the adornment of her happiness and the revealing of her glory. For
this is a hidden mystery.
መጽሐፈ ዔዛራ ሱቱኤሌ, 4Esdras 9:18-501287

Translated from Anonymous መጽሐፍ ቅደስ የብለይ የሐዱስ ኪዲኑ መጻሕፍት፡ The Amharic Bible
with the Old Testament based on Septuagint: 611-12.
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Appendix B.

The Teaching of Zechariah

Text from EMML2542 dated as 15th Century. According to the catalogue the musical
notation was added to this manuscript later, which probably places it as written before the
revisions of Giyorgis of Gasəčča. The manuscript has hand numbered pages, with four
columns referred to here as a-d. The manuscript occasionally contains single letters, which
are sometimes to indicate the repetition of the previous line. Sometimes what they indicate
is not clear, and then they are marked with a question mark. The following is a transcript of
this section of the manuscript and therefore includes some spelling inconsistencies, and may
contain errors that need to be resolved through text critical studies. A few obvious omissions
have been corrected, see for instance note 16 which does not make sense without the
addition of ዖእኑበሇ which is contained in the biblical passage quoted.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.

ዖካርያስ1 ርእየ ተቅዋመ ማኅቶት Zechariah saw the lampstand
ኳሇኑተሃ ወርቅ
all of gold,
7ቱ መኀትዊሃ ወ7ቱ መሳውር
[and] the seven lights and seven covers
ዖዱቤሃ
which were upon her2.
ሃላ ሃላ ሃላ
Halleluiah, halleluiah, halleluiah
ኢትፍራህ ዖከርያስ
Zechariah, do not be afraid,
ተሰምዒ ጸልትከ፡፡
your prayer was heard.
ኢኀዯገ ሇምዴር
He did not abandon the earth
እምቅዴመ ዒሇም ወእስከ ሇዒሇም
From before the world, until eternity
ዖእኑበሇ ካህት ወመሊእክት፣
without priests and angels.
ዖካርያስ ካህኑ ወሰማዔት
Zechariah priest and martyr
ዖርእየ ተቅዋመ ማኅቶት፡፡
who saw the lampstand.
ካህኑ ወኌቢይ ወሰማዔት
Priest and prophet and martyr,
ሉቀ ካህት፣
high priest,
በዖካርያስ ርእየ ተቅዋመ ማኅቶት Zechariah saw the lampstand
ኳሇኑታሃ ወርቅ
all of gold
አራፋቲሃ ዖዔኑቈ
Her walls of pearl,
መሠረተ ዖወርቅ
Foundation of gold,
ሇቅዴስት ቤተ ከርስቲያኑ፡፡
Of the Holy Church.
ሰአሉ ሇኌ ማርያም
Plead for us, Mary,
እኑተ እግዘእ ኀረያ፡፡
whom the Lord chose.
ዖካርያስ
ርእየ
ተቅዋመ
መኅቶት Zechariah saw the lampstand
ኳሇኑታሃ ወርቅ
all of gold,
አረፋቲሃ ዖዔኑቈ
Her walls of pearl
7ቱ መኀትዊሃ ወ7ቱ መሳውር ዱቤሃ Seven lights and seven covers on her
ጸዴቃኑ ወስማዔት ይበውዐ ውስቴታ Saints and martyrs enter into her
በክብር ወበስብሐት፡፡
With honour and with glory.
ዖካርያሰ
ርእየ
ተቅዋመ
ማኅቶት Zechariah saw the lampstand
ኳሇኑታሃ ወርቅ
all of gold
ዏረፋቲሃ ዖዔኌቈ መሠረተ ዖወርቅ Her walls of pearl, foundation of gold,
ሇቅዴስት ቤተ ክርስቲያኑ
of the Holy Church.
ዔዛራ ርእያ በርእየተ ብእሲት
Ezra saw her in the form of a woman,
ወሶበ ርእያ
And when he saw her
ኢኮኌት ብእሲተ
She was not a woman
እሊ ሀገር ሕኑጽት ወብርህት፡፡
But a shining constructed city3.
ዖካርያስ ርእየ ተቅዋመ መኅቶት
Zechariah saw the lampstand
ዔዛራ ርእያ በርእየተ ብእሲት
Ezra saw her in the form of a woman,
እምኌ ይዔቲ ቤተ ከርስቲያኑ፡፡
She is our mother, the Church.
ዖካርያስ
ርእየ
ተቅዋመ
ማኅቶት Zechariah saw the lampstand
ሇቅዴስት ቤተ ክርስቲያኑ፡፡
of the Holy Church.
ዖካርያስ
ርእየ
ተቅዋመ
መኅቶት Zechariah saw the lampstand
ኳሇኑታሃ ወርቅ ወያክኑት
all of gold and jacinth
ሇቅዴስት ቤተ ክርስቲያኑ
Of the Holy Church.
አፍሊገ ሕይወት
Rivers of life
በየማ ወበጸጋማ
On her right and on her left
አዔፁቅ ዖይት
olive branches4.
ዖካርያስ
ርእየ
ተቅዋመ
ማኅቶት Zechariah saw the lampstand

1

Page 33, Column c line 9 of manuscript. 2 Zechariah 4:2. 3 2Esdras 10:25, but the word ‘constructed’ is
found in the Ethiopic, see: Anonymous (1992). The Apocrypha: The Apocryphal/Deuterocanonical Books
of the Old Testament, New Revised Standard Version. Cambridge, CUP: 222 note z. 4 Zechariah 4:3.
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ኳሇኑታሃ ወርቅ ወያክኑት
all of gold and jacinth,
ሀገሮሙ ሇሰማዔት፡፡
City of martyrs.
ዖካርያስ ርእየ ተቅዋመ ማኅቶት
Zechariah saw the lampstand,
ገኑተ ትፍሥሕት መካኌ ዔረፍት
Paradise of joy, place of rest
እኑተ ይእቲ ማኅዯር ሇካህት
Which is the dwelling place for priests,
እሇ የሐውሩ በፈቃዯ እግዘአብሔር
who enter by the will of God.
ይእቲኬ ቤተ ክርስቲያኑ
She is the Church,
በውስቴታ የዒርጉ ስብሐተ ካህት
Inside her the praise of priests rises up,
በብኅ ትፍሥሕት ወበሰሊም፡፡
With great joy and peace.
ዖካርያስ
ርእየ
ተቅዋመ
ማኅቶት Zechariah saw the lampstand
ኳሇኑታሃ ወርቅ
all of gold
ዏረፋቲሃ ዖዔኑቈ
Her sides of pearl
7ቱ መኀትዊሃ ወ7ቱ መሳውር
Seven lamps and seven covers
ዖዱቤሃ
which were upon her.
ዔዛራ ርእያ
Ezra saw her,
ሇጽዮኑ ቅዴስት ሰሊማዊት፡፡
Holy, peaceful Zion.
ዖካርያስ ርእየ ተቅዋመ መኅቶት
Zechariah saw the lampstand
መሠረተ ዖወርቅ
foundations of gold,
ዏረፋቲሃ ዖዔኑቈ ወዖ ካርከዱኑ
Her sides of pearl, and of jasper
ጽዮኑ ቅዴስት ቤተ ክርስቲያኑ
Holy Zion, the Church.
ወኳለ ኌገራ በሰሊም፡፡
And all her speech with peace.
እግዘእትየ እብሇኪ በሌ፡፡
Say ‘I call you My Lady ....’
ዖካርያስ
ርእየ
ተቅዋመ
ማኅቶት Zechariah saw the lampstand
ኩሇኑታሃ ወርቅ ወያክኑት
all of gold and jacinth.
ዔዛራ ርእያ5 በርእየተ ብእሲት
Ezra saw her in the form of a woman.
ካህኑ ወኌቢይ ወሰማዔት
Priest and prophet and martyr,
ሉቀ ካህት
High priest,
ዖርእየ ተቅዋመ ማኅቶት
who saw the lampstand
ኳሇኑታሃ ወርቅ
All of gold,
አረፋቲሃ ዖዔኑቈ
Her sides of pearl,
ሇቅዴስት ቤተ ክርስቲያኑ፡፡
of the Holy Church.
ወበፁዔ ሉቀ ካህት
And the blessed high priest
ዖርእየ ተቅዋመ ማኅቶት
Who saw the lampstand.
ሙሴ ርእያ በዯኑር
Moses also saw her on the Mountain6,
ዔዛራ ርእያ በርእየተ ብእሲት፡፡
Ezra saw her in the form of a woman,
እኑተ አግመረቶ
Who encompassed
ሇፀሐየ ጽዴቅ
the Sun of Righteousness.
ሕዛቅኤሌ ይቤሊ ዔፁት ምሥራቅ
Ezekiel calls her closed east [door]
ዖካርያስ ይቤሊ ተቅዋም ዖወርቅ
Zechariah calls her lampstand of gold
ማርያም ይእቲ ውዲሴሃ ዔሙቅ፡፡
She is Mary, her honour secret.
ተቅዋመ ዖወርቅ ዖዖካርያስ
The lampstand of Zechariah,
ጽርኅ ኑጽሕት
Pure bridal chamber,
ግዔዙኌ ኳለ ዖኌፍስ
Freedom of all who live.
በኌጊረ ዔበያ
To tell of her greatness
ይዯለ ምዴራሰ7
It is proper to sing hymns.
ያብጽሐኌ ጸልታ
He will bring her prayers for us

5

Page 33 column d. 6 Exodus 19, and more generally the Sinai Theophany 7 ‘Hymn’ seems more
appropriate here, although Leslau and Dillmann give the meaning of ምዴራስ, mədrs as ‘treatise,
commentary’. Leslau, W. (2006). Comparative Dictionary of Ge'ez (Classical Ethiopic). Wiesbaden,
Harrassowitz Verlag: 144; Dillmann, A. (1970). Lexicon Linguae Aethiopicae (1865). Osnabrück, Biblio
Verlag: 1094.
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ኀበ ዖኅኑ ወመርስ፡፡
To the tranquil place and the harbour.
ዖዖካርያስ ተቅዋም ዖወርቅ
Of Zechariah the stand of gold
ዖሕዛቅኤሌ ኌቢይ
Of Ezekiel the prophet,
ዔፁት ምሥራቅ
the closed East8 [door],
ሇመሠረትኪ የኀቱ ዔኑቈ
Pearl shines for your foundation.
ሰአሉ ሇኌ ማርያም
Plead for us, Mary,
በአሚኑ ኑጽዯቅ፡፡
Surely let us be righteous.
ዖበእኑቲአሀ
Concerning whom
ኌቢያት ተኌበዩ
the prophets prophesied:
ሇዲዊት ይእቲ ምኅሊዩ
For David she is his place for singing,
ተቅዋመ መኅቶት ዖዖካርያስ
The lampstand of Zechariah
ወሌዯ በራኪዩ፡፡
son of Berechiah.
ዖካርያስ
ርእየ
ተቅዋመ
ማኅቶት Zechariah saw the lampstand
ኳሇኑታሃ ወርቅ ወያክኑት
all of gold and jacinth,
አዲም ትርሲታ
Her clothes are fair,
ከመ መርዒት ሰርጉት ሇምታ
Like a bride adorned for her husband.
ዔዙራ ርእያ ዯኑገፀ
Ezra saw her, he was terrified,
ወፈርሐ ቀሪቦታ፡፡
and feared to approach her.
ይእቲ ተዒቢ እምሉቃኌ ጳጳሳት
She is greater than the archbishops.
ዖኢያሱ ስምዏ ሐውሌት
Joshua’s testimony of the column9,
ፀምር ዖዲዊት
The fleece of David10,
ዖኤሌሳዔ ቀሱት
Elisha’s the water pot11,
ዖዖካርያስ ካህኑ ተቅዋመ ማኅቶት፡፡
Of Zechariah the priest, the lampstand.
ሇማርያም እኌግር ዔበያ
I will tell of the greatness of Mary
በኌዯ እሳት እፅ እኑተ ኢትውኢ
Wood which flames will not consume,
ሙሴ ዖርእየ፡፡
which Moses saw.
ተቅዋመ ማኅቶት
Lampstand, which
ዖኢገብራ ዔዯ ኬኑያ
The hand of a craftsman did not make.
ማእከላክሙ እምኌ ጽዮኑ ኌያ፡፡
Behold, in our midst, our mother, Zion!
ዖካርያስ
ርእየ
ተቅዋመ
ማኅቶት Zechariah saw the lampstand
ኳሇኑተሃ ወርቅ ወያክት
all of gold and jacinth
በየማ ወበጸገማ
One her right and on her left
ኣዔፁቀ ዖይት
olive branches
ሇቅዴስት ቤተ ከርስቲያኑ፡፡
Of the Holy Church.
ዖካርያስ ጸሉ በእኑቲአኌ
Zechariah, pray for us,
ይኳኑ ሠየ ሊዔላኌ፡፡
Let goodness be upon us.
ካህኑ ወኌቢይ ሉቀ ካህት
Priest and prophet, high priest,
ዖርእየ ተቅዋመ ማኅቶት
who saw the lampstand,
ዖካርያስ ወሌዯ በራኪዩ፡፡
Zechariah son of Berechiah.
ካህኑ ሉቀ ካህት፡፡
Priest, high priest.
ዖርእየ ተቅዋመ ማኅቶት፡፡
Who saw the lampstand.
ከ፡፡ ኳሇኑታሃ ወርቅ
all of gold,
ዏረፋቲሃ ዖዔኌቈ፡፡
Her walls of pearl.
ከ፡፡ ጽዮኑ ቅዴስት ቤተ ክርስቲያኑ፡፡
Zion, Holy Church.
ዖካርያስ ርእየ ተቅዋመ ማኅቶት፡፡
Zechariah saw the lampstand.
ካህኑ ዏቢይ ወኌቢይ
Great priest and prophet
ዖርእየ በቀዯማይ
Who first saw,

8

Ezekiel 44:1. 9 It is not clear to what this alludes. Possibly Joshua 4:3, and the pile of stones. 10 And
indirect reference to Gideon’s fleece in Judges 6, the Ethiopic and LXX refers to a fleece in Psalm 72:6,
and the andəmtā commentary on this Psalm connects this with Gideon. 11 2Kings 2:20.
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ይበርህ ገጻ እምፀሐይ፡፡
Her face shines more than the sun.
አብርሂ አ[ብርሂ]
Shine! Shine!
ጽዮኑ ዔኑቈ ጳዛዮኑ
Zion, pearl of topaz
ዖኀሇየኪ ሰልሞኑ፡፡
Of whom Solomon sang.
ርእየ ተቅዋመ ማኅቶት
He saw the lampstand,
ዖካርያስ ሉቀ ካህት
Zechariah, the high priest,
ኳሇኑታሃ ወርቅ
all of Gold,
ዏረፋቲሃ ዖዔኑቈ
Her sides of pearl,
እሞሙ ሇሰማዔት ጽዮኑ ቅዴስት
Mother of the martyrs, Holy Zion
ዔፀ ጳጦስ በሌ፡፡
Say ‘Wood of the Thicket’.
ዖዖካርያስ ተቅዋም
Of Zechariah the lampstand,
ሰአሉ ሇኌ ማርያም
Plead for us, Mary,
ከመ ያዴኅኌኍ
That He might save us
እምሲኦሌ ስርም
From the swamp of Sheol.
ዖዖካርያስ ካህኑ ተቅዋመ ማኅቶት Of Zechariah the priest the lampstand
ዖወርቅ ወዖዔኑቈ
of gold and of pearl
ኑጊረ ዔበያ
Speaking of her greatness
ጥቀ ዔሙቅ፡፡
exceedingly concealed.
ዖካርያስ
ርእየ
ተቅዋመ
ማኅቶት Zechariah saw the lampstand
ኳሇኑታሃ ወርቅ
all of gold
ዔዛራ ርእያ በርእየተ ብእሲት
Ezra saw her in the form of a woman,
ጽዮኑ ቅዴስት መዴኀት
Holy Zion, salvation,
እኑተ የአውዯ ስብሐት፡፡
Whom glory surrounds.
እግዛእትየ አፀዯ ወይኑ እኑተ ፈረያት My Lady, Grape vine which bore fruit
ዖበኤፍራታ አዴባረ
He who in the mountains of Ephrathah,
ገዲም
[in] the wilderness
ከዯኌ ጽሊልታ
covered her tabernacle.
ተቅዋመ ወርቅ ዖጽደሌ ማኅቶታ፡፡
The golden stand of her radiant light.
ዖካርያስ ካህኑ ወኌቢይ
Zechariah, priest and prophet
ርእየ ተቅዋመ ማኅቶት
saw the lampstand
ኳሇኑታሃ ወርቅ ወያክኑት፡፡
all of gold and jacinth.
ዖካርያስ ተቅዋም ዖወርቅ
Zechariah, the lampstand
ኌጊረ ዔበያ
Speaking of her greatness
ጥቀ ዔሙቅ
exceedingly concealed.
ዖሕዛቅኤሌ ኆኅተ ምሥራቅ
Of Ezekiel the East Door.
ማህዯሩ ሇከርስቶስ ሇ12ቅ
The dwelling place of Christ the Head
ማርያም ሐዱስ ኑዴቅ፡፡
[is] Mary the new building.
ወብፁዔ ሉቀ ካኑት
And the blessed high priest
ዖርእየ ተቅዋመ ማኅቶት
Who saw the lampstand,
እኑተ ኳሇኑታሃ ወርቅ
which was all of gold,
ዏረፋቲሃ ኣዔማዱሃ ዔኑቈ
Her walls and her columns of pearl
ወያክኑት
and jacinth.
በቅዴስት ቤተ ከርስቲያኑ
In the Holy Church.
ግብተ በርሀ ገጻ
Suddenly her face shone
እምፀሐይ
more than the sun,
ዔዛራ ፈርሀ ቀሪቦታ፡፡
Ezra feared to approach her.
ተኌበዩ ኳልሙ ኌቢያት
All the prophets prophesied
በእኑተ ማርያም
Concerning Mary,
ቅዴስት ታቦት እኑተ ኒኅ
Holy Ark of Noah,
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እኑተ ውስቴታ መ ኅቡዔ
Who had manna concealed inside her.
ፀምር ፀዒዯ ዖመኑክር ዖዲዊት
Wondrous white fleece of David,
ተቅዋመ ማኅቶት ዖዖካርያስ ካህኑ
Lampstand of Zechariah the priest.
ጽርሕ ኑጽሕት
Pure bridal chamber,
ዯብተራ ፍጽምት
Perfect Tabernacle,
ማኅዯረ መሇኮት
Dwelling place of divinity,
በቅዴስ ስርጉት
Adorned with holiness
በዴኑግሌ ኅትምት
Sealed in virginity.
በአሌበሰ ወርቅ ዐጽፍት
She is wrapped in golden clothes
ወኁብርት ባቲ
In a single piece.
ይእቲ ማርያም
This is Mary
እኑተ በሊዔላሃ አስተማሰለ ቅደሳኑ Whom the holy prophets
ኌቢያት
likened to
ታቦት እኑተ ኒኅ
the Ark of Noah
እኑተ ውስቴታ መ ኅቡዔ
Which had manna concealed inside her.
ፀምር ፀዒዯ ዖመኑክር ዖዲዊት
Wondrous white fleece of David,
ተቅዋመ ማኅቶት ዖዖካርያስ ካህኑ
Lampstand of Zachariah the priest,
ገኌት ዔፁት
Closed paradise,
አዖቅት ኅትምት
Sealed pit,
እኑተ ርእይዋ ኌቢያት
Whom the prophets saw
በአሌባስ ወርቅ ዐጽፍት ወኁብርት፡፡
in golden clothes in one piece.
ተሰሀለ ከህት በሌ፡፡
Say, ‘The priests pleaded’
ዖከርያስ
ርእየ
ተቅዋመ
ማኅቶት Zechariah saw the lampstand
ኳሇኑታሃ ወርቅ
all of gold,
እረፋቲሃ ዖዔኑቈ
Her walls of pearl,
ዔዛራ ርእያ በርእየተ ብእሲት
Ezra saw her in the form of a woman,
ግብተ በርሐ ገጻ
Suddently her face shone
እምፀሓይ
more than the sun,
ወሶበ ርእየ
And when he saw her
ኢኮኌት ብእሲተ
She was not a woman,
ሀገር ሕኑጽት
[But] a constructed city,
ይእቲ ጽዮኑ ቅዴስት ቤተ ከርስቲያኑ፡፡ This is Zion, the holy Church.
ከኌፈ ርግብ በብሩር ዖግቡር ወገባዋቲሃ The wings of a dove made with silver
በሐመሌማሇ ወርቅ
and her sides of green gold
ዖርእየ ዖከርያስ ካህኑ
Whom Zechariah saw
7ማኀተዊሃ ወ7 መሳውር ዖዱቤሃ
[With] seven lights and seven covers,
ሇቅዴስት ቤተ ከርስቲያኌ
Of the Holy Church.
ይእቲኬ እምኌ ጽዮኑ
This is our mother, Zion,
ትማኅፀኌኌ
She cares for us
ከመ ብኑተ ዒይኑ፡፡
Like the apple of the eye.
ወሌዯ በራኪዩ
Son of Berechiah,
ተሰምዒ ጸልትከ
Your prayer was heard
ዖካርያስ ወሌዯ በራኪዩ
Zechariah son of Berechiah
ትብጽሐኌ ጸልትከ
Your prayers will come to us
ዖከርያስ ወሌዯ በራኪዩ፡፡
Zechariah son of Berechiah.
ዖካርያስ
ርእያ
ተቅዋመ
ማኅቶት Zechariah saw her, the lampstand
ኳሇኑተሃ ወርቅ
All of gold,
በየማ ወበጸገማ
On her right and on her left
አዔፁቀ ዖይት፡፡
olive branches
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ዖካርያስ ወሌዯ በራኪዩ
Zechariah son of Berechiah,
ዖቀተሌዋ በቤተ መቅዯስ
Whom they killed in the sanctuary13,
በእኑተ ሰምዏ ሃይማኒት
Because he was obedient to faith,
ይእዚሰ ሀል ይትፌሣሕ በሰማያት፡፡
Now he abides rejoicing in heaven.
ዖካርያስ ወሌዯ በራኪዩ
Zechariah son of Berechiah,
ዖርእየ ተቅዋመ ማኅቶት
who saw the lampstand
እኑተ ኳሇኑታሃ ወርቅ
all of gold.
ዖካርያስ
ርእያ
ተቅዋመ
ማኅቶት Zechariah saw her, the lampstand,
እምየማ ወእምፀገማ
From out of her right and her left
አዔፁ ዖይት
olive branches.
ዯብተራ ፍጽምት
Perfect Tabernacle,
ሀገር ቅዴስት
Holy city,
ኌቢያት ይትፌሥሑ
The prophets rejoice,
ይትፌሥሑ በውስቲታ
They rejoice in her.
ሐዋርያት ይትኀሠዩ በውስቲታ
The apostles are glad in her,
ወዲዊት ይዚምር በውስተ ማኅፈዱሃ
And David sings hymns in her towers
ዖበሰማይ ወዖበምዴር
Those in heaven and on earth
በቃሇ ዲዊት
With the word of David,
ይሴብሑ
ወይብለ
ኳልሙ Glorify, all saying,
ሃላ፡፡
‘Halleluiah!’
ዖካርያስ ወኌቢይ
Zechariah prophet,
ወሰማዔት ሉቀ ካህት
martyr and high priest
ጸሉ በእኑቲኣኌ ዔቀበኌ
Pray for us, keep watch over us,
ወተማኅፀኌኌ
qnd care for us,
ወባርከ ማኅበረኌ፡፡
And bless our assembly.
?? ወኌቢይ
[Zechariah priest] and prophet
ወሰማዔት ሉቀካህት
and martyr and high priest
በርከኌ አባ አኑሣእ በረከትከ፡፡
Bless us, Father, raise up your blessing.
ቃሌ እምሰማይ ዖይብሌ
A voice from heaven which says,
ዖካርያስሃ ቀተለ
‘They killed Zechariah,
ወዯሞ ዯምሰሱ
and extinguished his blood
ዖኢይዯመሰስ
[But] it will not be extinguished
እስከ ይገብዔ ፍትሕ እምሰማይ፡፡
Until judgement from heaven comes.
ዖከው ዯሞ
They who spilt his blood
በቤተ መቅዯስ
in the sanctuary,
በአምሳሇ መሊእክት
[He who is] the likeness of an angel,
ዖካርያስ ወሌዯ በራኪዩ፡፡
Zechariah son of Berechiah.
በከመ ኌበበ እግዘአብሔር
As God proclaimed
በአፈ ኳልሙ ቅደሳኑ ኌቢያት
Through the mouths of all
እሇ እምዒሇም
the holy prophets of the earth,
በአፈ ኤርምያስ
By the mouth of Jeremiah,
ወዖካርያስ ወሌዯ በረኪዩ፡፡
and Zechariah son of Berechiah.
ሇቃሌከ ወሇምግባርከ
For your word and your deeds
ሉቀ ካህት ሇመኑገሇ እግዘአብሔር
High priest at the side of God,
ከሠተከ ሇኌ ቤተ ጸልት
You revealed to us the house of prayer,
ምስትሰራየ ኳለ ኃጢአት፡፡
the place of forgiveness of all sin.
ከመዛ ይቤል እግዘአብሔር
Thus God said
ሇኤርምያስ ኌቢይ
to the prophet Jeremiah,
ሀብ ዖዘአሃ ሇቤተ ክርስቲያኑ
‘Give of what is hers to the Church,

The only biblical reference to this is in Matthew 23:35, and Luke 11:51. Zechariah is discussed in the
adəmta corpus, and is identified as the murdered father of John the Baptist’s, see Cowley, R. W. (1985).
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መራኁተ አወፍዮ ሇፀሐይ
entrust they keys to the sun.’
ወካዔበ ይቤል እግዘአብሔር
Again God said
ሇኢሳይያስ ኌቢይ
to the prophet Isaiah,
እሰምዔ ሰብአ መሃይምኌ ኣርያሃ ‘I will hear faithful men, Uriah, and
ወዖካርያስሃ ወሇዯ በሩኪዩ፡፡
Zechariah son of Berechiah.’
14
ይባርክዎ ኌቢያቲ ሁ ሇእግዘአብሔር The prophets of God will bless him
ኤርምያስ ወኤሌያስ
Jeremiah, and Elijah,
ወኢሳይያስ ወሶፎኑያስ
And Isaiah, and Zephaniah,
ወዖካርያስ ወሌዴ በራክዩ
And Zechariah son of Berechiah.
ይሴብሕዎ እኑዖ ይብለ
They will glorify him, saying,
ኑሴብሖ ሇእግዘአብሔር
‘Let us glorify God,
ኪዲኌ ዖአቀመ ምስሇ ኒኅ፡፡
who decreed the covenant with Noah!’
ማርያምስ ተሓቱ እምትካት
Mary, shone long ago
ውስተ ከርሡ ሇአዲም
in the belly of Adam
15
ከመ ባሕርይ ፀዒዯ
Like a white pearl,
እስመ በእኑቲአሃ
Because ‘for her sake
ወእኑተ አዛማዱሃ
And for the sake of her race
ተሰቀሌኩ ዱበ ዔፅ
I was crucified on the wood.’
ይቤ ከመ አውፅኦሙ አዲማሃ ወእቤሇሃ He said, ‘I brought forth Adam, Abel,
አብርሃምሃ ይስሐቅ ወያዔቆብሃ
Abraham, Isaac, Jacob
ወባዔዲኑ ከኌቢያት
And other prophets
እሇ ከመሆሙ ዏቀቡ ሕግየ
who like them kept my law,
ከመ በሇዔላሆሙ እሴባሕ
So that I will honour them
እስከ ሇዒሇም ዒሇም፡፡
for eternity.
ብእሲ ዖስሙ ዖካርያስ
A man of the name Zechariah,
ዖይቀውም ውስተ
Who stands in
ሐዋኅዊሃ ኢይሩሳላም
the gates of Jerusalem
ዖያቀርቦሙ
Who administers Holy Communion
ሇካህት በየማኌ ምሥዋዔ
To the priests on the right of the altar,
ወይቤልሙ
And he says to them, ‘Clean your hands
አኑሥኡ እዯዊከሙ ሇቅዴሳት
for the divine service’
ብፁዔ ገብረ
The blessed service
ከህኌቶ
of the priesthood
ዖየዒቅብ፡፡
Which he protects.
[ዖእኑበሇ16] ያእምር ሕፃኑ ሰመ
The child, without knowing the name
አቡሁ ወእሙ
of his father and mother
ይኌሥእ
He will take away
ኃይሇ ዯማስቆ
the power of Damascus
ወይትካፈሌ ምሕረካ ዖሰርያ
The spoils of Syria will be divided up
በቅዴመ ኑጉሠ ፋርስ
in front of the King of Persia17.
ወይቤል እግኢአብሔር
God said
ሇኢሳይያስ ኌቢይ
to the prophet Isaiah,
እሰምዔ
ሰብእ
ምእምኌ
አርየሃ ‘I will hear faithful men, Uriah,
ወዖካርያስሃ ወሌዴ በራኪዩ፡፡
And Zechariah son of Berechiah.’

Page 34 column b. 15 The word ባህርይ also means ‘nature’, a double meaning which is exploited in the
Ethiopian version of this story. 16 The manuscript is unreadable here, but this is a quotation from Isaiah
8:4 which starts with ዖእኑበሇ. See Anonymous (1997 EC). ትኑቢት ኢሳይያስ. Addis Ababa, ትኑሣኤ
ማሳተሚያ ዴርጅት, and Anonymous (2000 EC). መጽሐፍ ቅደስ የብለይ የሐዱስ ኪዲኑ መጻሕፍት፡ The
Amharic Bible with the Old Testament based on Septuagint. Addis Ababa, The Bible Society of Ethiopia:
986. 17 Isaiah 8:4
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355.
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በከመ ይቤ እግዘእኌ በወኑጌሌ
አምዯመ አቤሌ ጸዴቅ
እስከ ዯመ ዖካርያስ
ወሌዯ በራኪዩ
ወኳልሙ ቅደሳኑ
እሇ እዔረፉ በእምኌት ወበሃይማኒተ
አብ ጸውዕሙ
ከመ ይኑሥኡ አስበ ዔሤቶሙ፡፡
ዖካርያስ ወሌዯ በራክዩ
ካህኑ ወሰማዔት
ዖርእየ ተቅዋመ ማኅቶት፡፡
ካህኑ ወኌቢይ ወሰማዔት
ዖተከዔወ ዯሙ
ውስተ ቤተ መቅዯስ
ወኮኌ ሰማዔተ
ከመ ኢይኀዴግ
ግብረ ርትዔተ ሃይማኒተ
ዖካርያስ ርእየ ተቅዋመ ማኅቶት
እኑተ ኳሇኑተሃ ወርቅ
ጽዮኑ ቅዴስት ቤተ ክርስቲያኑ፡፡
ይቤልሙ ኢየሱስ ሇአይሁዴ
መኌሃ እምኌቢያት
ዖኢሰዯደ ወኢቀተለ አበዊከሙ
እሇ ይዚኑዉ ምጽአቶ
ሇዋሕዴ
እምዯመ አቤሌ
እስከ ዯመ ዖካርያስ
ወሌዯ በራኪዩ፡፡
ዖካርያስ ርእያ ተቅዋመ ማኅቶት
እኑተ ኳሇኑታሃ ወርቅ
በየማ ወበጸጋማ
አዔፁቀ ዖይት
ዯብተራ ፍጽምት
መዴኀት ሀገር ቅዴስት
እኑተ የአውዯ ስብሐት
ሀገሮሙ ሇሰማዔት፡፡
ማኅዯረ ሰሊምኌ በሌ፡፡
ባርከኌ አቡ በሌ፡፡
ይቤ ካህኑ
በየማኍ ምክር ወሰሊም
ማእከሉሆሙ አክሉሇሰ
ሇእለ ይትኤግስዎ፡፡
ዖካርያስ ርእየ ተቅዋመ ማኅቶት
ሃላ[ለያ] ሃላ[ለያ] ሃላ[ለያ]
ኳሇኑታሃ ወርቅ አረፋቲሃ ዖዔኑቈ
ሇቅዴስት ቤተ ከርስቲያኑ፡፡
ርእያ ተቅዋመ ማኅቶት
እኑተ ኳሇኑታሃ ወርቅ
አረፋቲሃ ዖዔኑቈ፡፡ እ፡፡
ወመሠረተ ያክኑት፡፡

As our Lord says in the Gospel,
‘From the blood of righteous Abel
to the blood of Zechariah
son of Berechiah’
And all the saints
Who rested in faith and in belief,
The Father calls out to them
That they might raise up their reward.
Zechariah son of Berechiah,
priest and martyr
Who saw the lampstand.
Priest and prophet and martyr
Whose blood was poured out
in the sanctuary.
He became a martyr
That he might not abandon
the work of the true faith.
Zechariah saw the lampstand
which was all of gold,
Zion, the Holy Church.
And Jesus said to the Jews,
‘Whom from amongst the prophets
Did your fathers not persecute and kill,
They who announced the coming
of the One and Only?’
From the blood of Abel
To the blood of Zechariah
son of Berechiah.
Zechariah saw the lampstand
which is all of gold
On her right and on her left
olive branches,
Perfect Tabernacle,
Salvation, Holy City
Whom glory surrounds,
City of the martyrs.
Say, ‘Dwelling place of our peace’.
Say, ‘Father bless us’.
The priest says,
‘On his right hand counsel and peace,
in their midst the crown
For those who endure.’
Zechariah saw the lampstand
Halleluiah, Halleluiah, Halleluiah
All of gold, her sides of pearl
of the holy Church.
He saw her, the lampstand
which is all of gold,
Her sides of pearl. ?
And foundations of jacinth.
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እኑተ ኳ[ሇኑታሃ ወርቅ]፡፡
Which is all [of gold]
ጽዮኑ ቅዴስት ቤተ ከርስቲያኑ፡፡
Zion, the holy Church.
እ፡፡
?
ዔዛራ ርእያ በርእየ በርእየተ ብእሲት Ezra saw her in the form of a woman
ወሶበ ርእያ
And when he saw her
ኢኮኌት ብእሲተ
she was not a woman
ሀገሩ ይእቲ
[But] His city,
ሀገሩ ሇኑጉሥ ዏቢይ፡፡
The city of the great king.
ዖካርያስ
ርእየ
ተቅዋመ
ማኅቶት Zechariah saw the lampstand
ኳሇኑታሃ ወርቅ ወያክኑት፡፡
All of gold and jacinth.
ዖካርያስ ካህኑ
Zechariah, priest
ወኌቢይ ወሰማዔት ሉቀ ካህት
And prophet and martyr, high priest
ዖያስተሰሪ ኀጢአተ ሕዛብ
Who forgives the sins of the people,
ሰአሌ ወጸሉ በእኑቲአኌ፡፡
Plead and pray for us!
ወብፁዔ ሉቀ ካህት
And the blessed high priest
ዖርእየ ተቅዋመ መኅቶት
Who saw the lampstand
ኳሇኑታሃ ወርቅ
all of gold
አረፋቲሃ ዖዔኑቈ
Her sides of pearl
ሇቅዴስት ቤተ ከርስቲያኑ፡፡
Of the holy church.
ሀቡ ዖካርያስ ርእየ ተቅዋመ ማኅቶት Indeed! Zechariah saw the lampstand
ዔዛራ ርእያ በርእየተ ብእሲት
Ezra saw her in the form of a woman,
ሇጽዮኑ ቅዴስት ቤተ ከርስቲያኑ፡፡
[He saw] Zion, the holy Church.
ወብፅዔት ይእቲ ማርያም
And blessed is Mary,
በብሩህ ዯመ ዖከሇሇ መሌአክ
Swift cloud whom the angel protected,
ተገራ ሐዯስዩ ጣዔዋ
He called her New Calf.
በሐኪ ማርያም
Hail to you Mary,
እኑተ እግዘኦ ኀረያ፡፡
Whom the Lord chose.
18
ሰአሉ ሇኌ ማ ርያም
Plead for us, Mary,
እሙ ሇእግዘእኌ በእኌቲአኌ
Mother of our Lord, to our Lord,
በእኑተ ኀጥአኑ
concerning sinners
እስመ ረክብኪ ሞገስ
For you were found honoured
በኀበ ሌዐሌ፡፡
by the Most High.
እሞሙ ሇሰማዔት
Mother of the martyrs,
ወእኅቶሙ ሇመሊዔክት
And sister of the angels.
ትዒቢ እምአኑስት
She is great among women.
ዔፀ ጳጦስ ይእቲ
She is the Wood of the Thicket
እኑተ በአማኑ
Who is truly
መሶበ ወርቅ እኑተ መ፡፡
the Golden Basket of manna.
ዔፀ ጳጦስ ይእቲ
She is the Wood of the Thicket
እኑተ በአማኑ
Who is truly
ጽርሕ ኑጽሕት
the pure bridal chamber.
አግዔዘት
Bringer of freedom,
አኑቀጸ አዴኅኒ
Gate of salvation,
ጽዴቅ ረሰያ፡፡
Righteousness adorns her.
ዔፀ ጳጦስ ይእቲ እኑተ በአማኑ
Who is truly the Wood of the Thicket,
እኑተ በሊዔላሃ ተመርዏወ ቃሌ
Through her the Word was married19,
ጽርሕ ኑጽሕት
Pure bridal chamber,
ዯብተራ ፍጽምት
Perfect Tabernacle,
እኑተ ኢገብራ ዔዯ ሰብእ፡፡
Who was not made by the hand of man.

18

Page 34 column c. 19 This is a difficult sentence to interpret, but is perhaps an allusion to Revelation
21:9, ‗Come, I will show you the bride, the wife of the Lamb.‘
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Appendix C.

The Assumption of Mary

Text from EMML2542 dated as 15th Century. According to the catalogue the musical
notation was added to this manuscript later, which probably places it as written before the
revisions of Giyorgis of Gasəčča. The manuscript has hand numbered pages, with four
columns referred to here as a-d. The manuscript occasionally contains single letters, which
are sometimes to indicate the repetition of the previous line. Sometimes what they indicate
is not clear, and then they are marked with a question mark. The following is a transcript of
this section of the manuscript and therefore includes some spelling inconsistencies, and may
contain errors that need to be resolved through text critical studies.
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እግዛእትየ እብሇኪ
ወእሙ ሇእግዘእየ እብሇኪ
ወተወሌዯ እምኪ
ቃሇ ጽዴቅ ሇአብ
ማርያምሰ ተሐቱ ውስተ ከርሡ ሇአዲም
ከመ ባሕርየ ፀዒዲ
ጸረቶ እግዛእቱ ሇአዲም፡፡
ሰእሉ ሇኌ ማርያም
እኑተ እግዘእ ኀረያ፡፡
ትበርህ እምፀሐይ
ወትትላዒሌ እምአዴባር
እኑተ በአማኑ ዴኑግሌ
ሰአሉ ሇኌ አስተምህሪ ሇኌ
ቅዴመ መኑበሩ ሇእግዘእኌ፡፡
ዔፀ ጳጦስ ይእቲ እኑተ በአማኑ
ይብሌዋ ቅዴስተ ቅደሳኑ፡፡
እግዛእትየ በሌ፡፡
ጽርኅ ኑጽሕት
አግዒዘት
እኑተ ኢያውዒያ
እሳተ መሇኮት
ማርያም ታዔከ በምዴር
ወታዔከ በሰማያት፡፡
ርግብየ ይቤሊ በሌ፡፡
ፀኢ አምሉባኒስ
ርቱዔ አፍቅሮትኪ
ቡርከት አኑቲ እምአኑስት
ማኅዯረ መሇኮት፡፡
ሰሊም ሇኪ ማርያም እመ አምሊክ
ወሌዴኪ ይጸውዒኪ ውስተ ሕይወት
ወመኑግሥተ ክብር፡፡
እግዛእትየ እብሇኪ
ወእሙ ሇእግዘእየ እብሇኪ
ቃሌ ቅደስ ኀዯረ ሇዔላኪ፡፡
እግዛእትየ እብሇኪ
ወእሙ ሇእግዘእየ እብሇኪ
ቃሌ ቅደስ ኀዯረ ሊዔላኪ*
በኳለ ትውሌዯ ትውሌዴ
ይሴባሕ ስምኪ፡፡
ስብሐት ሇእግዘአብሔር በሰማያት
ወሊዔላኌ ይኳኑ ምሕረት
በጸልተ ጊዮርጊስ
ዏቢይ ሰማዔት
ወበማርያም ወሊዱተ አምሊክ፡፡
ኌያ ሠይት
1

I will call you my Lady,
and the mother of my Lord.
Born from you was
the holy Word of the Father
Mary, you shine in Adam’s belly
like a white pearl
The Lady of Adam carried him2.
Plead for us, Mary,
Whom the Lord chose.
You shine more than the sun,
You are greater than the mountains,
Who is truly a virgin.
Plead for us, seek mercy for us
before the throne of our Lord.
She is the Wood of the Bush3,
Whom truly they call Holy of Holies.
Say, ‘My Lady’.
Pure bridal chamber,
Bringer of freedom4
Whom the fire of divinity
does not consume
Mary, a palace on earth,
And a palace in heaven.
Say ‘He calls her my dove.’
Come out from Lebanon,
Your affection is righteous,
You are the most blessed of all women,
The dwelling place of Divinity.
Peace to you, Mary, mother of God
Your son will call you to life,
And the kingdom of honour.
I will call you my Lady,
I will call you Mother of My Lord
The Holy Word dwelt in you.
I will call you my Lady,
I will call you the Mother of my Lord
The Holy Word dwelt in you.
In all generations
He will glorify your name.
Glory to God in the heavens
And may peace be upon us
By the prayer of George
the great martyr,
and by Mary the bearer of God.
Behold her, beautiful,

1

Page 113, column b, line 1. 2 The Lady of Adam is Eve. Mary is present in Adam’s belly, but the
burden carried by Eve here is referred to with a masculine pronoun, suggesting that the reference is also to
Christ. This would be consistent with the idea that in the Ethiopic literature the pearl represents perfect
human nature, which is shared by both Mary and Christ. 3c.f. Exodus 3:3. 4 There is a probable play on
words here. አግአዖ/አግዏዖ can also mean banish, so Mary is ‘the banished woman’ and the ‘bringer of
freedom’ in a parallelism between Mary and Eve.
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46.
47.
48.
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93.
5
7

ወኌያ አዲም
ጽርኅ ኑጽሕት
አግዒዘት
እሞሙ ይእቲ ሇሰማዔት
ወእኅቶሙ ሇመሊእክት፡፡
መዏዖሆሙ ሇቅደሳኑ
እፀ ጳጦስ
እኑተ በአማኑ ይብሌዋ ቅዴስተ ቀደሳኑ፡፡
ኃይለ ዖይፌትት በረዯ
ዴኑግሌ በከርሣ አግመረት
እምዔበየ ግርማሁ
ሙሴ ዖርዔይ ከመ ወሊዱቱ
ተሰምየት ገሀዯ፡፡
ኑዋያ ውስጠ እስከ ያስተርኢ
ሰተሩ
ሥጋሁ መተኍ
ውስተ ዏዖቅት ዏፅሞ
ቅደስ ጎዮረጊስ ሞኦሙ
በገዴለ፡፡
እግዛእትየ ሇአብርሃም ገራህቱ
ሇሙሴ እኅቱ
ሇዲዊት ወሰቱ
ዔኑቈ ክቡር ውሰቴታ የሐቱ፡፡
ፄ አሌባሲሃ አፈዋተ
ቦቱ፡፡
ኮከበ ክብር
ዖያበርህ በምዴር
ገበራ ገበራ
ተአምር
በሌዲ ሀገር
እኑተ ውእቱ ጊዮርጊስ ኃይሌ
በጸልትከ አዴኅኑ
እምኀይለ ሇፀር፡፡
ጽርኅ ኑጽሕት
አግዒዘት
ማኅዯረ መሇኮት
ያዒውዯ ስብሐት ሇማርያም ቅዴስት፡፡
ጽ[ርኅ ኑጽሕት]፡፡
ዔፀ ጳጦስ ይእቲ
እኑተ በአማኑ ይብሌዋ ቅዴስተ ቅደሳኑ
ጸቃውዔ ይውኀዛ እምከፍርኪ
ቡረከት አኑቲ እምአኑስት፡፡
እግዛእትየ ሇቃሌ መዛገቡ
ሇወርኀ ክበቡ
ሇፀሐይ ሇሕቡ
ፍሬ ዘአኪ እሇ በሌዐ
ይጠቡ
አኑቲ ዔፅ [ጳጦስ]

Literally ‘he breaks up/crushes hail’.
The pearl is masculine see note 2.

6

And behold her, fair
Pure bridal chamber,
Bringer of freedom
She is the mother of martyrs
And the sister of angels.
The fragrance of the saints,
Wood of the Bush,
Whom truly they call Holy of Holies.
[He who by] His power sends5 hail
The virgin encompassed in her womb,
from His great glory,
Moses saw that His bearer
was manifestly named.
Until his bowels were seen
They scourged him
They cut his flesh,
They threw his bones in the pit
Saint George vanquished his enemies
by his death.
My Lady, the Field of Abraham6
The sister of Moses
The daughter of David
The honoured pearl7 shines inside her
He has the fragrance of her clothing
of sweet herbs
The honoured star
Which gives light on earth.
Her deeds, her deeds
They are made known
In the City of Lydda.
Who is Mighty George
By your prayers he will save me
From the power of enemies.
Pure bridal chamber,
Bringer of freedom,
Dwelling place of divinity.
He makes glory surround Holy Mary.
(Repeat: Pure ....)
She is the Wood of the Bush
Whom they truly called Holy of Holies.
Honey flows from your lips
You are blessed among women.
My Lady, treasury of the Word,
Halo of the moon,
Warmth of the sun,
Those who eat your fruit
will gain wisdom,
You, the Wood [of the bush]

In Genesis 23 Abraham buys a field for Sarah’s and his burial.
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ዖያላቡ፡፡
Who gives understanding.
ርግብየ ይቤሊ
He calls her My Dove,
በእኑተ የዋሃተ ወሠይት
Because of her humility and beauty,
በእኑተ አርምሞተ፡፡
Because of her silence.
ቦቱ ምሌክ ሇማርያም
He has the lordship over Mary,
ዖፈተወ ስ፡፡
He who desires her beauty.
ወሇተ ብርሃኑ
Daughter of light,
ሇአዴኅኒትኌ ረዱ
Servant of our salvation,
ውስተ ጽርሕኌ፤
In our bridal chamber
በስብሐተ ወሌዴኪ ዐዱ፡፡
Your Son surrounded with glory.
አኑቀጸ ከብሮሙ ሇቅደሳኑ
The gate of the honour of the saints.
ሰአሉ ሇኌ ማርያም
Plead for us, Mary,
እሙ ሇበርሃኑ፡፡
Mother of the Light.
በሐኪ ማርያም ሐዯስዮ ጣዔዋ
Hail to you, Mary, New Calf8
እኅትኌ ይብሌዋ
The angels call her our sister,
መሊእክት ይኬሌሌዋ፡፡
And they surround her.
ይሴብሑኪ ማርያም
They praise you, Mary,
ኑጽሕት በዴኑግሌ
Pure in virginity.
አሌባቲ ሙስ
She has no corruption in her,
ፀምር ፀዒዲ
White Fleece9,
ዔራቁ ዯመ
Bare cloud10
ሱራፌሌ ወኪሩቤሌ ይኬሌሌዋ፡፡
Seraphim and cherubim surround her.
ሰአሉ ሇኌ ማርያም
Plead for us, Mary,
ይከሥት ሇኌ መኑግሥቶ
And he will reveal to us His Kingdom,
አመ ምጽእቱ ዯግመ
When [is] His second coming.
ያቁመኌ ቅዴሜሁ
He will cause us to stand before Him
ያስተሳትፈኌ
He will cause us to have fellowship
ምስላሁ
with Him,
እግዘእኌ ኢየሱስ ክርስቶስ፡፡
Our Lord Jesus Christ.
ሰአሉ ሇኌ አስተምሕሪ ሇኌ ማርያም እምኀበ Plead for us, seek mercy for us, Mary,
ወሌዴኪ
From your Son,
ይትከዏው ሰሊም፡፡
Peace will be poured out.
ኌጽሩ ሉተ ዴኑግሇ ኅትምተ
They sought the sealed Virgin for me,
መዒዖ አፉህ
The fragrance of her mouth
ይፄኍ ዔፍረተ፡፡
Which is fragrant with perfume.
11
ኃረያ እኑዖ ስብሕት
He chose her because of glory
ወቡርከት በቅዴሰ ወበኑጽሕ
And blessing and holiness and purity.
ሰአሉ ሇኌ
Plead for us,
ኢኑረክብ ሙስ፡፡
That we might not find corruption.
ኌያ ሠይት
Behold her beautiful,
ወኌያ አዲም
And behold her fair,
እኑተ በሊዔላሃ ተመርዏወ ቃሌ
Through her the Word was married,
ቃሇ እግዘአብሔር
The Word of God.
ዯብተራ ፍጽምት
Perfect Tabernacle,
እሞሙ ይእቲ ሇሰማዔት
She is the mother of the martyrs,

8

The reference to Mary as the ‗new calf‘ is obscure, but a reference to a similar idea has been identified in
a poem misattributed to Ephrem in Brock, S. (1994). The Bride of Light. Kottayam, India, St. Ephrem
Ecumenical Research Institute: 73 41, and also in Jacob of Serugh’s first homily on the Nativity,
Kollamparampil, T. (1997). Jacob of Serugh: Select Festal Homilies. Rome, Centre for Indian and Interreligious studies: 79 839, and in both cases it appears to be a reference to the virgin birth. 9 Judges 6:3640. Also connected with the LXX version of Psalm 72:6. 10 Isaiah 19:1. 11 Column C.
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ወእኅቶሙ ሇመሊእክት፡፡
And the sister of the angels.
ርግብየ ይቤሊ
He calls her My Dove,
በእኑተ የዋሃታ ወሠይት
Because of her humility and beauty,
በእኑተ አርምሞት
Because of her silence
ሰአሉ ሇኌ ቅዴስት
Plead for us, Holy one,
ኀበ ኑጉሠ ስብሐት
To the King of Glory,
እኅቶሙ መሊእክት፡፡
Sister of the angels.
ታቦተ መቅዯስ ሃ
Ark of the sanctuary, Halleluiah
መርዏተ ኑጉሥ
The bride of the King
ማርያም ሐመር ሐዯሰ
Mary, the new boat
ምዴር ጽምዔት ዖኢሳይያስ
The dry earth of Isaiah
ማኅዯሩ ይእቲ
She is the dwelling place
ሇመኑፈስ ቅደስ፡፡
of the Holy Spirit.
እግዛእተየ ማርያም
My Lady, Mary,
መሶበ ወርቅ ዖመ
Golden Basket of manna12.
ሉቀ ኌቢያት
Whom the great prophet,
ዖርእያ በሲ
saw on Sinai
አመታቲሃ ሇዴኑግሌ አመ ኮኌ ፷
The years of the Virgin were eighty [she
እምዛ ዏሇም
passed] from this world,
እምዴኅረ አፍሇሳ
And after her assumption.
ካዔበ በሰረገሊ
On a chariot
መሠጠ ኌፍሳ፡፡
Her spirit was also carried away.
ሰአሉ ሇኌ ማርያም እምኌ በእኌቲአኌ
Plead for us, Mary, our mother, for us
በእኑተ ኃጥአኑ
and for our sins,
እስመ ረከብኪ ሞገሰ
Because you have found honour
በኃበ እግዘአብሐር
before God
እስመ ኪያኪ ኀርየ ሇታእካሁ በመኑግሥተ Because He chose you for His palace
ሰማያት
In the Kingdom of the Heavens.
ሰአሉ ሇኌ ቅዴስት
Plead for us, Holy One,
ከመ ኑዴኅኑ እሞተ ኀጢአት፡፡
That we be saved from the death of sin.
ስምዑ ወሇትየ ወርእዪ
Listen, my daughter, and look
ወአጽምዑ እዛኌኪ
And turn your ear!
ርስዑ ሕዛበኪ
Forget your people
ወቤተ አቡኪ
And your father’s house
እስም ፈተወ ኑጉሥ ሥኌኪ
Because the King desires your beauty,
ቅደስ ማኅዯር
Holy dwelling place
ወይቤ ዛየ አኅዴር
And he said, ‘I will dwell here,
እስመ ኃረይከዋ፡፡
Because I have chosen her.’
ወብፁዔሰ ዖአፍቀሮ ሇከርስቶስ በሌ፡፡
Say, ‘Blessed is he who loves Christ.’
ዔፀ ጳጦስ ይእቲ
She the Bush of the Thicket,
እኑተ በአማኑ እሳተ መሇኮት
Whom truly the fire of divinity
ኢያውእያ
did not consume
ተኑከተመ ጽዴቅ
[As] the bridge of holiness
ርስያ፡፡
He established her.
እብሌ ተዒቢ እምሰማይ
I will say, she is greater than heaven,
ብእሲ ተወሌዯ በውስቲታ
The man was borne within her,
ፀምር ፀዒዲ፡፡
White Fleece.
እሞሙ ሇሰማዔት
The mother of the martyrs,
እኑተ ሊቲ ይዯለ ስብሐት
To whom it is right to give honour,

Exodus 16:33, Hebrews 9:4. The Ethiopic Bible has ‘basket’ instead of ‘jar’ or ‘urn’.
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ማርያምሰ ከመ ፀሐይ ብርህት፡፡
ኃርያት መክፈሌተ ሠየ
ዖኢየኀይዯዋ
አኑቀጸ አዴኅኒ
ረስያ፡፡
እኑተ ርእየ ሙሴ በዯብረ ሲ
ዔፅ እኑተ ኢያውእያ
እሳተ መሇኮት
እኅትኌ እግዛእትኌ ይእቲ ማርያም፡፡
ወሌዴ መሇኮት ወፍቅር ኀዯረ ሊዔላሃ*
ወይቤሊ ርግብየ
ወይቤሊ ሠይትየ
ፀቃውዔ ይውሕዛ እምከፍሪሃ፡፡
ዯመ ቀሉሌ ትጸውር መ
ማርያም ይእቲ ኑጽሕት በዴኑግሌ
እስመ እምከርሣ
ሠርፀ ፍራ ስብሐት
ዖበትርሜሁ እግዘአብሔር መስላኌ፡፡
ማርያም ታዏብዮ ኌፍስየ ውእቱ
አምሊኪየ ወመዴኅኑየ
ወ አምሊኮሙ ሇአብውየ
ኃይሌየ ወፀወኑየ ወ፡፡
ማርያም ኌያ አመተ እግዘአብሔር
ይኳኌ
በከመ ትቤሇ
ያስተበፅዐ ሉተስ እም
ይእዚሳ ኳለ ትውሌዴ፡፡
ጽርኃ ኑጽሕት ማርያም
ተፈሥሒ ሀገረ እግዘአብሔር
ቃሌ ቅደስ
ይወፅእ እምአፉኪ
አእሊፍ መሊእክት ይትሇአኩኪ፡፡
አኌሰ ኃበጊዮርጊያስ በሌ፡
ሰአሉ ሇኌ ማርያም ቅዴስት
እኅቱ ሇሙሴ
አሞሙ ሇሰማዔት
ማርያም ታዔካ በምዴር
ወታዔካ በሰማያት፡፡
ትክዔወ ሞገስ እምከፍርኪ
አኅትየ መርዒተ ገኌት
ፍዋ ዘአኪ ርግብየ ሠይት
መዏዖ እፍረትኪ
እምኳለ አፋው
መዏዖ አፉሃ
ከመ ኮሌ፡፡
መዏዖ አፉሃ
ከመ ኮሌ
ከመ ቅርፍተ ሮማኑ
አስተማሰሌክዋ

Mary shining like the sun.
He chose the portion of her beauty,
Which will not be taken away,
[As] the gate of salvation,
He established her.
Whom Moses saw on Mount Sinai,
Tree whom the fire of divinity did not
consume,
Our sister, our Lady, she is Mary.
Son, God, and Love dwelt in her
And He calls her My Dove,
And He calls her My Beauty,
Honey flows from her lips.
Swift cloud, who carries manna
She is Mary, pure in virginity,
Because from her womb
Her glorious fruit blossomed
Which means, ‘God with us.’
Mary, My soul magnifies Him,
My God and my Salvation.
And the God of my fathers,
My strength and my refuge.
Behold her, Mary, maidservant of God.
He will judge me
In accordance with what you call me
Every generation
From now will consider me blessed.
Pure bridal chamber, Mary
The City of God rejoiced
The Holy Word
comes out from your mouth
Myriads of angels will be sent to you.
Say, ‘George raised up!’
Plead for us, Holy Mary,
Sister of Moses
Mother of martyrs
Mary, her palace is on earth,
And her palace is in the heavens.
Honour flows from your lips
My sister, bride of Paradise
Your ways, my dove, [are] beautiful
The fragrance of your perfume is more
than all mouths
The fragrance of her mouth
is like apple,
The fragrance of her mouth
is like apple,
Like the skin of a pomegranate.
I compared her to the
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ሰረገሊተ አሚዲብ
ከመ ማኅፈዯ ዲዊት ክሳዲ
ወጽሊታ ዖኦሪት
ስብሐት የዒውዲ፡፡
ወአዖዖ ዱዴያኒስ በሌ፡፡
ማርያም ዴኑግሌ
መካሆኑ ሌዯግሌ
ይእቲኪ ቤተ ምስአሌ
ዖአስተፀለ13 ተቀሌሌ
በእኑተ ኳለ ፍጥረት
ተስዔሌ ትተኑብሌ
በአክፈ መሊእክት
ትትኬሇሌ
ይእቲ ተዏቢ እምኪሩቤሌ
ወትፈዯፍዴ እምሱራፌሌ
መኑክር ወመዴምም
ዔበያ ወክብራ ሇዴኑግሌ
ጽሕፋት ውስተ ወኑጌሌ14
ወዱበ ርእስት እክሉሌ
እምርት መስቀሌ፡፡
??? ያዒውዲ ወጽጌረዲ
በትእምርተ መስቀሌ
እኑተ ከርስቶስ በግዔት
እኑተ ታስተርኢ እምረኁቅ ብሄር
ከመ መዴባሇ ማኅበር
እኑት ትሕውጽ እምአዴበር
እኑተ ኮኌት ምከሀ ሇኳልኑ አስት
ኢያውኣየ እሳተ
መሇኮት
ሱራኬሌ ወኪሩቤሌ ይኬሌሌዋ
ኑጽሕት በዴኑግሌ
አሌባቲ ሙስ
መዴኀት ይእቲ
ኑብረታ ዴሙ
ፀምር ፀዒዯ
እኑተ አሌባቲ ርስሐት፡፡
ይእቲ ተዒቢ እምአኑስት
እኑት ያዏውዴ ስብሐት
ሰመያ
ማኅዯረ መሇኮት
ኑጉሠ ፳ኤሌ
ይወፅእ እምነኪ
ማርያም እምኌ
ወእሙ ሇእግዘአኌ
ቃሌ ቅደስ ኀዯረ ሊዔላሃ* ከርስቶስ፡፡

Chariot of Ami[na]dab
Her neck is like the tower of David
Her tablets [are] of the Law,
Glory surrounds her.
Say, ‘And Didyanos commanded.’
Mary, virgin,
The magnificence of virgins
She is a house of prayer
Who swiftly causes [God] to hear.
She pleads, she intercedes.
for the whole creation.
She is protected
by the wings of angels
She is greater that the cherubim
And she superior to the seraphim
Wondrous and astonishing,
The greatness and honour of the virgin
is written in the Gospel
And on the chief crown,
The renowned Cross.
??? and roses encircle her
In the sign of the Cross
Who is the Ewe of Christ
Who is seen from the distant city
Like the gathering of a crowd
Which looks on from the mountains.
Who became the glory of all women
Whom the fire of divinity
did not consume.
Seraphim and cherubim surround her
Pure in virginity,
Who has no corruption in her.
She is salvation,
The clouds are her dwelling,
White fleece
Who has no impurity in her.
She is the greatest of women
Whom glory surrounds.
He named her
‘Dwelling place of divinity’
The King of Israel
will come out from her,
Mary our mother,
And mother of our Lord,
The Holy Word dwelt in her, Christ.

The verb አስተጸሇወ is not attested in other literature, and is not mentioned in Leslau, W. (2006).
Comparative Dictionary of Ge'ez (Classical Ethiopic), Wiesbaden, Harrassowitz Verlag, or in Dillmann,
A. (1970). Lexicon Linguae Aethiopicae (1865). Osnabrück, Biblio Verlag. The manuscript appears to
read thus, however. Although the አስተ- forms of the verb are not always easy to interpret, the logical
meaning of this word would be ‘cause to hear/listen’. 14 Column D.
13
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282.
283.
284.
285.
286.
287.
288.
289.
290.
291.
292.
293.
294.
295.
296.
297.
298.
299.
300.
301.
302.
303.
304.
305.
306.
307.
308.
309.
310.
311.
312.
313.
314.
315.
316.
317.
318.
319.
320.
321.
322.
323.
324.
325.
326.
327.
328.
329.
330.
15

እግዛእትየ እብሇኪ
ወእሙ ሇእግዘእየ እብሇኪ
አኌ ትእዙዖ ሐዱስ
ዖእጽሕፍ ሇኪ
ቡርክት አኑቲ እምአኑስት
እሞሙ ሇሰማዔት
እኑተ ኮኌት ምክሀ ሇኳልኑ አኑስት
አዋሌዯ ኢየሩሳላም ፃዒ
ትርአያ
ወአስተብፅዒሃ ሇማርያም
ረከብኪ ሞገሰ በኀበ እግዘአብሔር
ወአኌሂ እትፌሣሕ በእኑቲአኪ
እስመ ረከብኩ እምውስተ ዯቂቅኪ
እሇ የሐውሩ በትእዙዛየ
አምኂ አ አ
ዯቂቀ እኅተኪ ኅሪት፡፡
ሠይት ይእቲ እምአኑስት
እኑተ እምአፉሃ
ይወፅእ ቃሇ ጽዴቅ
ዔፀ ሕይወት
ዔፀ መዴኀት
እኑተ ይትአመኍ ባቲ
ይዌዴስዋ ሕዛብ ሇማርያም
ዏፀዯ ወይኑ ዖኢትጠፍእ
ይእቲ ሥርው
እኑተ ሠረፀት ሇሕይወት
ዖሇዏሇመ ዏሇም፡፡
አብ ሥጋሃ ቀዯሶ
ኪያሃ ???
ኀዯረ ቃሌ ሇዔላሃ
ወተወሌዯ እምነሃ፡፡
እኅትኌ ይብሌዋ
ወይኬሌሌዋ
ኌያ ሐዯስዩ ጣዔዋ
ጸቃውዔ ይወሕዛ እምከፍሪሃ፡፡
ከመ ቅርፍተ ሮማኑ
መሊትሂሃ፡፡
ሌዐሌ ሰምራ
ዲዊት ዖመራ በቤተ
መቅዯስ ተወክፍዋ፡፡
ኑዑ ርግብየ ወኑዑ ሠይትየ
ኑበብኪ አዲም
መዏዖ አፉሀ
ከመ ኮሌ
ወኳለ ኌገራ በሰሊም
በጸልቱ ሙታኌ አኑሥአ
በጸልቱ አጋኑኑተ አውፅአ
እሇ ሇምፀ አኑጽሐ ብፁዔ ጊዮርጊስ
ዖተጋዯሇ

I will call you, ‘My Lady,
I will call you, ‘Mother of my Lord’
A new commandment
that I will write for you
You are blessed above all women,
Mother of the martyrs
Who became the glory of all women.
Go out, daughters of Jerusalem
And see her!
Call Mary blessed!
You have found honour before God
And I will rejoice in you,
Because I found amongst your children
Those who walk in my commandments
Embrace, embrace, embrace
The children of your chosen sister.
She is the most beautiful of women
From whose mouth
The Holy Word comes out
Tree of Life
Tree of Salvation
Those who trust in her,
The people of Mary, will honour her.
Grape vine who will not be destroyed
She is the root
That sprouted life
for eternity.
The Father sanctified her flesh,
[And] ??? her
The Word dwelt in her,
And was born from her.
They will call her, ‘Our sister’
And they will surround her
Behold her, New Calf!15
Honey pours out from her lips16.
Like the skin of a pomegranate.
[are] her cheeks.
The Most High delighted in her,
David sung of her,
In the sanctuary they received her
Come, my dove, come my beauty!
Your speech is fair,
The fragrance of her mouth
is like apple17.
And all of her speech is with peace.
By his prayers he raised the dead
By his prayers he drove out demons
He purified lepers, blessed George
Who was killed

See note 8. 16 Song of Songs 4:11. 17 Song of Songs 7:8.
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331.
332.
333.
334.
335.
336.
337.
338.
339.
340.
341.
342.

በእኑተ ፍቅረ ክርስቶስ፡፡
ጸሇየ ወሰአሇ
ቅደስ ጊዮርጊስ ሰአሇ
ወይቤ ወይቤ
በእኑተ ሕዛብ
ፈኍ ምሕረተከ ወሠሀሇ
አምሊከኌ፡፡
ረገፀ ምዴረ
አኑሥአ ሙታኌ
ወይቤልሙ
ባኡ ውስተ ገኌት
ጊዮርጊስ ኀያሌ መስተጋዴሌ፡፡

because of his love of Christ.
He prayed and he pleaded,
Saint George pleaded
And he said, he said
Concerning the people,
‘Send your mercy, and have mercy,
our God!’
He trampled the earth,
He raised the dead
And he said to them,
Enter into Paradise!
Mighty George, champion!

*

This marks the use of the preposition
ሊዔሇ lla to indicate divine presence.
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Appendix D.

The Finding of the True Cross

Text from EMML2542 dated as 15th Century. According to the catalogue the musical
notation was added to this manuscript later, which probably places it as written before the
revisions of Giyorgis of Gasəčča. The manuscript has hand numbered pages, with four
columns referred to here as a-d. The manuscript occasionally contains single letters, which
are sometimes to indicate the repetition of the previous line. Sometimes what they indicate
is not clear, and then they are marked with a question mark. The following is a transcript of
this section of the manuscript and therefore includes some spelling inconsistencies, and may
contain errors that need to be resolved through text critical studies.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
1

እመ መዴቅሐ ኢየሩሳላመ
ከረምት ውእቱ
አኑሶሰወ ኢየሱስ አየሩሳላም
በሕዋረ ሶልሞኑ
እኑዖ ይገብር መኑከረ
ወይትመረጏዛ መስቀሇ፡፡
በዮም መስቀሌ ተሰብሐ
ወአኀው አብርሃ፡፡
መስቀሌ ቤዙኌ
መ[ስቀሌ] ጽኑዔትኌ
መ[ስቀሌ] መዴኀተ ኌፍስኌ
አይሁዴ ከሀዯ ወሕኌ አመኌ
እሇ ጸመተ
በመስቀለ ዴኅኌ፡፡
በኃይሇ መስቀለ
ይዔቀበኌ
ወይከሥት
እዔይኑተ አሌባቢኑ፡
ኀበሩ ቃሇ ኌቢያት ወይቤለ
መስቀሌ ብርሃኑ
ሇኳለ ዒሌመ
እስመ መስቀሌ ሞአ
ሞት ተሞአ
ኃይሇ መስቀለ አብርሃ፡፡
እኑተ ተሐኑጸት
በስሙ
ወተቀዯሰት በዯሙ
ወተአትበት
በዔፀ መስቀለ
ማኅዯረ
ሰብሐቲሁ ሇእግዘአብሔር
ተቀዯሰት ቤተ ክርስቲያኑ
አዲም ወሠይት
ዯብተራ ፍጽምት
እኑተ ኢገብራ እዯ ሰብእ፡፡
ርእዩ በግዒ በሌ፡፡
ዮም በዏሇ መስቀለ
በሰማያት በሊዔለ
ወዖኌግሠ በምዴር
ከመ ያብርሀ ሇአሕዙብ
ወሇኳለ ዒሇም
በፍሥሐ ወበሰሊም
ወትረ ይሴባሕ በቅደሳኑ፡፡
መስቀሌ በርሃኑ በሌ፡፡
መስቀሌ ዔፀ ሕይወት
1

When He consecrated Jerusalem
it was the rainy season
Jesus walked through Jerusalem
In the portico of Solomon
While performing wonders
He leant upon the Cross.
Today the Cross is honoured
It enlightens the kindred today.
The Cross is our redemption,
The Cross is our strength,
The Cross is the salvation of our souls,
The Jews rejected but we believed
Those who were perishing
were saved by His Cross.
By the power of His Cross
Let Him protect us
And let Him open
the eyes of our hearts,
The words of the prophets unite saying
‘The Cross is the light
of the whole world
Because the Cross vanquished
Death was vanquished,
The power of His Cross illuminates.
[Churches] that are built
in His name
And that are consecrated by his blood
And who are blessed with the seal
of the wood of His Cross
[Are] the dwelling place
of the glory of God
The Church made holy,
Fair and beautiful,
Perfect Tabernacle
Which is not made by the hand of man.
Say ‘The saw the ram’.
Today [is] the festival of His Cross
In the heavens above
And He who rules on the Earth
That He might illuminate the Gentiles
and all the earth
With joy and with peace
He is continually glorified by the saints.
Say, ‘The Cross is light’.
The Cross is the Tree of Life

Page 12, column c, line 12.
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46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
1

ዔፀ መዴኀት
ብርሃኒሙ ሇአሕዙብ
መዴኀቶሙ ሇኌገሥት፡፡
መስቀሌ በርሃኑ
ሇኳለ ዒሇም
መሠረተ ቤተ ከርስቲያኑ
መስቀሌከ እግዘኦ
መኑሥኤ ሙታኑ፡፡
ኑዐ ኑትፈሣሕ ዮም
በዙቲ ዔሇት በዏሇ መስቀሌ
መስቀሌ ዔፀ ሕይወት
መ ዔፀ መዴኃት፡፡
መስቀሇ ቃሌ
ዔፀ ሕይወት
ሇአይሁዴ ኮኌ ስዯት
እሇ አመኌ በመስቀለ
ይብጽሐኌ ሣህለ፡፡
መከኌ
አፍረየ
አፍሌፈሇ ቀሇየ
አውሐዖ ሇኌ
ዯመ ወማየ ዮም፣
ኑዚኍ ዖመስቀሌ ዔበየ
ሙሴ በጥኑቁቅ ትኑቢቱ
በወስተ ጽሌመት ስኍ የሐቱ
መዛገበ ሕይወት
ዖተጸሌበ ቦቱ
ዔፀ መስቀለ ዛኑቱ ውእቱ፡፡
አብዏሇ መስቀል ክቡረ
እኌዖ ሀል ሊዔሇ
ከመ ይስሇምዎ
ወረዯ ምዴረ
ፍኒተ ሕይወት ከዊኒ መስመረ
በቀራኑዮ
ኀፍረተ መስቀሌ ተዒገሰ
ሇጊዚ ስቅሇቱ
አእረቅዎ ሌብሰ
በአፈ ኳት
ረገዛዎ ከርሠ
ዔፀ መስቀለ ሇወሌዴ
መርኤቶ ሐዯሰ፡፡
በመስቀለ አርኃወ ገኌተ
1
ገብረ መዴኃተ መስቀሌ
ቤዙኌ
መ[ስቀሌ] መዴኃት
ሇእሇ አመኌ
መርሖ ይኳኌኌ መስቀሌ፡፡
መስቀሌ በርሃኑ

It is the Tree of Salvation
The light of the Gentiles
The salvation of kings.
The Cross is the light
of the whole world,
The foundation of the Church,
Your Cross, O Lord,
Is the resurrection of the dead.
Come let us rejoice today
On this day, the festival of the Cross
The Cross is the Tree of Life
The Cross is the Tree of Salvation.
The Cross of the Word
Tree of Life
To the Jews it became expulsion,
Those who believe in His Cross
His grace will come to us.
[That which was] barren
bore fruit
He made the ocean flow out
Today He poured out for us
blood and water
Let us proclaim the Cross greatly.
Moses in his careful prophecy,
In darkness His goodness will shine,
The treasury of life
on which He was crucified
This is the wood of His Cross.
He enriched His honoured Cross
While He was on high,
That they might venerate it,
He came down to earth,
The way of life became pleasant
On the Place of the Skull
He endured the shame of the Cross
for the time of His crucifixion
They stripped him of His clothes
With the point of a sword
they pierced His side
The wood of the Cross of the Son
restored His flock
With His Cross He opened up Paradise,
The Cross worked salvation,
Our redemption
The Cross is salvation
to those who believe
The Cross will be for us a guide.
The Cross is the light
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94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
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ሇኳለ ዒሇም
መሠረተ ቤተ ከርስቲያኑ፡፡
መስቀሌ ቤዙኌ
መስ[ቀሌ] መዴኀተ ኌፍስኌ
ኃይሇ መስቀለ ሇርስቶስ
እሞት ባሌሐኌ
ሰበከ ሇኌ ግዔዙኌ
ዖሕኍ ሇባሕር
ወመርሶ ሇአሕማር መስቀሌ፡፡
መስቀሌ በርሃኑ
መስ[ቀሌ] መ[ዴኀት]
መሠረተ ቤተ ክርስቲያኑ፡፡
በኦሪት ሙሴ
ዖተኑግረ ስኍ
ዔፀ አኑሕዮ
ሇባሕር ዙሕኍ፡፡
መስቀሇ አሌፋ ተረከበ ዮመ
በቅደስ መካኍ አጽዯሇ
ውስተ ዒሇም በርሃኍ
መስቀሌ ዖሠምረ
ተፀሌቦ
አራተ ሕማሙ በፈቃዴ
ሰኪቦ፡፡
ዮም መስቀለ
ውስት አሚኑ ዖጼወወ ሕዛቦ
በዯሙ መኀየዊ
ርስሐተ ሐፂቦ
በርሃኌ ጽዴቅ
ዖዏቀበ ሕዛቦ፡፡
ግኌዩ ሇአምሊከ አማሌከት
ግኌዩ ሇእግዘአ አግዔዛት
እስመ ውእቱ አምሊከ ምሕርት
በመስቀለ አርኀ ወ ገኌተ፡፡
በመስቀለ አርኀወ ገኌተ
በ ገብረ መዴኀተ
ዛኑቱ ውእቱ መስቀሌ
ቤዙኌ ኀዩሌኌ
ወጸወኑኌ
ወትረ የሀለ ምስላኌ፡፡
በስመ ስሊሤ
እትዒተብ
ዔፀ መስቀሌ
ዖወሌዯ አብ
ተረከበ ዮም
ከመ ያብርህ ሇአሕዙብ፡፡

of the whole world
The foundation of the Church.
The Cross redeemed us,
The Cross is the salvation of our souls,
The power of the Cross of Christ
liberated us from death
It proclaimed to us our freedom
The tranquillity of the sea
And the anchor of ships, the Cross.
The Cross is light,
The Cross is salvation
The foundation of the Church.
In the Law the goodness
of which Moses spoke
The wood of consolation
The tranquillity of the sea.
The Cross of Alpha3 was found today.
In the holy place its light shone
in all the world
[On] The Cross which bears fruit
He was crucified
[And] by will on a bed suffering
He lay down.
Today His Cross,
Which captures His people into truth
By His life-giving blood
washed away impurity
The holy light,
which guards His people.
Praise the God of Gods
Praise the Lord of freedom
Because He is the God of mercy
With His Cross He opened Paradise
With His Cross He opened Paradise
With His Cross He worked salvation
This is the Cross
Our salvation, our strength
and our fortress
May it always be with us.
In the Name of the Trinity
I make the sign of the Cross
The wood of the Cross
of the Son of the Father
Was found today
That it might illuminate the Gentiles.

3

A symbolic reference to Christ see Revelation 1:8.
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ጽሌመተ ኢያእምሮ
መስቀሌ አብርሃ
ሙቁሐኌ ፈትሐ
ጥቀ ተሰብሐ፡፡
ዖዔጣኑ አኌጸረ
ሰገዯ ጢስ
መስቀሇ ቃሌ ቅደስ
ዖተረከበ በኀሢሥ፡፡
መስቀሇ ቃሌ
ዔፀ ሕይወት
ዔፀ መዴሐት
በጎሇጎታ ዖዯፈኌ አይሁዴ
ዖዔጣኑ አኑጸረ
ሰገዯ ጢስ፡፡
ዮም በመስቀለ ቀብዏ
ዯሞ ማኀየዊ
ወሌዯ አምሊከ
ዖኮኌ ሰርዌ፡፡
መስቀለ ትገብር ዮም
በሰብሐት
እራተ ሕማሙ
አሪገ መርዒት፡፡
በመስቀሌከ
ርኢኌ ብርሃኌ
መስቀሌከ ያኌሥእ ሙታኌ
በኃይሇ መስቀለ
አጋኑኑተ አውፅአ
እሇ ሇምፀ
አኑጽሐ፡፡
አረጋዊ አትግሀ
ጋይሰ ብእሲ
ዖስሙ ኪራኮስ
ዖዔጣኑ አኑጸረ
ሰገዯ ጢስ
በጎሇጎታ ዖዯፈኍ አይሁዴ
ዮም ተረከበ ዔፀ መስቀሌ::
መስቀሌከ እግዘአ ብርሃኑ
መሠረተ ቤተ ከርስቲያኑ
ዙኅኍ ሇባሕር
ወመርሶ ሇእሕማር፡፡
መስቀሌ አብርሃ ሇኳለ
በሰማያት በሇዔለ
ወዖኌግሠ በምዴር
ከመ ያብርህ አሕዙብ
መስቀሌ ዖወሌዯ አብ፡፡
ዖዮም መስቀሌ
ሇመፀብሐዊ ሰሐቦ
ወሇፈያታዊ በቅፅበት ቀፀቦ፡፡
በመስቀለ ዏተበኌ

The darkness of unknowing
The Cross shone
It released captives
It is greatly honoured.
The incense turned
The smoke bowed down
The Cross of the Holy Word
which was found by pursuit.
The Cross of the Word
Tree of Life
Tree of Salvation
Which the Jews buried on Golgotha
The incense turned
The smoke bowed down.
Today by His Cross He anointed me
His life-giving blood
The Son of God
who became an army for me.
Today His Cross is brought forth
with glory
The bed of His suffering
The gazelle of the bride4.
Through your Cross
We saw the Light
Your Cross raises the dead
By the power of His Cross
He drives out daemons
those who are leprous
He cleanses.
The Ancient One woke up
Shield, Man
Whose name is the Church
The incense turned
The smoke bowed down
On Golgotha where the Jews buried
Today the wood of the Cross is found.
Your Cross, Lord of Light,
[Is] the foundation of the Church,
The tranquillity of the sea,
The anchor of ships.
The Cross illuminated all
In the heavens above
And they who rule on the earth,
That they might illuminate the Gentiles
The Cross of the Son of the Father.
Of today, the Cross
He lead the tax collector
He beckoned with a nod the robber.
He marked us with the Cross,

Possibly a reference to Song of Solomon 2:17, and 4:8-12.
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በመስቀለ ቤዖወኌ
ወበመስቀለ
ኮኌ ሕይወትኌ፡፡
ዮም መስቀሌ ተሰብሐ
ዮመ ሇአሓው አብርሃ
ወሇእሇ ውስተ ጽሌምት
ብርሃኒሙ መ[ስቀሌ]
ኑሕኌ ኀቤከ ተማኅፀኌ
መ ርዴአኌ
ወአዴኅኌ
በእኑተ ስምከ ቅደስ
ዖተስምየ በሊዔላኌ፡፡
ዮም በዏሇ መስቀለ
በሰማያት በሊዔለ
ወዖኌግሠ በምዴር
ከመ ያብርሀ ሇአሕዙብ
ወሇኳለ ዒሇም
ዮም በዏሇ መስቀለ
በሰማያት ወበምዴር፡፡
መስቀሌ ኀይሌኌ
ወፀወኑኌ
መዴኃተ ኌፍስኌ
ፍጽምኌ ወከዋሇኌ
ምጽኑዒተ ቅጽርኌ
ዛኑቱ ውእቱ መስቀሌ
ኃይሌኌ ወፀወኑኌ
ዮም ፍሥሐ ሇኌ፡፡
እምሥርወ እሴይ
ሠረፀ ፍሬ ስብሐት
በእኑቲአኌ ተተከሇ
ዔፀ ሕይወት
ወበሊዔላሁ 5ተሰቅሇ ከርስቶሰ
ሇመዴኀተ ዘአኌ
ዮም መስቀሌ ተሰብሐ
ዮም መ[ስቀሌ]
ሇአኀው አብርሃ፡፡
መስቀሌ ገብረ ሕይወተ
መ ወበመስቀለ ዴኅኌ፡፡
መ፡፡
እኑዖ ጽሌመት ዒሇም
ብርሃኌ አርአየ ሇአሕዙብ፡፡
ወውእቱ በባሕር ያዴኅኑ
ውእቱ ዔፁበ ያቀሌሌ፡፡
መ[ስቀሌ]
ውእቱ በበዴው ይረዴዔ
ውእቱ በጸገ ይበሌሕ
መ[ስቀሌ]
ዯብረ ጽዮኑ ዖአፍቀረ ኪያሃ
ዖሠምረ ሀገረ
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He redeemed us with His Cross,
And by His Cross
He became our life.
Today the Cross is glorified
Today it illuminated the brothers
And for those in darkness,
The Cross is their light
We take refuge in you
Our helper
And our saviour
Because of your Holy Name
Which you were given over us.
Today the festival of His Cross
In the heavens above
And they who rule on the earth
That they might illuminate the Gentiles
And all the earth.
Today the festival of His Cross
In the heavens and on earth.
The Cross is our strength and our
and our fortress,
The salvation of our souls,
Our consummation and our rearguard.
The firm foundation of our stronghold
This is the Cross
Our strength and our fortress
Today joy [came] to us.
From the root of Jesse
Honoured fruit shot forth
For our sakes
the Tree of Life was planted,
And on it Christ was crucified.
For our salvation.
Today the Cross is glorified
Today the Cross
illuminated the brothers.
The Cross produced life
?? And by His Cross he saved.
???
While the world [was] in darkness
He showed the Light to the Gentiles.
And He keeps safe [those] in the sea,
He makes hardship light.
The Cross,
He helps [those] in the desert
He is quick with grace
The Cross
Mount Zion who loves her
Who is well pleased with the land
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መ[ስቀሌ]
ኪያሃ ዖሠምረ
ሀገረ ሇጻዴቃኑ
ማኅዯረ መ[ሇኮት]፡፡
ዮም በዏሇ መስቀለ
በሰማያት ወበምዴር በታህቱ
ስብሐት ልቱ
ልቱ ይዴለ፡፡
ሀሇዉ እሌ ይቤለ
ሇዔፅኍ ታመሌኩ
ወሇዔፅኍ በዏሇ ትገብሩ
ኢቀዯሰኍ ዯሙ ከቡር
ሇዔፀ መስቀለ
ወበእኑተዛ
ኑሕኌ መሌኮ፡፡
ዛኑት መስቀሌ ቤዙኌ
መዴኀትኌ
ሇአይሁዴ ስዯተ ኮኌ፡፡
ወሇኌ ሕይወተ ኮኌ፡፡
ዮመ መስቀሌ ተሰብሐ
ዮም መስቀሌ
በአኃው አብርሃ፡፡
ዛኑቱ መስቀሌ ቤዙኌ
መዴኃትኌ፡፡
እኑተ ተሐኑጽት
በእዯ ካህት
ወተ[ቀ]ዯሰት
በአፈ ጳጳሳት
እምኌ ጽዮኑ ቅዴስት
እኑተ የዒውዯ ሰብሐት
እሞሙ ይእቲ ሇሰማዔት፡፡
ዯብተራ ፍጽምት
ማኅዯረ መሇኮት ዮም
በዏሇ መስቀለ
በሰማያት በሇዔለ
ወበመዴር በታሕቱ፡፡
ዮም መስቀሌ ተሰብሐ
ዮም መስቀሌ
ሇአሐው አብርሃ
ሇእሇ አመኌ
ዖኅኌ ከኌኌ፡፡
ዛኑቱ መስቀሌ ዖአስተዒፀቡ
ያቀሌሌ፡፡
መስቀሌ ረዴኤት
መርሕ በፍኒት

The Cross
Who is well pleased with the
Country of the saints
The dwelling place of divinity
Today is the festival of His Cross
In heaven and on earth beneath
Glory be to Him,
It is proper for Him
There are those who say
Do you worship the Wood?
And do celebrate the Wood?
Did not his honoured blood sanctify
the Wood of His Cross
And it is because of this
that we worship.
This Cross is our redemption
our salvation
To the Jews it became expulsion.
But to us it became life.
Today the Cross is glorified,
Today the Cross
illuminated the brothers.
This Cross is our redemption
our salvation
[Churches] that were built
by the hands of priests,
And were blessed
by the mouths of bishopos
Our mother, Holy Zion
Whom glory surrounds
She is mother of the martyrs.
Perfect Tabernacle,
Dwelling place of divinity,
The festival of His Cross
In the heavens above,
And on earth below.
Today the Cross is glorified,
Today the Cross
illuminated the brothers
To those who believe
It became tranquillity for us.
This Cross that they consider harsh
Makes light.
The Cross is help,
A guide on the way,
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ቦዖ ቦቱ
ተሰደ አጋኑኑት፡፡
ርእዩ አኑትሙ ጸታ ኌገር
ከመ ተረከበ ዔፀ
መስቀሌ ክቡር፡፡
አኮ በወርቅ ኀሊፊ
ዖተሣየጠኌ
በዯሙ ክቡር
ቤዖወ ኪየኌ፡፡
መስቀሌ አብርሀ
አብርሀ ወተሰብሐ
ሇኌገሥት ኮኒሙ መርሐ
ዛኑቱ መስቀሌ
ዖአስተአፀቡ
ያቀሌሌ፡፡
በዏሇ መስቀለ
በሰማያት በሇዔለ
ወበምዴር በታሕቱ
ኌአምኑ ቦቱ
ወኑገ ልቱ
እስመ ውእቱ ረዴእ ወአዴኅኒ፡፡
ዮም መስቀሌ ተሰብሐ
ዮም መ[ስቀሌ]
ሇአኃው አብርሃ
ገብረ መዴኃተ፡፡
ዮም መስቀሌ
ዖወሌዯ አብ
ዮም መ[ስቀሌ]
ዖበመዴር ገብረ መዴኀተ፡፡
ይቤልሙ ኢየሱስ ሇአይሁዴ
እመኍ ብየ ወእመኍ በአቡየ
ዮምሰ ሇእሉአየ አብርህ
በመስቀሌየ፡፡
ዮም ተኬኌወ
በዯሙ
ቤዖወ ዖተጼወወ
እግዘአ ሕያዋኑ ወሙታኑ
ገብረ መዴኀተ
በማእከሇ ምዴር
በኢየሩሳላም ሀገር
ስፍሐ እዴዊሁ
በቀራኑዮ መካኑ
ተጠብሐ ሥጋሁ
ሰቀለ ምዴኀነ
ኳለ ዖየሐዩ በቃለ፡፡
ትእምረተ እኑዖ ትጽውሩ
3 አስማተ
ዮም መሊእክት ያርኅዉከሙ
ጏዴጓደ ኆኅቶ ሇእግዘአክሙ

There are demons
who were banished by it.
Look! Shout out speech!
That the honoured Wood of the Cross
was found.
It was not with fleeting gold
that He bought us back,
With his honoured blood
He redeemed even us.
The Cross shone,
It shone and was glorified,
It became a guide for kings,
This Cross
That they consider harsh,
Makes light.
The festival of His Cross
In the heavens above,
And on the earth below
We believe in it,
And we give thanks for it,
Because it is help, and salvation.
Today the Cross is glorified,
Today the Cross
gave light to the brothers
It worked salvation.
Today the Cross
of the Son of the Father
Today the Cross
that worked salvation on earth
Jesus said to the Jews,
Believe in me, and believe in My Father
Today give light to My own
by My Cross.
Today He skilfully worked
with His blood,
He redeemed captives,
The Lord of the living and the dead,
He worked salvation.
In the middle of the land,
In the city of Jerusalem
He stretched out His hands,
On the Place of the Skull
His flesh was sacrificed,
The crucified the Saviour
of all who live by His word.
The sign you are bearing
the three names.
Today the angels opened for you
They struck the gate of your Lord
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መስቀሇ ከርስቶስ ይዔቀብከሙ
መስቀሇ ሞቶ ጹሩ
ዖተአዛክሙ ግበሩ
በተጥባበ ኌገር ኢትሖሩ
በከመ ይቤ ጳውልስ ሇሰብአ ቆሮኑቶስ
እኑዖ ይሜህር በቃሌ ሐዱስ፡፡
ዮም መስቀሌ አስተርአየ
እሇ ማሰኍ
ፍጥረተ አሰኌየ
ዮም መስቀሌ ተሰብሐ
መስቀሌ ሇአኅወ አብርሃ
ዮም ተረከበ ዔፀ መስቀለ
ሇወሌዴ
ዮም ተረከበ
በቀራ8ኑዮ መካኑ
ዖዯፈኍ አይሁዴ
መስቀሌ ዔፀ ሕይወት
ዔፀ መዴኀት፡፡
እግዘአ ሰማያት ወምዴር
ዱበ ዔፅ ተሰቅሇ
ዮም መስቀሌ ተሰብሐ
ሇአሐው አበርሃ
ዮም መ[ስቀሌ]
እምፀሐይ ወእምከዋከት አብርሃ፡፡
ወእኑቲ ቀራኑዮ መካኌ ጎሌጎታ
በኀቤኪ ተሰቅሇ ኢየሱስ ከርስቶስ
ህየ ህየ ኑሰግዴ ኳሌኌ
ኀበ ቆመ እገሪሁ
ኀበ ተረገዖ ገቦሁ
ዮም በዏሇ መስቀለ፡፡
መስቀሌ ተሰብሐ
ዮም ሇአኀወ አብርሀ
ዮም መ[ስቀሌ]
እምፀሐይ ወእምከዋከብት አብርሃ፡፡
መስቀለሰ ሇከርስቶስ
ሇኌ ጽኑዔ
ሇአግብርተ ግዔዙኑ
መስቀሌ ዙሕኑ
ዮም መስቀሌ ተሰበሐ
ሇአሐወ አብርሃ
ሞት ተሞአ
መስቀሌ አብርሀ
ገብረ መዴኀተ
መስቀሌ ዖወሌዯ አብ፡፡
በኢየሩሳላም ሰቀሌዎ
በጎሌጎተ ቀበርዎ

Let the Cross of Christ keep you safe,
Bear the Cross of His death,
Do what you were commanded
Do not live by cleverness of speech
As Paul said to the people of Corinth
Teaching in the New Testament.
Today the Cross is revealed,
Those who were perishing,
He made the Creation beautiful
Today the Cross is glorified,
The Cross illuminated the brothers,
Today was found the Wood of the Cross
of the Son
Today was found
In the Place of the Skull
That which the Jews hid.
The Cross is the Tree of Life
The Tree of Salvation.
The Lord of the heavens and earth
On the Wood was crucified.
Today the Cross is glorified,
It illuminated the brothers
Today the Cross Shines
More than the Sun and stars
And you, qərnəyo, place of Golgotha
On you Jesus Christ was crucified
There, in that place we will bow down
Near to where His feet stood,
Near to where His side was pierced,
Today the festival of His Cross
The Cross is glorified,
Today it illuminated the brothers
Today the Cross shines
More than the Sun and stars.
The Cross of Christ
To us strength
To the servants of freedom,
The Cross is tranquility.
Today the Cross is glorified,
It illuminated the brothers,
Death was vanquished
The Cross shines
It worked salvation
The Cross of the Son of the Father
In Jerusalem they crucified Him,
On Golgotha they buried Him
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ዮም መ አብርሃ አብርሃ
Today the Cross shines, it shines
ወተሰብሐ
And is glorified.
ሇኌገሥት ኮኒሙ መርሐ
It became a guide to kings,
ሙቁሐኌ ፈትሐ
It released prisoners
ጥቀ ተሰብሐ፡፡
Greatly it is glorified.
በመስቀሌከ ከርስቶሰ ረዯአከኌ
By your Cross you came to our rescue
ወሕይወተ ጸጎከኌ
And you graciously gave us life
ዮምስ በመስቀሌከ
Today by your Cross
አብርሃከ ሇኌ፡፡
You illuminated us
አርአየ ቇስጠኑጢኒስ
You revealed to Constantine
ትእምረተ መስቀሌ
The sign of the Cross
ሇአሕዙብ ወሇኌ
To the Gentiles and to us
በዏሌኌ
Our festival
መስቀሌ ኀይሌኌ
The Cross is our strength
ወፀወኑኌ
And our refuge
መዴኀትኌ
And our salvation
ዛኑቱ ውእቱ መስቀሌ፡፡
This is the Cross.
መዋዔሌ አስተርአዮ
On the day He revealed
ትእምርተ መስቀሌ
The sign of the Cross
ሇቇጦኒስ
To Constantine
ዮም ተሰብሐ
Today it is glorified.
ኑሕኌ ኌአምኑ
We believe
ከመ ውእቱ ይከሌ ረዴኦ ወአዴኅኒ፡፡
That He is able to help and to save.
ዮም መስቀሌ አብርሃ
Today the Cross shone
ፈዴፋዯ ተሰብሐ በሰማይ
It is greatly glorified in heaven
አርአየ ፀሐየ ወወርኃ
It revealed the Sun and the Moon
ዮም መ[ስቀሌ] አብርሀ
Today the Cross shines
ፈዴፋዯ ተሰብሐ፡፡
It is greatly glorified,
ዮመ መስቀሌ ተሰበሐ
Today the Cross is glorified
ዮም መ[ስቀሌ]
Today the Cross
ሇአኀወ አብርሀ
Illuminated the brothers,
አብርሀ ወተሰብሐ መሰቀሌ
The Cross shone and was glorified
ሇኌገሥት ኮኒሙ መርሐ፡፡
To kings it became a guide.
ኑወግዕሙ ሇኳልሙ ፀርኌ ይቤ ዲዊት We will defeat all our enemies
በመኑፈስ ትኑቢት
Said David with the spirit of prophecy
በእኑተ ዛኑተ ዔፀ መስቀሌ
Concerning this Wood of the Cross
ዖተሰቅሇ ዱቤሁ
On which was crucified
ቃሇ አብ
The Word of the Father.
ወበስምከ ኌሐስሮሙ
And by your name we will confound
ሇእሇ ቆሙ ሇዔላኌ
Those who stand against us.
ወከዔበ ይቤ
And again He said
ወሀብኮሙ ትእምርተ
He gave them a sign
ሇእሇ ይፈርሁከ
To those who fear You
ከመ ያምስጡ እም ገጸ ቀሰት
That they flee from the face of the bow
ወይዴኀኍ ፍቁራከ
And you beloved will be saved,
ወኑሕኌ ኑትፈሣሕ ዮም
And as for us we will rejoice today
ወኑግበር በዏሇ
And let us celebrate a festival
በዙቲ ዔሇት
On this day,
በዏሇ እግዘአኌ፡፡
The festival of our Lord,
ዛኑቱ መስቀሌ ቤዙኌ
This Cross is our redemption
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ፍጽምኌ
ወከዊሇኌ
ምጽኑዒተ ቅጽርኌ
መዴኀተ ኌፍስኌ
ዮመ ፍሥሐ ሇኌ፡፡
ሀሇወት አሐቲ ሀገር
ብርህት ከመ ፀሐይ
ሕኑፀሃ ወሱራረሃ
አዯም
የዒውዲ ሐፁር
በትእምርተ መስቀሌ፡፡
ይብሌዎ አይሁዴ
ሇዔፅኍ ታመሌኩ
ወሇዔፅኍ በዏሇ ትገብሩ
በከመ ይቤ እግዘእኌ በወኑጌሌ
ዮም በዏሇ መስቀለ
በሰማይ ወብምዴር፡፡
ህየኑተ ዔጣኌ
??? ዖአርያም
ይቤልሙ ኢየሱስ ሇአርዱአሁ በሌ፡፡
ከሌዔ ከብሩ ሇፀሐይ በሌ፡፡
ወበውእቱ መዋዔሌ
አስተርዮ ሇቇስጠኑጢኒስ በሰማይ
ዮምስ በዏሌኌ መስቀሌ
ፍሥሐኌ ወክብርኌ
ዛኑቱ መስቀሌ መዴኀተ ኮኌ ሇኌ፡፡
በሰማይ ፀሐየ አርአየ በሌ፡፡
መስቀሌከ ዔፀ ተኌብየ በሌ፡፡
ዮም በዏሇ መስቀለ በሰማያት
በሇዔለ ወ9ምዴር በታሕቱ
ገብረ ሰሊመ ሇኳለ፡፡

And our consummation
And our rearguard,
The steadfastness of our fortress
The salvation of our souls
Today we are joyful
There was a city
Shining like the Sun
Her buildings and her foundations
were fair
Her ramparts surround her
In the sign of the Cross.
The Jews say,
‘Do you worship the Wood?’
‘Do you celebrate the Wood?’
As our Lord said in the Gospel
Today is the festival of His Cross
In heaven and on earth
In the place of incense,
??? of the highest heavens
Say, ‘Jesus said to His disciples.’
Also say, ‘The honours of the Sun.’
And on this day
Was revealed to Constantine in heaven
Today, our festival of the Cross
Our joy and our honour
This Cross became salvation for us
Say, ‘In heaven he revealed the Sun.’
Today the festival of the Cross
In the heavens above
And on earth below
He made peace for us all.
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Appendix F.

The Andəmta on Genesis 22:5

Translated from (Anonymous 1999 EC-b: ዖፍጥረት 141-43)
(Ge‘ez) And when Abraham looked behold he saw a ram1288, and his horns
were caught in the wood of the thicket.(Amharic) When Abraham looked around
behold he saw a sheep whose two horns were caught in a vine which is called
the wood of the thicket.
(Ge‘ez) And Abraham went and sacrificed it in the place of his son Isaac.
(Amharic) ‗Abraham, he will be the sacrifice for me,‘ he said, and he left his
son and went and brought the ram and sacrificed it. HISTORY: If they ask,
‗what is this like?‘: The Lords said to His angels, ‗I have a friend Abraham, my
beloved, on the earth‘. The angels heard this and they praised God saying,
‗Blessed Abraham is the friend of God‘. It means, that these words were heard
in the heavens. Satan heard this and said to God, ‗if he is your beloved, he has
a son to whom he gave birth in his old age, will he sacrifice him?‘1289 ‗What will
he not sacrifice for me?‘ Now, Satan having found favour from God said this,
‗Is there no reply to Satan who asks God thus?‘ On the contrary, it is to reveal
the mystery of the Lord‘s death to Abraham, and the history of Abraham‘s
virtue to men. After this the Lord said to him, ‗Sacrifice your son whom you
love to me!‘ Abraham took Isaac and two young servants and he hastened for
three days. When he arrived at the foot of the mountain, he said to the young
men, ‗Remain here, I and my son will worship and return to you‘ and it says,
‗he loaded up Isaac his son.‘ He loaded the wood onto Isaac and he took the
fire and the small knife. They went and when they arrived half-way up the
mountain, ‗where is the sheep, Father?‘ [Isaac said]. ‗My father, I saw the
wood, the fire, and the small knife, [but] where is the sheep that will be for the
sacrifice?‘ he said. ‗God knows the sheep‘, ‗God knows the sheep‘ he said to
him. When they arrived at the top of the mountain he started to arrange the
stones, and to add wood to the fire. [Isaac said], ‗You arranged the stones, and
added wood to the fire, where is the sheep? It seems to me that you are to
sacrifice me! So that your hands and feet are not cut off by my thrashing
around tie my hands and feet for me!‘ he said, and he tied him. ‗So that you are
not abandoned by your creator when our eyes meet and you are compassionate
on me and leave me, bow your head and lie me down!‘ He said to him. He
bowed his head, and lay him down, he put the blade on him, and was about to
draw the knife, from behind him he heard a voice saying, ‗Do not lay your hand
[on him]!‘ He turned and when he looked he say a white ram caught in the
Wood of the Thicket, and said, ‗This will be the sacrifice for me!‘ and he
released Isaac and sacrificed the ram.
This is a symbol. Abraham is a symbol of the God the Father, Isaac of God the
Son. Abraham in his mind sacrificed his son; God the Father sacrificed his son
in the flesh. So that Abraham would be a symbol, he made Abraham first. So
that they don‘t say that God the Father would not sacrifice his son. That, even
inasmuch as they know God‘s habit of goodness, when they say to them that
Abraham even sacrificed his only child, they might lack a reply. The two young
men are a symbol of the thief on the right and the thief on the left; the donkey is
a symbol of the donkey of Palm Sunday, the wood is a symbol of the Cross, the
fire is a symbol of the Holy Spirit, the small knife is a symbol of the power of
God, the small knife that separates bone and flesh; and the Lord said, ‗Father I
commit my soul into your hands‘ and by his own power he separated his soul
from his flesh; they travelled three days in order to sacrifice him, and the
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The word can mean either a sheep or a ram Kane Amharic-English Dictionary (two volumes): 940,
but in the context it seems logical to translate it as a male.
1289
See Jubilees 17:16 Charles The book of Jubilees, or, The little Genesis: 120-121.
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Lord‘s judgement on death was completed on the third day, it is a symbol of the
Cross. This was the thing that saved Isaac from death rather than the thing by
which he died. The mind of Abraham is a symbol of the tomb: Isaac was
sacrificed in the mind of Abraham and on the third day he was saved, the Lord
dwelt three days and three nights in the belly of the tomb, it is a symbol of his
resurrection.
ANDM: The ram is a symbol of the Lord, Isaac is a symbol of the believers.
The ram became a substitute for Isaac, and the Lord became a substitute for
believers. That they say the ram descended from heaven, the Lord was to
descend from the heaven of heavens. That they say it was found from the Wood
of the Thicket, that he would be born from sealed virginity, from Our Lady. It is
a symbol that because he came from the flock of Abraham, he would be born
from the tribe of Abraham.
ANDM: The Wood of the Thicket is a symbol of the cross: meaning The Wood of
the Thicket in order to mean the Wood of Atonement.
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Appendix G.

The Biblical Covenants

Following is a list of biblical references referring to the covenants of the Old and New
Testaments.

The Covenant with Noah, not to destroy the world again (Genesis 9:11-16)
‗I establish my covenant with you, that never again shall all flesh be cut off by
the waters of a flood, and never again shall there be a flood to destroy the
earth.‖ God said, ―This is the sign of the covenant that I make between me and
you and every living creature that is with you, for all future generations: I have
set my bow in the clouds, and it shall be a sign of the covenant between me and
the earth. When I bring clouds over the earth and the bow is seen in the clouds,
I will remember my covenant that is between me and you and every living
creature of all flesh; and the waters shall never again become a flood to destroy
all flesh. When the bow is in the clouds, I will see it and remember the
everlasting covenant between God and every living creature of all flesh that is
on the earth‖‘

The Covenant with Abraham and his Offspring, of Land and of Descendents
(Genesis 17:4-7)
'

As for me, this is my covenant with you: You shall be the ancestor of a
multitude of nations. No longer shall your name be Abram, but your name shall
be Abraham; for I have made you the ancestor of a multitude of nations. I will
make you exceedingly fruitful; and I will make nations of you, and kings shall
come from you. I will establish my covenant between me and you, and your
offspring after you throughout their generations, for an everlasting covenant, to
be God to you and to your offspring after you‘

The Covenant with Abraham Renewed for Isaac, and Jacob (Leviticus 26:42)
Although the renewal of the covenant for Isaac is not mentioned in Genesis, later references
show that it was understood to be so, for instance:
‗then will I remember my covenant with Jacob; I will remember also my
covenant with Isaac and also my covenant with Abraham, and I will remember
the land‘

The Covenant with Abraham renewed for Jacob (Genesis 28:13-15)
‗And the LORD stood beside him and said, ―I am the LORD, the God of
Abraham your father and the God of Isaac; the land on which you lie I will give
to you and to your offspring; and your offspring shall be like the dust of the
earth, and you shall spread abroad to the west and to the east and to the north
and to the south; and all the families of the earth shall be blessed in you and in
your offspring. Know that I am with you and will keep you wherever you go,
and will bring you back to this land; for I will not leave you until I have done
what I have promised you‖‘

The Covenant with Moses (Exodus 19:5)
‗Now therefore, if you obey my voice and keep my covenant, you shall be my
treasured possession out of all the peoples. Indeed, the whole earth is mine‘
Subsequently God gives Moses the Ten Commandments as part of this covenant.
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The New Covenant (Luke 22:20)
In the New Testament, salvation, accomplished through Christ’s sacrifice on the Cross is
termed the 'New Covenant' at the Last Supper:
'And he did the same with the cup after supper, saying, "This cup that is poured
out for you is the new covenant in my blood'
.
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